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T

his WorldDevelopment
Reportis about building
market institutions that promote growth and
I
reduce poverty, addressing how institutions
support markets, what makes institutions work, and
how to build them.
This theme is a natural continuation of last year's
Report, which demonstrated that markets are central
to the livesof poor people,that institutionsplayan important role in howmarketsaffectpeople'sstandardsof
livingand helpprotect their rights.This Reportidentifieshow institutions can promote inclusiveand integrated markets,and ensurestable growthand thus dramaticallyimprovepeople'sincomesand reducepoverty.
It is about equal opportunity and empowermentfor
people,especiallythe poor.
Somecountrieshavesuccessfullyharnessedmarketorientedreformsto improvethe welfareof alltheir people. But in other countries,marketshavenot givenpeople as much incentive to engage in wider trade, the
abilityto use fullytheir skillsand resources,and opportunities to increasetheir income.
Effectiveinstitutionscan make the differencein the
successof market reforms.Without land-titling institutions that ensureproperty rights,poor peopleare unable to use valuableassets for investmentand income
growth. Without strong judicial institutions that enforce contracts, entrepreneursfind many businessactivities too risky.Without effectivecorporate governance institutionsthat check managers'behavior,firms
waste the resourcesof stakeholders.And weakinstitutions hurt the poor especially.For example,estimates
show that corruption can cost the poor three times as
much as it does the wealthy.
Addressingthe challengeof buildingeffectiveinstitutions is criticalto the Bank'smissionof fightingpoverty.

We recognizethe centralimportanceof institutionsin
the developmentprocessthrough the Comprehensive
DevelopmentFramework,which stressesthe interdependenceof institutionswith the human,physical,and
macroeconomicsidesof development.
The Report emphasizesthe importance of historical context: where countries are today affects where
they can go. It also takes a pragmaticapproach to institution building,focusingon what can be done practicallyrather than on what should be done in an ideal
world. Socialand political factors affect the pace of
change,and sweepingreformsare not alwayspossible.
It is important to work on the areaswhereopportunities present themselves;each step can take countries
forward-if correctly designed.And smaller reforms
can build constituenciesfor largerones.
This Report recognizesthat one sizedoes not fit all
in institutionbuildingand providespolicyguidanceon
how to developappropriateinstitutions. Building on
the successesof countries, and learning from the failures, the Report providesa deeper understanding of
market-supportinginstitutionsand a better appreciation of howpeoplemaybuild suchinstitutions.In identifyinghowto promote institutionalchange,it looksat
the roles of privateand public, and national,local,and
international, actors. It draws on a wealth of research
and practicalexperiencefrom inside and outside the
Bank,as wellas on insightsfrom many disciplines,presentingnew researchand data on institutions.
From these diversesources,the Report distillsfour
lessonson buildingeffectiveinstitutions:
a Designthem to complementwhat exists-in terms
of other supportinginstitutions,human capabilities,
and availabletechnologies.The availabilityand costs
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of supporting institutions and capacity determine
the impact of any particular institution. By understanding how institutions interact, we can identify
priorities,
* Innovate to identify institutions that work-and
those that do not. Sometimes this requires experimentation. Even in countries with similar incomes
and capacities, innovation can create stronger institutions because of differences in local conditions,
differences that range from social norms to geography. Countries can gain from expanding successful
public innovations and adopting private innovations. But they must also have the courage to drop
failing experiments.
* Connect communities of market players through
open information flows and open trade. Exchanging
information changes behavior. It creates demand for
institutional change by holding people to account
and by supplying ideas for change from outside the
community. Linking communities of people in networks of information and trade is thus a priority for
those building market-supporting institutions.

* Promote competition among jurisdictions, firms,
and individuals. Developing country market actors
often face too little competition, and changing this
will significantly improve institutional quality.
Greater competition modifies the effectivenessof existing institutions, creates demand for new ones, and
increases choice for consumers. Competition among
jurisdictions highlights successful institutions and
promotes demand for them. Competition among
firms and individuals does the same.
These broad lessons, as well as the detailed analysis
and many examples throughout this Report, will help
us and policymakers build institutions that ensure stable and inclusive growth and thus improve people's incomes and reduce poverty.

James D. Wolfensohn

FOREWORD
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Definitionsand data notes
The countries included in regional and income
groupingsin this report are listedin the Classification
of Economiestable at the end of the SelectedWorld
Development Indicators. Income classificationsare
basedon GNP per capita; thresholdsfor incomeclassificationsin this edition may be found in the Introduction to SelectedWorld DevelopmentIndicators.
Group averagesreported in the figuresand tables are
unweightedaveragesof the countriesin the group unlessnoted to the contrary.
The use of the word countriesto referto economies
implies no judgment by the World Bank about the
legalor other statusof a territory.The term developing
countriesincludeslow-and middle-incomeeconomies
and thus may includeeconomiesin trasitionfrom central planning,as a matterof convenience.The term developedorindustrialcountries
may be usedas matterof
convenienceto denote the high-incomeeconomies.
Dollar figuresare currentU.S. dollars,unlessotherwise specified. Billionmeans 1,000 million; trillion
means 1,000billion.

The followingabbreviationsare used:
EU
EuropeanUnion
FDI
Foreigndirect investment
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GeneralAgreementon Tariffsand Trade
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Grossdomesticproduct
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Grossnational product
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How do weaccountfor the persistenceofpoverty in the
midst ofplenty?If we knew the sourcesofplenty, why
don'tpoor countriessimplyadoptpoliciesthat make
forplenty?... Wemust createincentivesforpeopleto
invest in moreefficient technology,increasetheirskills,
and organizeefficientmarkets.Such incentivesare
embodiedin institutions,
-Douglass C.North,2000
n the 11th century the Maghribitraders of North
Africawanted to expand businessacrossborders,
all around the Mediterranean.Tradein each center
was free of formal regulations and restrictions, and
competitive,with many buyers and sellersnegotiating
prices through brokers,open-bid auctions, and direct
dealings. Cross-bordertrade alsowas generallyfree of
formal regulationsand restrictions.But it was fraught
with uncertainty about selling prices, the quality on
arrival, and the possibilityof theft. Only if merchants
traveledwith their goodsto distant marketscould they
ensure the safe arrival and sale of their merchandise.
Suchrisksand costsnaturallylimited trade.
So in all major trading centersaround the Mediterranean, the Maghribisset up overseasagents to represent their interests and exchange information about
markets.Beingfrom the samecommunity,these agents
were seen as trustworthy.And with fewercontractual
problems, Maghribi merchants no longer needed to
travel to ensurethat they would not be cheated.Information flowed freelyin this network bound by social
-

(0otnpete

ties. And the rules of the organization,although not
written, were self-enforcing.Remaining in the coalition of tradersbest servedeachmember'sinterests.Social ties cemented mutually beneficial businessrelationships,and cross-bordertrade flourished.
Today,a millennium later, people everywhereface
similar problems in striving to improve their wellbeing through market activity.African entrepreneurs
lack information about potential business partners.
Poor farmers in Latin Americalackingformal title to
their land cannot use it as collateralto secureaccessto
credit. Buddingentrepreneursin Central Asia,trying
to start new businesses,run into political obstacles
from establishedfirms and the state.
Despitethe problems,many peoplein richcountries
and poor are engagedin productive-and rewardingmarket activity.As WorldDevelopmentReport2000/
2001 argued,incomefrom participatingin the market
is the keyto boostingeconomicgrowthfor nationsand
to reducing poverty for individuals. This Report is
about enhancingopportunitiesforpoor peoplein markets, and about empoweringthem. What makesmarket activityrewardingand possiblefor some, and not
others?Why are somemarket systemsinclusiveand integrated, allowingbenefitsto flow to the poor as well
as the rich, the rural people as wellas the urban?And
whyare other marketslocalizedand segmented?
The Maghribi exampleillustratessome of the reasons. Markets allowpeople to use their skills and resourcesand to engagein higher-productivityactivities
if there are institutionsto support thosemarkets.What
3
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are these institutions? Rules, enforcement mechanisms,
and organizations supporting market transactions. Extremely diverse across rich and poor communities and
nations, they help transmit information, enforce property rights and contracts, and manage competition in
markets. All market-supporting institutions do one or
more of these things. And in so doing, they give people opportunity and incentives to engage in fruitful
market activity.
This Report is about people building institutions that
support the development of markets. The 2000/2001
Report underscores the importance of institutions in affecting poor people's participation in markets. This Report discussesboth institutions that support growth and
those that directly affect access of people left out of
many market activities. It considers those institutions
that provide opportunities for people and that empower
them. It goes beyond the 2000/2001 Report by analyzing what institutions do to promote growth and facilitate access and by suggesting how to build effective institutions. And it emphasizes how institutions can help
people make better use of the assets they own and how
to accumulate more. In focusing on institution building, it does not devalue the importance of policy. But
good policies are not enough. The details of institution
building matter for growth and poverty reduction.
The Report contributes to existing work on institutions and markets in several novel ways. It provides a
diagnostic framework for understanding how institutions support market activity. Bridging the gap between
theory and evidence across disciplines, it also builds on
existing evidence on the role of institutions and institutional change. It extends previous empirical work on
institutional change to developing countries and presents a framework for institutional change. It confirms
that one size does not fit all in considering institutional
design. But it does more than that. It illustrates how to
proceed in building more effective institutions. It provides policy guidance by taking a pragmatic approach.
The aim is not to define what should be done in an
ideal world, but what can be done in today's world.
In understanding what drives institutional change,
the Report emphasizes the importance of history. Many
developing countries have been nation-states for a short
time compared with industrial countries. The evolution
of nations teaches that building institutions takes time
and that the process within each country may stall or
reverse because of political conflicts or economic and
social conditions. It offers lessons about the process of
change and the importance of norms and culture in

particular countries. Institution building is generally a
cumulative process, with several changes in different
areas building up to complement and support each
other. This Report identifies elements of such a strategy. Even small changes can build momentum for future changes. The whole is greater than the parts, and
even moderate progress in the parts can contribute to a
better system to promote growth and reduce poverty.
Four main lessons emerge for institution building.
The first two are about supplying effective marketsupporting institutions. But supplying institutions is
not enough. People must want to use them too. Thus,
the second two lessons are also about creating the demand for such institutions, and about the forces for
change within countries.
To ensure effective institutions:
* Design them to complement what exists-in terms of
other supporting institutions, human capabilities,and
availabletechnologies.
The reason?The availabilityand
cost of supporting institutions, existing levels of corruption, human capacity and technology determine
the impact of a particular institution. That is why institutions that achieve their goals in industrial countries may not do so in developing ones. Much of the
important work in building institutions lies in modifying those that already exist to complement better
other institutions and in recognizingwhat not to build
in a particular context, as much as what to build. "Best
practice" in institutional design is a flawed concept.
* Innovate to design institutions that work-and drop
those initiatives that do not. Even in countries with
similar incomes and capacities, innovation can create
stronger institutions because of differences in local
conditions-differences ranging from social norms
to geography. Experimentation, which has some costs
that must be recognized, can nevertheless help identify new and more effectivestructures. Countries can
gain from expanding successful public innovations
and adopting private innovations. But they must also
have the courage to drop failing experiments.
* Connect communities of market players through open
information flows and open trade. Exchanging goods
and services outside existing networks and communities creates demand for market-supporting institutions. Exchanging information through open debate
creates demand for institutional change by holding
people to account, by changing behavior, and by supplying ideas for change from outside the community.
Linking communities of people in networks of infor-
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mation and trade is thus a priority for policymakers
building market-supporting institutions.
* Promote competition among jurisdictions, firms, and

individuals.Greatercompetition modifiesthe effectiveness of existing institutions, changes people's incentives and behavior, and creates demand for new
institutions. Developing country actors may face too
little competition, often because of current institutional structures. Changing this will improve the quality of other institutions. Competition among jurisdictions-for example, among different states within a

country or betweencountries-highlights successful
institutions and promotes demand for them. Competition among firms and individualsdoes the same.
This chapter first provides a framework for evaluating the role of institutions in supporting market transactions,growth,and poverty reduction. It then focuses

on the four main lessonson institution building, followedby a discussionof the impactof politicaland social forces on institutionalevolution.
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Box 1.1
A poem on the problemsof trade
If I knewyouandyouknewme
'Tisseldom
wewoulddisagree;
But neverhavingyet claspedhands
Bothoftenfail to understand
Thateachintends
to dowhat'sright
Andtreateachother "honor
bright"
Howlittle to complain
there'dbe
If I knewyouandyouknewme.
When'er
weshipyouby mistake,
Orin yourbill someerrormake
Fromirritationyou'dbe free
If I knewyouandyouknewme.

Orwhenthechecks
don'tcomeontime
Andcustomerssendnarya line,
We'dwaitwithoutanxiety,
If knewyouandyouknewme.

Source:Who's Who in the Grain Trade35 (June 20,
1922-23);cited inBernstein2001, WorldDevelopment

Report
2002background
paper.

How do institutionssupport markets?
Small vendors engage in simple spot-market transactions, with buyers and sellers dealing face to face in
fairly standard products whose quality is easy to verify.
A rural vegetable market in a poor country is such a
market. Large multinational firms exchange more differentiated products, facing greater difficulties in verifying quality and bigger separations in time and space
between the quidand the quo. International exchange
of food products is an example of such a market. Most
economies have both types of markets-the first more
common in developing countries, the second in industrial economies.
Developed markets, more global, inclusive, and integrated, offer more opportunity choice. Underdeveloped
markets, more likely in poor countries, are more likely
to be local and segmented. So, compared with farmers
in Canada, poor farmers in Bangladesh have fewer opportunities-and far fewer formal institutions (such as
banks and formal courts) to reduce their risks and increase their opportunities.
What limits market opportunities? Transaction costs
from inadequate information, incomplete definition
and enforcement of property rights, and barriers to
entry for new participants.' What increases them? Institutions that help manage risks from market exchange, increase efficiency, and raise returns (boxes 1. 1,
1.2, and 1.3).

Yet not all institutions promote inclusive markets.
The Maghribis lowered transaction costs among themselves, but in so doing excluded other communities. Institutional designs that evolve through either historical
circumstances or directed action by policymakers are
not necessarily the best institutions for all society-or
for economic growth and poverty reduction. Moreover,
institutions that once supported market transactions
can outlive their usefulness-for example, privatization
agencies and bank restructuring agencies.The challenge
for policymakers is to shape policies and institutional
development in ways that enhance economic development. The Maghribis operated under a policy of free
trade that enhanced their opportunities. It was to take
advantage of these opportunities that they developed
their institutions.
Clearly there is no unique institutional structure
guaranteed to lead to economic growth and poverty
reduction. Large firms in the United States and the
United Kingdom are often publicly held, with dispersed ownership, and are widely traded. But that is not
the case in other high-income countries such as France
or Canada, where ownership structures are highly concentrated (figure 1.1). And to promote competition,
policymakers can use quite different guidelines. In East
Asia competition authorities consider a market share of
50 to 75 percent to be evidence of possible monopoly
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Box 1.2
What are institutions?
Institutions are rules, enforcement mechanisms, and organizations. This Report considers those institutions that support market transactions.2 Distinct from policies, which are
the goals and desired outcomes, institutions are the rules,
including behavioral norms, by which agents interact-and
the organizations that implement rules and codes of conduct
to achieve desired outcomes. Policies affect which institutions evolve-but institutions too affect which policies are
adopted. Institutional structure affects behavior. But behavior may also change within existing institutional structures.
Institution builders can be diverse-such as policymakers, businesspeople, or community members. Corporate,
collateral, and bankruptcy laws are public institutions, as are
the judiciary, tax collection agencies, and regulatory agencies. Banks, reciprocity between community members, and
land inheritance norms are private institutions. Many private
institutions exist under the aegis of public institutions. Private banks, for example, operate within the framework of
public law. Socialnorms exist within (orwithout) formal laws.
The enforcement of rules can be internal, implemented
by the parties affected by the rules, or external, implemented by a third party. Informal institutions and private formal mechanisms generally rely on their own members for
enforcement. Individual agents organize themselves into informal groups, such as business associations (chapter 3) or
mutual insurance systems (chapter 9) when the cost of collective action is low and the rules can be easily monitored.
In these groups, expulsion from the community is a form
of punishment.
External enforcement mechanisms, such as judicial systems or third-party arbitration, are critical mechanisms for
the development of integrated markets. They allow access
to market opportunities for a broader group of market participants. For external enforcement mechanisms to be effective, the legitimacy of the enforcer is vital. When the
state acts as an agent that shares the objectives and beliefs
of its citizens-and implements rules consistent with
them-it is more likely to build effective formal institutions
to support market development.3
Effective institutions are those that are incentive-compatible. Institutions with internal enforcement mechanismsare effective because there is a mutually recognized system of rewards and penalties.An important issue in the design of public
institutions is ensuring that the incentives that are created actually leadto desired behavior.Takethe example of deposit insurance,which is designed to protect depositorsfrom the risks
inherent in financial institutions (chapter 3). Experience has
shown that deposit insurance canweaken the incentives of financialmanagers to lend depositors' funds prudently and can
lead to excessive risk-taking. In circumstances like this, complementary regulationsare requiredto realignincentives, such
as regulationsto ensure that bank managers have a significant
financial stake in bank performance.

and public and private organizations operating under public
law. For example, organizations include firms operating
under corporate law. Informal institutions, often operating
outside the formal legal system, reflect unwritten codes of
social conduct. Examples include land inheritance norms
and moneylenders using social networks to determine creditworthiness based on the reputation of the agents involved.
People in both rich and poor countries rely on informal
institutions to facilitate transactions, but these institutions
are relatively more important in poor countries where formal institutions are less developed. Moreover, poor people
in poor countries are often ill served by the limited formal
institutions available. In poor countries, and poor regions in
particular, informal institutions substitute for formal institutions (box figure). Countries and communities can go a long
way toward resolving information and enforcement problems without using their formal public legal systems.

Informal andformal institutions

more complicated,demanding more formal institutions.

Formal institutions include rules written into the law by government, rules codified and adopted by private institutions,

Conversely, public or private agents may build formal institutions to enable a more diverse set of activities.

Informal rural credit in selected developing
countries, 1980s and 1990s
Percentage
of totalcredit
100

80 -

60

*

40 20
20
0
Nigeria India Nepal SriLankaPakistanThailand
11980s) (1981) (1995-96) (1981) (1991) (1980sa
Source:Kochar1997;Besleyand others2001;Ijere 1986,citedin
Adegbite1997;Mansuri1998;Desaiand Mellor1993.

Networks, such as those of the Maghribis, that are
based on common ethnic, religious, and other common ties,
are closed groups; that is, entry into the group is limited. In
such groups, costs of information processing and definition
and enforcement of property rights are lowered by mutual
ties or trust. Although these transaction costs are lower in
closed groups, the informal and norm-based institutions that
such groups rely on tend to support a less diverse set of activities than do formal legal institutions. As countries develop, the number and range of partners that market participants deal with increases and market transactions become
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Legislatorsmay purposefullybase formallaw andjudicial practiceon social norms.In somecasesthis mayconsist of simply codifyingandmodifyingexistingpracticesand
writing them into law (Bernstein1999).But this is not simple, particularlyin heterogeneoussocieties.Choosinghow
to weigh eachgroup'snormsandstandardsis critical in determiningnot just the efficiencyimpacts,but also legitimacy
4
and distributionalimplications.
For example,in multiethnic
Uganda,Englishwas adopted as a neutral common languagefor the formalfunctionsof the state.Suchconcerns
extendto standardsor rulesin internationalmarketsas well.
Ideally, informal and formal institutions should complementeach other.Together,they can reducetransaction
costsmorethaneithercanalone.Formalcourts,for example,
deter litigationandfacilitate informalsettlement simply by
providingthe threatof enforcement(chapter6). Farmoredisputesarisein businesstransactions
thango througha formal
disputeresolutionprocess(Bernstein1999).

Putblicversuspritwte roles
Governmentshave an important role in providing public
goods,suchas lawsthat delineatepropertyrightsandthe judicialinstitutionsthat enforcetheserightsandestablishthe
rule of law. But governmentshavebeen knownto impede
the developmentof marketsthrough arbitraryexerciseof

state power, overtaxation,corruption,short time horizons,
cronyism,andthe inabilityto upholdpublicorder. Forexample,governmentsmayestablishrestrictivetradingrulesin responseto lobbyingby businessmonopoliesintent on safeguardingtheir monopolyinterests. The balancebetween
marketsandstate power,andbetweenbusinessandsocial
interests,is a delicateonein the courseof institutionaldevelopment.Historically,
the government'srolein the protection
of propertyrightsandthe provisionof otherpublicgoodshas
beencloselylinkedto its role in ensuringpeaceor law and
order. Conflictsover propertybetweenprivateagents,and
betweenthe stateandprivateagents,aresomeof the most
importantissuesthatgovernmentshavehadto dealwith, becausethey oftenleadto a breakdownof law andorder.
Marketdevelopmentandprivatebusinessflourishwhen
the behaviorof thosewho governis not arbitrary(seebox
1.3). Forexample,detailedanalysesof the evolutionof corporatelaw in severalcountriesshow that inthe earlystages
of development,privatebusinesswas typicallysubject to
the arbitrarywhims of those in power. The state,with primary controlrights, grantedthe permissionto incorporate
caseby case (Pistorandothers 2000).At later stages,the
rightto incorporatewas no longera personalfavor but was
granted to any entrepreneurthat met a set of predeterminedconditions.

Box 1I3
Institutional evolution and economic development:privatetraders and publicrulers
In medievalEurope,the politicalpowerof localrulerswasextensive.Localrulerscouldconfiscatethe propertyof individual
tradersfrom other regionswithout incurringpenalties.In response,privatemercantileguildsevolvedto promotetradeand
to guardagainstthe arbitraryactionof localrulers.Theseguilds
establishedagreementswith merchantsin foreigncities and
with localauthoritiesthemselves.Arbitraryconfiscationwas
punishedby the withdrawalof largeamountsof businessby
the guild,andso localrulerswereforcedto respectthe rights
of its members.Thischangeinthe balanceof powerhelped
to promotethe securityof foreigntraders.
In the 12thcentury,tradersin Europeestablished
community-based
mechanisms
to facilitatethe exchangeof creditand
tradeacrossborders.Thesemechanisms
were basedon the
communityacceptingresponsibility
for the performance
of its
membersvis-a-visother communities.For example,when a
Genoesemerchantdefaultedon a loanfrom a merchantin
London,communityleadersin Genoawere responsible
for enforcingthe contractby imposingsanctionson the defaulter.
Community
originwaseasilyestablished,meaningthat reputationwithinthe communitywas important,andagentscould
be trustednot to renegeontheir contracts.
As citiesgrew in sizeandnumber,so didthe communities
of merchantsandtraders,makingcollectiveactionmoredifficult. Unrestrictedentryinto tradingled to more competition

amongtraders,andincreasedproblemsof information
andenforcement.Growthmeanttradingwith membersfrom other
socialandethnicbackgrounds,
which meantthat socialconnectionscouldnot easilybe usedas a basisfor informationor
enforcement.
Membersno longerwantedto be collectivelyresponsible
for individualbreachesof contract.Soleaderspushedfor an
enforcementandsanctioningsystembasedon individualresponsibilityratherthan communityresponsibility.
To the extent that communitygrowthimpliedmoreintracommunity
socialandeconomic
diversity,it alsoreducedthe politicalviability
of the community.Butthe extentto whichcommunities
could
abolishcommunity-based
mechanisms
dependedon a reliable
third partyto enforcecontracts.In England,
the monarchperformedthis role,andin 1275KingEdwardI issueda statute
outlawingcommunityresponsibility
for debts.
The exampleillustratesa generalprinciple:as economies
grow anddevelop,differenttypesof institutionsareneeded
to facilitatetransactions.Manydifferentactorscan pushfor
new institutions.But the role that the state playsdepends
on its capacityand politicalviability:a strongstate that respectsthe law itselfandrefrainsfromarbitraryactionis a criticalfactor.
Source:Greif1997a.
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Figure 1.1
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power, whereas in Africa the range is 20 to 45 percent.
Within South Asia some farmers rely on cooperatives
to market their goods; others use informal contracts
with private traders.
This Report provides a framework that applies across
the range of market-supporting institutions. It cuts
through the complexity and diversity of institutional
structures by focusing on what institutions do. Understanding what they do is the first step in building effective institutions. Institutions do three main things:5
* They channel information about market conditions,
goods,andparticipants. Good information flows help
businesses identify partners and high-return activities-and assess their creditworthiness. Information
about businesses helps governments regulate effectively. Institutions can affect the production, collection, analysis,verification, and dissemination-or the
withholding-of information and knowledge. They
do this for participants in, and between, communities and markets. Examples include accounting firms
and credit registries,which facilitate information processing, or government regulations on the media,
which restrict the dissemination of information.6
* They define and enforceproperty rights and contracts,
determining who gets what and when. Knowing one's

competition. And by organizing market activities
around a closed group of participants-recall the
Maghribis-outsiders will find it harder to compete
even while opportunities for those in the group may
increase(chapters 3 and 9).
The transaction costs of acquiring information, enforcing property rights, and restraining competition
can prevent the emergence of inclusive markets. But effective institutions can reduce those costs. Consider the
following example. If the quality and value of the grain
that traders buy from a farmer cannot be easily determined, and if traders have little information about a
farmer, they have to inspect each bag of grain to assess
quality. Traders also provide credit to farmers. But if
traders have little information on the ability of farmers
to repay the debt-or if farmers cannot use the assets
they own as security-providing credit is risky. These
problems are magnified for smaller and poorer farmers.
The trader may impose higher interest rates on poorer
farmers, and the farmers may be more likely to default
than if they were exposed to competition.7
Through these three functions, all institutional structures affect the distribution of assets, incomes, and costs
as well as the incentives of market participants and the
efficiency of market transactions. By distributing rights
to the most efficient agent, institutions can enhance productivity and growth. By affecting the incentives to
invest-for example, through strengthening property
rights-they can affect investment levels and adoption
of new technology. By delineating market rights, such
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Box 1.4
Courts and the expansionof trade
Studies of manufacturingfirms in eight Africancountries
demonstrate the supporting role institutionsplay in market development.These countrystudies show that the absence of effective public dispute resolutionmechanisms
in cases of breach of contract has limited the expansion
of trade and market development. Courtstend to be slow
and inefficient.The absence of formal contract enforcement mechanisms has limitedthe growth of firmsand the
development of financialinstitutions. The small scale of
the formal productive sector has, in turn, prevented the
development of complementaryinstitutions.
Another study analyzingsix countries in Africa (Burundi,Cameroon, C6te d'lvoire, Kenya,Zambia,and Zimbabwe) shows that among these countries, the presence
of a more developed legal system encouraged firms to
undertake riskieractivitiesbecause well-functioninglegal
systems helped to adjudicate and settle disputes that
arose from such marketactivities,
Source: Bigsten and others 2000; Collier and Gunning
Source:Bigstenand others 2000; Collier and Gunning
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Box 1.5
Weak institutionshurt poor people
Mountingevidence shows that the poor bear the greatest
burden of institutionalfailure.Take corruption,a highlyregressive tax. Demands for bribes and unofficialfees for
services hit poor people hardest. In far too many cases
legal systems and the judiciaryfailto serve poor people.
Theirilliteracyand inabilityto pay for legal representation
put formal legal institutions beyond reach. The failure of
the state to protect propertyalso hurts the poorest disproportionately,because they cannot affordto protect themselves from crime. And badlydesigned regulatoryinstitutions reduce the provisionof infrastructureto the poorest
in society.
WorldDevelopmentReport2000/2001stressed that
poor people are often more vulnerable than others to
macroeconomiccrises and naturaldisasters. Marketinstitutions that support growth of overallincomescan reduce
their vulnerabilitiesto shocks and help them insureagainst
bad times.Some of the institutionsdiscussed inthis Report
havean importantand directrolein this. Forexample,financialinstitutionshelp mitigatetheir risks,allowingindividuals
to diversifytheir savings and risks and allowingthem to
smooth their consumptionovergood times and bad.
Source:WorldBank2000d.

as through competition law, they limit producer rents
and protect consumers from high prices. And by clarifying rights for the disadvantaged in markets, institutions
can directly affect the lives of poor people. For example,
giving formal titles to poor people whose occupancy
rights were not recognized by lenders allows them to
borrow and invest.

Institutions that support market transactions can thus
affect poor farmers in Latin America as much as they affect wealthy businessmen in Canada. Country case studies, as well as cross-country empirical work, provide important insights into institutional development and
market development (box 1.4). They confirm how market-supporting institutions affect people's lives by influencing growth, determining people's access to markets,
and enabling poor and rich people to make the best use

overlapping sets of institutions. For example, the success
of the state in providing laws and the performance of the
judiciary and police reflect whether citizens and investors perceive the state as respecting property rights.
Access to financial services and the sophistication of financial markets reflect how successfully institutions protect the property rights of borrowers and lenders. High
of public corruption reflect how the behavior of
public agents in state institutions responds to the types
of incentives that exist for politicians and civil servants
to pursue the public good over their self-interest.
Positive relationships between economic development and these indicators of institutional success have
been widely documented. But most studies do not establish links between specific institutions and specific
outcomes. Instead, they highlight the wide variety of
institutions that support markets. For example, income
and the rule of law-encompassing
the collective im-

of their assets. Moreover,weak market-supporting institutions can hurt the poor disproportionately (box 1.5).
A growing body of research links institutional success
(and failure) to economic growth and market development over time and across countries. A wide range of indicators captures the performance of different, often

portance of property rights, respect for legal institutions, and the judiciary-are highly correlated. For another example, the development of financial institutions
predicts growth (figure 1.2).
On institutional development and economic growth,
important differences have been found between coun-

Institutionssupport growth
Hnw do
dovinrtitrductionssupportgrowtlevels
How
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institutions for conflict management.9 In divided societies, such as those with ethnic fragmentation or high

Figure 1.2
Financialdepth generates growth

inequality, low-quality institutions for managing conflict-including

Ratio of liquid liabilities to GDP, 1960

low-quality government

institutions

and inadequate social safety nets-magnify external
shocks, triggering distributional conflicts and delaying
policy responses. Prolonged uncertainty in the eco-

Deep (greater
than 0.5)

nomic environment and delayed policy adjustments

0.25toO.5

curtail subsequent economic growth.

How do you build effective institutions?
0.15 to 0.25

Recalling the framework of information, enforcement,

Shallow (less
than 0.15)

and competition, policymakers building institutions
first need to assess what is inhibiting market development or leading to certain market outcomes (box 1.6).
Rather than focusing first on specific structures, they
l
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l

l
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l
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need to focus on the functions that are missing and determine why. Policymakers need to ask:

Average GDP growth 1960-95

Note: Figurebasedonpartialscatterfrom the instrumentedcrosssectional regressions in Beck, Levine and Loayza 2000.

*

Who needs information on what?For example, do
bankers lack information

on the creditworthiness

of

potential borrowers?

tries that once were colonies and are now industrialized
and former coloniesthat are still developing. Both groups
trace key features of their institutions to former settlers.
A big part of the difference in later institutional development-and its impact on growth-is the effort of settlers in establishingwell-functioning legal institutions.8
In the United States and New Zealand, colonizers
settled in large numbers and transplanted institutions
common to, and understood by, the general populace,
mostly new immigrants. In such countries the transplanted legal institutions were widely used, adapted to
local circumstances, and changed with economic development. Developing countries on every continent
also received formal legal systems, transplanted by colonizers. But their indigenous populations had little access to or understanding of these legal systems. So the
institutions were not adapted to local circumstances.
Cross-country evidence suggests that the quality of institutions that support growth and poverty reduction
through market development is lower in these countries than in the former group and has therefore not
supported economic growth and poverty reduction to
the same extent.
Institutions also affect how countries deal with conflict. A recent study found that growth and poverty outcomes in Asia, Latin America, and Sub-Saharan Africa
since the mid-1970s have depended on the quality of

* Are everybody's
property rights and contractsclearlydefined and enforced?For example, do farmers have enforceable rights to land they use?
* Is there too little competition-or too much? For example, is an infrastructure monopoly inhibiting entry
or are firms not undertaking high-return research because they lack safeguards on intellectual property?
Once the institutional gap is identified, the next step
is to design the appropriate institution. Both supply and
demand factors are important. Moreover, as countries
change and develop, so will the appropriate institution.
To be effective, such an institution must be designed so
that the incentives of market actors are aligned to
achieve the desired outcome. Four key approaches toward institution building hold across all sectors and
countries: complement what exists, innovate to identify
institutions that work, connect communities through
information flows and trade, and promote competition.
Completnent what exists
Developed market economies have institutional structures that depend heavily on a capable state-a provider of public goods, a regulator, and an adjudicator.
But the involvement of the state in markets must be
consistent with its capacity. World Development Report
1997 emphasized matching the capability of the state
with the tasks that government organizations take on.
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Box 1.6
Who builds institutions?
Institutionalreformis notjust the preserveof nationalgovernments.Individuals
andcommunities,
localentrepreneurs,
multinationalcompanies,andmultilateralorganizations
can build
institutions,oftenin partnership
with eachother.Nationalgovernmentsmayinitiatereformor maysimplyrespondto pressuresfromthe privatesectoror fromexternalactors.
In somecases of systemicinstitutionbuilding,governmentshavebeeneffectivein successfully
transplanting
laws,
organizations,
andagencies.In othercasessystemicreforms
did not have the desiredoutcomes.The contrastbetween
Polandand Russiais instructivein this regard.Polandhada
morerecenthistoryof a marketsystem,andPolishpolicymakersandbusinesspeoplehada betterunderstanding
of the requisiteinstitutionalframework.Polishreformsfocusedonclarifyingpropertyrightsbetweenthe stateandprivateactors-for
example,by imposinghardbudgetconstraints
on publicfirms.
Russiadid not havea recenthistoryof marketdevelopment,
andreformsdidnot initiallyhavethe desiredeffects,partlybecausetherewas nocleardelineation
betweenprivateandpublic institutions.Firmswere not immediatelyexposedto hard
budgetconstraints,as shownby widespreadarrearsin taxes
andotherpayments(Recanatini
andRyterman2000).
Institutionbuildingat the sectorallevelhasalso metwith
varyingsuccess.In Tanzania
andZambiathe publicsectorintervenedinagriculturalmarketingwiththe statedaimof stabilizingfarmerincomes.In most casesthesereformsfailedleadingto lower marketableoutput and often corruption.
Worse,the experiences
affectedperceptions
of the overallintegrity of publicinstitutions.Successes
includethe reformof
businessregistrationin Bulgaria,now conductedonlineand
takingaroundtwo days,not threeweeksas in the past.
Localbusinessinterests,the foreignbusinesscommunity,
nonprofitorganizations,
the media,andinternational
organizationshaveallbeeninvolvedin directinstitution-building
efforts
in developing
countries.Forexample,membership
in the North
AmericanFreeTradeAssociation
hashastenedthe paceof do-

This Report builds on that analysis by examining how
existing information, enforcement costs, and the cost
of building and maintaining institutions affect the way
governments support private transactions in markets.
It also examines how market development is affected
by the extent to which government actors themselves
respond to the institutions they build. As countries develop, the types of institutions they need and demand
also change.
One of this Report's messages is that institutions
that work in industrial countries may not produce similar results in poorer countries because of differences in:
* Complementary institutions, such as those promoting transparency and the enforcement of laws
* Existing levels and perceptions of corruption

mesticreformin Mexico.Somecountriesin EasternEurope
are implementingwide-ranginginstitutionalreformsas they
striveto becomemembersof the European
Union.
Recentdevelopments
surrounding
the AIDScrisisillustrate
how different groupsmayaffect the processof institutional
change.

Manyagenitsof ehange:healtlh crisesandpatents
More than 95 percentof HIV/AIDScasesarein developing
countries.But the average
cost of the antiretroviral
treatments,
whichhavereducedAIDSmortalityby 70 percentin industrial
countries,is still more than $10,000a year,far beyondthe
reachof mostpeoplein poorcountries.
Somedeveloping
countries-Brazil,India,SouthAfrica,and
Thailand-havetakenstepsto reducethe cost of AIDStreatment throughthe designandapplicationof their intellectual
propertyrightslaws-an international
institution-toallowcompulsorylicenses
permittingthe production
of genericdrugsand
the importof cheapergenericdrugs.In Thailand
genericdrugs
becameavailable
at just 10percentof the priceof the patented
product.
Thesemeasuresledto threatsof tradesanctionsandlaw
suitsfromthe drugmanufacturers.
But collectiveaction,initiated by internationalagenciesand NGOs,helpedincrease
accessto AIDSdrugsby enforcingexistingpublichealthsafeguards,permittedunderthe Trade-Related
Aspectsof Intellectual PropertyRights agreementbut not previouslyimplemented.Thenewsmediawereinstrumentalin publicizing
the
disparitiesin the availability
of AIDStreatmentandpromoting
publicdebateon the issue.As a result,the U.S.government
retractedits tradesanctionthreats.Andpharmaceutical
companiesagreedto reduceprices-and morerecentlyto dropa
lawsuiton intellectual
propertyrightsagainstthe SouthAfrican
government.
Source:Perez-Casas
andothers2000.

a Costs, relative to per capita income, of establishing
and maintaining institutions
* Administrative capacity,including human capabilities
a Technology.
Both existing and newly transplanted institutions
can be more effective in poor countries if they are systematically modified to take these differences into account."0 This may sometimes mean changing priorities
in terms of which types of institutions to build first,
and whether to build at all at a given time.
Complementary institutions. Government interventions can reduce many market failures, but governments
may also fail in trying to support market transactions.
For example, governments may impose regulations to
try to compensate for market failures or as a way of re-
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stricting private activity. Choosing between market failures and potential government failures is not easy, but
measures can be taken to limit both. However, the limited capacity of developing country governments to implement regulations means that many activities in
poorer countries are overregulated.
For regulatory systems in developing countries to
have a realistic chance of success, they need to be simpler, often less information-intensive, and less burdensome on the courts. Many developing countries, however, despite their weaker judicial systems, tend to have
very complex debt collection procedures (figure 1.3).
Regulations in industrial countries can also be very
complex, but they do not impose as many additional
costs as they do in poorer countries-for severalreasons.
Enforcement capacity in richer countries is stronger, and
judges may face other incentives that affect their performanceand judicial efficiency(chapter 6). Regulators are
more accountable, and complementary institutions (such
as those affecting judges' wagesor careers,or those which
promote transparency) provide checks and balances to
protect market participants. In developing countries,
where there are fewersupporting institutions (for example, where courts are weak or lack credibility), one solution is to write simple rules and have fewerof them.
Where informal institutions operate effectively,and
when formal institutions require supporting institutions, building new formal institutions may not be a
priority for policymakers.
* Studies of land titling in various countries show that
formal titles may not have the desired effects when
input, output, and credit markets and institutions

are underdevelopedand the demandfor agricultural
goods is low (chapter 2). In such cases traditional
community-based mechanisms are more effective in

delineatingpropertyrights.
* Corporategovernanceis difficultin poorercountries
because of weak legal systems and the lack of private
information intermediaries. In this situation concentrated ownership structures-and business groups
and associations-may provide more effective corporate oversight than dispersed ownership structures.

Costs,capacity,and corruption. The cost of government regulation, whether in financial or other terms,
needs to be consistent with a country's per capita income to be effective. For example, a recent study covering 85 countries found that in many developing

Figure 1.3
Complexity of proceduresin debt collection
Economy
Philippines
Peru

Senegal
Mozambique
Bulgaria
Ecuador
Venezuela,
R.B. de
Argentina
El Salvador
Ghana
Kazakhstan

Sample average
Japan
Canada
Sweden

UnitedStates
Switzerland

Germany
Australia
Hong Kong,

China
Finland
New Zealand
United Kingdom

Increasing
complexity
oflitigation
Note: For the definition of complexity see chapter 6. The sample

averageis basedon 96 countries.
Source:Surveydonefor WorldDevelopmentReport2002 in

conjunctionwith Lex Mundi,an internationalassociationof lawfirms.

countries, the financial cost of complying with regulations for registering a business is very high relative to
per capita gross national product (GNP) (figure 1.4a)
and higher than industrial country averages."t Surprisingly, developing countries that have less administrative capacity also require more procedures to register a
business (figure 1.4b). The high cost, whether in complexity or resources, deters entry into the formal sector,
potentially reducing competition and incurring ad-
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Figure 1.4a
Cost of businessregistration (as percentage of
GNP per capita) is higher for lower-income

countries
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Box 1.7
Human capital and institutional design
Humancapitalaffectsthe qualityof the rulesthat govern
markettransactionsandthe enforcementof theserules.
Literacylevelsandtechnicalskillsvarygreatlyacrossand
withincountries.Thepooresteconomies
of the formerSoviet Unionhaveincomelevelslower thanmanycountries
in AsiaandAfricabut nearlyuniversalprimaryeducation.
Soliteracyis lessof a barrierfor Armenians
usingformalinstitutionsthan it maybefor someAngolans-andit is less
of a problemfor today'sMalaysians
thanit wasfor those
of a generation
ago.The rulesandorganizations
that govern marketshaveto allow relevantmarketactorsto use
themeasily.Thisargumentholdswithincountries
aswellfor example,
acrosspoorerruralandricherurbanareas.
Theusefulnessof institutionsalsodependsonthe capabilityof their administrators.
Judgesuntrained
in corporate law andaccountancy,for instance,maynot be the
bestarbitersof bankruptcycases.Successfulinstitution
buildershavehadeitherto tailorinstitutionsto prevailing
administrative
capacity(using,for example,simplerbankruptcyrules)or to complementinstitutionbuildingwith a
strongfocus onconcurrentlydevelopingtechnicalexpertise for administrators
(fromaccountancy
skillsto regulatoryeconomics).

20 15 -

ditional costs in the form of increasing corruption
(figure 1.4c). 2A World Bank study also finds that in
many African countries, restrictive regulations and
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practices are often aimed at generating rents for officialsand favored private agents or groups, constraining
business activity in both agriculture and industry."3
Since building institutions is costly, requiring a min-

imum threshold demand before they can operate efficiently, small countries can face problems. Small countries and those countries wishing to expedite access to
institutions may wish to rely on foreign institutionssuch as foreign banks or foreign stock market listingsrather than build supervisory and regulatory capacity
at home (chapter 4). Hungary and Estonia, for example, encouraged the entry of foreign banks, supervised
and regulated in their country of domicile.
Human capability.More human capital may be
needed to use some market institutions-such as forjudicial methods to resolve disputes-and to administer regulations or develop standards (box 1.7). For
example, competition authorities need people who understand the complex details of competition cases. As
countries build human capabilities, they need to consider where to focus their attention. Human capital and
the array of market

institutions

In an economy

have a

dynamic relationship. Agents need human capital to
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benefitfrom certaininstitutions.And overtime, as

Box1.8

agentslearn,institutionsneed to be adapted.As can be

Computerization
and landregistrationin
AndhraPradesh,India

seenfromthe experience
ofEastAsia,activelypromoting literacyand primaryeducationcan havea big payoff in the eventual quality and successof formal institutions, as both users and administrators are more able
to work with market institutions.
Technology. Infrastructure regulation shows that

technicalstandardsused in industrialcountriesmaybe
inappropriate for developing countries (chapter 8). In
poor countries service providers using low-cost technology often operate in the informal sector for parts of
society not reached by formaloperators.Regulatorsare

Buying
in Andhra
Pradesh
usedthetobuyer
be complex
and
takeproperty
a longtime.
Afterthe
purchase
visited
the localoffice of the Sub-Registrarof Assurancesin person, had the property valued and stamp duty calculated,
purchasedstamppaper,andhad a writer draftthe deed in
the requisitelegal language.The purchaseralso had to provide additionaldocuments related to income and other

propertiesowned.Allthese documentswerethen scrutinizedbythe registrar,and recorded,beforean exactcopy
ofthe finaldeedwas copiedbyhandandcertified.
InAndhraPradesh,387subregistrarofficesregistered

about 1.2 milliondocuments a year, 60 percent of them

typicalyhostletonforma
providers.Busomedevelfor
oping countries recognize the benefits of allowing those
providers to operate. In Paraguay about 400 private

agricultural
land.Ayearlymanualupdateof propertyinformationwas carriedout, since hundreds of thousands
of propertyfileswere updated with the new sales from

water suppliers operate their own wells and provide

theyear.

Landregistrationoffices throughoutthe state are now

piped water to households unserved by the public sec-eqipdwtcouerzdonesudrthCitor. strictstandardson
Imposng
providrsuigim
equipped
with computerized
countersunderthe Comror. Imposing strict standards on providersusing simputer-aidedAdministration
of RegistrationDepartment
pie technology would immediately drive these private
(CARDiproject,initiatedand financedby the state governsuppliers out of business. A more gradual evolution in
mentto improveefficiencyand increaseduty collections.
regulation is needed.14
Startingwitha pilotprojectin 214 locationsover15 months,
Countries do not have to go through a long learning-

Countres do not haveto go througha longlearnngby-doingprocessin all aspectsof institutionaldevelopment. They can transplant and modify some institu tional
forms from other countries and shorten the

the entire database was transferred to computers, the
copyingand filingsystem was replaced with imaging,and
all back-officefunctions were automated. Standardization
and greater transparencyin property valuationprocedures

boostedstamp dutyrevenues.Registrationprocessing

development
processbylearningfromothercountries.

time was cut from 10 days to 1 hour.

They can also use Internet technologyto reduce insti-

Source:Case studyby Dr.SubhashChandraBhatnagar,
University of Delhi. World Bank 2000, as part of the
E-Government
FocusGroup,availableat http://wwwl.

tutional constraintsand improvethe effectivenessof institutions. In many developing countries the Internet

is alreadyprovidingthemeansfor accelerated
learning,
improvedinformationflows,reducedenforcement
costs,and enhancedcompetitionin markets(box1.8).
Butto leapfrogstagesin development
throughtechnology,policymakers
needto increaseaccessto technology
formarketagents.Marketrulesaffectaccess.
International
rulesandstandards.
Standardizing
laws
and regulationsgenerallyreducestheinformationand
enforcement
costsoftransactions
acrossbordersandcan
enhancetrade efficiency.Internationalstandardsalso
havethepotentialto providebenefitsmuchlargerthan
thoseunderbilaterally
agreedstandardsbetweencountriesfor both poorand richcountries.But depending
on whichstandardsarechosen,internationalstandards
canalsobe costlyfor poorcountriesand canhavesignificantdistributional
consequences
between
countries.
International
tradingrulesandprinciples,enshrined
in theWorldTradeOrganization
(WTO),promotetrade
(chapters5 and 7). Butsomestandards,throughtheir

worldbank.org/publicsector/egov.
distributionaleffects,can discriminatesystematically
againstpoorcountries.Forexample,theTrade-Related
Aspectsof IntellectualPropertyRights Agreement
(TRIPS)canimposesignificant
costsonpoorcountries,
becausestrongpatentprotectionis not as appropriate
for them as it is for rich countries.Manyindustrial
countriesthemselvesonlyrecentlyadoptedlawssafeguardingintellectualproperty,and the natureof these
lawshasevolvedovertimein responseto changingdomesticeconomicandpoliticalfactors.Developing
countriesalsolackthesupportinginstitutionsto implement
TRIPSeffectively-thesewilltaketimeand resources
to build.
Anotherexampleis theadoptionof international
accountingrulesbycompanies
in manydeveloping
countries.This hasenhancedtheiraccessto creditin inter-
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national markets. Voluntaryadoption of standards by
firms wantingto obtain credit in internationalmarkets
is likelyto be beneficial.But thesestandardsare not appropriate for smaller firms (chapter 3). And forcing
small firms in developing countries to adopt them
would raisetheir costsand possiblypush them into the
informal sector.
For international standards to truly benefit all coun-

tries by facilitating trade-and to avoid systematicbiases against developing countries-the standards need
to reflect realities in developing countries. These include
the costs of adhering to standards as well as the benefits,
and particularly important are the costs imposed on the
poor. Importantquestions are:W hosestandardsshould

be adopted and why, and what is the processunder
which these standards are negotiated?The process of reforming international rules needs to be transparent, and
be active participants to

developingcountries need to be acuve partlclpantsto

influence outcomes in their favor. But human capital
constraints may prevent developing countries from representing their interests. In such circumstances international donors could help enhance their representation,
or developing countries could pool their scarce technical
skills and have common representation at international
negotiations or hire private specialiststo represent them.
Variation within countriers.Some variation in instiVariationsmaybe
w sitncoutri

Somhefvaiaincy in ist.i-

tutions maybe desirablefor both efficiencyand distributional reasons, even between regions within countries. Even industrial countries do not standardize all
laws and regulations within the country. For example,
Australia and Canada have different laws in different
states for secured transactions. Different states in the
United States have different corporate laws.The differences exist because of variations in economic and social
structures-variations that can be particularly instructive for large countries such as Brazil, China, India, and
the Russian Federation. Of course the costs of standardization versus diversity will vary depending on the institution and the relative distribution of gains and
losses. Where spillover effects across jurisdictions are
large and not sustainable at the macroeconomic level,
variation may be less desirable.
Innovate

to identify5 itnst.ittion7s that work

Even at similar levels of development, countries differ
in many ways-in their norms, geography, and endowments. Innovation, often through experimentation, can
help accommodate those differences and produce more
effective institutions. Experimentation also has costs,
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Sicw-E %.
Privateinnovationsupportedby formal
change_
-nstitutioal
an economicsprofessorhadan idea-to
In Bangladesh
help poor people help themselves by giving them small
loansto start businesses despite their lackof collateralor
credit histories. He started the Grameen Bank in 1976
using his socialconnections ingovernment to manage a
villagebranch of a government bank.The success of this
endeavor, followedby expansion to other bank branches,
led the governmentto eventuallychange the laws governingthe Grameen Bank.It was established first as an independent entity with governmentcontrol,then as an effectivelyprivate bank run by a publicofficial,and finallyas an
effectively private bank run by a private individualand an
independentboard of directors.Today,GrameenBankhas
branchesinmorethan halfthe villagesin Bangladeshand
morethan2 millionborrowers.
In Peru another innovativeindividualbegan with an experiment. He found that in Limait took 728 bureaucratic
steps for a person with an informalrightto housingto get
legal title. He followed up with a 10-yearpublic informationcampaign,provingto politiciansthat there was a "hidden consensus for reform" for simplifyingthe procedures
for
formalization.
Facedwith overwhelmingpublicsupport
for simplification,the Peruvian congress unanimously
passed legislationto formalizetitles. Today,a simple legal
procedure for establishing land titles for poorer people
works in parallelwith the formalsystem.
These two stories show how the state can work with
privateactors to promoteinstitutionalinnovationby directly
supporting experiments-or at least by allowingthem to
proceed and be tested and then, if they are successful,
by encouragingtheir growth.The stories also show the importance of other factors in promotinginnovation.Social
connections and networks can reduce barriers to experimentation.Opennessin informationsharing providesthe
impetusto adopt and expand successfulexperiments.

source:De Soto 2000; Yunus 1997.

however, and these need to be balanced against potential benefits.
Policymakers can replicate successful local innovations. But they also need to be flexible enough to drop
unsuccessfulexperiments. Becauseinnovation can come
from many sources, collaboration by the different actors in society is vital, as shown by the development of
microfinance

institutions

in Bangladesh,

where the

government adapted its formal legal structure to accommodate private innovation, and the process of land
titling followed in Peru (box 1.9).
In some cases, greater local autonomy and participation may foster institutional experiments that lead to in-
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novation. For example, Aguas Argentina, a privatized
monopoly that provides water and sanitation services
in Buenos Aires, worked under a novel institutional
arrangement to design new ways to organize service de-

Box 1.10
Distributionaleffects of innovation depend on
who innovates:bankruptcylaw in two countries

a
The United Kingdom created its bankruptcyregime
livery.The monopolyworkedwith localgovernment,
livery. T mnlwthrough
explicitlegislationthatrecognized
the importance
low-income community, and a nongovernmental organization (NGO) to create a new organizational form to
improve service delivery. The community was experimenting with two systems: a low-cost sewerage system
.

aenting
a

,

connectionto the
anda double
(with
water
one
system

networkforsmallvolumesof potablewater and another
drawing on groundwater sources too salty for drinking
but good for washing and bathing). The double water
system was droppedat the experimental stagebecauseit

was too expensiveto develop, while the seweragesystem
was maintained. To expand its water network, Aguas
Argentinas took over those systems built at lower cost
the community, giving customers a discount on the

by tne communlty,
glvmgcustomersa alscounton tne
price in exchange. In effect, it had contracted out construction to the community.

15

Innovation through experimentation can happen at
different,levels..Experimentation and innovation occur
on at least three levels: national public policymaking,
private commercial practices, and local action by communities and civil society leaders (see box 1.16). Local
experimentation has the advantage of allowing many
innovations to be tried simultaneously-with the successful ones replicated and the failures contained. But
not all innovations can be left to local or decentralized
local actions may have consecommunities-since
quences across communities and too much experimentation can lead to each community having different
rules. Local innovation can also open institutions to
capture by local elites, inviting corruption. When effective innovations are identified, policymakerscan help
expand such institutions by replicating them in other
areas (for example, through adopting a law) or by sharing information on the innovation.
Who innovatesdeterminesinstitutional evolution.Depending on who innovates, institutions can evolve in
quite different ways (and with quite different distributional consequences), as shown by the evolution of
bankruptcy law in the United Kingdom and the United
States (box 1. 10). As history shows, during the development process the institutions adopted favor those
who control the process.
Debates among people who formulate policy, those
who implement it, and those outside government can
help in disseminating information on institutional in-

legislation
statedthatcorpoof decentralized
contracting:
rationswerefree to makethe rulesunderwhichthey
wouldtransact.
Lenders
andborrowers
intheUnitedKingdomhadthe powerto innovate
throughcontracts,
and
into law.
overtime commercialpracticewasincorporated
In the UnitedStatesjudgesandlegislators
heldthatpower.
by privateagentsengaged
The U.K.system,designed
inborrowing
andlending,
istodaycharacterized
by a great

concentration
of rightsinfavorof theprincipal
lender.
The
principal
claimant
appoints
a receiver
whouseshispowers
for the sole purposeof repayingthis principal'sdebt.The

thanit is intheUnited
court'sroleis muchlesssignificant
States,
andthejudgment
isnotsubject
to courtreview.
In the UnitedStates,Chapter11 bankruptcy
lawis
characterized
by a partialdispersionof rightsawayfrom
was
securedclaims(prioritylenders).U.S.legislation
crisisat
several
timesat moments
of economic
amended
the instigation
of thejudiciary.At thesetimes preservation
of companiesratherthantheirdissolutionwas uppermost
in the mindsof legislators
andjudges-leadingto a debtorfriendlybankruptcylaw. Upondefaulta companyin the
UnitedStatesmayseekprotectionfrom its creditors,usuallyretaining
control
overthe business.

novation. 16 The tension between experimenting and
standardizing public institutions within countries will
be settled in favor of the latter when effective institutional forms are found. Policymakershave to ensure that
successfullocal innovations can be scaled up. They must
also be willing to drop outdated institutional forms.
Hungary, in the early years of its transition, for example, experimented with a particular form of bankruptcy
law, which was later dropped when conditions changed
and a more effectivealternative emerged (box 1.11).
Connect communities through information flows
and trade
Open information exchange and open trade promote
institution building by creating demand for marketsupporting institutions.
Open trade. Going beyond allocativeefficiency, open
trade does more.
* It exposes market participants to a larger, more diverse, group of trading partners, increasing the de-
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Box 1.11
Experimentationand adaptation:
bankruptcyinstitutionsin Hungary
In 1992the Hungarian
government
adopteda bankruptcy
codegiving creditorsvery strongrightsto file for bankruptcy.The intentionwas to imposea hardbudgetconstrainton firms,particularly
on largeenterprises.The law
thereforestatedthatthe creditorcouldfile for bankruptcy
if a companywas three monthsor moreoverdueon any
debt (knownas an automatictrigger).Sinceaccounting
systemswere underdeveloped,
informationon the true
performanceof firms was not readilyavailable,andthe
available
information
wasnot alwaysreliable.
Thesolvency
or insolvency
of afirm wasthereforehardto measure.
The shorttime frameandthe establishment
of sucha
strongtriggerfor bankruptcyproceedingsled morethan
5,000firmsto filefor bankruptcy.
Thegovernment
hadnot
expectedsucha largenumberof bankruptcies,
particularly
of smallfirms.Theautomatictriggerallowedthe governmentto assessquicklythe true conditionof firms.But becausethe courtsdealt with so manycases,theyquickly
developedexperiencein handlingbankruptcies.Theresult:the authoritiesabolished
the triggerin 1998.Notonly
were courtsbetter ableto adjudicatebankruptcies,
but
betterinformationsystemshaddeveloped
to allowcreditorsto monitorcompanies.
Marketdynamicsandsupporting institutionshadevolvedenoughso that the law was
nolongerneeded.
Source:Grayandothers1996.
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Box 1.12
Trade and institutional change in Thailand
In the early19thcentury,with laborscarceandlandabundant,landhadlittle valuein Thailand.Slavesratherthan
landwere takenas collateralin financialmarkets.Correspondingly,landmarketswere underdeveloped.
There
was littledemandor needfor the development
of formal
institutions.Butthere wasa well-developed
legalsystem
to governtransactions
in laborcommitments.In theory,all
landbelongedto the king.Inpractice,individuals
coulduse
andsellthe land,as longas theypaidtaxesanddidnot let
it liefallowfor morethanthree consecutive
years.
In the latter part of the century, internationaltrade
openedup, and transportcosts declined.A rice export
boom ledto a rapidexpansionof productionand useof
land. Landbecamemore valuable,land disputesmore
common.Thedemandfor formalinstitutions,suchasregistries,to conveyinformationandenforcepropertyrights
increased.
Thegovernmentresponded
by implementing
a series
of proceduralandadministrativechanges,beginningin
1892.The first initiative,to documentland rights,was
modifiedandimprovedseveraltimes;the finallegislation
was passedin 1954.The currentlegislationis a compromisebetweentraditionalpractice,whichallowedcitizens
to bringunoccupied
forestlandundercultivationas private
property,andthe moreformalrequirementof landtitling
basedon detailedlandsurveys.
Suchinstitutionalevolutionis not uniqueto Thailand,
for industrialcountrieshave also shownthat trade, by
changingthe termsof trade,givesriseto the demandfor
clearpropertyrightsand a needfor the state to define
them.

mand for formal institutions to provide information

and enforcecontracts.17
* It helps firms learn about technology and about organizational and managerial forms.
* It exposes markets to greater competition and
changes in relative returns, which induce institutional change (see below).
* It exposes countries to a different set of risks, possibly supporting the creation of additional institutions
to manage the new risks.
* It brings new market participants from other countries or regions who also demand more effective institutions to support market transactions.
The case of Thailand illustrates how liberalization of
trading rules led to a shift in agricultural returns-and
to institutional change in the market for land (box
1.12).i8 Similar patterns are observed in other countries and sectors. The development of standards for rice
within Japan was spurred after markets within Japan
were connected (box 1.13). The demand for formal

Source:Siamwallaand others 1993;Stifel 1976.

land titles in many countries (chapter 2) developed
once markets for goods produced on the land were accessible or when new members entered the community.
Empirical work spanning over 110 countries shows
that measures of institutional effectiveness (such as the
quality of institutions for public service delivery, or perceptions of the rule of law) are significantly related to
openness in international trade. This is so even after accounting for differences in size, per capita income, legal
heritage, years the country has been independent, and
other factors (figure 1.5).i9
Greater openness in trade and capital markets has
been associated with the development of financial systems, as historical and cross-country analyses clearly
show. Large incumbent firms that have access to finance-through either retained earnings or established
links with financial institutions-do not alwayshave an
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Box 1.13
Institutional evolution of rice markets and
standardizationin Japan, 1600-1920s

Figure 1.5
Greater opennessand quality of institutions
Ruleof law index

In Japan'sTokugawaperiod(1600-1868),local private
traderscollectedandmarketed
the ricesharesof boththe
daimyo(feudallord)andthe peasant.The tradershadto
be big, sincepoor inlandtransportmeantthat rice was
shippedin largesailingvesselsandlater steamships-a
costlyandriskyventure.Whenthe networkof railroads
wasextendedto localareas,locallysegmentedmarkets
beganto form a nationwidemarket.Andwith the economiesof scalein transportandrelatedrisks,smalltraders
couldmarkettheir rice,usingsmallshipmentsfrom many
localcenters.
The competitionamongsmalltradersfrom different
rice-producing
regionsincreased
the pressureto standardize rice grades.Better andmorestablequalityandstandardsensuredhigherpricesin urbanmarkets.Groupsof
farmersandtradersbegantakingthe initiativeby labeling
the qualityof rice invariousregions.By 1900thesevoluntaryefforts were transformedinto official regulationsby
localgovernment
agencies,
whichbeganto setstandards
for the packaging
of riceshippedto otherregions.By 1910
there were 33 rice-gradingwarehouses(beikensoko),
managedby privatecompaniesor cooperatives,
serving
severalpurposes-inspecting,grading,repackaging,
and
storing.
Innovations
infinancefollowed.As farmersandtraders
broughtungradedriceto the warehouse,it issueda "rice
exchangenote."Theprecursorto today'sinventorycredit,
these noteswere also usedas collateralfor loansfrom
banksandpawnshops,
easingcapitalconstraintsfor farm-

0.6 -

ers and traders.
More trade among different communities led to the developments of standards, first adopted by private traders
and later by government. These early institutionalchanges

effect of differencesin the legalsystems,ethnicdiversity,GNPper
capita,yearsthat the countryin questionhasbeenindependent,
countrysize,andinequalityof income)betweenan indicatorof rule of
law/ governmenteffectivenessandopennessfor over 100countries

promotednew institutionsto supportmarketexchange.

in 1997-98.
Thecountries
havebeendividedintothreegroupsof

Source: Kawagoe1998.

incentive to promote financial systems that would facilitate new entry into their markets. Opening the economy to trade and financial flows can automatically reduce rents that incumbents receive from preferential
access to financial institutions. And over time the lower
rents can reduce opposition to financial sector reform.20
Rather than improve their own systems, policymakers in open economies can import whole aspects of the
institutional system: laws, regulations, and enforcement
systems. Because of the political problems and costs of
importing foreign agencies, including foreign human
capital, there are not many examples. Many countries
have allowed foreign banks to operate in the domestic
financial sector, helping financial services grow even

(a3
0.4 -

0.2 _

I

° 1st

2nd
Openness
(terciles)

3rd

Government
effectiveness
index
(b)
0.4 -
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I

-
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Note:Thefiguresshowthe partialrelationship
(afteraccounting
for the

equalsize.
Source:IslamandMontenegroforthcoming,World Development
Report2002 backgroundpaper.

with underdeveloped supervisory and regulatory systems. To get around weak judicial systems, poor countries can export the enforcement of contracts. For infrastructure deals in which private investors from rich
countries invest in poor countries, for example, international arbitration clausescan be used in casesof dispute.
Open informationflows. Open information exchange,
a driver of institutional development, can both improve
the quality of other existing institutions and create a demand for new ones. Better information makes monitoring peoples' behavior easier.This ability to monitor behavior changes behavior and institutional quality even
when institutional structure does not change. Better information can also change social norms and so change
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people's incentives to participate in different institutions. And it can inform policymakers and other market participants about the benefits of institutional reform and about the constraints on institutional reform.
Information from the media and low-cost information on the Internet can enhance the functioning of
public institutions. Evidence indicates that corruption,
for example, is lower in countries with a free press (box
1.14). There is also evidence that free media, by providing a check on political actions, can raise policymakers' awareness of the social effects of policies, improving the provision of social services. A study in India
found that the media affected how the government responded to floods and famines: the distribution of relief was greater in states with higher newspaper circulations. The more information the local media provided,
the more effectively citizens could develop a collective
voice and put pressure on the government.21
Recent research for this Report shows that competition in the provision of information can significantly
increase the impact of the media on the quality of institutions. For example, where the state does not control information through monopoly or concentrated
ownership of the media industry, the media can do
much in checking corruption (figure 1.6). The effect of
private monopolies on information flow can be expected to be similar.
Information about the potential benefits and costs

of particularinstitutionalarrangementscan changethe
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Figure 1.6
Diversityof information providersand quality of
institutions
Press freedom index
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tion of simple facts about the costs of business licens-

alsoreportedthat the healthministerpaidthe foreignfirm
400millionKenyashillings,eventhoughnogoodswerereceivedinreturnfor thispayment.Thepressrevealedthese
findingsandmadedailyreportsonthe scandal.Eventually,
underunrelentingpressurefrom the media,the minister
wasdismissed.
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Promlote cuiiipetition--amAxaongj,,m?isdictiotas,firins,
anid individuals
Competition among jurisdictions, among firms in
product markets, and among individuals does much
for institutional change.2 4 Often, current institutional

and the demand for institutions. In Nepal the publica-

In 1996investigativelournalistsfrom a privatelyowned
newspaperuncoveredevidence of corruption in Kenya's
ministry of health.A purchaseof unapprovedmalaria
chemicals
wasplannedthroughaforeignfirmat a substan-

COMPETE

ing-both in time spent and in bribes paid-led the
government to undertake reforms that reduced licensing time from years to days.2 2 With poor information
flow in an economy, regulatory rules and policies are
unclear. So regulated firms and customers do not know,
or cannot find out, what regulations apply to them or
how to comply with them.23

incentives for those who engage in market transactions

Box 1.14
Role of the news media in fighting corruption
in Kenya
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structures may inhibit competition. Competition makes
Box 1.15
institutions more or less effective by affecting relative
Competition and the evolution of corporate law
returns and changing the incentives of agents. For example, as competition in markets increases, traditional
A studyinvestigatinglegal changein 10 jurisdictions,
innorm-based
institutions may become .cluding
inadequae or
bothindustrial
anddeveloping
countries
overmore
nombse
ntiuinsmy
othan e in
100years,foundcompetition
amongfirmsoperating
obsolete.' 5 Competition can reduce the effectiveness
withincountriesandacrossbordersto be importantinproof closed groups, such as guilds or business networks,
motingchangesinthe corporatelaw.Thechangeswere
whose existence and effectiveness depend on superior
oftenenactedinresponseto crises,owingto competitive
access to such inputs
as
information.
This
can
create
the
or as a consciouseffortto standardizecorpoaccessto
mtomatlon
suc mputsas
Thls ancrete therate pressures,
lawacrosscountries.
demand for new institutions or improve the quality of
existing institutions by changing behavior. In places as
varied as Thailand and Uganda, greater competition for
land increasedland disputes and created the demand for
more formal procedures for recording transactions.
Competition in product markets has led to institutional
change in labor markets (chapter 7).And there is some
evidence that competition between firms can be a partial substitute for strong shareholder rights in inducing
managers to act in the interest of owners.
Firms competing in product markets, forced to increaseefficiency,have the incentive to lobby policymakers to implement institutional changes that lower their
costs. Competition also affects the distribution of gains
among market players, and so increases the demand for

institutionalchangeamongthosewho want to maintain
their gains in the light of changing economic factors.
But sometimes institutions, such as rules governing intellectual property, may be needed to limit the degree of
competition in markets and to foster innovation.
For firms in international capital markets, competition can produce demand for better institutions, such
as accounting standards (chapter 5). In turn, domestic
banks, to compete with foreign banks outside their
home markets, may pressure their regulators to improve
prudential regulations. This happened in Mexico after
it signed the North American Free Trade Agreement. A
World Bank study looking at institutional performance
cites competition as a key factor affecting institutional
performance, since it changes the incentives for individuals to succeed.26
Jurisdictional competition also fosters institutional
evolution. A study of corporate law evolution shows
that competition between countries-and between foreign firms operating in a country-has created pressure
for change in corporate laws (box 1.1 5). In the United
States competition between states to attract business
has led to institutional evolution of different forms in
the various states. For example, personal bankruptcy

Studiesof Europeinthe late 19th centuryhighlightjurisdictionalcompetitionin the developmentof corporate
law.Therewas a shiftfromconcessionsystems,inwhich
rulersgrantedthe rightto incorporatecase by case and
often as a specialfavor,to a system of registrationin
whichany companymeetingcertainminimumrequirementscouldincorporate.
Forexample,in Francein1867,
the shiftwas inducedbythe expansionof Englishcompanieson the continent.OnceFranceallowedcompaniesincorporatedin England
tooperateas a corporation
inFrance,
withoutspecialapprovalbyparliament,it faced pressure
from domestic companiesto drop the concession require-

ment
at home.
Israel in 1999, Japan in the 1990s, Chilein 1981, and
Delawareinthe UnitedStates (wherethere have been
continuouschanges)provideexamplesof jurisdictions
that
changedtheir corporatelawsin responseto competitive
pressuresinthe 20thcentury.
Source:Pistor and others 2000, WorldDevelopment
Report2002background
paper.

and corporate laws vary across the states. Education systems vary across districts.
Markets with more competition may require fewer
formal institutions, since competition can substitute
for regulation. Take infrastructure: greater competition,
possible with technological changes, has allowed regulators to lower the frequency of price reviews (chapter
8). Sectors previously considered natural monopolies
became potentially competitive, so governments now
rely more on competition to deliver desired outcomes,
such as affordable prices for consumers.
But the competition from new infrastructure providers can also complicate regulation. Before the privatization of state monopolies in many countries, state
infrastructure monopolies cross-subsidized some customers-in many cases lowering costs for poorer households by charging higher prices to business users. After
privatization, governments aiming to protect poorer
customers have found it difficult to regulate the privatized firms in a way that provided adequate profits for
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firms while providing adequate servicesto the poor
(chapter8).
There are times when institutions restrictingcompetition are desirable.Somemarket rents mayneed to
be tolerated to fund the adoption of new technology,
and institutionsrestrictingcompetitionmaybe needed
to promote market development.And regulating the
degreeof competitionamongbankscan enhancefinancialstabilityby reducingthe incentivesfor risk taking.
How1do poditicaiftrwces.
s;ia1lpr
pssllres,
H7mdlshocksaffect thc pace of change?J
Politicalforcesand socialpressurescan either accelerateor retard the developmentof new institutions.Shifting social,political,and economicbalancesare in turn
affectedby a government'sinstitutionalreformefforts.
In industrialmarkets,however,the state is constrained
from arbitrarilychangingrulesand laws,and there tend
to be more checksand balanceson variousactors,public and private.
Politicalforces.
An institution existsin part because
someconstituenciesgain from its existenceand so have
the incentivesand influenceto support it. This distributional aspectis particularlyimportant when institutions benefit a smallgroup or minority in societyfor
whom the costs of collectiveaction are low and benefits are large.Checks and balanceson politicalpower,
from firms and interest groups,can support the interests of the majority.But minorityinterestsmay in some
casesopposethe modificationof institutions.
So policymakerswishingto embarkon reformsmay
haveto create new institutions rather than modifyexisting ones.Accordingto some, this was important in
the recent establishmentof a regulatory authority for
telecommunications in Morocco. But even though
buildingnew institutionsmay be desirable,the costsof
collectiveaction-including those of information collection, enforcement, and competition-may be so
greatrelativeto perceivedbenefitsthat they wouldfrustrate the formation of a new political coalition that
would push for institutionalchange.
Institutions often changewhen the power of those
who directlybenefit from the existingstructuresis undermined or when they no longer reap any benefitsso
that theyno longerhavethe incentiveto opposechange.
One way to accelerateinstitutional changeis to co-opt
the opponents of reform. In China after 1978, local
governmentswere encouragedto collect federal taxes
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since they could keep any collectionsabove a certain
level.Localgovernmentswere alsoable to raiseadditionaltaxes,not sharedwith the national government.
But all reforms are not equallydifficult politically.
Someineffectiveinstitutionsmay existin part because
there are no interest groups pressingfor change-not
becausesomeinterestgroupsopposechange.Or it may
be that those who would oppose change do not have
much political sway.Whateverthe reason, reformsin
these areas could be accelerated.And as these reforms
breed new constituenciesand forces,they can lead to a
demand for greater change.The key is to find the opportunitiesand to work in these areas.
Although indigenousinstitutional developmentresponds to changingeconomicand social conditions, a
centralissuefor transplants is managingdistributional
conflicts.Institutionalchangecreateswinnersand losers.
For example,bankruptcylawdesignatesthe rightsto incomeand assetsforcreditors.Corporatelawdistributes
rights among owners,managers,and the government.
Regulationcoveringserviceprovisionto the poor transferseconomicgainsfrom producersto poor consumers
and betweenlevelsof government(chapter8).
The distributionof poweramong differentlevelsof
governmentlargelydetermines the type of regulatory
structurelikelyto be effective.A study of the evolution
of regulation in infrastructureconducted for this Report arguesthat the allocationof regulatoryauthority
in the now industrialcountriescloselyfollowedthe po2 7 The degreeof politicalstructuresof thosecountries.
liticaland administrativecentralizationin a country significantlyaffectsthe interventionby the upper levelof
governmentin regulation.In the United States-where
the states are large and there is a great deal of autonomy-local regulation of concessionsfor water and
electricitywasgraduallyovertakenby state-levelregulation.The greatercentralizationwashastenedby corrupt
municipalitiesor complex regulatory issues between
localjurisdictions.Traditionally,regulationof natural
monopoly infrastructure firms evolvedin responseto
political pressure from firms or communities. In response to high prices and high profits, the public demanded governmentintervention.Bycontrast, France
has a very centralizedpoliticalsystemand has generally
adopteda much more centralizedregulatorystructure.
When transplantingregulatoryagenciesfrom industrial countries,the domesticpoliticalstructureand balance of power must be consideredalong with the qual-
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Box 1.16
The interplay of social,political, and economicforces in the reform of land institutions in China
Before the 1960s rural land in Chinawas the responsibility of
communes. In the early 1960sfarmers in Anhui Provincebegan
calling for a restructuring of communes, so that earningscould
be linked to work. Local leaders began experimenting, allowing some households to contract for individual plots. The
demonstration led others to push for plots, and the resulting
productivity increases led to formal sanctioning by local leaders of this system. At that time the central government was
not involved. Later, the system was partially reversedbecause
of central government disapproval. Then in 1978 a severe
drought in Anhui led to a food crisis, and provincial leaders allowed households to cultivate any land the collective farms
were unableto work. Nearbyvillagesemulated the practice.
The central government began accepting local institutional
innovationafter almost 20 years,when faced with an economic
crisis. Centralgovernment officialsformally adoptedthe Household ResponsibilitySystem,under which householdscouldcontract with local leadersto produce on their "own" land. Initial
distributions,although different from villageto village,were essentially the same within the village. In other words, both social and productivity considerationsdetermined landallocations
in the transition to individual and more formal rights. But the
contracts with householdsdid not assure them of very stable
land use rights.Although such rights were supposed to be allocated for a period of years, most villages in Chinaadoptedthe
practice of periodically readjustinglandholdingsin accordwith
changes in household makeup. Chinese farmers and officials
have not been of one mind regarding social versus efficiency
considerations.Surveysof farmers in the 1990s indicatedthat
they wanted more secure land rights, but many also favored
readjustments.Chinesefarmers indicatedthat they would overwhelmingly support a no-readjustment policy if their welfare
concerns could be addressedby other means (such as preferential allocation of wasteland or taxes). Lack of consensus on

ity of information that is available to different levels of
government. Such issues are particularly important in
large countries such as Brazil, India, and Russia. Information problems at the national level tend to be more
severe, but so could be the risk of regulatory capture at
local levels. While economic analysis may argue for a
certain design, for effective institution building, political and social realities and their dynamics will need to
be considered.
History shows that politics influence the development of financial systems.2 8 Financial institutions, particularly banks, provide an easy way for governments
to channel the economy's resources in directions they
deem politically desirable.2 9 The effective functioning
of government agencies, such as tax collection agencies
and financial supervisory authorities, depend critically
on politics and checks and balances on political power.

the institutional structures to protect farmer welfare probably
slowedthe effective implementationof landcontracts.
In some casesland readjustmentsalso reflected the desire
of local cadresto maintain influence.Control over landremains
one of the main sources of economic and political power for
local officials. Perhapsas a result, land system rules regarding
tenure-both formal and informal-and practices have varied
widely around the country. Although the central government
approved 15- and then 30-year tenures, this was not implemented. Field research indicates that county-and provinciallevel officials from jurisdictions that rely heavily on agriculture
are more likely to have interests that are similar to those of
farmers than local officials.
China's story reveals some important lessons for institutional reform.
* Experimentationhas been key for institutional reform, in this
case at local levels. The central government was important
in validating a successful experiment and thus in accelerating its acceptancearoundthe country.
* Institutional reform takes time. Chinese land policies will
continue to be modified as severalimportant issues are resolved and as other supporting institutions evolve.
a At different stages in the processof institutionalreform, the
role of local versus other leaders variedsignificantly.
U When changing established norms, governments need to
be aware of dualrole played by institutions-in this caseformal, but in many others informal-in affecting both efficiency and equity. Socialconcerns affect the paceof reform.
Explicit considerations of these issues can help policymakers undertakeinstitutional reform.
Source: Prosterman,Schwarzwalder,and Hanstad2001; World
DevelopmentReport 2002 backgroundpaper.

Many developing countries have recently tried to establish autonomous revenue agencies to free tax collection
from political influence. What determines the success
of these reforms? The authority granted to these institutions, and the political commitment to support their
greater autonomy (chapter 5).
Political instability also affects investment within
countries, as cross-country empirical studies show. In
countries more polarized and less politically stable, policymakers are less committed to strengthening the legal
system and protecting private property rights.30 Weak
property rights in politically unstable countries lead to
lower investment.
Socialpressures.Social structures such as inequalities
in income distribution and in the influence of different
ethnic groups also affect the demand for institutional reforms and their sustainability (box 1.16).
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More inequality sometimes means lower institutional quality. Empirical work across countries-using
indicators of institutional development that measure
the rule of law, corruption, enforcement of property
rights, and an overall index of these indicators-suggests that there is some association between the distribution of income and institutional quality, with very
unequal distributions of income being associated with
a lower quality of institutional development.
Why might this be? Perhaps more unequal societies
are more polarized or less likely to engage in social or
economic transactions with each other. More polarized
societies also may be less likely to agree on institutional
reform, much as they may find it more difficult to agree
on policy reforms.3 1 Or perhaps when a few players,
such as large business groups, dominate economic
transactions, they have little incentive to support formal institutions that would enhance competition in
their activities. Those players, often part of well-knit
networks, can conduct most of their business through
reputational mechanisms.
The differences in the development paths of North
and South America are often cited as examples of how
social factors-such as equality in the distribution of
human capital and other resources, differencesin ethnic
diversity, and the economic power of the dominant
group in these economies-can affect institutional development and growth.32 Countries in both regions imported institutions from Europe. A more equal initial
distribution of income and a less polarized society in the
United States is cited as an important factor promoting
institutional reform. There was more participation by
broad segments of the population in a competitive market economy. More egalitarian societies may also be less
polarized. This factor is probably more important for
ethnically diverse countries, particularly during economic downturns when conflicts tend to be magnified.
Other forces may be at work. True, the history of the
industrial countries is full of examples of periods and
countries of high inequality. Consider the prevalence
of sweatshops, unhealthy working conditions, and extensive child labor in much of the United Kingdom
during industrialization. But this inequality did not
keep the United Kingdom from the forefront of industrial development. So it is not clear that initially high
income inequalities will always prevent later broadbased market development. There may be countervailing forces at work, such as the open exchange of information, open trade and competition, and innovation,
all promoting institutional development.
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The recent experience of the East Asian economies
suggests that policies to promote equality, through investments in education, can yield high returns. People
who are literate and educated are more likely to participate in and demand formal market-supporting institutions. This Report provides some guidance for
institution building in the social sectors (box 1.17). Promoting opportunity in this way can promote social cohesion, important for consensus-building on reforms.
Large initial inequalities in wealth in closed markets
can also engender situations where strong economic interests may "capture" the state, leading to regulatory
structures that favor their narrow interests and prevent
broad-based markets. Market participants can have a
key role in the design of institutions that affect their
transactions. Creating inclusive institutions with more
social legitimacy-systems in which business interests
and government can work together in an open and
transparent fashion in establishing institutions-can
lead to faster progress than in closed systems.
Shocks.Large shocks to economic and political systems change the balance of economic, social, and political power-and thus the effectivenessof institutions.
Sometimes shocks forestall reform and at other times
they can accelerate it. During economic depressions,
for example, business and financial groups often come
under greater scrutiny. It is claimed that periods of economic depression in Europe reduced political and social support for financial development, particularly for
the development of equity markets.33 But country experience also shows that since market-supporting institutions need some stability to be effective, large economic or political shocks may be needed for all but
gradual change. And sometimes several large shocks are
needed.3 4 For policymakers and politicians, periods
of crisis can sometimes provide opportunities, at least
in some sectors, to undertake bolder institutional reforms-and these are opportunities to be seized.
A detailed analysis of the evolution of corporate law
in industrial and developing countries shows that economic crises create demand for reform. For example,
the recent financial crises affected reform in Malaysia
(box 1.18).3
Shocks in technology also create demand for new institutions. Regulators need to develop new institutions
to deal with such technological breakthroughs as the
Internet. For example, the spread of e-banking and the
provision of financial and other information over the
Internet offers lower transaction costs-and new opportunities for fraud.
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Box i'7
Applyingthe lessonsto the socialsectors
Some of the key problemsinstitutions face in the delivery of social servicesare information,enforcement,and
competition.
Limitedinformationaboutthe beneficiaryis availableto
the provider of services,complicatingthe targetingof incometransfersto thosetruly in need.In Moldova,for example, before recentchangesin transfersystems,a 1997survey found that the richest 10 percent of the population
enjoyed almost a fifth of all social assistancepayments,
while 38 percentof poorhouseholdsgot no form of social
assistanceat all.
Enforcementby publicofficialsof goodqualityis difficult.
In relativelypoorareasof most countries,thereare difficulties in maintainingstaff andprovidingservices,especially
for public providers.Evidencefrom Canada(Andersonand
Rosenberg1990)to Indonesia(WorldBank1994b),andfrom
India(TheProbeTeam 1999,p. 44) to Zambia(WorldBank
2001f) shows substantialdifferencesin vacancyrates in
healthpostsbetweenurbanandruralareas.
Then there are the issuesof competition. For example,
competitionby the governmentin providingsocialtransfers
may drive out privateinstitutionalarrangements-such as
family networks,which canbe targetedmoreeffectivelyto
3
the poorthan morearm's length(public)socialassistance.
6
A study fromthe Philippines,simulatingthe resultsof introducingan unemploymentinsurancescheme,foundthat net
privatetransfersto the unemployed
wouldfall by 92 pesosfor
every100givenby the government(CoxandJiminez1995).
Complementingwhat exists. The demandfor modern
public institutions to deliver universalsocial servicesand
widespreadsocialassistanceis fairly recent. In health the
largenationalsystemsof the UnitedKingdomandCanada
datefrom 1948andthe 1970s,respectively.
andin education,
the achievementof universalprimaryeducation,requiring
publicfunding,occurredlate inthe 19thcentury.Theorigins
of nationalsocialassistance
schemesarealsofairlyrecent.
In each case,extensive relianceon the private sector
precededthe participationof governments.In fact, as today's richercountriesgrew more advanced,they couldprovide more forma/ socialservicesat a price-qualitymix demanded by the population.They could ensure adequate
trainingof public providers.And they hadthe complementary institutions (suchas more reliable incomeand asset
ownershiprecords)to bettertarget socialassistanceto the
neediestandthatwere free from corruption.
For developingcountries,public involvementin these
areas has accelerated.With poor complementaryinstitutions-inadequate monitoringcapacity,poorcommunication
networks-providinguniversalcoverageimmediatelymaybe
too ambitious.Publicfinancialconstraints,includinglow fiscal
resources,mayalsoworsenqualityof services.Sorecognizingthe needto beflexiblein price-quality
goalsis important.
Innovating to identify what works. Despite the lack
of complementaryinstitutions,developing countries can
use innovativemethods to ease manyof the information
and enforcementproblemsin these areas.The use of providers closer to the community-such as NGOs, whose
motivationsaredifferent from both privatesectorsandcivil

servants-can be a solutionfor both service deliveryand
the provisionof socialassistance.What manyNGOsbring
to the table is a crediblepromisenot to exploitweaknesses
in the monitoringsystemsof government.
In manysparselypopulatedandpoorareas,suchas one
might find in ruralAfrica, it is unusualto find private,modern medicalfacilitiesunlessprovidedby NGOs,particularly
faith-basedNGOs. In delivering socialassistance,NGOs
based in the community may be better able than formal
agenciesto discoverwho is most in needof aid andmaybe
organizationally
moreflexiblein deliveringappropriateassistanceto the neediest.The communitymayalsoserveas the
arbiter of who hasthe most needs-as in the mahallasystem in Uzbekistan.
Formanyof the poorestcountries,the bestoptionfor targetingsocialtransferseffectivelymaybeto experimentwith
different self-targetingmechanismsto find the system that
bestensuresthat few other thanthe poorusethe transfers.
Innovativeapproachesusing less desirable consumption
goodsfor the poorest(as in Bangladeshin the 1970sand
Tunisiainthe early1990s)haveproveduseful(forTunisia,see
TuckandLindert1996).Well-designed
publicworksprograms
that paybelow-marketwagesarealsoa goodself-targeting
way to ensurethat resourcesget to thosewho needthem.
Connectingcommunities.Promotingopen information
exchangehas been very important in buildingsuccessful
service deliveryinstitutions.In the state of Cearain Brazil,
onefactor in the dramaticimprovementof healthservicedeliverywas an innovativemonitoringapproach.But alsocritical was a substantialpublic relationscampaignthat precededthe program,increasingits visibility,enthusiasm,and
prestige.In this way, the programrecruiteda cadreof interestedlocalmonitors(TendlerandFreedheim1994).
Sometimes,simply providinginformationto localcommunitiesis enoughto stimulateimprovementsin qualityin
servicedelivery.Recenttechnologicaladvances,including
the Internet,allow governmentand privateagents to provide informationcheaply.The rate of sharing information
is dramaticallyenhanced.TakeUganda.In 1995a study to
track expenditurefrom the centralgovernmentto individual
schoolsfoundthat as little as 30 percentof nonsalaryrecurrent budgetallocationsmeantto reachschoolsactuallydid.
The resultsof this studywere publicizedin newspapersand
postedat localfacilities.A follow-upsurveyin 1999showed
an increasein actualdisbursements,averagingverycloseto
100percent(AbloandReinikka1998).Anothervariationthat
does not dependontechnologicalimprovementsis sharing
informationthroughthe use of travelingteachers.
Promotingcompetition.Competitionbetweenpublicand
privateprovidersimprovesinstitutionalquality.In Malaysiaa
reliablesystemof publicclinicshasmaintainedpressureon
the privatesector to keep pricesreasonable(vande Walle
and Nead1995;World Bank1992).But competitionis possibleonly in areasdenselypopulatedenoughto supportmultiple providers.This leavesunaddressedthe problemof remoteareaswith manypoorpeople.In the UnitedStates,for
example,vouchersystems are almost always advocated
onlyfor urbanareas.
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Box 1.13

Crisesand institutionalchangein Malaysia
-.

.

Malaysiahadone of the most developedcapitalmarketsin
EastAsia inthe early 1970s.At first, securitiesmarketregulation followed mostly the Englishsystem of market selfregulation.Althougha comprehensive
securitiesactwas enactedin 1973,jurisdiction
overmarketsupervision
wasdivided
amongseveralstate agencies-includingthe ministryof finance,the registrarof the companies,andthe capitalissues
committee.
In 1993,aftera decadeof rapidmarketdevelopment,
controlswere unifiedin a new securitiescommission.Beforethe
financialcrisisin 1997,the commission
haddeterminedto replacethe detailedmeritregulationssystemwith a liberalized
systembasedprimarilyondisclosure.But in the wakeof the
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crisisandwith theaim of reducing
capitaloutflows,policymakersadoptedselectivecapitalcontrols.
After anevaluationof the crisis,a seriesof moresubstantial institutionalchangeswere introducedin preparationfor
continuedliberalization.
Focusedon transparency
andgovernance,these changesincludednew accountingstandards,
mergerandacquisitionrules,capitaladequacy
rulesfor stock
brokering
companies,
andbrokercommission
liberalization.
The implicationfor policymakers
is clear:if crisesexpose
realvulnerabilities
in markets,policymakers
shouldtakeadvantageof thesetimesto fix the vulnerabilities.
Source:WorldBankstaff.

Organizationand scopeof the Report

around the world and on competition authorities and

The second part of this year's Report concentrates on
firms. It addresses institutional issues that affect productivity and risk management in agriculture: the
rights to land, the credit in rural areas, and the institutions that support innovation and dissemination of
ideas in agriculture. It also concentrates on the problems of governance for firms, looking at institutions,
internal and external to the firm, that enhance investment in firms and ensure good management-especially the interaction between ownership structures and
legal frameworksand between private institutions (such
as business associations) and public ones. And it explores the critical role of financial institutions, the necessary supporting institutions for their development,
and the role of the supervisory and regulatory system
in ensuring a healthy financial system. It draws on new
research done for the Report on the role of politics in
financial development, institutions to secure access for
new borrowers, and the effects of foreign bank entry
and privatization.
Part III of the Report concentrates on government.
It examines how political institutions support good
governance, focusing on the policymaking process, the
incentives for corruption, and the institutions of taxation. It next explores issues of judicial efficiency, and
the experience with reforms aimed at improving efficiency, and examines the causes and consequences of
cross-country differences in judicial procedures from a
new survey covering over 100 countries. It then discusses the main impediments to competition in markets, gathering new data on business entry regulations

legislation. Last, it assessesthe regulation of monopolies in developing countries and the consequences for
service delivery to poor people.
Parr IV of the Report concentrates on society.It discusses how norms and codes of conduct in societies influence markets and public institutions and in turn are
influenced by market developments. It also explores the
role of the media in expressing and disseminating the
concerns and values of society-and the effects such information flows have on institutional quality and thus
on economic and social outcomes. It draws on a new
study of media ownership around the world written for
the Report.
Market-supporting institutions are a big topic, for
these institutions are everywhere and varied. So much
remains to be learned about them. This Report offers
policymakers some guidance that has been distilled
both from the history of institutional evolution and
from the lessonsof recent experience-the varied experiences of the transition economies in the 1990s, the
continuing struggles in many poor countries around
the world, and the successes of some of the emerging
economies in the past decades.
At the same time, the Report does not address all
possible institutional problems in all possible fields.
Rather, it focuses on a subset of these institutions from
many fields to illustrate that the framework (inform,
enforce, compete) and messages (complement, innovate, connect, and-again-compete)
can be applied
regardless of the specific sector studied. It does not
cover in detail institutions that previous World Devel-
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opment Reportshave covered. This Report, one in a series looking at critical development issues, is a natural
continuation of WorldDevelopmentReport 2000/2001,
which discusses the central role of markets in the lives
of poor people. It leaves some important issues for
WorldDevelopmentReport2003, which will focus on issues related to the environment as well as on social cohesion and stability,.

Development experience shows that markets can provide the means to attain sustained increases in living
standards for people around the world. WorldDevelopment Report 2000/2001 argued that markets are central
to the lives of poor people. By providing opportunities
to engage in productive activities, and by empowering
citizens, they can promote growth and reduce poverty.
But for markets to provide widespread benefits, they
need to be inclusive and integrated. Policies that promote growth and reduce poverty are important, but the
details of institutional design matter as well.
Improvements in living standards, and overall improvements in the lives of poor people, depend on institutions that support growth as well as those that directly enhance the access of poor people to markets.
That is, poor people are affected by what other market
actors do.
Building effective institutions is a complex task. Experience indicates that one size does not fit all. But notwithstanding the uniqueness of countries, analysis of
country experience does hold important lessons for institutional development.
This Report provides a framework for institutional
development. It builds on the work of several disciplines, combining theory and evidence. It extends empirical evidence on the details of institutional design
across a wide range of countries, and within countries
over time, to understand the process of institutional
change. And it provides guidance on how to build new
institutions, modify existing ones, and create the forces
for change.
Most times institutional change is a step-by-step
process. The Report acknowledges as well that many
reforms are difficult because there are constituencies
which benefit from existing institutions and often interest groups which would promote change do not do
so. But it is also true that some institutions continue
to exist not because there is concerted support for
them, but because forces that would press for change

are not adequately organized to do so. Reforms to such
institutions are not as difficult to implement politically
and, once implemented, could not only improve the
way markets work but can help build momentum for
further change. Both the supply of institutions and the
demand for them matter. Development experience
does not provide a universal guide as to which particular institutions should always be created first. However, within each sector, the Report does identify areas
where the introduction of a particular institutional
structure may need to wait for the development of
other supporting or complementary institutions or
conditions. In other words, some priorities can be
identified.
This Report also considers the interaction between
informal or norm-based institutions and formal institutions. Many poor people, particularly those in poor
countries, do not have access to formal institutions.
Innovative designs may help bridge the gap between informal and formal institutions and gradually increase
the access of those left out. Simplifying formal institutions, providing more information about them to users,
strengthening human capital, and accepting informal
institutions when formal institutions would not have
their desired impact are some of the ways in which institutional designs can be modified to suit the needs of
poorer countries and of poor people.
Local, national, and international actors, public or
private, affect how institutions evolve over time. The
balance of power between private and public actors,
and the state's recognition of both its strengths and limitations, is an important factor in market development.
A strong and capable state is necessary to support markets, and an arbitrary and corrupt state can impede
their development. But it is not only the balance between private and public actors that matters. The design of institutions and the pace of reform are affected
by how local and national leaders and national and international leaders interact. All of these interactions are
affected by the nature of information flows and the capabilities of the various parties.
The four main lessons of this chapter are that for effective institution building policymakers need to complement what exists, innovate to suit local conditions,
foster open trade and open information exchange, and
foster competition among regions, firms, and individuals. The incentives provided to people depend on the
whole set of institutions and affect their performance.
So when building an institution or modifying one, the
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key thing to consider is whether supporting institutions-without which the institution would not be effective-exist. If not, perhaps it would be better to
work on the supporting institutions first or to modify
design so that the planned institution can work without the supporting institution. Also important are
the levels of human capital needed, the extent of corruption, and costs relative to per capita income. With
scarce human capital, complex regulations cannot be
enforced as they are in countries with highly skilled personnel. These factors argue for simplification of institutional design. Higher costs relative to per capita income of accessingformal institutions will mean that the
disadvantaged and poorer members of society will be
unable to access these institutions. Corruption is facili-
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tated by complexity of regulation in nontransparent
markets and where other incentives for bureaucratic
efficiency (such as wages or promotion) are weak. In
these countries, to complement existing conditions,
regulation needs to be streamlined. Technological differences are also relevant. To accommodate countryspecific differences in culture and endowments, innovation should be encouraged and accepted. Finally,
providing opportunities for trade will develop markets
and the demand for institutions that support transactions in markets. Open information sharing will do the
same. Competition among regions and among firms,
often limited by current institutional structures, will
help identify new institutional forms and create the demand for new institutions.

PART 11

irms

FIRMS ARE KEY BUILDING BLOCKS OF MARKETS, PRODUCING

GOODS

and providing services that form the basis of market exchange. This part of the Report
considers institutional issues for three groups of firms. Farmersare the focus of chapter
2, which looks at ways for agricultural producers in developing countries to increase
their productivity and reduce their risks through improving the institutions that govern the markets for land, credit, technology, and agricultural output. For firms, a key
institutional question is how to enhance investment and ensure good management;
chapter 3 covers the problems of Governance ofFirms (focusing on those outside the
financial sector), through an examination of interactions between ownership structures
and legal frameworks, and public and private institutional players. In chapter 4, Financial Systems, which perform critical functions for market systems, are considered; the
chapter discusses the necessary institutional conditions for their development and the
role of the supervisory and regulatory system in ensuring a healthy financial system.

CHAPTER

2

.Farmners
Most of the world'spoorpeopleearn their livingfrom
agriculture,so if weknew theeconomicsof agriculture
we wouldknow muchof theeconomicsofbeingpoor.
-TheodoreW.Schultz,
1980

armersoperatein the market, likeother entrepreneurs. But marketsin ruralareas,and particularly
agriculturalmarkets,sufferespeciallyfrom problems of information, inadequate competition, and
weak enforcementof contracts. Building institutions
that reducetransactioncostsfor farmers,therefore,can
greatly improve the way agriculturalmarketsoperate.
This is especiallyimportant for poverty reduction,because poor people are more likelyto live in rural areas
and maketheir livingfrom agriculture-related
activities
(figure2.1). Well-functioningagriculturalmarketsalso
haveimportantbenefitsfor the restof the economy.As
agriculturalproductivityimproves,farmers leaveagriculture for more productive employment in industry
and services,promotingoverallgrowth.'
Three particularchallengesfacepolicymakersbuilding institutionsfor agriculturalmarkets. First,agricultural activityis usuallygeographically
dispersedand distant from major urban centers.A problem in providing
rural credit, for example, is that formal providers of
credit,such as banks,mayfind it costlyto obtain information on geographicallyscattered smallfarmers. So
interest rateson formalloans to smallfarmers,if loans
are availableat all, tend to be prohibitivelyhigh. Similarly, costs for judicial servicesand the marketing of
produce can be high becauseof the distance between
farmsand major towns.2 In all such cases,informalinstitutions serveas substitutesfor formal institutions-

effectivelyin some environments, but as incomplete
surrogatesin others.
Second,farmingin many countrieshas historically
sufferedfrom urbanbiasin publicpolicy.For example,
state marketingboards in severalAfricancountriesresembled the systemsused by the colonists to gather
food during the Second World War.3 Both these
systemssubsidized urban consumers of food by requiring farmers to sell their output at less than the
market price. Other examplesof urban bias include
overvaluedexchangeratesto makeimports cheaperfor
urban consumers,excessiveagriculturalexport taxes,
and high effectiveratesof protection for domesticindustriesthat provideagriculturalinputs.
Publicinvestmentin infrastructure,education,and
other servicesin rural areasalsotends to be lowerthan
in urban areas.Lowerinvestmentincreasestransaction
costsin marketing,which can be a major institutional
constraint to developing agricultural productivity.
Public or private effortsto build specificinstitutions
that easeinformation costs,such as gradesand standardsor marketinformationsystems,can help to boost
agriculturaldevelopment(box 2.1). Beyond physical
accessto markets, largesegmentsof the rural population, and the rural poor in particular,often face considerableobstaclesin accessingagricultural markets.
This is because their relative lack of education can
make some usefulformalinstitutions, such as institutions for disseminating technological information,
harderto access.
Third, agriculture is heavilydependent on the vagariesof climate.Poorfarmers often rely on their own
savingsand the help of familyand friendswhen floods
or droughtsstrike.But these insurancemechanismsare
3I
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Figure 2.1
Poverty head counts, urban versus rural,
selected countries,1990s

in turn, generates demand for inputs. The more open
the market, the greater is the demand for effective formal institutions for farmers-from documented property rights in land to better access to credit.
Informal institutions and simplified procedures may
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of little use when savings are meager or when the entire
circle of family and friends suffers from the same disaster. Wealthier farmers and those in richer countries can
purchase forms of disaster insurance and benefit from
public subsidies when struck by adversities. These subsidies are costly for poorer economies, and markets for
disaster insurance require an array of complementary institutions unavailable in most developing countries.
How can governments or communities build effective institutions to raise farmers' returns and lower their
risk?4 This chapter addresses this question by drawing
on evidence from successesand failures of institutional
arrangements across countries. The interlinked institutions governing farmers' physical and financial assetsthose for land and for finance-are particularly important. Secure and transferable rights to land stimulate
income-generating investment and reduce uncertainties about future incomes. So do well-functioning rural
financial institutions, which provide credit for both
income-enhancing and risk-reducing investments and
insurance. Institutions for generating and disseminating agricultural technologydirectly affect the yields and
risk inherent in agricultural production.
In many countries, marketing problems are the
biggest institutional constraints to increasing agricultural productivity. Connecting small, isolated communities into larger markets, and particularly into global
markets, stimulates demand for farmers' output. This,

satisfactorily.
Innovation, often through experimentation, can
identify techniques that overcome the inherent high
transaction costs in rural areas. These can range from
simple databases that permit technological information
sharing among small farmers to improved enforcement
mechanisms inherent in group-based lending.
This chapter concentrates on specific agricultural institutions, including land rights, rural financial institutions, and institutions that create and deliver agricultural technology. Many other critical issues that relate
to agriculture are dealt with in other chapters of the
Report-for example, openness to international trade
in chapter 7 and water and electricity pricing in chapter 8-and in other Bank reports.5
Building more secure and
transferable rural land institutions
Historically land was abundant and was held communally or could be obtained by any who laid first claim
to it. But as population grew, land in many parts of the
world-specifically, agricultural land-became more
scarce, until its relative scarcity raised its value. As land
became more important as a productive asset, it moved
into individual or family ownership. With private property came the need to prove ownership. Even in ancient
Egypt and Mesopotamia, titles for land were important
for land transactions (box 2.2).
Today the nature of property rights in agricultural
land varies widely across countries. Both governments
and communities have built institutions to define these
rights. In some countries, such as Uzbekistan, the state
owns all land. In China private ownership of land is
also prohibited; government regulations allow private
citizens to lease land legally for 15 years, although prac-
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Box 2.1
Agriculturalmarketing institutions
When complexagriculturalmarketingarrangementsin developing countriesfail, it is usuallybecauseof the lackof effective supporting institutions.The state has a role to play in building better
marketinginstitutions, but not through state marketingbodies,
which haveclearlybeenunableto balanceconflictingstate objectives, includingcredit provision,tax collection,and food security
and price stabilityfor urbanconsumers.Instead,the state canfacilitateprivatemarketinginstitutions,suchas contractfarmingand
cooperatives.
Contract farming arrangements,or "out-grower schemes,"
are attractive for farmers in developing countries becausethey
help small farmers access modern inputs, such as credit and
seeds, and market their produceto domestic and international
markets.These schemesrangefrom agreementsbetween individual tradersand farmers, as in manyAsian countries, to more
formal systemsin countriesof LatinAmerica,CentralEurope,and
EastAsia.Eventhoughthe institutionis private,governmentscan
help build it in two ways: as information facilitator, helping to
match small farmers with domestic traders and agrobusiness
firms; andthroughcomplementaryinstitutions,especiallycontract
enforcementmechanisms(suchas courts to resolvecontractual
disputes,or gradesand standards).
Farmercooperativesare morecommon in industrialcountries
than in the developingworld, dominatingthe dairy sector in Finland, wheat in Canada,rice in Japan, and grainin Argentina. By
tacklingthe problemscaused by the relative smallness of individualfarmers, cooperativescan be very successful in dealing
with both information asymmetriesand competitive power versus purchasers.Theydo this throughcollectiveaction,poolingresourcesand loweringthe unit costs of transactions.Formarketing cooperativesin developingcountries, the record has a clear
lesson: governmentsshould stop trying to impose "top-down"
cooperativestructures on farmers. Cooperativessuchas Anand
in Gujarat,India,or UGCin Mozambiquehaveseen successbecausethey are voluntaryin nature,which helpsmitigatesomecollective actionproblems,suchas low effort by participants(aproblem that hasplagued state-led agricultural cooperatives),Also,
they haveexperimentedwith context-specificinstitutionaldesign,
which hasimprovedtrust, transparency,and innovation.
Whateverthe organizationof marketing, purchaserscanstill
incur highcosts to verifythe qualityof goodsthey buy. Two institutions haveevolvedto meetthese needs:gradesand standards
providea greater level of certainty aboutthe quality of produce,
and marketinformationsystems provideinformationto farmers.
Becauseagriculturalproductshavea vast arrayof characteristics, grades(classifications
baseduponquantifiableattributes)and
standards(rules of measurement)are used to separatesimilar
products into categoriesand describethem with consistentterminology.This evaluationsystem cansignificantly reduce informationcosts by allowingtradersto contract "remotely" through
commodityspecificationratherthan throughon-sitevisualinspection. But the benefits go beyond this. Becausegradesand standards can be independentlycertified, they facilitate access to
credit,throughthe use of warehousereceiptschemes,inventory
credit,and commodityexchanges.Theycanalso expandthe market by allowing price and quantity comparisons,and thus trade,
acrossmarketswith commonstandards.
In the rice market in Japan,standardsand gradeswere created when the spreadof railroadsbeganto linkonce-isolatedmar-

kets.Throughoutthe world the expansionof trade betweencommunities has created a similar demandfor such standardsand
grades. Privatemerchants usuallyinitiate standards.But as the
volumeof exchangeincreases,the importanceof publicintervention to promotethe useand adaptationof standardsincreases.
Internationalstandardsare often sponsoredby largerfarmers
andfirms in developingcountries.Thesestandardsmaypromote
overallexports.Yet smallerfarmerswho are currently involvedin
exportmarketsmaybe left out of the process.Thesetting of highlevel standardsmayraise their costs.Thesefarmershavetwo options. First,they may reappartof the benefitsof standardization,
suchas lower informationcosts,throughthe useof informalinstitutions that haveevolved to mitigate informationalproblems(as
with informalbrokeringarrangementsin Ethiopia).Second,policymakers can reachout to enroll poor farmers in certification programsto integratethem into the wider agriculturalmarkets,as is
beingdone by Mayacert,a nongovernmentalorganization(NGO)
operatingin Guatemala.
Market information systems (MIS) genericallydescribe dissemination networks of public data that provideinformation on
agriculturalmarkets. Forfarmers, knowledgeof market information (suchas the prevailingprice of a commodity in key wholesale
markets)can helpthem to plan their production,harvesting,and
salesaccordingto marketdemand.Fortraders,better information
improves their ability to decidewhether to hold products in storage or ship them to the most lucrativemarkets.In both casesMIS
are of specialuseto smallerfarmersor traders,who lackthe scale
economiesto gathersuch informationon their own account.
In most industrialcountries, privateagenciesprovideagricultural market information for a fee, while publicagenciescollect
market data and make the information availablefree of charge.
Giventhe highcost of collectinganddisseminatingsuch information in areaslackingstandardization
of qualityandweights andadequate communicationinfrastructure,any user fees chargedby
privateagenciesare likelyto be high. Sothe publicsectorhas an
importantrolein poorercountes.
Publicsector MIS systems are not widespread-a surveyof
120 developingcountriesidentifiedonly 53 such systems (Shepherd 1997). But they are usuallybarelyfunctional.This is due to
inadequatefinancing, inability of bureaucratsto collect reliable
market information,and reluctanceof tradersto divulge informationfor fear of beingtaxed.
Nevertheless,severalinnovativestrategies for effective disseminationof marke information are being explored.Forexample, the government of Andhra Pradesh,India,makes prices of
producein different regionalmarkets availableon a website that
is updateddaily.Again, a majorrole for the public sectormay be
to help market participantsimprove their own informationflows
by expandingthe availabilityof low-cost communicationtechnology Forexample the exchangeof market infoTmationin Ghana,
the Philippines,and Bangladeshwas boostedwhen governments
maderuralaccessa conditionfor grantinglicensesto mobiletelephone companies. Consequently,market traders increasingly
gather and convey information among themselves through the
useof their own cellulartelephones.
Source:Chaudhuryand Baneri 2001, WorldDevelopmentReport
2002backgroundpaper.
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Box 2.2
Early institutionsof land ownership in
Mesopotamia and Egypt

Box 2.3
Quilombos in Brazil: infrastructure, social change,
and a new demand for land registration

From the dawn of agriculture around 10,000 years ago
until a couple of centuries ago, landhas beenabundant relative to population in much of the world. Land in early
times was usually owned, if at all, by the king or the temple. In Egypt the Pharaoh Menes (c. 3100 B.C.) carried
around deeds certifying his ownership of all land, granted
to him by the king of the gods. But private land ownership
and land sales were also recorded. In Uruk (in southern
Mesopotamia, c. 3000 B.C.),there are records of individuals who "owned" land, although titles did not exist-and
tablets give information on the sale of this land.
Some of the earliest existing physical records of private landholdingsdate from the reignof Hammurabi(16th
century B.C.),whose famous code also laid down specific
circumstances under which the king would step in to resolve land disputes. In Hammurabi's time, land assignments were delineatedby pegs aroundthe boundary,and
a record of all landholdingswas kept in the palace.By the
third century B.C., it had become common for Egyptian
landholdersto keep a document of possessionwith themselves. By the time of the Sassanianera (A.D. 224 to 651),
property ownership in Mesopotamia required a written
deedr witnessed and then registered with the state

Until recently settlements known as quilombos have been
hidden away in Brazil. Tucked away in geographically remote settings,these communitiesare inhabited by the descendants of runaway slaves.Their remotenesswas originally an effort to avoid discovery and scrutiny by slave
owners. Today the settlements are connected to the rest
of Brazil and the world by new and improved road, river,
and rail links. As a result the value of this land has grown
for ranchers, mining companies, and land speculators,
who have been attempting to take over some of the
quilombo lands for development. Initially these efforts
were relatively successful because quilombo inhabitants
did not have formal titles. Sincetheir ancestors had been
illiterate, no documents testified to the existence of their
communities, and all official records of slavery were officiallydestroyed in 1890.
Yet a government-sponsoredeffort is now under way
to give quilombo dwellers legaltitle to ancestrallands This
process was easedby the adoption of a new constitution
in Brazil in 1988, 100 years after slavery ended, which finally recognized the rights and status of descendants of
runaway slaves. By 2000, 743 quilombos, some dating
backto the 17th century, had been identified across Brazil
and were seeking formal recognitionof their status. There

Source: Powelson 1998.

have been some attempts to expedite the titling process,
such as accepting the oral testimony of the oldest residents as proof of settlement claims. Still, the process of
regularizationhas not gone as fast as could be hoped, and
the government is trying to accelerateit.
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Secure and transferable land rights can be provided
by both informal and formal institutions. Such systems
must provide information on who owns the land, who
has a secured interest in the land, where land transactions are registered, and how to access this information.
The community-defined ownership or use rights in
parts of Africa, for example, perform these functions.
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triggered by the emerging global market for plantation
crops, while in Thailand the cause was the internationalization of its market for rice following the 1826 Bowering Treaty. Better infrastructural services that connect remote lands to the market can also stimulate the
demand for formal institutions to delineate and enforce property rights, as has been the case in Brazil
(box 2.3).
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Examples
of policybarriersto the operationof
landmarkets
-_______

in turn can raiseinvestmentlevelsand productivit,v.Se-

Evenwhen landtransfer is allowed by law, extensivereg-

ulationof transactionscanfrustrate the operationof the
barrierscanbe reducedby govlandmarket.Thefollowing

cure tenure to land helps assure investors that the returns to their investment will not be expropriated by
government or private agents. Better land tenure also
increases access to credit, since land can be used as collateral (discussed in chapter 4).
If land tenure is secure, a functioning land market
that allowstransfer of property from one owner (otra
possessor of user rights) to another can help raise productivity by transferring land from less efficient culti-

ernmentactions.
Restrictionson land sales. Somecountriesprohibit
landsalesoutright.In manytransitioncountrieslandprivatizationhas beenaccompaniedby ceilingson sale prices
haveindirectly
andmoratoriums
on resales.Governments
restricted land sales by mandating that any land transaction has to be approved by a higher authority.
High salescosts. Hightransaction taxes or high fees
candiscouragelandsales or drivethemintothe informal
sector. In the Philippinesand Vietnamthe tax on land
transactions is almost20 percent of land value. Costs can
also be highwhen lackof competitionresults in highfees
for servicesassociatedwith landsales.
Restrictions
on landsubdivision.
Suchrestrictionshave
been establishedin former colonialenvironmentsto
prevent the disintegration of large farms often formerly
ownedby colonialists,
withoutanyeconomicjustification.

vators to more efficient ones. This overall productivity

gain, of course, is greater if there are functioning credit
markets-otherwise the more efficient farmers would
not be able to raise the capital needed for the purchase.
Productivity
increases also depend on sellers being able
Productivityincreases alsodepend on sellersbeing able
to engage in other income-generating activity. Several
studies of China, one of the few countries that has experimented with allowing different systems of transfer
rights across different provinces, have confirmed that
higher levelsof transferability were positively correlated
with higher levelsof farm investment. 8

Forexample,Zimbabwecontinuesto havethese restrictions,whileSouthAfricahas just recentlybegunthe processRestrictions
of repealing
itsthe
regulation.
on
useof landfor collateral.
Examples
includeVietnam,where the value of land as collateralis
limitedby law and where foreignbanks are not allowedto
take land as securityfor credit.Also,creditorscannot own
or exchange land use rights, and any land that is repossessed is auctionedoff by the state. In Mexicobankscan

In many developing countries extensive regulation
of land market transactions has meant that land markets seldom operate freely.Since transparency tends to
be low and administrative capacity limited, these regulations also encourage corruption. Lowering these costs
of land transactions may be of particular importance in

obtainthe use rightbutnotthe ownershipof land.
Lengthylandregistrationprocesses.In Mozambique
there is a backlog of about 10,000applications for land
rights,whichmeanslongdelaysbetweenreceiptof an investment plan and eventual granting of the land right. In
Cameroonthe minimumamount of time it takes to register a plot is 15 months, and registrationcommonlytakes
between 2 and 7 years. In Peru the officialadjudication
processtakes 43 months and 207 steps in 48 offices, although an expedited process is now being implemented
in selected areas.

parts of Asia,especiallySouthAsia,wherea flourishing
land market could improve productivity by avoiding
excessive fragmentation and subdivision of landholdings (box 2.4).

Source: Deininger2001, World Development Report2002
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E.

Formal land titles can increase access to credit and raise

..

investment in land. But these functions greatly depend
on the broader institutional environment. Governments should embark on large-scale titling programs
only where competitive pressures and potential disputes
mean that community land tenure arrangements are
ineffective.
Efforts to issue documented and registered land titles
have gained prominence in recent years. In many cases,
titles have formalized undocumented tenancy rights,
which can range from long-established community- or
tribe-based systems, as in the Brazilian quilombosexam-

ple in box 2.3, to occupancy rights by squatters on
land.9 Formal land titles have also been established during land privatization processes (as in the transition
countries). As discussed in World Development Report
2000/2001, clearly defining land rights during land reforms is key to improving the lives of poor peoplefarmers and nonfarmers alike.10
But the financial and administrative costs of a formal land titling program are high. This raises the question of what types of institutions are needed, and when.
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Formal land titles create secure and transferable
property rights by providing better information. Informal land right systems are based on the knowledge of
community members and neighbors. These individuals
may know the quality of a piece of land, who truly
owns it, and its precise physical demarcation. But outsiders to the community who want to buy land have little access to this information, and no way to ensure the
reliability of the information they obtain. Formal land
titles can help to remove this source of uncertainty. At
the same time, by resolving ownership disputes, they
can thwart arbitrary seizure. They also ensure that the
price of the land more closely reflects its value rather
than the added costs associated with verifying its ownership status and physical location.
Property owners may clearly demand the establishment of formal titling systems when informal systems
become less effective.This usually occurs when land becomes relatively scarce and in dispute. Increased openness to other communities and competition in product
markets-reflecting strong market demand for agricultural output-has often increased the demand for formal titles. In areas of new settlement or frontiers (as in
Brazil), formal titles can enhance the security of agricultural ownership.11 For 35,000 squatter families living on encroached forest reserve land in Thailand, a
land reform project in the 1980s provided occupancy
certificates that could be upgraded to full land titles.
Since the 1980s the World Bank has been supporting
land titling projects in Thailand. Studies have found
that these efforts have encouraged significant productivity-increasing investments and greater access to
credit. The Bank is continuing to work with the Thai
government on a 20-year program to improve the land
titling and administration system.12
In other situations community-based approaches
offer a cheaper and effective alternative to formal institutions.13 The first situation occurs where buyers and
sellers know each other at the local level and where
there is strong peer pressure to avoid socially disruptive
property disputes. In these cases the main source of demand for land is often from within the community; the
community is strong and close-knit; there is consistency and continuity of community leadership; and any
certificates of ownership issued by those in the community are accepted by others in the community. The second situation occurs where community arrangements
are also legally valid and enforceable. Under Nigerian
law, for instance, "customary tenure" is defined as those

systems administered by communities or their leaders.
The great majority of these holdings are held under
rights of inheritance derived ultimately from community membership-rights
that are defensible in the
local courts.14
The third situation arises where administrative and
institutional shortcomings mean that formal titling
does not result in more secure tenure than informal alternatives. The effectiveness of formal titles depends
on the quality of the title-such as clarity-and respect
for the law. National legislation for tenure reform has
limited capacity to change behavior when indigenous
arrangements on land persist.15
The fourth situation occurs where the benefit of formal titles is low because of failures in other agricultural
institutions. That has been the case in Kenya, for example.16 If complementary markets for credit and for
marketing of inputs do not work, then the first policy
responses, given limited institutional or organizational
resources, should be in those areas.
Available empirical evidence from studies on Asia
and Latin America suggests a positive relationship between tenure security and investment. For example,
studies for the Brazilian frontier found formal titles increased productivity by providing clear information
about ownership rights in undeveloped areas.17
Land titles can also improve access to credit. But titles alone are not sufficient-cross-country experience
suggests that the difference has been the existence of
complementary institutions. In Thailand the existence
of formal land titles has facilitated the flow of both formal and informal credit (box 2.5). Moreover, increased
investments in titled land raised its value and improved
access to credit.18
At the same time, studies have generally found that
formal titles have little effect on access to and use of
credit in very poor regions in Africa, India, and some
parts of Latin America (box 2.6). Two related factors
explain this finding. First, complementary formal credit
institutions may not be widely available.A study of two
villages in southern India found that transferable land
rights had little effect on credit, probably for this reason.19 Land titles alone may not lower the high costs of
enforcement and of managing very small loans that formal lenders deal with in lending to small farmers. For
instance, a study for Paraguay found that the effect of
formal titles on credit varied strongly with size. Smaller
producers holding fewer than 20 hectares were excluded from the credit market.2 0 Second, the lack of
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Informalcollateraltransactions
usinglandtitles
in Thailand
While formaltitle documentsfor rurallandcanfacilitate
credittransactions,the costsof registeringliens can be
high,andthe processcan betime-consuming.
Therefore,
lienregistrationmaynot be compatiblewith loantransactionsof relativelysmalleramountsor shortduration.Alternativearrangements
haveemerged,however,that take
advantage
of the value-enhancing
effectsof titles on collateralwhile avoidingthe hightransactioncostsof formal
lien registration.In Thailandin the 1980sa study found
that borrowerssigna power-of-attorney
authorization
to a
lawyerrepresentingthe lender(typicallya trust of local
businessmen)
andleavethe title documentwith the attorney.Thecostof foreclosure
in sucha caseis low,andthe
riskto the lenderis reducedconsiderably.
Thisprocedure
screensout borrowerswith overlyriskyprojectsat a very
low transactioncost comparedwith aformalregistration
of lien.Whilethesearrangements
havebeendocumented
for Thailand,theyarelikelyto exist in manyotherregions
of the worldwherethe transaction
costsof registeringformalliensarehigh.

other complementary formal institutions, specifically
enforcement mechanisms, makes a difference. In Kenya,

for instance, where banks were prevented from foreclosing on property used as collateral, a study found that
banks did not make loans to farmers despite the existence of formal titles.2 1
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Formal land market institutions include land registries,
titling services,and land mapping. In building these institutions, three characteristics should be kept in mind:
clear definition and sound administration of property
rights; simple mechanisms for identifying and transferring property rights; and thorough compilation of land
titles and free access to this information.2 2 Although
this discussion focuses on rural land markets, most of
the lessonshold for urban markets as well.2 3
Clear definition and sound administration. A land
registry,where titling information is filed, helps to solve
the central problem of information on property rights.
Many of the functions of a land registry can be performed by the private sector. But the government has a
role in ensuring that the registry provides comprehensive ownership evidence to the public at low cost. For
this, it has to enact land registration laws that define
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Do indigenous
land rightsconstrain
agricultural
investmentand productivity
in Africa?
MostAfricanfarmersstill holdtheir landunderindigenous,
customary,or communallandtenuresystems.In the traditionalAfricansociety,the household,
the village,andthe
kin groupprovidedinsuranceagainstrisks,accessto informalcredit, andsecurity.Lineagerulesof inheritance
helpedto enforceintergenerational
transfers.Thethreat
of sanctions,which includedexclusionfrom the social
structureandits benefits,wasthe majorinstrumentof enforcementof the rules.Evenwherehouseholds
havebecomegeographically
dispersed,the commoninheritance
of landin the villageandthe socialsupportsystemof the
traditionalsocietycontinueto bindthemtogether.
In the pastsuchlandtenuresystemswere thoughtto
provideinsufficienttenure securityto inducefarmersto
makenecessaryinvestmentsIn land(WorldBank1974;
Harrison1987).But researchhas shownthat such systems can be effective.The evidencefrom rain-fedcroppingareassuggeststhat indigenous
tenuresystemshave
beenflexibleand responsiveto changingeconomiccircumstances(Placeand Hazell1993; Bruceand MigotAdholla1994).Harrison(1990)found thatsmaliholders
in
Zimbabwe,despitenot havingprivatetitle to their land,
have achievedrapidlyincreasingmaizeyieldsand that
their productiveperformanceis not inferiorto thatof the
biggest commercialfarmers in the country. MighotAdhollaandothers(1994a)foundsimilarresultsfor Ghana.
Source.BruceandMighot-Adholla
1994;CollierandGunning1999;Soludo2001, World Development
Report2002
background
paper.

rules for original adjudication of registered title, establish if and how provisional rights can be registered, and
stipulate how these rights subsequently mature. The
government also needs to establish an authority (which
can be public or private) to ensure the impartial maintenance of land registers, to determine the nature of
these registries, and to delineate the method by which
a register for the whole jurisdiction is to be compiled
and subsequent transactions are to be recorded.
Clearly defined land parcels need to be based on credible land surveys. Otherwise, increasing land disputesthe resolution of which, given the overworked judicial
systems in many developing countries, usually takes a
long time-can undermine the fundamental aim of
land registries. In Indonesia, for example, land disputes
account for 65 percent of all court matters.
Administration of the surveys has to address two
concerns. First, survey standards should be commensurate with the country's (and region's) level of economic
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development. In Zambia, for instance, standards require the same degree of survey precision for office
blocks in the capital as for 5,000-hectare farms in
sparsely populated areas.2 4 In poorer countries, more

Box 2.7
A transparent and accessibleinstitutional
framework for granting land rights in Mexico

comprehensivesurvey
coverage
of
comprehensiv
coveragesurve
of land
land boundaries
boundaries at
at a
a

Mexico
established
special
institutional
infrastructure
for
granting
landrights,awhich
has
three elements:
(a)an om-

seven qualified surveyors in the entire country in 1994.
Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines have also reported similar restrictions and lack of surveying capacity.25 Pressure by media groups, civil society, and government
to
eminment
to eas
ease suc
such aniopttv
anticompetitive beavo
behavior coul
could

Source:
Deininger
2001, World
Development
Report
2002
akrudppr

lower level of precision and cost (using neighboring
parcels and landmarks) may be preferable to a low level
of coverage at a high level of precision (say, satelliteaided mapping). Second, there needs to be an adequate supply of survey professionals, so that the land
registration process is not unnecessarily lengthy. In
Zambia, for instance, supply restrictions by the tightly
knit association of surveyors meant that there were only

budsman'sofficeto supervisethe regularization
of land
ownership;(b)a systemof specialcourtsto attendto the
largenumberof existinglandconflicts(andprovidean opportunity
forquickappealof anyirregularities
occurring
duringthe regularization
process);and(c)a modernregistryto
recordlandrightsthathad beenestablishedto ensurethat
they couldbe usedincommercial
transactions.
Beneficiariesagree that the programhas increased
tenuresecurity,and evaluationshavedemonstratedthe
positiveimpactit has had onthe functioning
of landmarkets. Thistransparentand accessibleinstitutional
frameworkhas also improvedgovernancein areas that were
hithertodominatedbylocalcliquesandpartybosses.

yieldresults.

_____________________________background
paper.

Simplicity of identifi cation and transfer. In practice,
establishing formal land rights can be a lengthy and
cumbersome process. There are simple ways to ease this.
One is to convert occupancy rights into full title. In
Mozambique, for instance, land rights are granted to
cultivators based on actual occupation for the last 10
years. Oral testimony is sufficient to support land ownership claims, and communities can request formal titles at any point. Similarly, oral testimony is being accepted in many cases of formalizing the quilombos in
Brazil (see box 2.3). Suffering from a backlog of land
disputes in the regular court system, Mexico established
specialized agrarian courts (box 2.7). The admission of
oral evidence and a degree of decentralization have made
such courts accessibleto the poor at reasonablecost.
Computerization can also simplify the identification
and transfer process (as in the example of Andhra
Pradesh, India, given in box 1.8). Although the initial
investments in technology can be large, they can have
high payoffs in speeding up land transactions in densely
populated areas. Tax payments can also be used as a
proof of possession that can eventually be converted
into ownership. This mechanism also provides an incentive for landowners to pay taxes. Finally, transferability of land rights can be eased by reducing regulationinduced costs of transactions (see box 2.4).
Thorough compilation andfree accessto titling information. Incomplete land registries, where certain land
plots are not part of the information base, are a common feature of developing countries. A combination of

technical, administrative, and legal impediments may
cause this problem. For example, in Indonesia and
Madagascar a lack of coordination between the legal
and the fiscal cadastre, or official register of land ownership, prevents the government from knowing how
much land it owns.
Land registries that are not publicly accessible raise
the cost of transactions. In Tajikistan and several other
countries of the former Soviet Union bureaucratic intermediaries are needed because the land registries are
closed to the public. In other countries, such as Indonesia, there is separate title recording, which requires extensive cross-referencing between the legal and fiscal
systems. This separation affects not only the speed of
access (which can be eased by computerization), but
also the integrity of the system.
Experimentation through pilot projects helps identify institutions effective for a given context. An example comes from C6te d'Ivoire, where the World Bank
is working with the authorities on the Plan Foncier
Rural. A pilot project helped to develop the methodology for the systematic clarification and certification of
rural land tenure. Mapping and documentation of land
rights is carried out by the professional team, accompanied by the land user or owner, neighbors, and village chiefs, moving from field to field within a village
area. Any disputes that arise are settled by the entire entourage on the spot. When mapping and documenta-
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tion of ownership and user rights are completed, the information is made publicly available so that claimants
can openly register disagreements. If no conflicting
claims to a parcel have been made within three months,
the tenure status is considered satisfied.2 6
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Figure 2.2
Evolution of formal institutional borrowing of
farm households,
selectedAsiancountries
percent
Japan

Buildingeffectiveand accessible
ruralfinancial institutions

80 -

One study of the rural environment states that

60-

Few banks would even consider making agricultural loans, and those who did chargedextremely
high interest rates. Rural credit wasfertile ground
for the loan sharks, and year after year, farmers
turned overtheir cropsto helppay exorbitant interest chargeson loans made to keep theirfarms operating. Should a cropfail, the chancesofa farmer extricating himself and his familyfrom a loan sharks
27
clutcheswerevirtually non-existent.
This study was depicting the situation in rural North
Carolina in the United States in the early 20th century.
The description could apply just as accurately to many
developing countries today, where formal institutions
such as commercial banks have relatively little incentive to offer servicesto rural clienteles.
Over time, formal credit provision has increased in
rural areas of industrial and some developing countries
(figure 2.2 shows the evolution for some Asian countries). Increasing prosperity among farmers; better rural
infrastructure; integration of the urban and rural financial systems; and the development of complementary
institutions such as formal credit histories or collateral
systems for rural borrowers, which lower the costs of
lending, have all contributed to this increased access to
formal credit (chapter 4).28 In some countries, specific
rural credit institutions such as cooperative banks and
credit unions have also been successfully developed.
But the provision of crop insurance for farmers has had
mixed results even in industrial countries. 29
In industrial countries today, specialized commercial institutions for offering credit, such as microcredit
organizations and agricultural development banks, are
relativelyrare. As markets became more integrated, nonspecialized commercial banks began to supply credit
to agriculture, supplanting both informal credit institutions and specialized agricultural banks. The financial viability of many of the formal specialized agricultural banks, such as France's Credit Agricole and
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Indonesia's Bank Rakyat Indonesia, was improved by
pooling agricultural risks with nonagricultural ones.
The broader development of financial markets (chapter 4) and the development of complementary institutions such as those for enforcing contracts are also important for this process.
But in many developing countries, effective and
accessible formal rural financial institutions are still
rare-largely because of the lack of complementary institutions. Accessing finance is particularly difficult for
poor farmers. To address this problem, policymakers
initially created financial institutions that were specific
to the agricultural sector, without much success.
Developing countries have often relied on transplants of rural and agricultural credit institutions that
have been successful in the United States, Western Europe, and Japan. Among them are various forms of cooperatives (often adapted from the German Raiffeisen
model), post office deposit schemes, and state marketing agencies that provided credit. French colonies in
Africa built specialized agricultural banks based on the
original design of the Credit Agricole. Latin American
countries have often used lessons from the historical experience of the United States to set up public and cooperative farm credit systems.3 0
By the late 1980s, most of these institutions had
clearly failed. Part of the problem was specific-transplants were not suited to country circumstances. But
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other issuesalsocontributed. Urban bias policies,repressivefinancialpolicies,and loan targetingto narrow
interest groups reducedthe financialviabilityof banks
lendingto ruralsectors.Debt reliefprogramsalsoraised

Table2.1
Typesof rurallendinginstitutions
Type

effectivecosts for lenders.

of loan

As a result, informalfinancialinstitutionsstill dominate in most poorer countriesand for poorer farmers.
In the mid-1990s, 81 percent of rural borrowing in
Nepal was from informal sources, while farmers in
Nigeriareceived30 percent of their loans from informal moneylendersand 40 percentfrom esusuclubs (cooperativecreditarrangements).31

Secured

Within countries, informal sources of credit are dis-

proportionately used
by
Data from
proportionately
by poorer
poorer farmers.
used
Nepal in the 1990s show that 97.5 percent of those
with per capita consumption below 2,000 rupees (the
very poorest rural group) borrowed from informal

sources.No rural borrowerswith per capita consump3 2 Surtionabove 50,000 rupees borrowedinformally.
veysfrom India and Pakistanshowsimilarresults.33 In
Thailand a study found that nonborrowersand those
who borrowed exclusivelyfrom the informal sector
tended to have fewerassets as well as lower incomes.
Only the largest farmers borrowed from commercial
banks as well as some farmersassociations,and informal loanswere alsosmallerin size.34
But the mix between different types of informal
lendershas changedwith the increasedcommercializa35 In India, Pakistan,and the Philiption of agriculture.
pinesstudies report that crop loansfrom moneylenders
and landlordshavebeen replacedby loans from "commissionagents,"or traders,who advancecredit to buy
inputs against a promise thar the farmer will sell the
produce through them at harvest.3 6 These arrangements are usuallybetter for the poorerfarmersbecause
they provide accessto otherwiseunavailableinput and
marketingarrangements(seebox 2.1).
I/mprovinlgr,'ii-al leindiniginstitutions
Information and enforcement issuesare fundamental
problemsfacedby both informaland formallendersin
agriculture.Lendersovercomethese problemsthrough
a range of institutionalmechanisms,which can be "secured"or "unsecured"(table2.1).
Securedloans,offeredin exchangefor some collateral, are the preferred option for most formal lenders
in rural areas becausesuch loans automaticallylower
information and enforcement costs.3 7 Assessingthe
value of collateraland selling the collateralin case of
default can be costly.But in environmentswith overall

Informal

Formal

institutions
Pawnbrokers

institutions
Commercialbanks

Moneylenders
who
of
tand
titlession

Ruraldevelopment

Labor-pawning
institutions

programs
Mortgaged
credit

banks

fro(l traders
Unsecured Moneylenders
Somecreditunions
Credit
from traders
Credit
cooperatives
~~~~~~~(purchasers
of
Farmers'

output)
Creditfrom traders
(sellersof inputs)
Friendsand family

Savingsgroups
(including
ROSCAs,
ASCRAs,and

associations
Nonbankfinancial
institutions
(e.g.,insurance

companies)

Microcredit
groups

chit funds)
Labor-bonding
institutions
Note:ROSCAs
are rotatingsavingsandcreditassociations;
ASCRAs

are accumulated savings and credit associations. Laborpawning,a
historical artifact, involved offering a family member's

labor as se-

curity. Labor pawning was prevalent in precolonial West Africa

AustinandSugihara19931.

weak formal institutions, these costsare still cheaper
than the costs of gathering credit information about
many smalland scatteredborrowersor of attemptingto
enforcea contractthrough an inadequatelegalsystem.
Building effectivesystemsfor secured transactions
can promote the developmentof formalrural financial
institutions (chapter4). In some developingcountries,
the use of formallycollateralizedloansis quite limited.
Land cannot be used as collateralif legalclaims, such
as lawslimiting"ownership"of seizedland to use rights
only, are not clear.In somedevelopingcountriesmany
assets,such as warehousereceipts or inventory credit,
are still not recognizedas collateral.Indian lawexplicitly recognizeswarehousereceiptsas title documents,
but there is no such recognitionin Ghanaian law.One
way around this enforcement problem is to use movable propertyas collateral-it can be givento the creditor to hold.
Collateralizedloanstend to be givenmostlyto larger
farmers in developingcountries. For the lender, such
farmers usually havetwo advantagesover poorer and
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smaller counterparts. First, collateralis easilyavailabletheir property rights over land are more likely to be
formally registered, and they are more likely to have
movable property of high value. Second, because loan
amounts are larger, the lender's unit cost of processing
the loan or using the formal judicial system for enforce-

ment are lower.
Poorer farmers often rely on unsecured loans from
both formal and informal

sources.

Rural credit institu-

4I

Box 2.8
The intersectionof formal and informal lending:

marketingagentsin the Philippines
Rice marketersin the Philippines-paddytraders,rice
millers,wholesalers,andretailers-act as moneylenders
primarilyto establisha claimover the farmers' produceand
to ensurethat theyarepart of the tradingchain.A keyto
theirsuccess as creditintermediaries
is thatinthe absence
of sufficient resources of their own, the rice marketers bor-

tionsthn
formaloping
mfountrm es,
whetherforal

or infor-

tions in developingcountries,whether formalor informal, gather information about the borrower's reputation by word of mouth. These institutions are usually

row muchof their lendablecapital(80percentin onesurvey)from formalfinancialinstitutions.
Thetraders'intimate
knowledgeof andclosecontactwiththe farmersandsubsidiarytradersensure that informationandenforcement

localized

A study

costs are low and that repayment rates are high. More-

and'have

for Thailand,

easy access to information.

for example, found that informal lend,

for Thnailand, for example,found that informal lenders are often the shopkeepers in the village because
the store acts as a center for village gossip and thus information.3 8 Some formal institutions, such as credit
unions and cooperatives, also tend to be localized and
can use past credit history with the institution itself as
the main guide for future lending.
Formal and informal lenders, and large and small
rural borrowers, interact in complex ways in financial
markets in developing countries. Formal lenders such
as commercial banks lend directly to the larger farmers
and traders for their personal use. But they may also
make wholesale loans to traders, who then act as informal lenders, making retail loans in smaller amounts to
small farmers and middlemen (box 2.8).
How can rural lending institutions be improved? Experimenting with context-specific institutional design
and using new technology to reduce costs are two promising avenues.
The design of new rural lending institutions can be
improved by incorporating innovations based on the
successful elements of informal institutions and formal
interventions. Social and peer pressures, which are particularly effective enforcement mechanisms in informal
lending, can contribute to the success of formal rural
credit programs in weak institutional environments.3 9
Newer microcredit institutions, including those backed
by the World Bank and other donors, have adapted
many of the same mechanisms for inducing repayment.40 Some nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
are also trying to emulate informal lenders by serving
as a bridge between banks and poor borrowing groups.
MYRADA in southern India acts as such an intermediary, aiming to help borrowing groups deal directly
with the banks after a few loan cycles.
Successful rural finance institutions cannot always
be transplanted from one socioeconomic environment

over,the ricemarketersarea goodriskfor formalinstitutionsbecausethey haveagoodhistoryof repaymentand
the sizeof their loansis relativelylarge.Theseinformal
rurallendersmayalso usebanksas placesto keeptheir

savings.
Source:FloroandRay1997.

to another. Experimentation around a basic institutional form has been a good way to identify successful institutions. So thriving microfinance institutions
around the world differ in operational details. Innovations on different aspects, such as the targeted group
and the repayment periods, have been altered to suit
the characteristics of different countries.
Giving incentives to loan officers, and rebating a
small part of the loan for early repayment, the Unit
Desas, part of Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI-UD), improved the repayment rate (to 92.5 percent in 1995).41
Successfully experimenting with its institutional form,
such as the size and composition of its "solidarity
groups" of borrowers, BancoSol in Bolivia has grown
from a subsidized lending program operated by an
NGO to a self-sustaining commercial bank. Learning
from successiveexperiments about how to adapt credit
delivery to the local context and farmer needs, an Albanian rural credit program funded by the World Bank
grew from offering small-scale credit in seven village
credit funds in 1992 to a full-scale rural development
project supporting hundreds of village credit funds by
1995 and a follow-up microcredit project since 1999.42
Experimentation helps to understand the impact of
a rural finance institution. For example, an element of
the Grameen Bank's programs is the requirement that
borrowers repay their loans in small installments according to a rigid (weekly) schedule.4 3 Imposing a regular repayment schedule can be costly, however. It re-
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ducesthe attractivenessof long-gestationprojects,such

transaction costs and risks by realizing economiesof

asthosein agriculture,and helpsto explainwhyinformallendersappearto thriveevenin villageswheremi44
crofinanceprogramsareactive.
Technological
innovations
canalsohelpcreditprovision.First,the continuingextensionof credit-rating
servicesto ruralareasbringsthepromiseof eventualintegrationof urbanand ruralbanking,as hasoccurred
in industrialcountries.Sofar,suchinformationintermediariesare developingmostlyin middle-income
45 "Meta-information
incountries,suchasArgentina.
termediaries"
arealsobeingdeveloped.Theserate financialintermediariesthemselvesrather than their
clients,thefirststepin thedevelopment
of creditreferencebureaus.Further,theyofferfinancialinformation
in a standardizedformat.The Micro-BankingStandardsProject,fundedbytheConsultative
Groupto Assistthe Poorest,has recentlycollected,analyzed,and
publisheddataon thefinancialstatusof participating
46 Micro-Rate,a private
microfinanceorganizations.
credit-rating
agencythatspecializes
in evaluating
micro47
lenders,offersa similarservice.
canreducetransacSecond,informationtechnology
tioncostsfor both stateand privateactors.Forexample,Compartamos,a MexicanNGO, has startedgivhandheldcomputersto
ing its fieldstaff inexpensive
recorddata,therebyreducingpaperworkand speeding
synchronization
of data.Thishasallowedfieldstaffto
48
accessand updaterecordsfarmoreeasily.
Someinstitutionaldesignstailoredto poor rural
areashavebeensuccessful.
Smallminimumbalancerequirementsandliquidsavings
productsareattractiveto
ruralborrowers.In suchschemesofferedby somerural
banksin Asiaand LatinAmerica,lendersoffsethigh
unit costsbyhavinginterestratesincreasewiththe accountbalance.Administrative
costscanalsobelowered
bymaintainingleanfieldofficesand offeringefficiency
49
bonusesto motivatestaffto be moreproductive.
Manyof theelementsexplaining
thesuccesses
of institutionssuchas the BRI-UDin Indonesiaand the
BankforAgriculture
and AgriculturalCooperatives
in
50
Thailandcanbe foundin anysuccessful
institution.
Theseincludesimplicityin financialcontracts,transparencyin operations,and integrationacrossmarkets.
Operationalautonomyand freedomfrompoliticalinterferencearecriticalforprovidingthe institutions
with
the freedomto experimentwiththetermsand typesof
51 Moreover,
financialproductsoffered.
successful
rural
financialinstitutionstendto be large,usuallyserving
millionsof households.This allowsthem to reduce

52
scaleanddiversifying
theirportfolios.
Themostsuccessful
institutionsbeganbyfinancing
mainlynonfarmactivitiesand startedmakingagriculturalloansonlyaftertheyhad grownintomatureinruralfinancial
stitutions.Astrikingaspectof successful
densely
institutionsis that theyalloperatein relatively
53
populatedrural areas. Geographicdensityreduces
costsof transactions
and makesit feasible,forexample,
for SafeSave
in Bangladeshto sendout staffto collect
54 Thusthere
savingsfromits memberson a dailybasis.
is a questionwhetherthesedesignscanexistin sparsely
populatedcountries.

Developingruralsavingsinstitutions
Besidesaccessto credit,safeand liquidsavingsinstrumentsarevitalfor farmers'well-being.In the absence
of loans,savingsarethe onlyresourcefor investments.
Theyalsoprovide"self-insurance"
againsttheperiodic
shocksto incomecommonto agriculture,as farmers
add to savingsin goodtimesanddrawon theirsavings
whentimesaredifficult.Marketwomenin ruralparts
of westernAfricaoftensavetheirdailyearningsby givThe
ing themto susumen(itinerantsavingscollectors).
fact that the depositorsarewillingto pay thedeposit
takera feesuggeststhatthereis a demandforsafekeeping institutions.
Savingsinstitutionsin ruralsocietiesarestillinformal,andsavingsareoftennot in financialassets.Rural
countriessavein physicalashouseholdsin developing
setssuchaslivestock
and jewelry.This doesnot always
providesecuritybecausetheseassetsmaynot holdtheir
valuein bad times.Thesuccessof sucha strategyalso
dependson thelevelof development
of themarketfor
thatasset(box2.9).
Thedevelopment
offormalruralsavingsinstitutions,
as with ruralcredit institutions,is inhibitedby high
haveattemptedto procostsofoperation.Governments
videsavingsfacilities
in ruralareas.But theseefforts,on
costs.
average,havefailedto covertheiradministrative
microfinance
programs
Evensomeof the fast-growing
havereliedon externalagencies
orgovernments
fortheir
sourcesof funds.The only majorexceptionhas been
BRI-UDin Indonesia,but herethe flowof savingshas
55
beenfromtheruralsectorto theurbansector.
Insuringagaitnstrisk in agriculture
Agricultural
riskisconsiderable
andcovariant-usually
all borrowersin an areaare affectedsimilarly.These
problemsarecompoundedby informationproblems,
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which are especiallylargein developingcountries. For
crop insurers,specificeventssuch as floods or a locust
attack are verifiable,and thus these risksare insurable.
But when the yield on an insured crop is reported to be
lower than expected,the reasonscan be many and are
difficult to untangle, and the true value of output is

hard to verify.Insurance also provides incentives for
fraud or "moral hazard" (low effort or investment by
the farmer).

As a result, formal insurancemechanismsfor agricultural householdsare difficult to implement evenin
richer countries.Unsuccessfulattempts to offergeneralized crop insurance in developing countries have con56

ibuted to the decline of agricultural banks.
tnbutr
d to thedechneot agnculturalbanks.

In both industrial and developing countries, premi-

ums collectedin generalagriculturalinsuranceschemes
havenever beenenough to offsetthe indemnitiespaid
out to farmers (figure 2.3). The situation is clearly
worse when high administrativecostsare added to the
costs related to monitoring the insured. These schemes

havehistoricallyneededsignificantgovernmentsubsidies to stay operational,

Narrowly focused "named-peril" schemesarethe only

agriculturalinsurancemechanismsthat havefunctioned
withoutlargegovernmentsubsidies;theyhavesucceeded
p)recisely
becausetheyminimizethepotentialfordecepprecisely becauseIthey minimize the potential for deception by farmersand do not dependon the farmers' actions or investment.In industrialcountriestoday,agriculturalinsuranceis offeredonly as eventinsurance,for
exampleagainsthail or floods-risks whoseoccurrence
is relatively easy to monitor. In the United States,
named-perilplans are the only mechanismsofferedby
57
privateinsurerswithoutgovernmentsubsidies.
If generalcrop yield insurance is to be provided in
developingcountries, it is likely to require subsidies,
even if administrativecostsare kept at a minimum. A
1995 studyof a generalcrop insuranceschemein India
58
confirmedthat it offeredconsiderablesubsidies.
Giventhe limitedavalabilityof formalinsurancefor
farmers in developingcountries, most insurance ar5 9 A study of northern Nigerrangementsare informal.
ian villagesfound that credit contractswere dependent
on the nature and amount of shocksaffectingborrow60
ers,with lendersbundlingcreditand insurance.
"Socialinsurance"agreementsbetweenmembersof
a villagestipulate that those who are better off once
cropsare harvestedand sold are requiredto maketransfers to the needy.Sometimes,as whenindividualshave
an incentive to leave the community, enforcing this
agreementso that these transfersactuallyoccur can be
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Box 2.9

Livestockassavings:contrasting
evidencefrom
Indiaand BurkinaFaso
Facedwith riskyenvironments,
ruralhouseholds
oftenrely
on the saleof assetsto smoothconsumptionin the face

of incomeshocks.
Themainassetsthatfarmhouseholds
possessare productive
assets, intheformof landorlivestock.Unlikeland,livestock
is portable
andmayoffer a
usefulway for households to buffer againstproduction
shocks.In an influentialarticle, Rosenzweig
andWolpin

(1993)presented
evidencethatthesaleof livestock,
no-

tablybullocks,is usedas a consumption-smoothing
device
byruralhouseholds
in India.Themarketfor bullock
sales
andpurchasesis wellintegrated
regionally,
with60 percent of bullocksales in the sample villages taking place
with
buyersoutsidethe village.As a consequence,bullock
pricesdo notseem to varywithvillage-specific
production
shocks,an importantconsiderationfor choosingan asset

thatonemighthaveto sellinbadtimes.

An interesting contrast is provided by Fafchamps,

Udry,and Czukas(1998),whoexaminedlivestocksales
and purchasesin BurkinaFasoand foundverylittle evidenceof a similarphenomenon.
Whatexplainsthe difference in these two sets of findings?
Livestockmarkets
in rural BurkinaFaso, which is much less densely populated than India, are less integrated. Furthermore, the

more widespreadthe agricultural
shock (inthe case of
BurkinaFaso,the studyperiodincludeda droughtthat affected largeparts of the country),the morecontemporaneousare household
decisions
to selllivestock,and the
lower the efficacyof sales insmoothingconsumption.

difficult (chapter9). Village-basedmutual insuranceis
alsolimited becausethe main sourcesof risk affectthe
entire community. Informal insurance arrangements
thus facea difficulttradeoff.The very factorsthat make
these informal risk-sharing mechanismswork-geographic proximity and social ties-also limit participants' abilityto diversifyas a way to lowerrisk.

technology and innovation
Two centuries ago, Thomas Malthus argued that the
world would exhaustits food suppliesbecausepopulation grew geometricallybut agricultural production
grewarithmetically.Technologicalchangehas proved
Malthus wrong. Agricultural innovations-such as
high-yieldingseeds,herbicides,fertilizers,agricultural
machinery, and resource management techniquesallowedfood productiongrowthto outpacepopulation
growth.One of the fastestwaysto increaseagricultural
productivityrapidlyis the adoption of new agricultural
technologies.Rapidproductivitygrowthboostsfarmer
incomesand helpsfarmersmanagerisk.
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Figure2.3
Financial
performance
of generalized
agriculturalinsurance
programs
Total costs/premiums
76

*

Indemnities paid/premiums

g

Administrative costs/premiums
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Costa Rica
(1970-89)

India
(1985-89)

Japan
(1947-77)

Japan
(1985-90)

Mexico
(1980-89)

Philippines
(1981-891

United States
(1980-90)

Country and period
Note: The height of the bars indicates the sum of indemnities and administrative costs as a ratio to premiums collected. For premiums to fully cover
costs, this ratio should not exceed one. The f gure for India does not include the 1989 rabi season, and data for administrative costs are not available.
For Japan data are for paddy only, and administration cost data are based on 1989 on y. For Mexico figures are for crop insurance only.
Source: Hazell 1992.

The Green Revolution in South Asia during the
1960s and 1970s illustrates the benefits of agricultural
technology. During the Green Revolution small farmers dramatically increased their productivity by adopting high-yielding rice and wheat varieties and using
complementary inputs of irrigation and fertilizer. The
Green Revolution also generated secondary income effects for landless households.62 More generally, new
technologies have more than doubled global crop yields
over the last four decades.63 Between 1965 and 2000
productivity gains in output per hectare of cereal crops
averaged 71 percent globally.64
Research to develop agricultural technologies, as well
as extension services to deliver them, generate high social rates of return across regions-usually more than 30
percent (figure 2.4).65 Newer irrigation management
techniques, as well as seeds resistant to drought and to
pests, have helped to reduce risk. Finally,as discussed in
WorldDevelopmentReport 2000/2001, numerous studies show that the poor benefit from advances in agricultural technologies, not only through reduced risk, but
also through increased demand for their labor and lower
food prices.
Many agricultural technologies have characteristics
of public goods. That is, they may be at least partially

nonrival (one person's use does not lower another person's benefit from it) and nonexcludable-a person
who does not pay for the product can still receive it
(table 2.2). Private firms will not supply goods and services based on these technologies because they cannot
restrict the benefits from the technologies to only those
who paid for them. Farmers may not pay for marketing information, for example, if they are able to receive
it free from friends and peers. One study in the United
States estimated that between 1975 and 1990 private
returns to seed companies were only 10 percent of social returns for nonhybrid seeds.66
These problems are compounded by the large externalities associated with new agricultural technologies.
For example, a farmer may impose a negative externality on his neighbors by failing to vaccinate his livestock
against a disease that then spreads to their herds. Conversely, natural resource management techniques produce positive externalities by protecting the quality of
resources for future generations. As the Green Revolution showed, adopting new agricultural technology has
significant positive externalities for the rural poor. Finally, the lengthy time needed to develop new technologies and the uncertain payoffs can lead to less private research than would be sociallydesirable.
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International experience has shown that for private
goods technologies such as machineryand biotechnology for commercial farms, researchand extensionser-

vicescan be left to the privatesector.Publicinvolvement is required only for public goods, such as
knowledge-based
technologies,and wherethere are
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the secondaryeffectsof technologyfor poor households).Yetevenin thesecases,publicinvolvement
does

r

large
nopoly.Moreover,
in researchtherearepotentially
payoffsfrom regionalcollaborationsamongseveral
countries-particularlyfor smallerand poorercountries,whereresearchcapacityis low and marketsare
small.

,c

One of the primary barriers to the adoption of new

4

*
Industrial

countries

4

*
Developing
countries

Note:Ratesof returnincludeprivateand socialreturnson Investment
for both extensionand researchprogramsbetween1953and 1998.
Source:Alstonandothers2000

Takentogether,thesecharacteristics
of agricultural
technologysuggesta needfor at leastsomepublicinvolvementin the development
and deliveryof agriculturaltechnologies.
The questionis, to whatextentand
in whatform?
Publicinstitutionsthat haveprovidedagricultural
areunderpressureto reform.Fiscalpressures
technology
and criticismfor inefficiencies
haveslowedfinancial
in manycountries.Moresupportforpublicinstitutions
over,technological
shocks,suchas the adventof new
biotechnologies,
and globalmovementsto strengthen
intellectualpropertyrightshavefocusedattentionon
the roleof theprivatesectorin developing
agricultural
Liberalization
of entryintoagricultural
retechnologies.
searchand extensionservices,aswellasincreasedcomexistinginstitutionsand led
petition,havestrengthened
to innovativeinstitutionaldesigns.Betterinformation
sharingbetweenprovidersand usersof technologyoftenthroughdecentralization
and throughinternaproviders-has
tionalarrangements
amongtechnology
alsoimprovedinstitutional
quality.

67 Extenagriculturaltechnologyis lackof knowledge.
sionservices
arean institutionaimedat fillingthisgap.
Anothermajorbarrieris overregulation
of agricultural

technologytransfer. This section discussesthese two

factors.

Extensionservices.The main functions of extension

servicesare twofold:to informfarmersof newproductsand techniques,and to gatherand transferinformationfrom farmersto otherparticipants.This includescollectingfeedbackon farmerneedsas inputfor
researchpriorities,and learningtechniquesfromone
farmerand sharingthemwith others,forexample,irrigationtechniques.
In the 1950sand 1960slarge-scaleextensionsystemsemergedwhengovernments
throughouttheworld
investedheavilyin servicesfor deliveringnewagricul68 Estimates
turaltechnologies.
showthatpublicsources
provide81 percentof totalextensionservices,
withuniversities,parastatals,
andNGOsaccountingfor 12 percent,and the privatesectoraccountingfor only5 percent.Mostof the privatesectorextensionservicesare
69
providedin industrialcountries.
The benefitsof extensionservicesare enormousthat
morethan80 empiricalstudieshavedemonstrated
extensionservicesgeneraterates of return averaging
70 Numerousotherstudiesshow
morethan60 percent.
substantially
improvetechnology
that extensionservices
7 1Thesereadoptionrates,awareness,
andproductivity.
of sophisticated
turns arenot onlyfor dissemination
Informationsharingon ruraltechnology,
technologies.
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Table 2.2
Where will the private sector invest in agriculturaltechnologies?
Typeof good

Publicgood

Common
pool

Toll

Private

Features

Nonexcludable
and
nonrival

Rivalbut not excludable Excludablebut nonrival

Excludableandrival

Examples

* Weatherforecasts
* Marketinformation
* Livestockmanagement techniques
* Fertilizerapplication
schedules
* Naturalresource
management
techniques

* Self-pollinated
seed
varieties
* Sharedfishery,
commonpasture
management
techniques

* Soilanalysis
* Farmmanagement
computerprograms
a Trainingcoursesand
privateconsultationin
farmmanagementand
productionpractices

* Hybridseeds
* Biotechnology
products(for example,
inputsandseeds)
* Fertilizers,chemicals
* Agriculturalmachinery
* Veterinarysupplies

Higher

High

Likelihoodof
Very low
Low
privateprovision
Source:
Umali-Deininger
1997;WorldBank2000a.

including simple innovations for the poor and illiterate,
can have a substantial impact on productivity (box 2.10).
Despite these successes public extension services
have been criticized for being inefficient, ineffective,
and poorly targeted. In Kenya, for example, an evaluation in 2000 found that government extension services
supported by the World Bank did not meet farmer
needs and were targeted toward groups that had a low
marginal impact on overall productivity.7 2 A 1997
World Bank review of 31 extension projects revealed
pervasive problems of inadequate client orientation,
weak human resource capacity, and low levels of government commitment.73
Some of the problems in public extension services
originate from external factors, such as lack of political commitment and dependence on complementary
policies. Another problem is that public extension providers are not always made accountable for their actions, and the capacity to manage large and complex
extension schemes is limited.7 4 Three main types of institutional reform for improving extension services are
discussed here-decentralization, privatization, and separation offundingfrom execution.Each reform consists
of a different combination of public and private involvement. Other important techniques include more
participatory approaches and increased use of the media
(chapter 10).75
While keeping both service delivery and funding
within the public ambit, several countries have decen-

tralized public extension institutions. This strategy involves transferring responsibility for administrative,
fiscal, and political decisions from central to local or
regional authorities-usually to government agents but
potentially to community groups. By bringing decisionmaking closer to clients, decentralization can increase
information flows, build local capacity,and improve accountability. This in turn can improve efficiency, service quality, and access.After the decentralization of extension in Colombia, costs per farmer fell 10 percent,
the area covered by extension services tripled, and the
number of beneficiaries more than doubled.7 6
Despite its potential, decentralization of extension
services presents three major challenges. A national
framework is required to avoid confusion of responsibilities between administrative levels and wide variations in quality. Also, decentralization should not apply
uniformly to all extension functions. Some activities,
such as policy development, highly specialized technical support, and market information services (in which
there are more significant economies of scale), can be
conducted more efficiently by centralized authorities.
Finally, local governments may lack capacity to implement these new institutional responsibilities. (For
example, in the Philippines inadequate linkages between research and extension serviceswere exacerbated
by decentralization.) 77
A second strategy is the privatization ofpublic extension services.The private sector is likely to invest in dis-
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Box 2.10

Box 2.11

Creating an information-sharingnetwork
for the poor: SRISTIin India

Private sector extension servicesin Argentina

In Gujarat,India,a seven-year-old
NGO,SRISTI,has pioneereda pathbreaking
wayfor poorfarmersto tap intothe
innovations
of their compatriotsin the 5,500villagesscatteredacrossthe state,Volunteerworkersarmedwith laptop computerstravelfrom villageto villagesearchingfor
low-costinnovations
thatcan improvethe earningpower
or qualityof life for poorvillagers.Innovationscoveredin
the SRISTIdatabaseincludean eminentlyaffordable(less
than$10)shoulder-carried
pumpthatcanbeusedto spray
the smallfields that most poorfarmers cultivateand a
smallstopperthat, whenattachedto rope-and-pulley
systems in wells, allowswomento restduringthe fatiguing
processof drawingwater. Theseinnovationsare cataloguedin a databaseandthen circulatedthrougha quarterly newsletter.Work Is underwayto disseminatethe
databaseon-line,with villagers retrievinginformation
throughkiosks.To improveaccessfor the illiterate,the
kioskscan providedatathroughavoice interface.By directlyaddressing
the informational
constraintfacedby dispersedruralcommunities,
SRISTIhasa tangibleimpacton
easingthe burdenof povertyfor its constituents.
Source:Slater2000.
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Duringthe 1970sthe productivityof Argentinedairyfarmingwas seriouslyhamperedby poorcattle nutritionand
poorfarm hygiene.Facedwith unstablesupplyandquality problems,the two largestdairy processors-Santa
Fe-Cordoba
UnitedCooperatives
(SANCOR)
andLaSerenisima-established
extensionservicesfor their suppliers.
SANCOR'sprogramincludedfinancingfor agronomist
technicalassistance,
farmvisits,artificialinsemination
services,andaccelerated
heifer-rearing
programs.By 1990,
120farmers' groupswere participatingin the program,
andeachgrouphadassumedresponsibility
for the costof
technicalassistance.LaSerenisima
created25 extension
branchoffices, each of which providedtechnicalassistanceto groupsof up to 25 medium-to-large-scale
farmers.LaSerenisima's
programalsomadeextensiveuseof
pressand broadcasting
mediato informfarmersof livestockmanagement
techniques.
Theresultsof theseprivateextensioneffortswereextremelypositive.Althoughthe numberof dairyfarmssupplyingSANCOR
decreasedby 24percent,milk production
increasedby 15 percentbetween1976and 1985,Milk
productionfor LaSerenisimajumpedby almost 50 percentdespitea 6 percentdecreasein dairyfarm areasof
suppliers.
Source:Umali-Deininger
1997;WorldBank1989a.

semination of goods where knowledge is embodied in
the technology itself-for example, in hybrid seeds.
The private sector is also better able to extract a return
from extension services in commercial farming, even
for technologies with public goods characteristics. As
illustrated in Argentine dairy farming, private agroprocessing and marketing firms that contract with farmers
may provide extension services for knowledge-based
technologies as well as for private goods (box 2.1 1).
Privatization of extension services has enhanced
competition and helped develop more effectiveinstitutions. For example, partial privatization in the Netherlands reduced overhead expenditure by 50 percent and
increased farmer satisfaction ratings by 40 percent.7
Commercial providers are not the only solution. Institutions for collective action such as farmers' associations have played a central role in delivering extension
services-as in the Central African Republic in the
early 1970s.7 9 Complete privatization, however, can
lead to underprovision of public goods or make extension services unaffordable for small and subsistence
farmers, as was the case in Chile in the 1970s.80
Separating public provision of extension with private
finding usually involves charging farmers a fee to cover

a portion of the cost of the extension service and has
the obvious benefit of cost recovery. This type of institutional design may also increase competition by
encouraging alternative providers to enter the extension market. Moreover, the fee payment increases the
accountability of service providers to farmers. An innovative approach in Nicaragua that introduced paid extension services significantly improved cost-effectiveness and led to a more responsive service. Even poor
farmers purchased extension services.81
The separation of funding from execution can also
take the form of privateprovision with publicfunding.
The main advantage of this separation is to stimulate
competition among private sector providers to improve
efficiency and service quality. Contracting private providers in specific functions of extension has proved a
successfulreform strategy in countries ranging from Estonia to Madagascar. In Nicaragua the government has
financed extension servicesby issuing to farmers vouchers for extension services that could be redeemed with
either private or publicly provided extension.82
Deregulationof input markets. Institutional obstacles
often restrict the delivery of new technology. Although
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most industrial countries have liberalized agricultural
technology markets, governments in developing countries tend to overregulate the transfer of agricultural
technologies. This is particularly the case in seed markets, but it also applies in markets for machinery, fertilizers, low-risk pesticides, and feed mix.83 Overregulation is of special concern in developing countries,
since it creates opportunities for corruption in less
transparent environments and may hinder innovation.
Several types of barriers are applied. First, many developing countries restrict competition, by limiting channels for the introduction of inputs to parastatal monopolies or by controlling market entry. Second, governments
have introduced complex systems for testing, approval,
and release of new varieties. In particular, compulsory
registration and certification of seed varieties, often designed on the basis of public seed-breedingprograms, are
unsuited to testing seedsfrom privateplant-breeding programs.84 Finally, key channels for technology transfer,
such as trade, technology licensing, and foreigndirect investment, are often restricted in developing countries.
Removal of various regulatory barriers and introduction of more flexible standards encourages greater private sector participation in both research and distribution. A powerful illustration of these effects took place
in Turkey during the 1980s, when deregulation of the
government seed production and sales monopoly (supported by the World Bank) significantly increased
introduction of new seed technologies. As a result the
returns to maize yields increased by 50 percent and
income per hectare rose by $153-equivalent to an annual net economic gain of $79 million.85 Similar examples exist in the deregulation of agricultural machinery
markets in Bangladesh, seed markets in Peru, and agricultural input markets in Zimbabwe.8 6

Besidesreducingimport and entry barriers to agricultural technologies, competition and information
flows are stimulated by (a) introducing voluntary seed
certification systems, supported by incentives for certification and enforcing strict disclosure laws for information on seeds and other agricultural inputs; (b) introducing voluntary seed varietal registration or, as
an interim measure, introducing automatic registration for seeds approved in selected other countries; and
(c) maintaining only those regulations that address genuine public health and environmental externality concerns, but not on the grounds of protecting farmers
from potential misinformation.

Developing new technologiesfor aggricultutre
in developing countries
Research to develop agricultural products presents fundamental institutional challenges. First, it is often longterm and risky and can require significant human resource capacity. Also, agricultural technologies often
have public goods characteristics and generate externalities. Third, there is a tension between economies of scale
in research and development (R&D) and the need for
location-specific technologies. The existence of economies of scale in R&D suggests that research activities
should be concentrated. But many agricultural products
must be tailored to local conditions, such as climatic
and soil conditions-a fact that suggestsa need for fragmentation in research. For example, frost-resistant
wheat developed for Canadian farmers is of little value
to farmers in Sudan. This effect is compounded by the
information gaps between researchers and users, which
suggests that research institutes need to have effective
communication with end users, often through physical
proximity.
In developing countries, the demand for locationspecific technologies may be too small to attract private
sector investment, as evidenced by the lower levels of
such investment (both absolute and relative to gross domestic product) in developing countries (figure 2.5).87
Similarly,patterns of research expenditure indicate that
most private R&D on agricultural seed focuses on development products with longer shelf life, herbicide
resistance, and greater suitability for mass production
Figure 2.5
Agriculturalresearchintensity, public and
private, 1993
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techniques. In contrast, developing country priorities
are often greater nutritional content and robustness.8 8
With some exceptions, notably in research for export
crops, the private sector invests little in adapting technologies to local conditions or refining agricultural resource management techniques in developing countries.
These are areas of high social returns.89
Location-specific technologies for developing countries are more likely to require public intervention and
local research or adaptation. Three main institutions affect innovation in agriculture: intellectual property
rights, agricultural research institutions, and competitive grants and negotiated contracts.9 0
Intellectualproperty rights andprivate sectorresearch.
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) protect the rents
from innovation by regulating replication. R&D costs
of developing some agricultural technologies are high
compared with technologies in some other industries.
For example, it is estimated that new plant protection
chemicals cost more than $150 million to develop.9 1
Also, private firms are less able to appropriate the returns from agricultural technologies than from those in
many other industries. In agriculture, products can be
readily imitated through reverse engineering, or seeds
can be bred and resold.
Yet much of the empirical evidence on the benefits of
IPRs is inconclusive (see chapter 7 and World Development Report 1998/1999). Critics note that numerous
agricultural inventions were made without the protection of IPRs, even for private goods. Also, the protection
conferred by IPRs is highly limited for some technologies-it would be difficult for a technology producer to
enforce IPRs against a heterogeneous group of small
farmers who save and replant seeds for their own use.
Because of this, private sector investment has concentrated more on seeds with built-in protection for intellectual property. Examples include genetically transformed seeds that will not germinate after the first crop
and hybrid seed technology that increases yields and resistance by combining varieties so that the seeds do not
breed true and subsequent crops do not perform as well.
The lack of empirical evidence on the benefits of
IPRs and the problems with their enforcement raise
questions about whether IPRs create value. A more serious concern is that IPRs may impose substantial costs
on developing countries. IPRs balance the need to create incentives for innovation with the need to ensure
fair access to new technologies. If IPRs are excessively
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strong, they can reduce access to agricultural inventions
by increasing prices, as documented by various studies,
and can potentially enable restrictive business practices.92' In this scenario, poorer farmers in developing
countries will not have access to wealth-enhancing
opportunities because they will be unable to afford
new technologies. Furthermore, technology development could be hindered when new products are dependent on many other IPRs, raising the costs of innovation. The genetically modified "golden rice," which has
the potential to alleviate vitamin A deficiency, a major
cause of blindness and immune dysfunction in poorer
countries, is reported to be developed with technologies protected by up to 70 patents from 31 different
organizations.
Two main strategies can help ensure that IPRs maintain incentives for innovation but do not restrict access
to new agricultural technologies in developing countries. The first strategy concerns the type of IPR system
that is implemented. Under the 1994 Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement
(TRIPS), which sets minimum standards for IPRs in
member countries of the World Trade Organization,
two types of plant variety protection systems are permitted-patent protection, or a sni generissystem(meaning a design unique to the context).9 3
The difference between these two options is vast.
Under a sui generis system, farmers can replant seeds
saved from a previous crop, but under a patent system
they are generally prohibited from doing that. Similarly, a sui generis system allows breeders to use seeds
freely as they research new plant varieties; a patent usually forbids such use. By choosing the option of a sui
generis system over patents, therefore, countries can
help to maximize farmer and breeder access to new
plant varieties. Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay are examples of countries that have already successfully implemented sui generissystems with clauses to help protect farmers' access to plant varieties.
The second strategy being followed is to build the
capacity to manage intellectual property. This approach
is also relevant for public research institutes in industrial countries, where intellectual property has required
these institutions to invest in resources, appropriate
policies, and systems to manage it. In developing countries, managing intellectual property includes seeking
partnerships and development assistance from private
technology producers.
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Some successfulexamples of capacity building exist.
The Kenyan Agriculture Research Institute (KARI) and
Monsanto established a partnership to develop virusresistant sweet potatoes, with Monsanto providing
royalty-free licensing of intellectual property, direct
funding, basic research components, and technical assistance for KARI to develop and test the product in
preparation for its releasein 2002.94 In Mexico a multinational corporation contracted to sell intellectual
property to large-scale farmers in the lowlands but donated the technology to small, poor farmers in the highlands. In both cases, the private firms enhanced their
public relations image at little opportunity cost, since
neither Kenyan nor highland Mexican farmers would
have purchased the technologies without the donation.
The potential of these arrangements is limited, however, because they apply almost exclusivelyto segments
of markets, such as marginal farming areas or markets
in small and poor countries, that would not support a
private sector return. The arrangements also require significant negotiating power and are highly unlikely to
be sustained if farmers develop the capacity to pay for
technologies.
Public researchinstitutions. Agricultural technology
markets in developing countries often cannot support
private sector returns, even with IPRs, and there are
public goods and externality effects. So some level of
public sector involvement is required. One such form
of involvement is public agricultural research institutes.
Currently, national agricultural research institutes
(NARIs) account for a large share of agricultural research activity in almost every country and yield high
returns on investment (see figure 2.5).
Despite this record, public research institutes are
under pressure to reform. They have been criticized for
stifling competition by crowding out efforts of the commercial sector. Furthermore, two types of information
asymmetries-those among public research institutes
themselves and between the institute and the farmerhave caused waste. One study revealed that 40 percent
of African wheat-breeding programs would have generated higher returns by screening and adapting foreign
wheat varieties rather than by locally breeding new varieties. Open information sharing could help build better institutions. Public research institutions have also
faced widespread criticism for lacking information on
farmer needs and the incentives to respond to those
needs.95

These pressures for institutional reform are reinforced by a global slowdown in rates of public agricultural research investment over the last two decades.9 6
Some NARIs have faced drastic cuts; in Russia, for
example, funding for some agricultural research institutes plummeted by more than 50 percent during the
1990s.97
Two strategies have proved effective in addressing
the competition and informational problems facing
many public research institutions. These are to clarify
the public research mandate, and to introduce mechanisms for information sharing among stakeholders in
research.
Under the first strategy, specific priorities and responsibilities for the public sector, based upon public
goods and externalities issues, are identified. Key areas
for public sector research include plant breeding for
crops and environments that are overlooked by the private sector but that will generate social returns, and public research where the primary products are information
and advice, such as resource management techniques
and prebreeding products.9 8 Malaysia, Zimbabwe, and
the Maghreb countries are all examples where NARIs
are refocusing on smallholders rather than commercial
market needs for these reasons.9 9 By contrast, refocusing on commercial markets in China weakened public
agricultural research output and productivity.100
The second strategy is to build more effective institutions through open information sharing. Several institutional changes can help address information gaps
between technology developers and farmers. For example, farmer representation on governance committees
can help to ensure that information on farmer needs is
incorporated in research. Successful examples exist in
Mali and Zimbabwe. Another approach involves farmers in testing and adapting new products. This helps to
refine technologies that meet user needs and can also
increase awareness and therefore dissemination of new
technologies. For example, farmer testing was a factor
in the rapid adoption of the West African Rice Development Association's drought-resistant rice varieties in
Guinea. 10 '
Strengthening the links between extension and research services is another way to improve information flows to researchers about farmers' needs and to
farmers about new technologies (box 2.12). Researchextension links have, however, had a mixed record of
success. In China a pilot scheme to establish research-
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Increasinginformationflows between farmers
and researchersin Ghana
Historically, different government ministries in Ghana
were responsible for agricultural research and extension
services. In the late 1990s efforts began to strengthen
these linkages.Liaisoncommittees composedof research
and extension workers were established in each major
agroecological zone. Each committee was charged with
producingjoint plans for researchand extension activities
and for conducting joint training sessions, field visits, and
on-farm trials. Already, evaluations show that these organizationallinks have led to more collaborationand information sharingbetween researchand extension, although at
a cost of time-consuming meetings and with problems of
low monitoring capacity.
Source:World Bank 2000a.

extension centers enhanced information sharing between researchersand farmers. By contrast, a 1997 evaluation of research-extension links in Bangladesh found
in the
of researchers
to user
no change
oue
nocag ntersosvneso
eerhr
10 2
needs.
More successful ventures have provided research and extension staffs with incentives to work together to solve farmers' problems.103
User financing for public research can also help to
improve information flows between farmers and researchers. User contributions reinforce the implicit contract between public researchers and users, which encourages greater participation in research by farmers,
as well as a more client-oriented approach by researchers. This strategy also allows diversification of funding
sources.
Another fundamental reform is to make NARIs
more autonomous, removing them from direct government control and placing them under new autonomous
legal frameworks, with an independent governance
structure and more administrative flexibility. Creating
autonomous agencies can help to improve information
flows by facilitating greater stakeholder participation,
both in management decisionmaking and in funding
of agricultural research. Autonomous NARIs in some
Latin American countries have evolved to resemble private corporations more than government agencies.104
In practice, however,autonomy rarely achieves the flexibility and stakeholder representation it aims for, largely
because of political pressure and flawed implementation (chapter 5).105
*responsiveness

Internationalspillovers and the CGIAR
The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)exemplifies an institutional mechanismfor
encouraging international spillovers. The system was established in 1971 under the leadershipof the World Bank
in response to widespread concern about food security.
The 16 researchcenters of the CGIARare trustees of more
than 600,000 samples of genetic resources-the largest
collection in the world. By enabling free public and private
access to these resources, the CGIAR system helps ensure that the benefits from these genetic resources are
shared across the world. More than 50 percent of wheat
varieties and 30 percent of maize varieties released in developingcountries are direct transfersfrom the CGIARsystem-and these figures have doubled over the last 20
years as a result of CGIARefforts. The influenceof CGIAR
is even greater when local adaptations of technologies
originating from the CGIAR system are considered. Approximately30 percent of new rice, wheat, and maize varieties released in developing countries are adapted to
from CGIARparentvarieties.Partnerships
local conditions

with nationalagricultural
researchinstitutesarealso proving fruitful: researchcollaboration
between CIMMYT, a
CGIAR center, and South Africa resulted in maize varieties

for poorfarmerswith 30to 50percenthigher
yields.
Source:Byerleeand Traxler2001; CGIAR2001.

Finally,sharing information on existing technologies
among NARIs generates ideas and improves institutional quality. Public research institutions should focus
more on adapting existing foreign technologies to local
conditions rather than duplicating existing technologies,
as in the wheat-breeding example mentioned above."0 '
Promising developments in this direction are the recent
initiatives to establish consortiums and contracting arrangements between NARIs and international research
agencies, such as the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) (box 2.13).
These cooperative arrangements are especiallyneeded
for technology development for countries without the
human, physical, and financial capacity for research.
Through information sharing, research capacity is leveraged rather than built. Spillovers from international research in those agricultural technologies that are global
public goods have been shown to benefit both developing and industrial countries. One study estimated that
returns from planting or adapting CGIAR wheat varieties are worth more than $3 billion for the United
States alone.10 7
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Competitive grant funds and contracting. Just as the
separation of public funding from public provision
offers benefits by enhancing competition in agricultural extension, so it does in agricultural researchcompetition helps build better institutions."0 8 Competitive grant funds (CGFs) achieve this competition in
research by separating the execution of technology
development from the funding and determination of
research priorities. Allocation of funds to research
providers is made on a competitive basis by requesting
and reviewing research proposals.
In most developing countries CGFs are relatively
new, but they are becoming increasingly popular as a
means of allocating public funds. This is particularly
so in Latin America, where the availability of research
suppliers has enabled substantial increases in funds
channeled through competitive grant processes. In the
United States, where CGFs have operated for decades,
one-sixth of public funding for agricultural research is
distributed through competitive grants.10 9
A central advantage of CGFs is that they stimulate
competition in innovative activity. Competitive grants
allow allocation of resources to the most efficient technology developers and encourage higher-quality research through competition within the private and
public sectors. Furthermore, CGFs can be structured
to foster open information sharing. For example, requiring joint proposals from providers encourages
economies of scale and scope in innovative activity.
Adopting demand-driven agendas that require beneficiaries to participate in the design of funded projects
increases the relevance of research, as in the case of the
Association for Strengthening Agricultural Research in
East and Central Africa. Adoption of new technologies
can be accelerated by financing joint research and extension projects, as has occurred in Latin America. Finally, CGFs may also encourage more stability in funding by pooling resources from different government
departments or industry sources. That is the case in
Australia, where multiple government departments and
farmers' associations contribute to CGFs.
Experience has shown three main lessons regarding
the use of CGFs. First, CGFs should complement,
rather than replace, core funding through regular block
grants. It is difficult to meet long-term core research
needs of many agricultural technologies through CGFs,
which, in order to promote competition, are short term
in nature (usually three years)."l' Even for long-term
core research needs, however, efficiencygains can be re-

alized by shifting block grants away from government
research institutes to negotiated long-term contracts between public funding institutions and private and public researchers. Although this strategy is still relatively
uncommon in practice, Australia and Senegal are examples of countries that are experimenting with such
negotiated contracts.11 I
Second, where there are relatively few research providers-as is often the case in small and poor countriesthe potential benefits from introducing competition
through CGFs are obviously limited. CGFs entail significant fixed administrative costs, reaching up to 20
percent of funds in smaller countries. Objective peer
review of grant applications also becomes difficult
in countries with small numbers of researchers. Approximately 40 developing countries employ fewer
than 25 researchers, and 95 employ fewer than 200 researchers.'12 To overcome these challenges,some countries are beginning to experiment with regional CGFs,
such as FONTAGRO in Latin America, which was established to encourage greater competition and more
innovative and higher-quality research, facilitate open
exchange of information and technology, and build research capacity in the region. A similar example exists
in East and Central Africa, and there are plans to establish a CGF for West and Central Africa.
Finally, experience has shown that CGFs are better
able to reduce information gaps between farmers and
researchers and meet user needs if they have an independent governance body that is representative of
stakeholders, including public sector, scientific, and
farmers' representatives. Although direct representation
of a heterogeneous group of smallholder farmers on
CGF selection boards is difficult, intermediary organizations may help to substitute for farmer participation.
For example, to promote demand-driven research, the
agricultural research center VBKVK in Udaipur, India,
requires NGOs that work closely with farmers to
participate on the selection boards of CGFs.
Conclusions
Farmers in developing countries can benefit from institutional change that allows them to undertake highreturn activities and investments. With the majority of
the world's poor living in rural areas and directly or indirectly deriving their incomes from agriculture, such
productivity increases can translate into a reduction in
poverty for many. Agriculture is still an important economic sector in many of the world's poorest countries,
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and a more productive farming sector would also boost
overall growth.
The sections in this chapter have outlined a range of
institutional options to improve productivity-analyzing those reforms that do not work, as well as those that
do. Access to markets, local or global, is an important
factor affecting demand for market-supporting institutions and the forces for further change in domestic markets. The benefits from many institutional forms relative to the costs increase when demand for agricultural
products rises. For example, the relative costs of collective action by private farmers should decline as the opportunities for gain increase. Marketing institutions
such as agricultural cooperatives or standards arise in response to such potential gains. Policymakers have a role
in connecting markets, but also in facilitating information sharing on initiatives in other countries. The need
to replace existing informal agricultural institutions with
more formal alternatives depends on the demand for
them and on the existence of supporting institutions.
When building institutions, it is critical to keep in
mind how institutions can complement each other.
Formal land titles are more likely to yield benefits in
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terms of greater investment if there are also credit institutions, formal registries, and courts to enforce titles
efficiently. But credit for poor farmers is affected by
their ability to use their assets as collateral as well as by
the overall growth of the financial sector. Demand for
credit, demand for marketing institutions, and demand
for formal titles are also linked to access to new technology and the opportunities it provides for incomeincreasing investments. A mix of public and private initiatives will be needed to meet the needs of developing
countries in terms of diffusion of existing technologies
and development of new ones. Taking advantage of the
flexibility inherent in TRIPS is also important for developing countries.
Before concentrating efforts on a particular institution, policymakers need to think about the most important constraints for a given context. Often, initial
efforts can lead to the buildup of pressures for further
change-if the right constraints are identified. As countries and communities grow and change, the types of
institutions that work change. Encouraging and being
receptive to innovative designs, particularly in poor
areas, is essential.

CHAPTER

3

Governance o Firmns
Corporationsexist to economizethe costsof buying
and sellingeverythingunder the sun.
-Ronald Coase, 1937

I

n firms,entrepreneursmatchtheir ideasand ability
with the resourcesprovidedby investors.Throughout history entrepreneurs have found that their
abilityto pursue investmentprojectshas beenhindered
by the inevitabletime gap betweenwhen they gather
resourcesandwhentheycan makepayment.Investorsbe they workers,suppliers,or financiers-are cautious
about committing their resourcesto the control of an
entrepreneurin exchangefor a promiseor contract.
For the investor,there are two distinct risks. One is
the squanderingof resourcesby the entrepreneur; the
other is the confiscationof goods by a politicalpower.
This chapterfocuseson the governanceof firms,which
'
is largelya matter of the allocationand exerciseof control overresourceswithin firms.A varietyof privateand
public institutionsmake promisesand contractscredible by improvinginformation inflows,defining rights
and enforcing them, and affecting competition. These
institutions are essential for the mobilization and efficient allocation of resources through firms.
Corporate governance institutions are defined in
this Report as the organizations and rules that affect expectations about the exercise of control of resources in
firms. Well-functioning governance institutions allow
entrepreneurs to invest resources and create value that
is shared among the investors in a firm, the managers,
and employees, as well as with the entrepreneur/manager. These institutions therefore determine the expected returns to committing resources in firms. Where
governance institutions are weak, the emergence and

growth of firms are discouraged.Governanceinstitutions include traditionalcorporategovernancemechanisms,suchas the boardof directorsand corporateand
bankruptcylaws (chapter 6); product market institutions such as regulators responsiblefor competition
(chapter 7); labor market institutions (discussedin
WorldDevelopmentReport1995: Workersin an IntegratingWorldO;
capital market institutions, such as financial intermediaries(chapter 4); and the judiciary
(chapter6).
Historically,two broad institutional approaches
havebeen used to assureinvestorsthat their resources
will be put to good use in firms: a private and sometimes informalapproach, and a legalgovernanceapproach.Both approachesfacilitate information flows
and create incentives for investors to focus on firm
efficiencyand to monitor insiders.They aim to givere-

~~source
providers the power to intervene without incurringeav ansactio costs
agr abue
theontrol.
nFor

e

n

d

an example of the privateand informal gover-

n
tury, when many governments were weak in much
of the world. At the time one of the most promising
investment opportunities involved expanding from
trade within local communities to long-distance trade
acrosscommunities. In the traditional approach entrepreneurs reduced trading risks by relying on selffinance and on family or community members. Private
institutions relied on reputational penalties to enforce
contracts (chapters 1 and 9). This approach facilitated
market development by permitting entrepreneurs to
move from a situation of very limited exchange to a situation of some (and occasionallyconsiderable) trade.
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The legal governance approach developed the typical firms that emerged from the Industrial Revolution.
These firms in later history differed from their predecessors in scale and scope. The standard relationship
among firms was hierarchical to ensure coordinated
production and marketing. In the 19th and 20th centuries, more formal governance institutions, such as explicit contracts and laws to protect investors, allowed
firms to exploit opportunities created by the Industrial
Revolution. The development of constitutional and
legal systems designed to check arbitrary behavior of
public and private agents strengthened property rights.
These institutions spurred market development, eco-

Figure 3.1
Flows of new investment are insensitiveto
value added in developingcountries

nomic growth,and povertyreduction.

0.2 -L

The advantage of the legal governance approach
is that it can expand wealth-creating opportunities,
making it possible to assemble the significant resources
needed for large enterprises and facilitating entry into
markets. Identification with a network is not required
to pursue opportunities. New entrants do not need to
have social connections or large amounts of initial
wealth to start a business. This approach relies far more
heavily on a state that imposes legal sanctions and enforces contracts. By enabling productivity-enhancing
investments, these legal institutions can promote growth
and poverty reduction.
A recent study that examined the efficiency of resource allocation by firms shows that not all firms have
effective governance. For 65 nonsocialist countries between 1963 and 1996, and for large and small firms
with both state and private ownership, the study estimated the average sensitivity of industry investment to
industry value added in the manufacturing sector.' A
high degree of sensitivity would reveal two forces at
work. Firms and industries where investment projects
yield strong returns as measured by value added would
be able to attract added resources, and these industries
would expand. By contrast, where past investment projects are now yielding declining returns, as measured by
value added, investment would decline and industries
would contract.
The findings indicate that in lower-income countries the degree of sensitivity is low, so that investment
is much less likely to be affected by changes in valueadded (figure 3.1). In Germany, Japan, and the United
States the sensitivity of investment to value added is
twice as great as in Mexico, three times that of Malaysia, and more than six times that of Bangladesh,
India, and Kenya. This compounds the problem for
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poorer countries because such investments are critical
for higher growth and poverty reduction. Resources are
slow to flow to industries that experience increases in
their ability to create value and remain for long periods
of time in industries where there has been a reduction
in the value created. They "underinvest" in growing industries and "overinvest"in declining industries.
Corporate governance institutions, including institutions that provide legal protection for investors, institutions that produce information for investors, and
ownership structure of firms, are highly correlated with
these measures of the efficiencyof investment. After accounting for other factors, the same study finds that an
increase in any of these variables increases the sensitivity of resource allocation to changes in value added. For
example, better legal protections for investors are highly
associated with a greater willingness to curtail new investment flows to industries that experience declines in
value added. For a country like Bangladesh, this sensitivity would double for an increase of one standard
deviation in any of the institutional variables. This
suggests the importance of better firm governance for
growth and poverty reduction.
A range of other factors plays a role in creating these
differences in the efficiency of investment. The ability of firms to exploit opportunities in some growing
industries is limited by differences in macroeconomic
conditions, demand conditions, entry restrictions (see
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chapter 7), and the supply of critical inputs into productive industries.Without denyingthe importanceof
such factors,the focushereis on the role of governance
institutionsfor firms.

Table3.1
Shareof smallformalsectorfirmsin selected
economies,
selectedyears
Percentage

Formal governance institutions offer long-term ben-

efits. Such institutions increaseopportunity for firms
by promoting investment in high value added activities. By promoting the growth of firms and employmetwithin firms, these institutions can increase

by promotinginvestmentin high valueaddedactivieconomicgrowthand reducepoverty.Yetthe development of laws, internal governanceinstitutions, welldeveloped financial and information intermediaries,
and efectie
oftnreglator
facs lare obsacles The

andeffectiveregulatorsoftenfaceslargeobstacles.
The
effectivenessof these governanceinstitutions depends
on the existence of complementary institutions and on
capacity. Thus, in poor countries, where there are few
limits on arbitrary state actions, weak enforcement of

contracts,and poorprovisionof information,private
institutions rather than legal governanceinstitutions
likelydominate.
arelikelyto dominate.
Policiesthat help build politicalsupportfor legalreforms and createdemand for new institutions, such as
opennessin tradeand open informationsharingamong
the differentpartiesaffectedby reforms,are as impor-

tantas thespecifics
of individualreforms.Competition
can also increase the efficiency of such private mecha-

nismsand promoteinstitutionbuilding.Anddevelopwillneedto be opento innoingcountrypolicymakers
vativeapproachesbyprivateagentsto ensureeffective
governance.
The chapter beginsby looking at the typesof firms
that existaround the world. It then discussesthe presence and effectivenessof private governanceinstitutions,which includeownershipconcentration,business
groups,and businessassociations,and goeson to identify corporategovernanceinstitutionsbasedon formal
legalsystems,such as boardsof directorsand corporate
and bankruptcylaws.The chapterdoesnot discussgovernance of state-owned firms, which was addressed
in WorldDevelopmentReport 1997: The State in a
ChangingWorldand other recentWorld Bankpublications. Issues concerning infrastructure firms are discussedin chapter 8.

The vastmajorityof enterprisesare smallin most countries,regardlessof their geographyor levelof development. The importanceof small formal sector firms in
selectedcountries is highlighted in table 3. 1. Even in
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Number

Economy
Australia*
Austria
Belgium

Bulgaria

China*

Colombia*
Croatia
Denmark
France

1991
1990
1991

92.0
75.5
97.2

35.7
20.2
38.4

23.1
14.6
50.3

1991
1993
1995
1991

58.9
93.4
96.9
98.3

6.0
40.5
26.7
55.4

5.2
27.4
34.9
46.5

1997

~

97.5

1990 98.6

Georgia
1997
HongKong,China 1993
Hungary
1996
India*
1992
Indonesia*
1995
1992
Israel*

Italy
~~~~~
Jordan

Total

Year of firms Employmentoutput

18.9

46 7

21.8

39.0

82.0
97.8
98.8

26.0
58.4
53.1

42.0

98.7
93.9

73.2
39.4
63.4
66.5

28.4

76.2

1989 99.2

~~~Japan
1991 98.1

17.3

53.8

46.5
13.4
-

53.9

1991

93.7

21.5

-

Kazakhstan
Korea,Rep.

1996
1995

87.6
98.5

23.9
55.3

25.9
25.2

Lithuania
Norway
Portugal

1996
1990
1990
1991

98.0
96.7
81.5
99.0

49.7
54.8
48.7

41.8
46.5
50.5
43.7

Spain
Sweden

1991
1991

67.5
39.5

41.4

Switzerland

1991 97.5

Latvia

Netherlands

Romania

Turkey*

1996

1997

1992
United Kingdom 1991

98.3

97.4
99.4
97.6
86.7
98.5

41.1
43 1

19.5

39.5
28.3
42.1

39.8

40.1
25.7
19.5

industries
only.
*Refersto firms in manufacturing
- Notavailable.
firmswithfewerthan
Note:Smallfirmsaredefinedas registered
50 employees.
Database.
Source:WorldBankSmallandMediumEnterprise

the transition countries, known for their large firms,
most firms are small. If informalsector firms were included,the numberswould be evenlarger.
In smallfirms,particularlysoleproprietorshipsthat
rely on internallysuppliedresources,governanceissues
are much simplerthan in largefirms.A studyof 54 industrial and developingcountries finds that in developing countries,the growth of smalland medium-size
2 For
enterprisesis constrainedby institutional factors.
smallerfirmswhichhavethe potentialto grow,the willingnessand ability to mobilize resourceswithin firms
is affectedby the presenceof an arbitrary or predatory
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state (for example, firms may start small and remain
small to avoid taxation or harassment by the state). The
institutions that can help provide checks on the authority of the state are discussed in chapter 5.
Resource mobilization is also affected by the absence
of a strong legal system that supports markets, such as
a court that ensures that debts are repaid (chapter 6).
For smaller firms, private governance institutions play
a more important role than formal corporate governance mechanisms in allocating control rights or claims
within the firm. Other institutions that may facilitate
entry and growth of firms relate to competition and
regulation, discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
Despite the preponderance of small firms, large enterprises can account for significant fractions of employment and national output (see table 3.1). While
the small firm sector includes a large number of firms
with widespread entry and exit, large and established
firms are more stable across economies. For instance,
one study finds that growth in the size of firms accounts for over two-thirds of all industry growth.3
Much of this chapter is concerned with large firms and
those smaller firms that have the potential to grow. It
is in these firms that concerns about diversion of resources by insiders and the state are most important.
The vast majority of enterprises are also not publicly
traded. Publicly listed firms constitute 0.16 percent of
all registered firms in developing countries and 0.55
percent in industrial countries, according to a sample
of 37 countries around the world.4 However, publicly
traded firms are still important, as they may account
for a significant share of the economy. For example,
publicly listed firms account for around 40 percent of
value added in the United Kingdom, and for 25 percent of value added in Japan. In developing countries
such as Poland and Thailand, publicly traded firms account for 7 and 9 percent of value added, respectively.
Although the number of these large firms and of publicly listed firms is small compared with the number of
firms, the economic importance of these firms in the
economy can be substantial. Because of their size, their
performance can also have significant political and social consequences.
Many of the differences in the size of firms depend
on the nature of demand and supply of goods and services, as well as differences in government policies such
as taxation. Some of these differences, however, arise
from differences in the effectiveness of private and formal governance institutions for firms.

Private governanceinstitutionsfor firms
There are three main kinds of governance institutions
that are not formal laws: ownership structures, business
groups, and associations. These three institutions affect
the amount of information available to all parties involved with a firm, contract enforcement, and accountability of entrepreneurs and managers to those who invest in the firms.
The amount of information available to all parties
involved with a firm influences how investment projects are financed. In the absence of full information
about the firms and those who control them, investors
demand higher returns. Information problems mean it
is relatively cheaper for firms to use internally generated capital first, then trade credit, then debt finance
(where limited control is given up in exchange for finance), and, last, equity finance (where control rights
over the firm are exchanged for finance). Two types of
investors usually have an informational advantage compared with others. Investors who by the nature of their
transactions with the firm have a better idea of the
prospects of the firm, such as suppliers to and buyers
from firms, can ensure that entrepreneurs or managers
adhere to their commitments. Large investors also have
advantages because their large stake in the company
gives them voice so that they do not need to rely on
elaborate legal protections.
In smaller firms, with concentrated (or sole) ownership, the principal governance issues concern the implicit or explicit contracts that the owners have with
traders and suppliers, with employees with firmspecific skills, and with banks and other financial institutions. Suppliers and buyers extend credit to their
business partners. The provision of trade credit embodies implicit contracts; purchasers expect the debtor firm
to produce the goods at a certain price, quality, and
quantity.5 Evidence from a sample of 40 industrial and
developing countries indicates that there is less reliance
on trade credit and more reliance on other forms of
credit when the country's legal system is well developed.
This suggests that the comparative advantage of nonfinancial firms in providing credit is likely to be smaller
when well-developed alternatives exist.6
As the size of firms increases, day-to-day control and
overall management are delegated to nonowners. The
division between owners and managers makes governance issues more complicated. Looking across time in
individual countries, there is a correlation between the
strength of institutions that support information flows
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and providelegalleverageto the natureof financiers,
and ownershipstructures.TheUnitedStatestodayhas
oneof thestrongestand mosteffective
legalprotections
for equityinvestors.In the 19th century,beforethese
institutionshad developed,the financingand ownership of firmsdiffereddramaticallyfromcurrentpatterns.Before1873,forexample,theonlyinvestorsthat
ownedsimpleequitywerefoundersand sponsoring
banks.Bankrepresentatives
on corporateboardsprovideda low-costmonitoringsystemfor thelargeequity
investors.Individualinvestors,
awareof theseconcerns,
limitedtheirinvolvement
to holdingcorporatedebtor
7
preferredstockthat haddebt-likefeatures.

shareholder
had a largerequitystake.10 Withlargerequitystakes,thecontrollingshareholders'
wealthis more
directlylinkedto the performanceof thefirm.Crosscountryworkalsoprovidesevidencethat investorsare
willingto paymorefor assetswhen,besidesa controllingshareholder,therearelegalprotectionsthatgrant
shareholders,
regardless
of theirsize,rightsovertheal1 Legalprotections
locationof resourcesand returns."
complement
concentrated
ownership
andenhancefirms'
accessto externalfinance.Theyenhancethefirms'abilityto fundmorepromising
investment
projects.Thepotentialnegativeeffectsof concentratedownershipcan
alsobe reducedbyintroducingcompetitionin markets
(chapter7) andby ensuringtheexitof underperforming

Howvownership concentration affects governance
In lower-income countries, firm ownership tends to be

firms (seethe discussion below).
Ownershipstructuresin privatization: lessonsfor cor-

highly concentrated. Large firms controlled by man-

porategovernance.
The spreadof privatizationprograms

agementand ownedbya diversegroupofsmallshareholdersarethe exceptionratherthan the rule.8 There
isa relationshipbetweenownershipstructureand the
strengthoflegalinstitutionsacrosscountries,withconcentratedownership
tendingto substituteforweaklegal
9 Concentratedownership
protections.
givesinvestors
informationand controland so ensuresthat their resourcesareusedin theirinterests.Concentrated
owners
havetheabilityto haltthe diversionof resources
without havingto resortto courts.In high-incomecountries,withstrongerlegalprotections,
ownershipismore
dispersed.
But thisis not uniformlythecase.Countries
suchasGermanyand Sweden,whichhavestronglegal
protections,nonethelesshaveconcentratedownership
structures,but therefirmshavemorechoicewith respectto governance
and disputeresolution
mechanisms
(chapter6).
Theprimaryadvantageof moreconcentratedownershipis that it motivatestheshareholders
to monitor
themanagersof thefirmandprovidestheownerswith
leverage
overthemanagers.
Butwithconcentrated
ownership,governance
problemsmayarisebetweendifferent categoriesof investors-suchasminorityand majorityshareholders.Majorityshareholdersmayact in
waysthat reducethe shareof gainsgoingto minority
shareholders;
theymaypursueprivatebenefits.
Evidencesuggeststhat concentratedownershipdeliversgreaterbenefitswhen thoseownersin control
haveappropriateincentivesand whenownersoutside
the firmhavemoreleverage.A studyof firmsin East
Asianeconomies,for example,foundthat the market
placeda highervalueon thosefirmswhosecontrolling

aroundtheworldhasbeenpropelledbytheinefficiency
ofstate-owned
firmsand theresultingsearchforsignificant improvementsin performance.But there have
beendisappointments,particularlyin the transition
economies.
Squanderinganddiversionofresourcesby
politicalactorshaveoftenbeenreplacedby squandering and diversionof resourcesbyprivateactors.This
hasraiseda newquestionaboutprivatization:howto
ensurethat it producesbenefits.It hasbecomeclear
that competitionand regulationareessentialcomplementsto successfulprivatization(chapters7 and 8).
This sectionfocuseson howdifferencesin corporate
governance
institutionsalsohelpto explaindifferences
in privatization
outcomes.
Ownershipstructureschosenat thetimeof privatizationby politicalactorsreflecteconomicandpolitical
concerns.The twopredominantapproachesto privatizationareto usepublicshareofferings,
whicharemore
likelyto resultin wideshareownership,or assetsales,
whichareusuallyassociated
with thesaleof a majority
staketo a singleinvestoror to a consortium.Voucher
privatization,usedin sometransitioneconomies,like
publicshare offerings,introducesmorewidelyheld
firmsthandirectassetsales.
In mostcountries,thechoiceof privatization
method
hasbeenlinkedto thestrengthofformalcorporategovernanceprotections.Boththestrengthof legalprotectionsforminorityinvestors
andtheextentof checksand
balanceson politicalactors-whichenhancesenforcementof legalprotections-havea significant
impacton
theprivatization
route,according
to a recentstudyof49
12 Countrieswith
industrialand developingcountries.
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weaker legal protections have been more likely to use
asset sales. But even though the initial level of legal protections was low, several of the transition economies
used voucher privatizations as their primary form of sale.
In countries where initial institutional quality was
high, privatization has been associated with significant
improvements in institutional quality. A study finds
that privatization has had a significant impact on stock
market development around the world.13 The market
capitalization of privatized enterprises now exceeds
$2.5 trillion. Such enterprises are the largest companies in 17 of the 23 emerging markets in the study.
These firms are of sufficiently high profile and political
importance that they can lead the way in improving
corporate governance structures. Evidence of actual or
potential abuses of authority in such firms has been a
driving force behind legal reforms.
The counterbalance to these positive developments
is the indication that in countries with weak institutional quality at the initial stage, formal governance institutions have not developed and those that have developed have been difficult to sustain. For example, a
World Bank study of stock market development in transition economies shows that privatization policies that
relied on the development of formal corporate governance institutions for effectiveness,by compelling firms
to list on stock exchanges as part of the privatization
process, have not succeeded in developing markets.'4 In
mass privatization countries-such as Bulgaria, Lithuania, and the Former YugoslavRepublic of Macedoniamany of the stocks were illiquid, and stock market regulators, to the extent they were available, could not
monitor adherence to listing standards. These problems
have resulted in significant delisting of shares, reports of
abuses of minority shareholders, and a subsequent concentration of control. Following an initial increase in the
number of listed firms, there has been a steady decline.
More promising, from the perspective of long-term
trends in stock market development, have been initial
public offerings (IPOs) in countries such as Croatia,
Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia, which sold a smaller
number of stocks. Some hybrid countries used both
methods. A recent study finds that in transition economics the strongest performance improvements are associated with firms that have concentrated ownership
structures, particularly when the concentrated owner is
foreign.' 5 The study estimates that the impact on performance is eight times greater for foreign ownership
than for widely held firms.

Recent experience in Latin America illustrates the
difficulty of relying on privatized firms to spur institutional development. Initial sales of shares in companies
brought with them significant portfolio investments,
diversified ownership structures, and increased stock
market development. But the governance institutions
have not been sufficiently strong to maintain these
ownership structures, particularly in light of abuses by
controlling shareholders. In recent years ownership
structures have changed, with foreign companies assembling controlling majority stakes.
Business groups
Many business opportunities are exploited through
firms affiliated with business groups, which are a group
of companies that do business in different markets
under a common administrative or central control. 16
Members of business groups may be small, mediumsize, or large firms, although large firms usually dominate the groups. Equity holdings across companies and
common directors provide a coordinating mechanism
within groups, but ties among group members are also
made through family and social relations.
Business groups exist across the world. The keiretsu
in Japan, chaebol in the Republic of Korea, gruposeconomicos in Latin America, and business groups in
China and India are examples of ways to organize and
conduct business along different lines, outside and
around the formal market mechanisms. A study of 14
developing countries provides some systematic evidence of the importance of group-affiliated firms. 17
The findings for publicly listed firms on which financial information is available is displayed in figure 3.2.
The study finds that group-affiliated firms dominate
the business landscape, controlling on average more
than 52 percent of reported assets in 1990 and 59 percent in 1997 in these countries.
Business groups are central to the process of resource
allocation within firms in developing countries. Despite advances in financial and trade liberalization, the
dominance of group-based resource allocation has not
diminished over time. World Bank research provides
evidence of how economic power is concentrated in relatively few hands through business groups. In Japan the
top 15 families control less than 3 percent of the GDP
value of listed corporate assets.The contrast with lowerincome countries in East Asia such as Indonesia, the
Philippines, and Thailand is striking. Here the top 15
families account for more than 50 percent of listed cor-
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Figure3.2

Proportionof assetsin publiclytradedfirmsaccounted
for by group-affiliated
firms
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Note: This exhibit is derived from the data used and described in Khannaand Rivkin 2000. The authors used all ava lable data In each reference
year, but financial information was not ava lable for some listed companies

porate assets and more than 20 percent of GDP in each
country. 18
The creation of business groups can be viewed as a
private response to institutional weaknesses in markets.
For example, without strong financial and information
intermediaries, capital markets work poorly at pricing
risk and providing a source of capital for investment.
Group-affiliated firms, in principle, can create an internal capital market, financing new firms and cushioning members during financial downturns. In the absence of functioning markets for corporate control,
group affiliation can also coordinate the replacement
of underperforming management teams. In countries
where active executive labor markets do not exist, internal labor markets within groups can match management talent with assets.
On the negative side, where groups dominate business, there may be little competition among those who
control resources, since information and control rest
with a few centrally located actors. If these people are
not skilled or well motivated, resource allocation will
suffer and they might extract funds for personal gain
from the firms they control. Group-affiliated firms are
often affiliated with banks and may be able to attract a
major share of enterprise financing to the exclusion of
outside enterprises. The interests of groups may also

conflict with the interests of social welfare. The economic power of groups translates into political power,
and that power can be used to extract preferential treatment from political agents or to block reforms.
There is evidence to support both views of business
groups. If it is true that group affiliation is a response
to weaknesses in markets, it should be possible for
group firms to expand their scope of activity quite
broadly through diversification. Evidence from Chilean
and Indian firms suggests that diversified business
groups can deliver superior performance compared
with nonaffiliated businesses when the groups are large
enough. For example, firms associated with the most
diversified Indian business groups outperformed focused unaffiliated firms by 22 percent but outperformed firms in moderately diversified business groups
by 43 percent.' 9 Groups also appear to play an important role in exploiting new business opportunities in
some settings. This is consistent with earlier evidence
from Japan, which showed the ability of group-affiliated firms to operate internal capital markets. The Toyota automobile company started off as an offshoot of a
business group that was focused on creating machinery
for the textile industry. Recent studies of 14 countries
with significant businessgroups examined whether such
groups systematicallyfilled in for gaps in capital markets
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Box 3.1
Business groups and restrictions on competition

in
Kazakhstan
in_________Kazakhstan_________________________
Overthe latterpartof the 1990s,manyiargeandmediumsize enterprisesinKazakhstan
cameunderthe controlof
five national-level
businessgroupsandmultipleregional
groupswith politicalconnections.The concentrationof
economicpowerinthesebusinessgroupshascreatedthe
incentivesandthe abilityto lobbygovernmentagencies
and publicofficialsforpreferential
treatment,insuchareas
as traderestrictions,non-market-based
financing,preferentialpubliccontracts,andprotectionfromnew entrants.
Bankfinancingis often directedto these firms,but repaymentis notenforced.Asa result,stategovernmentsoften
payindirectly
forthese loans.
Businessinterestswithpoliticalclouthavealsoused
their powerto harass competingfirms.One illustrative
case is describedina recentreportcommissioned
bythe
U.S.Agencyfor International
Development.
A localentrepreneurhadestablisheda profitable
smallhotel.Buta new
hotel,whose ownerhad politicalinfluence,openedclose
to the existingone.Soonafter,the localsanitaryinspectorclosedthe firsthotel,claimingthat the supplyof runningwater on the premiseswas inadequate.Theexperience,however,endedon a positivenote.Aftertwoyears
of courtbattlesand the intervention
ofthe regionalgovernor,the firsthotelwas reopened.
Source:Djankov
andNenovaforthcoming.

and delivered superior performance. There was significantly better financial performance in group-affiliated
firms in six of the countries, significantlyworse in three,
and no significant effect in five countries.
There is also evidence that group affiliation can be
associated with negative outcomes, particularly when
groups are controlled by entrepreneurs with weak incentives or ability. In Russia and Kazakhstan a few
groups have been able to dominate many industries and
foreclose financing and business opportunities for other
entrepreneurs (box 3. 1). In East Asian economies the
market has placed a lower value on firms where the
controlling shareholder had control through group
structure but lower equity stakes.2 0 Lower market value
in such group-affiliated firms implies higher cost of access to external finance from non-group members. But
the continued existence of such structures implies that
the benefits of group membership to firm owners must
outweigh these costs.
The key policy question is how to increase the benefits that business groups bring while lowering the
costs. Policies to open firms to domestic and interna-

tional competition are one obvious answer. Access to
export markets provides a greater incentive for groupaffiliated firms to focus on efficiency-which highlights the importance of institutions that improve produc aktcmeiin(hpe
)
uct market compesution (chapter 7).
Experience also suggests that capital market openness can reduce the potential costs imposed by business
groups while allowing firms to capture benefits from
membership.In India, for example,firms with foreign
institutonal ivestors performed better than those
with domestic institutional investors. In Canada the
capital and labor market liberalization following the
passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement
between the Unted States and Canada has attenuated
some of the costs associated with firms run by family
members and has also begun to reduce the dominance
of these structures.2t
Formal business associations and informal networks
Business associations-voluntary, long-term, renewable
partnershipsamong firms-are another set of private
institutions that can facilitate exchangeand the expansion of business activity. They do this by improving information flows, enhancing reputational penalties, and
lowering the costs of dispute resolution. Relative to alternative private approaches, such as business groups or
ethnic-based trading associations (chapters 1 and 9),
these organizations are more inclusive and adaptable to
changes in the surrounding environment.
Business associations are widespread in many industrial and developing countries. In some cases governments have mandated membership.2 2 In Brazil during
the 1930s, for example, the government created compulsory associations for both labor and businesses. By
the mid-1970s, the business sector had also created
many voluntary associations, sometimes parallel to the
government-created ones. By the mid-1980s most large
and medium-size businesses in Brazil belonged to several associations.2 3
The characteristics of business associations vary
greatly across countries. In some cases business associations are industry-focused, while in other cases as in the
transition economies, they cut across industries. In
some cases membership in associations may be mandatory. In general, however, the observed high levels of
membership arise largely from voluntary integration of
firms into business associations.
A handful of studies have attempted to explore
whether business associations perform socially benefi-
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cial functions.2 4 Cross-country comparisons indicate
that businessassociationsperform a variety of functions.
These can be grouped into market-supporting and
market-complementing and -substituting functions.2 5

functions: Business associations
Market-supporting
Al
operate as a counterpart in dialogue with the government. They channel and coordinate an individual
firm's efforts in lobbying for the improved provision

X

of public goods, such as protection of property rights,
better public administration, and infrastructure.
Market-complementing and -substituting functions:
Business associations operate in parattet with existBusiness
inassociations
paralelwdence
operate

ing institutions by providing alternative private solutions for market failures. For example, they lower
the costs of acquiring information on potential trading partners and provide a means to coordinate and
amplify penalties for breach of contract (box 3.2).26
suggest that the role of
business associations may change as markets develop.
For example, in Russia basic trading information is a
critical input for enterprises, and business associations
have specialized in providing and diffusing information. In the more stable institutional environment of
Bolivia, business associations have other functions.
These include business counseling for new enterprises
and, for older enterprises, matching prospective employees with employers. Bolivian associations facilitate
the establishment of small start-ups: the average number of days necessary to open a new business is 41 for
members, but almost 65 days for nonmembers. At the
same time, associations reduce labor search costs for
medium-size enterprises: the average number of days
required to fill a vacancy is 36 for a member, compared
with 51 for a nonmember.
Businessassociationsare more effectivewhen they provide well-defined benefits to members, have high membership density, and have an effective internal interestmediation system.2 7 These conditions, however, are not
sufficient to guarantee effectiveness. Two external constraints-a competitiveenvironment and appropriate discipline by the state in refraining from discriminatory behavior and corruption-promote effectiveassociations.
When formal legal systems that support information
flows and accountability are underdeveloped, a careful
evaluation of corporate responses such as ownership
concentration and business groups is needed. Concentrated ownership and business groups can substitute for
Cross-country

comparisons
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BoX ;7.2
Businessassociationsand trade credit
Extendingtradecredit to a potentialbuyerinvolvesrisk,

Membership in organizationsthat facilitatethe sharing of
informationon potentialbuyerscanhelpreducethis risk
and promote a firm's growth.
A study of fivetransitioneconomies-Poland, Romania,
Russia,Slovakia,and Ukraine-using firm-leveldata suggests that membership translates into better trade credit
terms, especiallyfor business relationshipsolder than two
months. A study on Kenyaand Zimbabweshows a similar
effect, with potential buyers identified through business
networks more likelyto receivetrade creditthan other customers. Firm-leveldata on Vietnam provides added evion the role of business networks as informationsharingmechanisms,withthe relationshipsestablished
through these networks facilitatingbetter access to trade
credit.Firm-level
data suggest that business associations

andarbitration
courtsare substitutemechanisms
forresolvingdisputes betweentradingfirms.
Source: Johnson and others 2000; Fafchamps 1999;
McMillanand Woodruff1999a; Hendley,Murrell,and Ryterman (2000).

formal institutions in providing the functions of governance. But competition in markets and the threat
of bankruptcy are necessary complements, to provide
checks and balances for those who control resource allocation within firms. Steps to eliminate these structures without addressing weaknesses in formal institutions are unlikely to succeed. Even if they were to
succeed, it is not clear what the benefits would be in
the absence of an alternative functioning governance
framework. From this perspective, the goal of those
aiming to improve corporate governance should be to
address the underlying market failure, to facilitate conditions where networks are beneficial and to develop alternatives, to introduce competition into the economy,
and to enhance openness in trade and information
flows.
Laws end formal intermediaries
With formal corporate governanceinstitutions, there can
be specialization in delivering the functions of governance. Some institutions, such as disclosure laws, auditing firms, and financial and information intermediaries,
focus on bridging information gaps. Other institutions,
such as corporate and bankruptcy laws and their associated enforcement institutions, specializein lowering the
costs of dispute resolution. Yet other institutions, such
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as boards of directors, specialize in managing remaining
incentive problems stemming from information gaps between entrepreneurs and managers.
For these formal governance institutions to operate
effectively,several related conditions must be met. The
information available to resource providers must be
timely, accurate, and reliable, and in a form that regulators and investors alike can understand. The laws that
limit the authority of entrepreneurs or managers must
be enforced efficiently by competent and impartial
judges (chapter 6). The demands on the state increase
with greater reliance on formal institutions. Not only
do state actors directly determine the costs of dispute
resolution, but state actors are closely involved in
bridging information gaps by setting specific standards
and by affecting the incentives of private information
intermediaries.
The most basic measure of legal protections is the
degree to which courts can be expected to enforce contracts and refrain from confiscating assets (chapter 6).
A recent study finds that expectations of basic contract
enforcement affect firm size, after accounting for a variety of other contributing factors such as the state of
demand, technology, and type of industry.2 8 Although
the study is restricted to the European countries, differences in legal protections probably help explain the
significant differences in firm size between industrial
and developing countries as well.
The absence of complementary formal institutions
may make legal reforms difficult. One study found that
statutory legal protections in Russia, which were much
lower than the world average in 1992, were some of the
world's highest by 1998.29 But coincident with these
improvements in measures of legal protections has been
reportedly weak enforcement, which has driven down
equity values. Anticipated benefits from the adoption
of sophisticated legal protections is limited because developing countries have low levels of enforcement of
basic legal protections. The priority is facilitating enforcement, through efforts to create an effective and
constrained state (chapter 5) and to improve the efficiency of the judiciary (chapter 6), or to adopt legislation that does not strain the capacity of legislators and
politicians.
A question is whether countries need to adopt sophisticated corporate and bankruptcy laws at all. Arguments in favor of mandated protections for outsidersthat is, financiers-are that there are advantages to
having checks that protect unsophisticated investors

and to the standardization offered by national laws
which lower enforcement costs. Arguments against
such protections are that they can limit potential innovations by investors and entrepreneurs. In principle,
some argue, all that is required is for the state to uphold
contract law and for companies to devise efficient protections and write them into their articles of association
History, however, reveals the political necessity
for more sophisticated laws, written and enforced by
governments. All countries that have had corporate
forms for a significant period have, through innovation
and experimentation, produced specific laws that shift
power away from entrepreneurs, such as corporate and
bankruptcy laws. In other words, they have developed
sophisticated legal protections beyond contract law
(box 3.3).
The empirical question remains whether more detailed laws that allocate power to providersof resourcesand influence the organization of firms-improve the
way resources within firms are allocated. Recent efforts
to quantify the extent of legal protections for equity and
debt financiers provide some answers (box 3.4). This evidence suggeststhat there is a strong association between
the presence of legal protections and indicators of current and future firm performance. It also suggests that
increasedlegal protections create the possibility for more
diversified ownership structures-moving away from
concentrated structures dominated by the state, business
groups, and foreign firms-because they allow the protection of minority shareholders. Figure 3.3 shows the
relationship between shareholder rights and stock market development. In countries with weak protection of
shareholders, dominant or controlling shareholders can
expropriate benefits that would otherwise accrue to minority shareholders.
Parties controlling corporations may find such control valuable, since they are able to extract private benefits from the corporation, to the exclusion of other
stakeholders. They can influence who is elected to the
board of directors or the appointment of the chief executive officer, and they can transfer assets on nonmarket terms to related parties or consume resources at the
expense of the firm.30 A competitive market for corporate control can discipline firms that provide poor returns for investors. But in most countries, takeovers are
rare. In practice, the effectivenessof the market for control as a corporate governance mechanism depends on
having liquid stock markets, and the costs of mounting
a takeover are high.31 Moreover, incumbent controlling
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Box3.3
The needfor formallaws:the development
of
corporatelaw
TheUnitedKingdom,France,the UnitedStates,andGermanywerethe first countriesto enactcorporatestatutes.
They havespearheaded
the developmentof corporate
law. TheUnitedKingdomhadfeaturesof free incorporation asearlyas 1688;Franceproclaimed
free incorporation
in 1791;the stategovernmentof NewYorkpasseda corporatestatutein 1811; andthe German
government
passed
a commercial
codein 1861.
Lawsof incorporation
signaledashift of authorityover
resourceswithin firms from the state to privateparties.
Theyprecededsophisticated
corporatelaws,whichallocated authorityamongthe different privatepartiesinvolvedinfirms. Economic
crisesfollowingthe passageof
free incorporation
laws,with boomsin firmformationfollowed by busts,motivatedthe governmentsof all four
countriesto establishspecificpointsof leverageandcontrol for investors.For example,Germany'sfirst national
corporatelaw was replacedby a muchmore restrictive
onein 1884,followinga crisis.Innovation
andexperimentation led policymakersto identifydecisionsthat could
compromisethe resourcesprovidedby investors-such
as a changein the firm charter,the dissolution
of the firm,
or the volumeor pricingof sharesin the firm-and shifted
power overthesedecisionsawayfrom insiders.Protections for laborwere introducedprimarilyin bankruptcy
ratherthan corporatelaws,with employees
givenpriority
overunsecured
claimsandsometimes
oversecuredclaims.
Acrossindustrialcountries,governmentsintroduced
theseprotections,
whichsuggeststhe politicalif not economicinabilityto sustaina systemthat reliedsolelyonsophisticatedinvestorsand insidersdevisingtheir own
mechanisms
to dealwith potentialdisputes.
Source:Pistorandothers2000, WorldDevelopmentReport 2002background
paper.

parties and
have
management
been vocal in lobbying
governments to provide antitakeover protection,

A recent study measuring the private benefits of control in 18 countries with the largeststock markets (as of
1997) findsthatthese benefits are significantly differ-

ent across countries and may amount to much of firm
value.3 2 The value of these benefits ranges from a quarter to a half of market capitalization in Chile, Korea,
and Mexico. In contrast, private benefits are on average
below 4 percent in Denmark, Hong Kong (China),
Sweden, and the United States. Legal protections can
play a large role in limiting expropriation of company
value by those in control. The study shows that the
weak legal rights that noncontrolling shareholders enjoy
explain more than 70 percent of the systematic differ-
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Box3.4
Measuringthe strengthof legalprotections
for
shareholders
Quantitativemeasuresof legalprotectionsfocus on the
degreeto which nationallawsshift powerfrommanage33
mentor controllingshareholders.
Shareholders
exercisetheir powerby votingfor directors andby votingon majorcorporateissues.Evaluation
of the extentof shareholder
protectionfocusesonvoting
procedureswithin firms. Investorsarebetter protected
when companiesin a countryare subject to one shareonevoterules.Whenvotesaretied to dividends,
insiders
cannothavesubstantialcontrolof the companywithout
havingsubstantialownershipof its cashflows, which
moderatesincentivesto divert resourcesfrom the firm.
Lawsindifferentcountriesallowdivergence
fromthe one
share-onevoteprinciple.Companies
canissuenonvoting
shares,low andhighvotingshares,founders'shareswith
extremelyhighvoting rights,or shareswhosevotes increasewhen theyareheldlonger.Companies
canalsorestrict the totalnumberof votesthat a givenshareholder
can exerciseat a shareholders'meeting,regardlessof
how manysharesthe shareholder
controls.
Corporatelaw specifiesrules protectingthe voting
mechanism
againstinterference
by insiders.
A recentstudy
constructsa measureshowinghow stronglylegal systems protectminorityshareholders
againstmanagersor
dominantshareholders
in the corporatedecisionmaking
process.Sixbasicrightsareidentified.
First,mustshareholders
showupin personto vote,or
maytheysendan authorizedrepresentative
or mailtheir
proxyvote?Second,areshareholders
preventedfromsellingtheir sharesseveraldaysbeforea shareholder
meeting?Third,is cumulative
votingfor directorsallowed?This
givesmore power to minorityshareholders
to put their
representatives
on boardsof directors.Fourth,dominority shareholders
havelegalmechanisms
to guardagainst
perceivedoppressionby directors,besidesoutrightfraud,
such as the right to force the companyto repurchase
sharesof minority shareholderswho object to certain
basicdecisionsof the management?
Fifth,do shareholders havea preemptive
rightto buy newissuesof stock,to
protectshareholdersfrom dilution?Sixth,what is the percentageof sharecapitalneededto call an extraordinary
shareholders' meeting?In Mexico,for example,it is 33
percent, which prevents minority shareholdersfrom organizinga meeting
to challengeor oustmanagement.
Source:LaPortaandothers1998.

ences in private benefits, especially for the quality of
general investor protection, minority rights in the transfer of control, and standards of law enforcement.
Despite the benefits from introducing formal institutions of corporate governance, shifting from a
network-based system imposes costs on established
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Figure 3.3
Shareholder rights and stock market
development

In some countries-for example in Latin Americathe trend among domestic firms toward foreign stock
market listings has also been a catalyst for change. The
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members of a network. Established firms are able to accumulate surplus capital because of their reputation for
repayment, their ability to provide collateral, or their
ability to enforce repayment by others. The implied redistribution of benefits helps to explain the widespread
resistance to many governance reforms by leading business groups around the world. Similarly, managers who
have free rein are likely to oppose reforms that shift
power to outside investors.
One potential force for change is openness to trade

itors better off. Insolvency regimes balance the objective of protecting the rights of creditors-essential to
the mobilization of capital for investment-and preventing the premature liquidation of viable enterprises.
The evolution of most systems also shows the importance of balancing social and political pressures. The
evolutionary paths of corporate insolvency procedures
Box 3.5
Legal and regulatorychange in Brazil
TheBrazilian
stockmarketis the largestinLatinAmerica
and hastraditionally
beendominated
by a fewlargecompanies.Firmsare oftencontrolledbyfamiliesor by stateowned corporations, and boards of directors tend to be

dominated by insiders. Multipleclasses of shareholding
and financial flows, which changes the relative power
facilitatethe extractionof benefits by insiders.By one esof interest groups and their returns. Incumbents might
timate, the private benefits that a controllingshareholder
favor openness because it increases export opportunican extract from the value of the company is among the
ties or the availability of low-cost capital for them. But
highest in the world-some 23 percent of firm market
value in 1997.These features have limitedmarketdevelopenness is often reciprocal, and the 'result is the intro-opetadsiutdmnyrpslsfreoms
~~~~~~~~~opment
and stimulated many proposals for reforms,

duction of competing firms and foreign investors that
have different corporate governance institutions. Foreign competitors in product markets might have lower
of capital,

leading

to domestic

pressure

for legal

Meanwhile, parallel reforms have been undertaken by

the securities market regulator to improve disclosure
requirements and protect minorityshareholders during
changes in corporate control. A series of directives from

costs
the regulator requires disclosure of the terms and prices
reform and to lower costs associated with legal protecof block sales of shares and now requires a mandatory
tions. Foreign investors need access to information
offer for minorityshares when the thresholdof 50 percent
through public channels to identify opportunities and
of votes is reached. These regulationshave triggereda noticeable reductionin the privatebenefits that a controlling
because they are not part of established networks, andshrolecaexatfomaopny
they need legal protection in case of abuse. Foreign

firms and investors therefore enter to constitute new
interest groups.

Source:Nenova2001b.
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have depended to a large extent on who initiates legal
changes and on prevailing economic and social pressures (chapter 1). This section discusses some important elements of bankruptcy law.
The details of the law matter. Both the letter of the
law and the structure of the insolvency system matter
for economic outcomes. This is demonstrated, for example, by comparing the 1992 and 1998 Russian bankruptcy laws. The law of 1992 stipulated that the condition for initiation of bankruptcy was that the total
amount of outstanding debts exceed the total value of
company assets on the balance sheet. But this condition was not effective because it was relatively easy for
a manager to manipulate the balance sheet value of the
company's assets.34 With low transparency and few
legal safeguards, it was difficult to ascertain the true
condition of firms or to act against poor performers. In
contrast, the 1998 law was modified to make initiation
of bankruptcy easy. A creditor holding even a small
amount (less than $5,000) of debt overdue for three
months could file for the bankruptcy of the firm. As
a consequence, the number of initiated proceedings
jumped from 4,320 in 1997 to 8,337 in 1998, and to
over 13,000 in 1999.
The adoption or modification of bankruptcy laws
has often occurred in periods of economic crisis, such
as the recent East Asian financial crisis. During these
times, when maintaining stability in output is a concern, bankruptcy laws have tended to become more
debtor-friendly. This has been the case in Indonesia and
Thailand, as well as in Argentina. Historical examples
confirm the importance of financial crises in the design
of bankruptcy systems. The United States, for example,
initially had a very creditor-friendly law, which was
subsequently revised to be more debtor-friendly during
crises (chapter 1).
As a result of the East Asian financial crisis, all the
affected countries passed new bankruptcy legislation.
The key question is whether such legal changes merely
redistributed pending claims or whether the value of
claims-for both debtors and creditors-increased. A
recent study shows that values for all parties-creditors
and debtors-increased in reaction to anticipated reforms in the Thai bankruptcy system.3 5 Following positive news about reforms, there was a large increase in
the value of claims. Equity values of both corporate
borrowers and creditor institutions increased more than
25 percent.
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For small entrepreneurs, personal bankruptcy law is
important. Most new firms begin as sole proprietorships. For these firms, personal bankruptcy rules have
a significant effect on the risks they bear in setting up a
business and on the decision to set up a business itself.
For example, a study in the United States finds that potential entrepreneurs in states with unlimited homestead exemption in case of bankruptcy have 25 percent
less chance of securing a loan. This is because creditors
have less collateral to claim in case of default. But
homeowners in these states are 40 percent more likely
to start a business.3 6
Principlesof insolvencyregimes.Legal rights for creditors expand firms' access to credit, as well as the breadth
and depth of debt markets. A simple way to protect
creditors in insolvency is to respect the absolute priority of claims in bankruptcy or restructuring by paying
senior creditors first, followed by junior creditors, and
finally shareholders out of the residual value. But if
shareholders receive nothing during bankruptcy, managers acting on behalf of shareholders will attempt to
delay or avoid bankruptcy, for example, by undertaking high-risk projects when the corporation runs into
financial distress. For this reason, the preservation of
some part of firm value for shareholders during bankruptcy, even when absolute priority would not leave
residual value for the owner, is usually recommended.3 7
An important consideration is whether the law provides for an automatic trigger that makes a firm file
for bankruptcy-for example, nonpayment or delayed
payment on debt, as was stipulated for Russia. Automatic triggers reduce the loss of value associated with
managers or major shareholders delaying the bankruptcy decision. They also help to clarify the rights of
different parties when complementary institutions are
lacking (see the example from Hungary in chapter 1).
The presence of complementary institutions can be
critical, so the trigger must be carefully designed. The
Thai bankruptcy law of 1999 introduced a trigger stipulating that if the debtor owed a group of creditors
more than one million baht, the main creditor had to
petition for bankruptcy.3 8 However, the trigger did not
have the intended effect because complementary institutions were absent. Although the trigger itself was well
defined, the next step in the bankruptcy procedurethe determination of insolvency-was not. In particular, nine conditions of insolvency were set forth in the
Bankruptcy Act 2483. These were difficult to meet, re-
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sulting in few bankruptcy cases being initiated even
after the revised law came into force. The accounting
rules also did not specify in what currency the company's assets should be recorded, which made it easier
for owners to manipulate the balance sheet and make
the company appear solvent, preventing creditors from
filing for bankruptcy.
Social and political considerations can dominate the
ranking of creditor interests. Country experience indicates that social considerations are paramount in times
of financial distress. Corporate bankruptcy law usually
affects large firms whose financial difficulties may have
significant regional or employment effects. Some countries have introduced creative variations on the normal
liquidation procedure in an attempt to alleviatethe negative impact on employees. For example, a procedure
similar to a process under English insolvency law was recently introduced in Kazakhstan. The enterprise is sold
as a unit to a new owner, and a contract is signed requiring the new owner to rehire all employees. Creditors,
who often provide the acquisition financing, generally
support this procedure. In 2000 nearly 38 percent of
liquidations in Kazakhstan were conducted under this
procedure. Variations of this procedure exist in many
countries, such as Indonesia and Korea. A downside of
this procedure is that potential new owners may be unwilling to rehire all the employees, and it may not be
economically viable for the firm to keep all its workers.
Another important consideration in the design of
bankruptcy laws is deciding who can file for reorganization or liquidation. Related concerns are the attention paid to the debtors' and the creditors' roles, the
roles of the company's management and other stakeholders in preparing reorganization proposals, the ability of management to operate the company during the
reorganization, and whether an automatic stay of assets
exists. For example, studies show that the ability of
managers to keep their positions adversely affects creditor rights and is associated with less access to external
finance.3 9
The evidence from industrial and developing countries indicates that the success of structured or formal
bargaining mechanisms in bankruptcy depends on the
strength of the judicial system. The efficiencyof the insolvency procedures in producing quick resolutions determines who files for formal bankruptcy. Several developing countries have established specialized judicial
or quasi-judicial bodies to deal with insolvent companies, taking the proceedings out of the court system.

But not all these experiments have succeeded in improving outcomes. In India, for example, the Board for
Industrial and Financial Reconstruction was established
in 1987 to reorganize or liquidate insolvent large and
medium-size companies. However, in its 13 years of
existence the board took, on average, 1,664 days from
the time of registration to decide on reorganization
plans, and 1,468 days to decide on liquidation.4 0 In addition, 35 percent of cases registered in 1996 were still
undecided at the end of 2000, along with 63 percent
of cases registered in 1997.
Alternative procedures for dealing with financial distress center on versions of asset sales or cash auctions.
Cash auctions are easy to administer and do not rely on
the judicial system.41 Although attractive from a theoretical perspective, these proposals have not been widely
used, other than in Sweden and Mexico. A problem
with the auction mechanism is its reliance on liquid
secondary markets. Simplified institutional designssuch as automatic triggers-that clearly state which actions should be taken and leave lessroom for discretion
are more effective in developing countries with weak
administrative capacity and limited information flows
(chapter 1).
Boards of director s as a check on insider authority
The board of directors of a firm is in a position to play
a pivotal role in defining its strategic direction. Moreover, the board's responsibility for executive recruitment and for setting compensation policy and rights
over dismissal gives it leverageover managers.
The roles and duties of board members depend on
national laws as well as on company statutes. The importance given to various stakeholders' property rights
varies across countries. In the United States the board's
duty is to shareholders, while in the Netherlands the
objective is to achieve a satisfactory balance of influence of all stakeholders. In many countries, such as
Germany, directors have a duty beyond that to shareholders and the law also mandates that larger firms indude representatives of labor on the board.
The extent to which boards protect the interests of
investors and other stakeholders and hold managers
accountable depends on the incentives and powers
of the board. Board members serve as a weak check
on insider authority when insiders appoint and dismiss
board members themselves. Voting rules, such as the
absence of cumulative voting, ensure that whoever has
the most shares can appoint all the board members. In
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such circumstances, board members will be more inclined to represent the interests of those who appointed
them rather than the interests of a broader set of investors in the firm. Moreover, compensation for services has historically been only weakly related to firm
performance, giving the board a poor incentive to focus
on monitoring insiders.
In recent years a broad consensus has developed on
the elements required to increasethe incentives of board
members to monitor managers and provide a check on
abuses of authority. Private sector organizations in over
30 countries have issued codes of "best practice." Building on analysis of boards and performance in industrial
countries, recommendations focus on increasing the
percentage of board members not directly tied to management and ensuring that such outside nonexecutive
board members chair subcommittees-including those
on financial reporting and compensation-where there
are bound to be conflicts of interest between management and investors.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development has recently promulgated international
corporate governance standards. Active debates focus
on whether it should be left to firms to adopt such
practices on their own, whether this should be encouraged through required disclosure of actual practices, or
whether the adoption of certain practices should be
mandated. In Germany, for example, the corporate law
specifies the composition and authority of the supervisory board.4 2 The United Kingdom has set up a voluntary system of disclosure. Evidence indicates that this
has led to large changes in board structures; elements
of this standard-setting approach have been followed
elsewhere.
But in most developing countries a lack of mechanisms to enforce adherence will limit the impact of
such standards. In practice, even in industrial countries
it is difficult to find systematic evidence linking the
adoption and use of independent boards to improved
firm performance.4 3 If the board members are truly
outsiders, they face difficulties in monitoring management, as they are often dependent on management for
the provision of information. And even if they have the
information, they may lack the expertise, the time, and
the incentive to monitor management actions.
These problems are magnified in developing countries. The vast majority of large firms in developing
countries have concentrated ownership structures with
a controlling shareholder, often a member of a business
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group. The controlling shareholder can dominate the
board selection process, particularly when there is no
cumulative voting. This makes it unlikely that board
members will be independent. Added to these problems, public information flows in developing countries
are weak. An independent director relying on these information flows would have difficulty performing a
monitoring role.
All this is not to detract from the potential value of
independent boards. But as long as enforcement is weak
and little public information is available, the traditional
boards dominated by those with a relationship with the
firm, such as buyers, suppliers, and stakeholders, may
be in a better position to improve the functions of governance. Policymakers interested in improving governance have to do more than impose obligations on
companies to produce board structures that comply
with standards, such as independence. Where steps are
taken to improve information and enforcement, board
reforms will complement these changes.
i;.jsiihir r,
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In formal corporate governance systems, laws and
boards create potential limits to the diversion of resources. But investors also require timely, accurate, and
reliable information on which to base their decisions.
Empirical evidence indicates that the quality of information available helps explain the wide cross-country
differences in the sensitivity of investment to value
added. Better-quality information is associated with
firms making more investments in high value added
activities.44
Firms in developing countries provide and have access to often limited information of relatively poor
quality. An accounting benchmarking study has compared national statutory accounting standards with international accounting standards to provide one index
of cross-country differences.4 5 Although this is an imperfect measure that does not capture differences in
lapses in enforcement, the results are nonetheless revealing (figure 3.4).
A study following the East Asian financial crisis provides evidence on the extent of information gaps. It
found that more than two-thirds of the largest publicly
traded banks and corporations produced financial
statements with little relation to international accounting standards. Table 3.2 shows that weaknesses in accounting standards included lack of disclosure about
transactions in which the manager or entrepreneur had
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Figure 3.4
Accountingstandardsacrosscountries
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differences across countries, including the extent of ac-

counting disclosure, help to account for these differences. Most firms are neither large nor publicly traded,
particularly
in developing countries.
mation flows are distorted for these

But where infor-

firms, the challenge
for those trying to evaluate smaller firms that are not
publicly traded is significant.
In some countries, private actions to improve infor-

mation quality developed before public steps, with prian identifiable conflict of interest, as well as widespread
lack of disclosure of liabilities. One of the most surprising findings was that this lack of disclosure took place
despite the involvement of auditing firms affiliated
with the top international firms and in many cases was
perfectly legal according to national standards. Although not the primary cause of the crisis, poor information was a contributing factor to the crisis. Investors
who relied on publicly available information were in a
weak position to identify bad practices and therefore to
protect themselves or to distinguish between good and
bad investments.
The ability of brokerage houses to estimate accurately the earnings of large publicly traded firms provides another indication of the information challenge.
It also illustrates the extent of the difference between
countries with strong regimes for producing information and those with weak regimes. A recent study measures the average forecast error between the earnings
estimates of financial analysts and actual earnings as
an indication of this challenge.4 6 Countries with the
lowest forecast error included the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom, while countries with the highest

vate organizations stepping in to satisfy the growing demand for information. In other countries, governments
have played a more prescriptive role (box 3.6). In the
United States, for example, auditing and bond-rating
firms developed because of rapid growth and rising
need for external capital, starting with the railroad
companies. Private and public actors played complementary roles.
Private initiatives provide only limited incentives to
entrepreneurs to disclose information. They were also
not standardized. Entrepreneurs have the incentive to
reveal information about good projects but to hide information about projects with poor returns. In essence,
the purchaser of the service (the company) is not always
the party with the greatest interest in obtaining highquality audit services. Measures such as audit committees and nonexecutive directors can be adopted to better align the interests of auditors and managers. But
risks of incompetence and the possibility of collusion
with management remain.
In countries where the setting of accounting standards was initiated by the private sector, the state has
intervened. Standards and requirements issued by the
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Box3.6
Limitations
to privategovernance
in accounting
With the emergence of the joint stock company, financial reporting became an important instrument of corporate governance. Financialreporting made managersaccountfor the use
of the capital provided by owners. The audit also emerged as
a tool so that an independentexpert could provide assurance
to the owners about the completeness and reliabilityof the information provided by the managers. Previously, when the
number of parties involved in an enterprise was small, a contractual approachwas adequate,and the need for external regulatory intervention was limited.
In the countries with a common law tradition such as the
United Kingdom and the United States, a self-organizing profession of accountants emerged, starting in the mid-19th century. This graduallybuilt up a body of commonly accepted practices for auditingand preparingaccounts.These were accepted
voluntarilyby enterprises and did not initially require legalbacking to enforce them. Over time-and often in responseto corporate collapse or scandal-legislators intervened to address
coordinationproblems.These problemsarosefrom severalfactors: the presenceof largebodies of shareholderswho negotiated accounting and auditing arrangements on a contractual
basis with management;the absenceof legal authority on the
part of the accountancyprofession to oblige enterprises to follow their rules; and the losses causedto third parties-for example,to creditors in casesof insolvency-who were not privy
to the contractualrelationshipsamong owners, managers,and
auditors.
Initially, the elaboration of many of the detailed requirements (such as accounting standards)was left to the accountancy profession. Over time, legislators and regulators gradu-

profession were not perceived to be adequate to prevent
failures or abuses, to ensure that its members properly
complied with those requirements, or to guarantee that
all interested parties had appropriate input to the development of those standards. But if standards are set
by the state, there is a danger that the information
sought by policymakers, with their interest in taxation,
may be very different from the needs of investors. Private input into standard setting can help ensure that
there is enough innovation to meet business needs.
Governments also need centralized and accessible
share registries and property registries, which facilitate
independent collection of information and verification
of information produced by the company. Laws on disclosure increase information flows. An independent
auditor's job is to offer judgment on whether the financial information made available to investors fairly
represents the performance of the company according
to the accounting standards. Since the users of the audit

ally took control over setting standardsin the area of accounting, auditing, and ethics and exercised greater influence over
the requirements for entry to the profession as well as members' accountability.This turned professionalbodies from selfregulating organizations, exercising delegated regulatory
authority over their members, to organizationsexercising authority delegatedfrom the state.
For countries with a Roman law tradition, the pattern of
evolution has been different. In countries such as Germany
and France, legislation establishing joint stock and limited liability companies was much more prescriptive in terms of detailed accounting and auditing requirements. In addition, many
of the requirements were directly responsive to the needs of
the state as user of financial information-for example, the influence of taxation rules on general purpose accounting requirements. Further legislation did not confer regulatory authority on preexisting, voluntary, self-regulating groups but
insteadestablishedpublic law bodies to govern the profession.
Access to the professionwas controlled by state examination,
judges were involved in disciplinarymatters, and the activities
of the bodies-for example, in representing the private interests of their members-were clearly circumscribedby law.
Despite their quite different origins and development
processes, these two separate traditions for regulating accounting and auditing have converged to a significant extent.
These two experiences also highlight different paths that developingcountries today may take.
Source: Hegarty 2001, World Development Report 2002 backgroundpaper.

report may include stakeholders that were not involved
in the negotiation of the audit contract, all industrial
economies have legislative or regulatory requirements
for audit to protect stakeholders-although the scope
of these requirements can vary in response to other
public policy considerations. For example, it is common to exempt firms below a certain size from audit
requirements because of the limited use made of their
accounts.
As international transactions have grown in scope,
there has been an increase in demand for the standardization of information acrossborders. In response,an International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC)
was established in 1973 and produced International Accounting Standards (IAS). Large firms have voluntarily
adopted these standards to gain access to international
capital markets. For small and medium-size firms however, these standards may not be appropriate because
they are explicitlyshareholder-oriented and because the
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auditing firms is not sufficient to enhance information quality because the affiliates tend to follow na-

Box 3.7
Evolutionof international accountingstandards

tional standards.
Since the early days of the InternationalAccounting Standards Committee (IASC),certain small or developing countries have chosen to adopt InternationalAccounting Stan-

*

For other companies,however,the use of IASmay
be excessively burdensome

or inappropriate

in

light

expense of developing their own local standards. But it
was soonacceptedthatthe full benefitsof IASwouldac-

stakeholder or user groups. Simplified
accounting and reporting requirements, which respond to the information needs of the taxation au-

crueonly if theywere acceptedfor use by larger,interna-

thorities, may be more appropriate. But care should

tionally active companies, especially for purposes of rais-

b

ingcapitalacrossborders.IASCthereforebeganto focus
on producingstandardsthatwould meetthe information
needs of investorsin listed companiesandon seeking

be taken not to allow the needs of one user group to

ratherthanincurthe
dards(IAS)astheir nationalstandards

recognition for those standards from the securities market regulators responsible for determining the condi-

tions-including thoseon financialreporting-to be met
by companiesseekingto be traded on their markets.

of their

distort the accounts, since they would cease to be
relevant for other users, including management.
Specific needs of individual users can be addressed
t

through supplementary reports based on, and reconciled with, the general-purpose accounts.

Steady progresshas been made and, except in the United

StatesandCanada,all the world's majorsecuritiesmarkets accept-for

regulatory purposes-financial

state-

ments from companiesregisteredabroadthat are preparedinaccordance
with IAS.
In May2000IOSCO,the internationalorganization
of
securitiesmarketregulators,officiallyendorsedIAS sub-

The nature of the information
manded

prvder

is affected

Ao

by the nature

provided

and de-

of the users and

with gfermed

providers. Along with government, financial intermediaries-including
pension, mutual, and hedge fundscreate a demand for added information and analysis. In-

ject to certain conditions. In June the European Commis-

sion announcedits intentionto proposelegislationthat
to useIAS
wouldmakeit mandatory
for listedcompanies
in their consolidated
financialstatementsby 2005,at the
latest.This legislationwas publishedin February2001.

formation itermediaries, such as bond-rating agencies

However, the remainderof the approximately4 million enterprisessubjectto other EUaccountinglegislationis exempt.

The financial press is yet another institution
that can
collect and disseminate information (chapter 10).

and financial analysts in brokerage houses, combine the
audited financial statements with other sources of information and offer judgments about a firm's prospects.

Source: Hegarty 2001, World Development Report 2002

background
paper.

requirements of lAS are complex and would be too costly
for small and medium-size firms to adopt (box 3.7).
For countries considering accounting reform, the
first lesson is that one size does not fit all, and there can
be a strong argument for having different financial reporting regimes for different categories of enterprises.
Multiple regimes can impose costs, but these need to be
weighed against the benefits. At least two distinct categories can be identified:
* For companies seeking to raise capital on the market, and especially those seeking foreign investors,
IAS are now recognized as the international accounting standards. It is essential that these companies be
permitted to use "pure" IAS, since any modification
to these standards means that the resultant standards
cannot claim compliance with IAS. As the Asian crisis showed, involving local affiliates of international

Incentives for intermediaries
Mechanisms are needed to ensure that organizations
involved in collecting and offering judgments on the
quality of financial information are accountable both
to the users and to the providers of information. There
are many potential conflicts of interest. An auditor, for
example, might own equity in or provide added services
to the same firm for which it provides audit services.A
brokerage house might provide investment banking services to a company covered by its financial analysts. Information intermediaries might have higher returns
from engaging in insider trading or manipulating stocks
than from providing quality information.
What produces incentives for intermediaries to provide timely, accurate, and reliable information? Among
the forces providing pressures for efficiency are competition, reputational effects, and penalties imposed by a
regulatory authority. Policies that influence the supply
of firms seeking external capital and the extent of institurional investors increase the demand for information
and are likelyto sharpen the incentives provided by rep-

GOVERNANCE

utation and competition.Opennessstimulatesdemand
further, allowingdomestic firms to list on foreignexchanges and reducing restrictionson investments by
foreign institutional investors.
U

.

.

The experienceof the industrial countries suggests
that relyingsolely on private institutions is not a sustainableapproach.Giventhe substantialfixedcostsand
time needed to develop publicly available information flows,developingcountriesneedto consideralternatives. One approach, discussed in chapter 4, is to
focuson banks and privateinformationflows.Another
alternative is to allow domestic companies to engage
foreign information intermediaries by cross-listing
shareson a foreignexchange,wheredisclosurerequirements are stringent, or to participate in international
bond issues. The experience of large Chinese state-
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Figure 3.5
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owned companies, which have sold a minority of their

sharesto investors
through offeringson the Hong Kong
stock exchange and the New York stock exchange,
showsboth the potentialand the limitationsof such an
approach. Beginningin the early 1990s, firms from
emerginginternational marketshavetapped this market, accountingfor a majorityof dollarsraisedin recent
years (figure 3.5). Privatized companies account for
4 7 But the signifimore than one-third of this revenue.
cant costs associatedwith complyingwith listing requirementsmeans that this option is availableonly to
a few largefirms. Moreover,the problem remainsthat
investors must still seek redress in the firm's home
country,whichmaylack lawsto protect investorsor enforcementmechanisms.
Conclusions
Institutionswhichaffectthe governanceof firmsare important for determining how resourcesare allocated,
and who has rights over resources,both within countries and between countries. Therefore, they affect
growthand povertyreduction.Governanceinstitutions
for smalland large firms differ. Largefirms are few in
numberrelativeto smallones.However,on averagethey
account for a significantproportion of valueadded and
employment.Moreover,weakgovernancein thesefirms
has beenassociatedwith financialand economiccrises,
which can have severeconsequencesfor poor people.
But when these firms do well,they contribute significantlyto growth and have a direct impact on the lives
of people. Powerfulincumbent firms alsohave an incentiveto preventchangesin institutions that may reduce their gainsand haveoften opposedpoliciesthat fa-

cilitateentry of newfirms.Actionscan be takento limit
these incentives.Such pressureshave existedin the developmentexperienceof many nations, but successful
developmentinitiativeshavesoughtto balancethe gains
that largefirmsprovidewith the negativeeffectson policiestowardsnew entry and change.
But in most developingcountries,another kind of
problem is prevalent.And that regardsthe relationbetween the state and private business.In poor countries
there are often few limitson state arbitrariness;that is,
public officialsthemselvesare not bound by the laws
which they adopt, and do not keep their established
"contracts"with private agents. Often, there is also
weak contractenforcementbetweenprivate agentsand
poor information provision. These problems hinder
new entry into the formalsector.In thesecontexts,private institutional approacheswill continue to dominate; theywill substitutefor the lackof effectiveformal
publiclyprovidedalternatives.In these circumstances
policymakerswill benefit from being open to innovative approachesby privateagents.
Opennessto trade in goods and servicesand to information sharing can increasethe efficiencyof such
private mechanismsand can promote further institution buildingby creatingforcesfor change.Formalgovernance institutions can offer long-term benefits to
complement private initiatives. Such institutions increaseopportunity for firms,and by promotinginvest-
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ment in high value added activities, they enable growth
of firms and employment within firms. They support
increased economic growth and poverty reduction.
There are often large obstacles to the development of
laws and internal governance institutions, and to regulatory agencies. New initiatives in institution building
need to complement and build on existing institutions.
For example, adopting laws which require regulators to

have extensive information on firms may not be a priority without prior attention to building information
flows, such as those which accounting systems provide.
Policies that help to build political support for governance changes, such as openness in trade and in transparency or open information sharing among the different parties affected by reforms, are as important as the
specifics of individual reforms.

CHAPTER

4

Financial Systtems
Theavailabilityand accessto finance can be a crucial
influenceon the economicentitlementsthat economic
agentsarepracticallyable to secure.Thisappliesall the
wayfrom largeenterprises(in which hundredsof
thousandsofpeoplemay work) to tiny establishments
that relyon microcredit.

The historicalexperienceof industrial nationsand
the experienceof developingcountriestoday point to
another importantlesson.Soundpublic financesand a
stablecurrencyare keyto the developmentof privatefi5 For example,the Dutch
nancialinstitutions.
"financial
revolution"startedwith the developmentof publicdebt

-Amartya Sen,1999

in the form of negotiablesecurities,and Englandsolved
the liquidity and public debt problemsby introducing
long-termand perpetualannuities.6 Morerecently,governments that havesuppressedtheir financialsystems
in order to financepublicspendinghaveendedup with
troubledand underdevelopedfinancialsystems.
One of the importantfunctionsof financialsystems
is to shift risk to those who are willing to bear it. Financialcontractscan help pool and diversifyrisk. Recent studiesfind that financialdevelopmentalsotends
7 This is an imto reduceaggregateeconomicvolatility.

conomichistory providesamplesupport for the
idea that financial developmentmakes fundamental contributions to economicgrowth. Financial developmentplayed a critical role in promoting industrialization in countries such as England by
facilitatingthe mobilizationof capitalfor largeinvestments (box4.1). Scholarshave alsoargued that wellfunctioning banks spur technologicalinnovation by
identifyingand funding those entrepreneurs
with the
U
.
best chancesof successfullydevelopingnew products
and implementinginnovativeproductionprocesses.'
A largebody of evidencesuggeststhat financialdeevenafter
velopmentcontributessignificantlvto growth,
2
acor
or groh ds
T
h .s
stcourongfor ohera
growth
, financialder
-

strongeffecton overalleconomicgrowth,financialdevelopment is central to poverty reduction. Recent research also shows that financial developmentdirectly
benefitsthe poorersegmentsof societyand that it is associatedwith improvementsin income distribution.3
Preliminaryevidencesuggeststhat measuresof financialdevelopmentare positivelyand significantlycorrelated with the share of income of the bottom quintile
of the income distribution.4 Thus, argumentsthat the
developmentof the formal financialsystemonly benefits the rich do not appearto be supported by the empiricalevidence.

~~~~~~~portant
Insurance mechanism for the poor or nearpoor, since negative economic shocks increase the
numbersof the poor. However,although financialsystems haverisk-reduction capabilities,in the absence
of supporting institutions that provide prudent risktaking incentives,financial developmentcan lead to

th

anfcto

frs

ahrta

t

iiain

the magnificationof risk rather than its mitigation.8
Financialmarkets arise to reduce the information
costs of borrowing and lending and of makingtransactions.In so doing, financialsystemsservea number
of functions that are essentialin a modern economy.9
They provide payment servicesthat facilitate the exchangeof goodsand services,mobilizesavings,allocate
credit, and monitor borrowers.Byevaluatingalternative investmentsand monitoring the activitiesof borrowers,financialintermediariesovercomeinformation
problems and increasethe efficiencyof resourceuse.
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Box 4.1
The financial revolution versusthe industrial
revolution
It is commonlybelievedthat technologicaldevelopment
in England during the late 18th century was the driving

ticular financial structure. What is important is to have
secure rights for outside investors and efficient contract
enforcement mechanisms-central themes of this Report. Openness to trade and greater competition contrte
Ote d opment ofiancia
pntition retnbute to the development of financial inst'tutions, re-

forcebehindthe industrial
revolution
andmoderneco-

gardlessof the country's legal origin, colonial history,

nomicgrowth.An alternative
perspectivegivesmoreem-

or political system.

phasisto thesignificance
of institutional
change
andpar-

Financial regulation becomes a far easier task when it

ticularly to the role of financial institutions in the process.

makes use of the monitoring

For example,somearguethat capitalmarket improve-

maket

and disciplining

ability of

ments,whichmitigatedliquidityrisk,weretheprimary
causeof theindustrial
revolution.
Manyof theinventions
already
existedbutrequired
largeinjections
andlong-term
commitment
of capital,whichwasnotpossible
without

the quality and effectivenessof market discipline for financial institutions is ensuring the accuracyand availability of information on the operations of these institutions.

al elemnt
of
market participants.An essentialelementof improving
prtipt

An

further development of financial markets. The industrial

Developing countries with poor information

hadto waitforthefinancial
revolution.
revolution
As inEngland,
a sophisticated
financial
systemdevelopedintheUnitedStatesbeforeits industrial
revolution
inthe19thcentury.TheDutchRepublic,
longbeforeits

resources and lacking the complementary institutions
that would facilitate the monitoring and enforcement of
capital standards may still benefit from additional buffers

remarkablegrowth in the 17th century, hada financial rev-

that are easier to observe and enforce. Examples are liq-

innovations
suchasthe
olutionthatinvolved
institutional
adoption
of negotiable
international
billsofexchange
to finance
theeconomy's
external
trade,negotiable
securities
to finance
thepublicdebt,a convenient
payment
system,

uidity requirementsand rulesthat requireaction by regulators under well-specifiedconditions.
Bank privatization affects the efficiency of financial

a stable currency, a strong private bankingsystem, and se-

services. Individual

curitiesmarkets.

crle.Idvda

Source:
Hicks1969;RousseauandSylla1999;Sylla2000.

Financial systems limit, pool, and trade risks resulting
from these activities.
Financial assets, with attractive yield, liquidity, and
risk characteristics, encourage saving in financial form.
A financial system'scontribution to growth and poverty
reduction depends upon the quantity and quality of its
services,its efficiency,and its outreach.
Financial institutions include banks, insurance companies, provident and pension funds, investment and
pooled investment schemes (mutual funds), compulsory saving schemes, savings banks, credit unions, and
securities markets. In developing countries, particularly
in poorer areas, highly personalized types of lending
with enforcement mechanisms based on local reputation and group norms also play a very important role.
The challenge facing policymakers is to build robust
financial systems that assist in risk mitigation in the
event of shocks. This chapter provides lessons for policymakers to help them reach this goal, based on research and on country experiences, most of which have
become available in recent years.
Policymakers should consider improving the legal
and regulatory environment rather than building a par-

country

onr

and human

experiences show that ef-

xelne

hwta

f

fectiveregulation and a clean balance sheet are critical
for successfulprivatization. Competition improves efficiency, increases incentives for innovation, and promoteswider access. Recent evidence indicates that access to finance by smaller firms does not decrease with
foreign entry. Country experiences demonstrate that
an efficient banking system requires a contestable system-one that is open to entry and exit-but not necessarily one with many competing institutions.
Even in the most developed financial systems, information problems and the relatively high fixed costs
of small-scale lending limit the access of small firms
and microenterprises. A system of complementary institutions can help. Improving collateral laws and establishing collateral registries, improving information
about small borrowers through credit registries, and reducing costs through the use of computerized creditscoring models are ways of improving access for small
borrowers.
This chapter discusses how financial structure varies
across countries and the effect of financial structure on
economic outcomes. It then considers regulation of
banks, ownership, and competition in the banking sector and institutions to increase access to banking for
those who are currently left out. Issues related to stock
market development are also covered in chapter 3.
Nonbank financial intermediaries are covered in a recent World Bank report and are not addressed here.10

FINANCIAL

Should policymakers promote bank-based
or market-based financial systems?
As economies develop, the needs of the users and the
providers of financial services change. Informal finance
in- ..
becomes less important, and self-financed capital
vestment givesway first to bank-intermediated debt fiU
.
nance and later to the emergence of capital markets, as
additional instruments for raising external funds (figure 4.1).1 Although banks dominate most formal financial systems, the relative importance of the stock
market tends to increase with the level of development
12

r

(box 4.2). Far more finance is raised from bank loans,
however, than from selling equity, even in industrial
countries.13
Economists have debated the role of financial structure-the advantages and disadvantages of bank-based
financial systems relative to market-based systems-for
more than a century. At the end of the 19th century
German economists argued that the German bankbased financial system had helped Germany overtake
the United Kingdom as an industrial power. During the
20th century the debate expanded to the United States
and Japan.14 More recently, the question of the overall
design of a financial system has demanded the attention of policymakers, with the urgent need to design financial systems in many transition economies.

SYSTEMS

Should policymakers concerned with promoting
growth and poverty reduction focus on developing
banks or developing stock markets? Some argue that
banks have advantages over markets when complementary institutions are weak.t 5 Even in countries with
weak legal and accounting systems and poor contract
g
g y
~~~~~~~~~~enforcement,
powerful banks can force firms to reveal
information and pay their debts, thus facilitating industrial expansion.16 Conversely, well-developed stock
markets quickly reveal information, which reduces the
incentives for individual investors to acquire informanct
t on. Thils can reduceincentives for identifying innovative projects, hindering efficient resource allocation.17
Furthermore, since investors can sell their shares inexpensively, their incentives to monitor managers rigorously are diminshed, which hinders corporate control
and national productivity. 18 But stock markets provide
the ability to diversify risk and customize risk management devices.
The importance of financial structure for economic
development has been extensively examined in recent
research. Country-, industry-, and firm-level investigations all show that for a given level of development, distinguishing countries by financial structure does not
help explain cross-country differences in long-run
GDP growth, industrial performance, new firm formation, firm use of external funds, or firm growth.19
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Box 4.2
Financialstructurevaries acrosscountries:
be-tterinformationand legal systemsthat
protect property rights play a role

formation and accounting systems, and low levels of
corruption to develop.
Financial structures generally do not change rapidly,
but there are exceptions. For example, Indonesia and

A recentWorldBankstudybuilta database
startinginthe
1960sonfinancialmarkets
andintermediaries
for more
than100countries.
Thestudydeveloped
a numberof indicators
thatmeasure
the relative
size,activity,andefficiencyof financial
intermediaries
andmarkets.
Theindicators,onthewhole,showa tendency
forfinancial
systems
to becomemoremarketbasedas countriesbecome
richer.Thetablepresents
therelative
activitymeasure
of
financial
structure
andshowsthatcountries
canbeclassified asmarket
basedeitherbecause
theyhaveveryliquid
markets
(asis thecasefor theUnitedStates)
orbecause
theyhavepoorlydeveloped
banking
sectors(Mexico
and
Turkey).
Totheextentthata country's
lawshelppotential
shareholders
feelconfident
abouttheirproperty
andvotingrightswithoutfearof corruption,
andto theextentthat
comprehensive,
high-quality
information
aboutfirmsis
available
tooutsideinvestors,
financial
systems
tendto be
moremarketbased.
Financial
structure
across
countries
Valuetraded/ Bankcredit/f
GDP
GDP
StructureCountry
(percent) (percent) activity
Germany
18.7
85.7
0.661
India
4.8
24.1
0.701
Japan
38.3
103.9
0.433
Mexico
6.3
14.8
0.371
Nigeria
0.03
12.5
2.619
Thailand
20.3
51.1
0.401
Turkey
6.2
12.9
0.318
UnitedStates

34.4

65.2

0.277

Turkey experienced changes in their financial structures,
owing to rapid growth of their stock markets in the
gf
g

1980sfollowingfinancialliberalization.The Republicof

Korea is another notable exception because of the rapid
development of its nonbank financialsector, where strict
L l*
l
ovn bankn ingermeguatios
.n did nor appl.
Chlet
nonbankfinancialintermediaresand the stock market
also experienced rapid development in the early 1980s,
largely as a result of the privatization of the pension system.20 Efforts to change financial structure overnight

usuallydo not succeed.Attemptsto build stockmarkets
in several transition economies and African countries in
recent times have not been very successful because the
underlying legal, information, and enforcement mechanismswere
(box
udreeoe
.)
Policies to promote financial development are likely
to be more effective if efforts are directed at developing
the legal and regulatory environment to support the natural evolution of financial structure. Financial system
development depends critically on the protection of private property. Recent studies have shown that legal protection of minority shareholders and creditors is a sig-

Bcx 4.3
Promotingstock markets in developing
countries

Note:Valuetraded/GDP= valueof all sharestradedon the exchangeas shareof GDP.BankcrediVGDP
= claimsby commer-

cialbankson the privatesectoras shareof GDP.Structure-

As countriesbecomericher,wealthierhouseholdsand

activity= logarithm(bankcredit/valuetraded).
Source: Beck,Demirgoc-Kunt,
andLevine2000a;Demirgoc-Kunt
andLevineforthcoming.

corporations have more complicated financial needs, and
financial markets emerge to meet this demand. But this is
not the whole story. Why, for example, does India have a

Financialstructure tends to change during the development process, however, because banks and markets have different requirements
tion and contract enforcement
effetivly.For

example,

concerning informain order to function

the information

that a bank

effectively,

collects is private and is gathered from its relationship
with individual clients. It does not necessarily depend

stock market while other low-income countries find it so
difficult to develop one?
There are many examples of failed efforts to develop
stock markets. In the early- to mid-1990s, attempts to de-

velopstockmarketsinTheGambia
andZambia
didnot
provesuccessful.Thesecountriesbuilt stockexchanges
andprovidedpeopleto staffthem.Therewere,however,
so few listedcompanies
andso littlemarketexchange
that
these stock exchanges could not generate the fees to be
self-sustaining.

on other complementary institutions, such as account-

Besidesdifferencesin income, someof the differencesin experiencecan be explainedby differencesin
legalsystems,the availabilityandqualityof information,

ing standards,

and corruption.

Once

banks have invested

in a firm,

they

use the threat of cutting off future credit for enforcement. By contrast, equity markets require strong protection of minority shareholder rights, good public in-

Low income, inadequate laws and regu-

lations, information problems, corruption, and lack of

enforcementall play a role in deterringstock market
development.
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nificant determinant of financial development across
countries. A recent World Bank study confirms that legal traditions have played an important role in affecting
financial development.2" Building financial institutions
requires policymakers to focus on the fundamentals:
property rights and the enforcement of those rights.
This is true whatever the level of income and regardless
of the political and macroeconomic environment of the
country. Countries can modify aspects of their legal systems and can adapt judicial systems to make contract
enforcement more efficient and predictable (chapter 6).
Political differences associated with the relative
power of the state and private property holders have influenced the formation of legal traditions. Decentralized political systems, for example, may work to offset
the tendency of central governments to control markets
and thwart competition. In Europe governments suppressed market forces in response to the Great Depression. Similar attempts in the United Kingdom and the
United States were not successful. Another example
is the militaristic Japanese government of the 1930s,
which was able to suppress the bond and stock markets
and force small banks to merge with large banks in an
effort to direct credit to military-related industries.
Sometimes severe economic crises can undermine the
power of incumbent politicians and promote reforms,
as, for example, the experience of Chile in the late
1970s demonstrates.
Countries face other influences that affect the development of their financial institutions. For example,
countries more open to trade and capital flows may face
higher levels of competition, which can foster improvements in institutions, regardless of their legal, political,
or colonial origin. Case studies and cross-country experience support the view that trade openness has a positive effect on development of financial institutions, regardless of historical influences. More open economies,
in terms of trade, capital markets, and information
flows (chapters 1, 3, and 10), and more competitive
markets (chapter 7) will see faster development of demand for institutions and will improve the functioning
of existing institutions.

means to pursue specific development objectives.They
have concentrated on regulations affecting credit allocation, while paying little attention to prudential aspects of monitoring. This has undermined the efficiency and stability of financial systems, leaving them
vulnerable to economic shocks. Following the wave of
financial crises that hit developing countries in the
1980s, there has been a shift in regulatory policy.Today,
the goal of modern financial regulation is largely prudential regulation to promote an efficient, safe, and stable financial system.
Prudential regulation is expected to promote systemic stability. Official supervisors act as delegated
monitors for depositors, working to overcome information problems that would be beyond the resources
of individuals. Nevertheless, the recent spate of banking crises-whose severity was exacerbated by international financial linkages-has had severe consequences
for growth and poverty reduction. These crises have renewed interest in improving financialregulation through
the creation of international standards in bank regulation and supervision.

What formshouldfinancial regulationtake?

on capital adequacy, loan classification, provisioning
and suspension of interest, and limits on connected
lending are all critical elements of prudential regulation.
Deposit insurance is another important component of
the safety net.
Safety nets seek to lessen the likelihood of crises by
reducing bankers' incentives to take risks and depositors' incentives to withdraw their funds-thereby insu-

As long as there have been banks, there have also been
governments to set rules for them, maintain the purity
of coinage, hold high reserves,restrict interest rates, and
provide credit to the government or favored parties.
Traditionally, bank regulators in many developing
countries have used financial regulation chiefly as a

Limiting the fiagility offinancial systemns
Financial systems are fragile because financial institutions and markets are in the business of pooling, pricing, and trading risk. Financial institutions add value
in large part because they are better able to collect, evaluate, and monitor information than individuals. Such
specialization comes at a cost, however. Financial institutions are vulnerable not only to the risks they actuallv take, but also to perceptions of those risks by individual market participants. Changes in perceptions can
lead to large swings in asset prices. Banks are the most
fragile part of the financial system, owing to the "demandable" nature of their liabilities,which makes them
vulnerable to sudden withdrawals.
In many countries policymakers have designed safety
net policies to deal with the fragility of financial systems-in particular, to prevent runs on banks, losses in
bank capital, and bank failures. Prudential regulation is
an important component of the safety net. Standards
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lating banks from runs. Unfortunately, making depositors less sensitive to bank risk also has unintended consequences. Because a bank's cost of attracting funds no
longer depends on the riskiness of its asset portfolio,
bankers face incentives to take excessive risks ("moral
hazard"). These incentives for excessive risk-taking by
banks are greatest during times of adverse economic
shocks, when more loans become nonperforming. This
means that bank capital is eroded and owners have increased incentives to take on more risk.
Ironically, in many countries the very safety nets that
were meant to limit the vulnerability of the financial
system have been identified as the greatest source of
fragility (box 4.4),22 Experience with deposit insurance
underscores the importance of the complementary institutions that countries at lower income levelsmay not
have, a theme emphasized throughout this Report.
Some countries are not yet equipped for certain types
of regulation because necessary complementary institutions such as effective bank regulation and supervision have not developed. In those instances the
temptation to adopt regulations that exist in more industrialized countries should be resisted.
In trying to prevent individual bank failures, badly
designed safety nets can severely undermine the incentives of financial institutions, their creditors, and even
the regulators themselves.Prudential regulations are only
effective if they are properly enforced. Enforcement is
much easier if regulations are incentive-compatible, encouraging and making use of the monitoring and disciplining ability of market participants. Financial systems
in which incentives encourage prudent risk-taking will
be less crisis prone and better able to assist in risk mitigation in the event of shocks.
Financial institutions are prone to excessive risktaking, owing to the limited liability of their shareholders and to their use of financial leverage.2 3 One way of
ensuring that owners retain prudent risk-taking incentives is to require them to have a significant amount of
their own money at risk. This can take the form either
of capital or of future expected profits. Capital adequacy
requirements that set minimum capital requirements are
imposed for this purpose. If the institution is expected
to be sufficientlyprofitable in the future-if it has a high
enough "franchise value"-this also acts as a deterrent,
since the owners are also reluctant to risk their future
profits. Thus, entry regulations that manage the amount
of competition existing in the financial sector can also
serve to align the incentives of the owners and regulators.

Outside monitors of financial institutions can complement supervision by regulators. Using the private sector to extend the reach of the regulator is possible when
regulations and safety net policies do not undermine the
monitoring incentives of private agents. Outside creditors of financial institutions have the incentive to monitor, gather, and use information on financial institutions
when they have their own money at risk. These monitors include depositors (if deposit insurance coverage is
kept relativelylow); larger, more sophisticated creditors
that do not expect compensation when things go wrong
(box 4.5); or other financial institutions (for example,
when interbank deposits are not insured, institutions are
encouraged to monitor one another). Enforcing prompt
disclosure of accurate information would greatly improve the monitoring ability of all private parties. Rating agencies and other professional analysts further facilitate the collection and analysis of such information
and contribute to monitoring.
Preliminary research findings, using regulatory information for more than 100 countries, indicate that regulations that encourage and facilitate the private monitoring of banks tend to boost bank performance, reduce
nonperforming loans, and enhance bank stability.These
regulations include requiring that banks are audited by
certified external auditors, improving banks' accounting
statements and disclosure, and providing market participants with incentives to monitor by eliminating deposit
insurance. This result is stronger for middle- and higherincome countries because effective private monitoring
requires a sufficient number of relatively sophisticated
private agents. 24
Most countries rely on regulators and supervisors to
do the bulk of their monitoring. As with bank owners
and creditors, supervisors need the right incentives. In
developing countries, economic environments are more
volatile, there are fewer formal financial institutions, and
those that exist tend to be controlled by a small number
of powerful individuals. It is often difficult to discuss
supervisory incentives independent of politics, since
regulatory agencies are seldom very independent. Furthermore, even in middle-income countries such as Argentina, Brazil, and the Philippines, regulators can be
sued and held personally liable for their actions. Adequate legal protection against personal lawsuits, especially those brought by aggravatedowners of banks being
regulated, is necessaryfor proper regulatory intervention.
Supervisors' incomes are low compared with those
of private bank employees. Supervisors also tend to
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Box 4.4
Designinga bank safety net: the role of deposit insurance
Banksafety nets are made up of variouscomponents,such as
the existence of a lender of last resort, insolvency resolution,
prudential regulation and supervision, and deposit insurance.
A bank safety net is difficult to design and operate because it
must balancethe conflicting objectives of guarding against financial crises that can magnify economic shocks and avoiding
moral hazard problems that give rise to imprudent banking
practices. Findingthe right balance between crisis prevention
and market discipline is the most important challenge facing
policymakers.
Deposit insurance that guarantees certain property rights
for depositors is an important element of the safety net. Because governments find it hard to make a credible commitment that rules out ex post insurance after a bank failure, explicit or implicit deposit insurance schemes are an important
part of every country's safety net. The number of countries
adopting explicit deposit insurance schemes hasbeen increasing in recent years.
Whether to adopt an explicit system and what kind of system to adopt are crucial questions in the design of safety nets.
A recent World Bank project has begun to answer several key
questions regardingthe impact of deposit insurance on financial sector stability, or the ability of markets to exert discipline
on banks,and on financialdevelopment,using a largedatabase
comprising deposit insurance schemes and design features
around the world.

This research shows that explicit deposit insurance
schemes canlead to excessive risk-taking,reducedmarket discipline, and increased financial fragility in countries with poor
complementary institutions, including poor regulation and supervision, poor contract enforcement ability, and high levels of
corruption. The researchshows that unlessthe overall institutional environment is strong, the adoption of explicit deposit
insurance does not lead to increased confidence in the financial system and to greater financial development.
Analysis of individual design features indicates that keeping coverage low and narrow in scope reduces moral hazard
problems. For example, there might be benefits from keeping
coverage limits below one or two times the level of GDP per
capita. Introducing elements of co-insurance,such as subordinated debtholders without any insurance, having access to
funds (but not necessarily accumulating large sums that can
be abused),and involving banks in management and monitoring are elements that similarlycan reduce moral hazard.
These results have important policy implications. Without
adequate development of complementary institutions, there
are real risks that deposit insurancecan increasethe probability
of crises, leadingto poorly functioning financialmarkets. Unfortunately, many of the recent adopters of such schemes have
been those countries with poor complementary institutions.

Growth in explicit deposit insurance systems worldwide, 1934-99
Cumulative
frequencyof explicitdepositinsurancesystemsestablished
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Source:Cull, Senbet, and Sorge2000; DemirgOg-Kuntand Detragiache2000; Demirgoc-Kuntand Huizinga2000; Demirgog-Kuntand
Sobaci2000; Kane2000.

have inadequate resources at their disposal. Low pay
makes it difficult to attract qualified personnel and upgrade skill levels. The prospect of high-paying private
sector jobs at the end of regulatory careers creates incentives for corruption. Public/private pay differentials
exist in rich countries as well as in developing countries,

but a World Bank survey of bank supervisors around
the world shows that developing countries have greater
difficulty retaining their supervisors.25
These observations argue for increasing supervisors'
salaries and restricting their employment in the banking sector after their service in the public sector. How-
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Box 4.5
The role of subordinateddebt in establishingcredibility:the case of Argentina
Requiringbanksto maintainminimumratiosof subordinated
debt andregulatingfeaturessuchas maturityandmaximum
allowableyield imposemarketdisciplineon banksandlimit
banks'incentivesto takeon risk.Banksthattakeon excessive
riskfind it difficultto selltheirsubordinated
debtandareforced
to shrinktheir risky assetsor to issuenew capitalto satisfy
their privatedebt holders.Therefore,subordinated
debt providesusefulsignalsfor banksupervisors.
Forsmallbanks,subordinateddebt cantake the form of
uninsureddepositsheldby largedomesticbanksor by foreign
banks.Forlargebanks,subordinateddebt includesnotesissuedin international
capitalmarketsorto foreignbanks.
If subordinateddebt haslimitedmaturity,it forcesbanks
to be regularissuers,whichprovidescontinuousmarketinformationfor investorsandregulators.
Interestcapslimitthe risks
bankscan take, sincetheycannotpayhigherinterestrates,
abovethe limit,to compensate
for additionalrisk.If the subordinateddebt instrumentis relativelyhomogenous,
the ratesat
which it is tradingcanbe comparedacrossbanks,facilitating
monitoring.
Subordinated
debt regulation
canbedifficultto implement.
Developingcapitalmarketsareshallowandilliquid.Most im-

ever, unless limitations on future employment are accompanied by substantial pay increases, they make it
even more difficult to attract qualified staff.
The organization of the supervisory authority also
influences the incentives faced by the regulators and
their ability to resist political pressures. Proper functioning of the supervisory authority requires insulation
from political pressures. In most countries supervision
of financial institutions is under the authority of the
central bank, generally one of the more independent
agencies in the system. According to a survey of 70
countries by the Institute of International Bankers,
however, in about one-third of the countries, supervision of credit institutions is conducted in agencies separate from the central bank.26
Although much lesscommon, the blurring of boundaries in financial services has led to a growing trend
to consolidate supervision of all financial institutions
under one supervisory agency. Potential drawbacks of a
single agency include difficulties in maintaining independence and elimination of useful competition between regulators (box 4.6).
Another question concerns whether to include prudential supervision, as well as monetary policy, in the
responsibilities of the central bank. The most common
criticism of combining monetary policy and supervi-

portant,it maybedifficultto ensurethat borrowersandcreditorsare unrelatedparties.Nevertheless,
as partof regulatory
reformsaimedat enhancingthe safetyandsoundnessof its
bankingindustryin the wakeof the 1994-95financialturmoil
followingthe devaluationof the Mexicanpeso,the Argentine
CentralBankintroducedasubordinated
debtregulation
in 1996
whichbecameeffectivein 1998.
A recentstudy investigatedhow the subordinateddebt
regulationhasbeenworkingin practice,analyzingthe characteristics of banksaccordingto how they have reactedto
the regulation.The results show that the banksthat were
ableto comply with the regulationare those that are relativelystrongandlessrisky.Perhapsmost important,the regulationmakesit clearto allpartiesthat supervisorsareaware
of the failure to comply with subordinateddebt. This has
the benefit of enhancingdisciplineover supervisors.While
it is difficultto ensureproperimplementation
of subordinated
debt, using it to enhanceregulatorymonitoringand incentives seems to holdpromise,particularlyin middle-income
countries.
Source:Calomiris1996;CalomirisandPowell2000.

sion is that it can create conflicts of interest. The central bank may be reluctant to raise interest rates to stem
inflation for fear that this would hurt the banks. However, the information supervisors require can be used to
improve forecasts of future financial problems and economic developments. Combining monetary policy and
supervision also provides the potential for economizing on scarce human capital. In countries with poor
market discipline, limited information flows, and low
levels of human resources, retaining supervision in the
central bank may be desirable. Regardless of the institutional arrangement, the independence of the supervisor in its regulatory functions and extensive information sharing between the monetary authority and the
supervisory authority are vital for effective supervision.
Nevertheless, despite all efforts, it is generally difficult to provide regulators with proper incentives, since
they tend to have multiple objectives. One possible solution is to reduce incentive problems by introducing
rules to tie the hands of the supervisors and reduce their
discretion through mandatory "prompt corrective actions" that must be followed in specific circumstances.
For example, in dealing with weak banks, it has become
increasingly common to recommend that countries
adopt a prompt corrective action and structured earlyintervention approach similar to that embodied in U.S.
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Opponentsof this approacharguethatwithgreater

.,:. 4.1.

Institutionaldesignfor banksupervisors

SYSTEMS

financialcomplexity,monitoringfinancialinstitutions'

riskrequires greater discretion. Inflexible rules can hamWhilethe numberof singlesupervisoryagencies(SSAs)
is growing,such agenciesare still the exception.As of
June1999,onlyeightcountries-Austria,Denmark,
Japan,
the Republicof Korea,Malta,Norway,Sweden,andthe
UnitedKingdom-hadSSAs,out of the 70 countriessurveyed by the Institute of InternationalBankers.These
SSAstypicallycoverprudentialandmarketintegrityfunc-

per the authorities' ability to conduct supervision.A
further problem is that application of these rules in poor
countries is complicated by the lack of appropriate in-

formation. For example, capital is difficult to evaluate
(see the discussionbelow).In these cases, simplerindicators-such as inability to make payments-that are

to monitorand that make

tionsandcanalsocoverconsumer
andcompetitiveness
oversightfunctions.
Most SSAsaretoo new to allow detailedanalysisof
costsandbenefits.Focusing
onlyon prudential
oversight,

arguhowever,it is possibleto layout theconceptual
ments.Amongthe arguments
in favorof suchagencies:

Theblurring
ofboundaries
infinancial
services
makes
consolidatedandintegratedapproachesto regulation

andsupervision
morenecessary.
C Theassociated
emergence
of financial
conglomerates,
spurredby economiesof scaleandscope,requiresa
similarregulatoryapproach.
-

Economies
of scaleandscopeinregulation
andsupervisionarepossible,as are lowercosts of information

sharing
andcoordination.

obvi-

easier
noncompliance
ous may be needed. Suchrulesmay bringgreatertransparency, may help supervisors resist politicalpressures,
and may be particularlyappropriatewhere supervisory
quality is poor.

Regulatoryincentiveproblemsagain underline the
importance of using the private sector to extend the
reach of the regulators.Informing public opinion by
maintaining an open flowof reliableinformation is an
essentialelement of making the publicintolerant of
mkg

poorbankingand poor regulatory performanceand
creating demand for institutional reform. Withgreater
publicawareness,politicalpressuresthat inhibit bank-

EstablishinganSSAcan bea wayto createan institutionalsetupthat is moreindependent,
professional,
and
insulated
frompolitical
pressures
thanexistingsupervisors.
* One regulatoryagencymay also reduce regulatory
costsfor financialinstitutions,
as theydo not needto in-

ing enforcement also diminish.

teractwithseveral
agencies.
disadvantages.
SSAs
alsohavesomeconceptual

creation of international standards in bank regulation
and supervision. Standardizationof regulationand su-

S An SSAmaybetoo difficultto manage
andtoo vulnera-

pervision can certainly have benefits, to the extent that

bleto political
favoritism.
Inothercontexts,
specializationandcompetition
betweenregulators
hasbeenadvocatedas a meansto avoidregulatory
captureand
minimize
unnecessary
regulation.
Thereremainmanyfinancial
institutions
thatarespe-

res
infortion
prbe
andfimprovete ac
it reducesinformation problemsand improvesthe access of developingcountry institutions to the internationalfinancial system. For example,at the time of the
1988 BaselAccord, which recommended a minimum

'

The responseto recentfinancial crises hasincludedthe

cializedbyfunction,suchas insurance
companies,and

thatneednotbesupervised
byanall-embracing
agency.
w AnSSAmightcreate
theimpression
thata largerrange

of financial
institutions
hasanimpact
onsystemic
risks
thanisactually
thecase.

rsk-weighted capital adequacyratio of 8 percent,there
were developingcountries thatdid not even have capital requirements. By1999,alongwith increasing open-

nessand linkswith internationalmarkets,only 7 of the

Source:Claessens
andKlingebiel
2000a;TaylorandFlem-

103 reporting countries had minimum capital ratios
u ep
or
e han9 entoth
countries

ing1999.

under8 percent.Morethan93 percentofthecountries
claim to adjust capital ratios for risk in line with Basel
guol ines.

legislation.This approachrequiresstructured,prespecified, publiclyannounced responsesby regulatorstriggered by decreasesin a bank's performance-such as
capital ratios-below establishednumbers;mandatory
resolution of a capital-depletedbank at a prespecified
point when capitalis still positive;and market valueaccounting and reportingof capital.

Developingcountriestend to be considerablyfarther
from full compliancethan industrial countries, however.In developingcountries regulationsare adopted
eventhough supervisorsdo not have the information
flowsto verifycompliance,and incentivestructuresto
2 7 As is the
help revealsuch information are missing.
casewith internationalstandards in other areas,financial standardsalso tend to reflectconditions in indus-
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trial countries. For example, it may be that in developing economies more prone to shocks, higher capital adequacy standards would be desirable. But given the difficulties with implementation, these would have even
less chance of being enforced. It is relatively easy to
adopt regulations such as capital adequacy ratios; it is
much more difficult to implement the underlying procedures (such as measuring the value of capital) that
give meaning to these rules. Book capital is not an adequate indicator of an institution's health. The true net
worth of a bank depends on the market value of the
loans in its portfolio, which are generally difficult to
value, owing to their illiquid nature. In developingcountries volatile prices and underdeveloped markets make
this task even more difficult. Often, a bank is insolvent
in market value terms long before its accounting capital
is depleted.
Better accounting can help. Good accounting and
provisioning practices are necessary to make book capital a meaningful measure. Bank supervisors are expected to classify bank loans into different categories,
based on their quality, and to require loss provisions of
different amounts based on this classification.However,
because forward-looking classifications are generally
difficult to justify and enforce, realistically this translates into requiring that provisions are made when a
loan goes into arrears. For example, if interest on a loan
is in arrears by more than 90 days, accounting standards in many countries will forbid the bank from
showing that interest as already having accrued in its
income statement. Interest accrual on nonperforming
loans was allowed for up to 360 days in Thailand in
1997 and is allowed for loans overdue up to 180 days
in many African countries. In most countries it is even
more difficult to prevent banks from making new loans
to cover interest pavments and conceal nonperforming
loans, a practice known as evergreening.2 8
Therefore, standards that focus on supervised capital
adequacy may be inadequate in developing countries.
For example, the ending of liquidity requirementsholdings of central bank, reserves,cash, and government
paper-in developing countries came about in emulation of the emerging consensus among OECD members. Lowerliquidity requirements did somewhat reduce
financial sector taxation. Although liquidity ratios are
not needed for prudential purposes in high-income
countries, developing countries have not been able to
upgrade bank supervision and regulation sufficiently to
offset the loss of this buffer.29 In environments where

human capital and supporting institutions are scarce,
simpler rules like liquidity requirements can offer advantages over more complex ones.
Free trade in financial services increases the intensity of cross-national regulatory competition. Unfair
and inefficient regulatory strategies become harder to
enforce because firms and citizens of individual countries observe more favorable regulations elsewhere.
Viewed from this perspective, the globalization of financial markets is a process in which increasing international competition can exert market discipline on
government regulators and restrict the freedom of
politicians and regulatory bodies to use financial institutions as a conduit for delivering political favors.
Globalization of financial services could also benefit the
poor directly if sufficient attention were paid to improving their literacy and Internet access.
Another benefit of allowing different regulatory
strategies across nations is the scope these differences
offer for experimentation with different ways of responding to innovative behavior by regulated parties.
Just as the institutions seeking to minimize their regulatory burdens may be quite creative in evading prudential regulations such as connected lending limits or
restrictions on foreign exchange exposures, so regulators might benefit from being equally creative in reregulating, without being restrained by international
regulatory standards.
in the financial sector:
Enhancingefficiency

the roleof ownershipand competition
Developing countries often have concentrated banking
sectors with high levels of state ownership. Figure 4.2
shows that outside North America and Europe there are
very few countries where state banks comprise less than
one-quarter of banking sector assets.The data underlying figure 4.2 imply a strong negative correlation between the share of sector assets in state banks and a
country's per capita income level.30
In explaining why public ownership of banks is so
widespread, proponents of state control argue that governments can better allocate capital to highly productive investments. A second argument in favor of state
control is that with private ownership, excessiveconcentration in banking may lead to limited access to credit
by many parts of society, negatively affecting development. A third popular argument is that privately owned
banks are more crisis prone and that public ownership
has a stabilizing effect on the financial system. However,
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Figure 4.2
State ownership in banking, 1998-99
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Prudential Regulation and Supervision)and, where those data were not available, La Porta, Lopes de Silanes, and Shleifer (2000). Thus, some very
recent ownersh p changes, notably in Latin America, are not taken into account.
Source:World Bank 2001a.

recent evidence indicates that greater state ownership of
banks tends to be associated with lower bank efficiency,
less saving and borrowing, lower productivity, and
slower growth.3 ' There is no evidence that state ownership lowers the probability of banking crises.3 2
Moreover, the negative effects of state ownership appear to be more severe in developing countries than in
industrial economies. Industrial country markets provide greater checks and balances on public owners.
Some of the poor performance of state banks stems
from weak internal incentives. A larger part probably
arises from intervention by policymakers because state
ownership enables officials to use banks as a source of
patronage jobs or to direct credit to supporters.3 3 The
evidence is clear that state bankers face political conflicts that generally result in poor performance.
Although the potential benefits of shifting to private
ownership appear to be large for developing countries,
those countries are also the least institutionally capable
of achieving successfulprivatization. Bank privatization

can bring about increased competition as credit is increasinglyallocated to productive endeavors rather than
politically advantageous ones. As in other sectors, it is
important to encourage competition in the financial
system to reduce costs and encourage innovation. Unlike the case in most other sectors, however, excessive
competition in banking can erode franchise values and
create an unstable environment. Therefore, increased
competition requires a strong regulatory environment.

Bad P7ivriJtl'd izikl
In a sound regulatory and supervisory environment
with good transaction design, privatizing banks leads
to improved performance. For example, data from the
privatization of 18 provincial banks in Argentina since
1992 show that the balance sheets and income statements of the newly privatized banks began to resemble
more closely those of other private banks. There were
fewer nonperforming loans, administrative costs fell
relative to their revenues, and less credit was extended
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to public enterprises.3 4 These changes support crosscountry findings that enhanced productivity follows
privatization.3 5
Successfulbank privatization requires an appropriate
transaction design. New owners must know that some
of their own capital is at risk and that the supervisory
authorities will take action in the event that the privatized bank becomes insolvent. This means that a clean
break between the government and the new owners is
necessaryfor successfulprivatization.
New owners must start off with a viable entity. This
means that serious adjustments to state bank balance
sheets must take place before the banks are sold. This
step is especially important, as the public banks that
governments are willing to sell have almost always incurred losses over time and are often insolvent. If the
new owner acquires a failing bank, the regulator is far
more likely to show regulatory forbearance. Chile, for
example, lacked the fiscal resources to clean up the
banks' balance sheets before its large-scalebank privatization in 1975. Subsequent problems were partly attributable to low supervisory capability. But the 1982
crisis also occurred because the new owners and the
government both recognized that the new owners had
both parties to
assumed insolvent institutions-and
these transactions therefore expected some regulatory
forbearance.
Balance sheet adjustments can be accomplished by
replacing nonperforming assets with performing assets,
typically government bonds. Or policymakers can create a residual entity to house nonperforming assets and
liabilities not assumed by the purchaser (the so-called
good bank/bad bank solution). Although no strong evidence exists on the superiority of one method over another, the link between the government and the new
owners cannot be credibly severed unless the new owner
truly begins with a solvent institution. Recognizing and
resolving the lossesof the state bank will likely involve
substantial fiscal costs. Fiscal planning must therefore
play a part in a successfulbank privatization process.
In many instances the key stumbling blocks to successful privatization have been reluctance to cede majority control of banks to private agents and reluctance
to permit foreigners to bid for banks. Developing countries can reap benefits from foreign entrants in terms of
sector efficiency and stability.
Among the transition economies Hungary was the
most willing to cede majority control of its banks to foreign interests. Hungary has also enjoyed higher eco-

Figure 4.3
Evolution of the Hungarian banking sector
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nomic growth rates than its neighbors; some of this better performance can be attributed to better-functioning
banks (figure 4.3). Poland was initially reluctant to sell
to foreign interests, and the Czech Republic was slow to
sell controlling shares to any owner, foreign or domestic. Changes in these attitudes help to explain part of
the subsequent improvement in economic growth.3 6
Dynamics of institutional chanige:privatization
In environments where regulation and supervision are
weak-a situation that characterizes many developing
economies-it is probably unrealistic to hope that large
shifts in ownership, carried out over a short period of
time, will ultimately prove successful. This does not
mean that developing countries should abandon privatization. Rather, countries should pursue privatization
bank by bank as governments continue working to improve supervisory capability.
Private ownership of banks can also catalyze other
institutional changes. There appear to be important relationships between private ownership and demand for
better financial information, much of which is provided by supervisory authorities. Markets also monitor
banks better when there is greater private ownership.3 7
Mexico provides an example. All the banks in Mexico were nationalized in the early 1980s. Pronationalization forces stressed the abuses of concentrated ownership, which were thought to have contributed to the
1982 crisis by facilitating the outflow of private sector
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savings.It was hoped, therefore, that state ownership,
coupledwith strong capital market and exchangecontrols and credit subsidiesfor public investmentand social programs, would reduce volatilityin the banking
sector.38 However,public banks increasinglybecame a
source of financing for the public deficit.The banks
also progressivelylost both their risk-assessmentskills
39
and a largenumber of their most qualifiedpersonnel.
Beginningin 1988 with the removalof some interest
and exchangerate controls, the Mexicangovernment
started to liberalizethe banking sector, culminating
with the reprivatizationof all banks in 1992.
To ensurethe successof such a large-scaleprivatizationeffort, the authoritieswould havehad to be either
very confidentin their regulatoryand supervisorycapabilitiesor willingto sellto reputableforeignbanks.Neither of thoseconditionsheld in the Mexicancase.After
widespreadfailures,beginningwith the "TequilaCrisis"
of 1994, the Mexican authorities intervened in many
banksand eventuallyhad to undergoa secondround of
privatizationin which foreignownershipwasallowed.
In 1999 the World Bank extendeda Bank Restructuring FacilityLoan to Mexico to support pending bank
resolutiontransactions.The loan helpedunderwritethe
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cleanup, restructuring, and reprivatizationof Banco
Serfin,which waspurchasedby the Spanishbank Santander,and alsohelped facilitatea handful of mergers.
Researchresultsfrom Argentinaindicatethat privatizationis more likelyto occurwhen the direct benefits
to politiciansfrom banks, such as patronageand subsidized credit to supporters, are low and when financial
constraintson politicianstighten (box4.7). The episode
illustratesthat governmentsoften become lockedinto
undesirableinstitutions due to vestedinterests.In the
caseof Argentina'sprovincialbanks, it took a crisisand
financialassistancefrom the internationalfinancialinstitutions to compelprovincialpolicymakersto change
their course.Someprovincesstillchosenot to privatize.
ialerketstructu,re
Independencefrom political decisionmakingcan improve governancein the banking sector.Privatization
maybe the only way to ensurethiseffectively.
There remain questions,however,about the appropriatestructure of the private banking sector.Excessivecompetition may create an unstable banking environment,
while insufficientcompetition may breed inefficiency
or reducedcreditaccessforborrowers.Forlack of a bet-

Box 4.7
The politicaleconomy of banking reform
There is little systematicevidenceas to what factors lead
politicians
to relinquishstatecontrolof banks.The bestof the
limitedevidencethat is available
comesfromArgentina,
where
18 state-ownedprovincialbankswere privatizedbetween
1992and1999.Becausepolicymakers
In differentprovinces
were makingthe similardecisionof whetherto privatizetheir
bank,withina relativelyshorttimeperiodandwithinthe same
broadinstitutionalenvironment,Argentinaprovidesa testing
groundfor the forcesthatdrivebankprivatization.
The main insightsarethat provincialpolicymakerswere
more likelyto privatizeafter there was a hardeningof their
budgetconstraintsandwhen funds were available,as part
of the privatization,to cleanup the balancesheets of their
failing banks.The hardeningof budgetconstraintswas the
result of the adoptionof the ConvertibilityPlanandassociated revisionsto the charterof the centralbank.Underthe
plan,the centralbank'smain role was to protect the value
of the currency.Thismeantit couldnolongerrediscountloans
from provincialbanksto the provincialgovernments.In addition,the centralbank'slenderof lastresortcapabilities
were
severelyrestricted,which meantthat the provincialbanks
would haveto maintaindepositorconfidencelargelyon their
own (for a moredetaileddiscussion,see DillingerandWebb
1999).

Duringthe "TequilaCrisis,"which beganin late 1994and
continued
throughearly1995,the weakerbanksinArgentinaincludingmanypublicprovincialbanks-experienced
dramatic
depositoutflow.To handlethisliquiditycrunch,thesebanksrecbivedshort-termloansfromotherpublicbanks(mainlyBanco
dela Naci6n).Afterthe crisis,however,mostof the provincial
bankswere not ina positionto payoff theseloans,andsome
were insolvent.Thefederalgovernment,
with assistance
from
the Inter-American
Development
Bankandthe WorldBank,createdthe FondoFiduciario,
a trust fund that offeredlong-term
loansto provinces
thatagreedto privatize
theirbanks.Theloan
proceeds
wereusedto retirethe short-termobligations
incurred
duringthecrisis.Inthisway,provincial
bankbalance
sheetswere
cieanedupbeforeprivatization
(Clarke
andCull1999a,1999b).
Thesewere notthe onlyfactorsthatdroveprivatization
decisions.Privatization
occurredearlier,for example,
whereoverstaffingwaslesssevereandwherea bank'sperformance
was
worse(seeeconometricevidencein ClarkeandCullforthcoming).But incentivechangesassociatedwith the Convertibility
Planandrevisionsto the centralbankcharter,togetherwith
the TequilaCrisisandthe creationof the FondoFiduciario,
contributedto the shift in ownershipstructureinArgentinebanking. Periodsof crisis mayoffer similaropportunitiesin other
countrieswith highsharesof stateownershipin banking.
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ter measure, bank concentration is often used as a proxy
for the level of competition in the sector. Empirical evidence on the impact of concentration is slowly emerging, but most of it still comes from industrial countries,
especiallythe United States.40
It is difficult to generalize about the effects of concentration. Conceptually, concentration may intensify
market power and reduce competition and efficiency.
If economies of scale drive bank mergers and acquisitions, increased concentration should imply efficiency
improvements. In addition, larger banks may hold a
more diversified portfolio of assets, which may enhance
sector stability. Large banks, however, may be "too big
to fail" or even too big to be disciplined by bank supervisors. This means that they may become more leveraged and hold riskier assets than smaller banks, since
they can rely on policymakers to assist them when adverse shocks hurt their solvency and profitability.
Concentration need not reduce competition. In
Canada, for example, where the five largest banks account for more than 80 percent of all banking assets,
researchershave found no evidence of monopolistic behavior.4 ' Concentrated systems can be competitive if
they are contestable, with the potential for entry and
exit providing market discipline. Recent cross-country
evidence also indicates that greater concentration is not
closely associated with banking sector efficiency, financial development, or industrial competition.4 2 Similarly, analysis of bank-level data from 80 countries
shows that concentration has little effect on bank profitability or margins.4 3
What does the evidence imply for developing countries, where banking sectors tend to be highly concentrated, not very competitive, and in many cases prone
to crisis? Because concentration alone may not be a
good proxy for assessing competition and contestability, it is important to complement concentration measures with measures of entry and exit restrictions themselves.The evidence indicates that tighter restrictions
on entry into banking are associated with higher average interest rate margins and overhead expenditures.4 4
Additional restrictions on foreign entrants are associated with lower sector portfolio quality and greater likelihood of a banking crisis.45 Evidence on entry restrictions suggests that it is the contestability of the market
that is positively linked with bank efficiency and stability, rather than the actual level of concentration.
Developing countries appear to suffer from all the anticompetitive disadvantagesof concentration while reap-

ing few of the benefits of greater stability. The balance
therefore tips in favor of permitting more entry. If there
are viable local private banks, new entry should probably be gradual, so that the franchise value of local banks
does not quickly erode, since this could increase instability. At the least, where high concentration coincides
with substantial state ownership and thus poor performance, governments should consider privatization as a
means of making the local market more contestable.
Governments have often created restrictive entry
policies to achieve a balance between competition and
stability. Such policiesshould not, of course, be a means
of protecting entrenched interests from competition.
Since the competition from other financial institutions
and through other forms of financial intermediation
is stronger in industrial country markets, some have
argued for less restrictiveentry rules in developing countries.46 Moreover,since the evidence indicates that banking sectors in developing countries tend toward concentration and a lack of competition, liberalizing entry
policies appears to offer potential benefits. All countries
must maintain some limits on entry for prudential reasons. Restrictions should not be lifted so rapidly that existing banks' franchise values are suddenly wiped out.
The entry process must therefore be managed over time
and be transparent. Some countries might benefit from
establishing a firm timetable for liberalization, made
binding through domestic laws and regulations and possibly backed up by international agreements.47 Similarly,
because some failures are inevitable, governments need
to establish transparent rules for bank exit-that is, for
intervention and resolution (box 4.8).
How foreign entry and e-financecan change the
Financial globalization has its benefits, but it also increasesrisks. Many of these were discussed in WorldDevelopmentReport 1999/2000: Entering the 21st Century.
Most developing countries are too small to be able to
afford to do without the benefits of access to global finance, including the use of the financial servicesof foreign financial firms. This section focuses on the impact
of foreign bank entry and the implications of new developments in technology and communications.
Foreign bank entry
In a number of developing countries, there has recently
been a big increase in the share of banking assets controlled by foreign companies (figure 4.4). Most of this
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Box4.8
Strengthening
bankexit mechanisms:
lessonsfrom LatinAmerica

Figure4.4
Increasein the marketshareof majorityforeignownedbanks,selectedcountries,1994and 1999

Strongcapitalandadequatemonitoringalonecanfail to
curbmoralhazardproblemssufficientlyif exitmechanisms
do not work properly.Bankexit is the strongestdisciplin-

Korea,
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_
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ing device. Detailed studies of Latin American countries
provide some general lessons regarding reform of bank
failure resolution frameworks.
Tighten accesscriteria to liquidity of last resort. In particular, overgenerous(thatis, automatic,unlimited, and uncollateralized) central bank overdraft facilities should be
phased out.
Reinforce prompt corrective regimes. Prompt correction can in part take the form of increasinglytight enforcement measures and restrictions on bank activities, to be
appliedautomaticallyas the shortfall in capital ratio relative
to the required level grows larger.
Avoid bank interventions that give rise to risks from co-

Venezuela,
R.B.de

administration. In other words, there should be a clear defi-

Argentina

nition of the rights of shareholders.This is a problem with
arrangements under which the supervisory authority assumes the administration(directly or via delegation) of an
open bankthat isstill the property of its shareholders.Such
arrangementsimplicitly invite shareholdersto argue in lawsuits that the bank was ruined by the authorities.
Introduce efficient resolution techniques for a closed
bank. In Argentina, to preserve asset value, assets of failed

banksare immediatelytransferredto a trust administeredby
a soundbank, under a contract that provides incentives for
maximum value recovery. To minimize contagion risk, as
many depositsas possibleare swiftly transferred(say,over
a weekend) to other banks in the system, which receive,in
compensation,participationin the assettrust.
Restrict the use of premium-based deposit insurance
funds to closed-bankresolution. In some instancespublic
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Foreign banks tend to enter countries that have

sharesof (thatis, injectedcapital
agencieshavepurchased

strong business ties with their home country.49 While

into) a troubledopen bank after its shareholders'equity was

foreign

fully written off orsubstantiallydiluted.Ongoingreforms
in the regionseekto ensurethat depositinsurancefunds
cannotbe usedto financethis sort of bankintervention/
nationalization,
from which governmentshavetypically
foundit difficultto extricate
themselves.
Source:delaTorre2000;BurkiandPerry1998.

foreign entry has been through the acquisition of domestic banks in the host country. For example, since the
mid-1990s Banco Santander Central Hispano (BSCH)
and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA) have
spent about $13 billion to purchase control of 30 major
banks in Latin America. Those banks have $126 billion
in assets-almost 10 percent of the region's banking assets, or 7.5 percent of regional GDP.48

banks tend to follow

their clients

abroad, there

is also evidence that they are attracted to countries with

large bankingmarkets and high growth rates, which provide profitable opportunities.5 0 This suggests that they
seek out local profit opportunities and thus do not exclusivelyfollow clients abroad. Even after accounting for
the attractiveness of the destination market, however,
some countries still have relatively little foreign bank
presence. Much of the explanation lies in restrictiveentry
policies that limit competition from foreign sources.51
The steady increase in foreign bank assets in developing countries raises questions about the potential
benefits, costs, and risks associated with international
banking. Foreign banks may create competitive pressures that stimulate efficiency, innovation, and stronger
supervision and regulation. Through these channels,
liberalizing restrictions on foreign bank entry can im-
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provethe quality of financialservices,boost economic
growth,and reducefinancialfragility.At the sametime,
foreignbanks may facilitatethe flowsof international
capitalthat suddenlywithdrawsfrom these marketsfor
home-countryreasons.Foreign-ownedbanksmay overwhelm the capabilitiesof domestic regulatorsif their
home countries also have weak supervisoryand regu5 2 There have also been concerns that
latory capacity.
the entry of foreign banks may be associatedwith less
finance for the more disadvantagedsegments of the
economy,includingsmallerfirms.
Recentevidenceacrossmany countriesindicatesthat
foreignbank presenceis, in fact, associatedwith lower
profitabilityand lower overheadexpensesand interest
margins for domesticbanks. This suggeststhat foreign
5 3 Moreover,evidence
entry improvessector efficiency.
from Argentina indicates that foreign banks exerted
competitive pressure on domestic banks, especially
those focusedon mortgagelendingand on manufacturing.54 Asdescribedin the previoussection,restrictions
on foreignentry are associated,on average,with lower
55
loan portfolioqualityand greatersectorfragility.
Theseefficiencyimprovementsdependon the market
that is enteredand on the typeof entrant.Empiricalevidence indicatesthat foreignentrants are no more efficient thandomesticonesin countrieswherebankingsec56 In countrieswith less-developed
tors arewelldeveloped.
sectors,that resultis reversed.Cross-countryevidenceindicatesthat reputableforeignentrantsare more efficient
5 7 Country-levelevidencefrom
than local competitors.
Argentina,Colombia,Greece,Hungary,Portugal,and
Spain also indicatesthat foreign entry (typicallyfrom
more industrialcountries)has led to substantialgainsin
58 The main conclusion is that the
terms of efficiency.
beneficialeffectsof foreignentry appear to be far more
pronouncedin developingcountries,wherelocalbanks
typicallyhavehigh overheadcostsand low profitability
relativeto entrants.5 9 In developingcountries, foreign
banks' technologicaland efficiencyadvantagesseemto
be strong enough to overcomeinformationaldisadvantagestheymayhavein lendingor raisingfundslocally.
The arrivalof reputableforeignbanks is alsogenerally associatedwith an improvementin prudential regulations.Foreignbanks bring better accountingand information disclosure standards, since they adhere to
their home country regulations.Furthermore, if local
banks want to establisha reciprocalpresencein industrial countries-to be able to match the range of servicesforeignbanks are offeringtheir localclients-they

must obtain licensesabroad. The need to satisfythe
host countriesthat their home country regulationis adequateputs pressureon localregulatorsto upgradetheir
prudential regulations, as has happened in Mexico in
the context of the North AmericanFree Trade Agreement (NAFTA).Among the foreign entrants, some
may also prove unsound, as illustrated by the failure
of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International
(BCCI),whichwaswidelyestablishedin both developing and industrial countries.These considerationsare
another reasonfor strengtheningprudential regulation
and providinga better financialinfrastructure.
There are alsopotential risks in foreignbank entry.
One concernis that rapid foreignentry could erode the
franchise values of domestic banks and therefore be
destabilizing.This may require a transition period, to
allow time for efficiencyadjustments in the domestic
sector and for improvementsin prudential regulation
and supervision.However,the availableevidenceindicates that foreign bank presenceactually reduces the
probability of systemiccrisis in the banking sector.6 0
In addition, there is evidencethat during the Tequila
Crisisprivate foreign banks in Argentina maintained
higher loan growth rates than either the domesticpri61
vate or the state-ownedbanks.
Similarly,European banks havebeen very active in
transition economies, and the expansion of Spanish
banks into Latin America has led to policy concerns
about increasedforeign ownershipin the banking industry.6 2 So far, the benefitsassociatedwith entry appear to outweighthe risksassociatedwith concentrated
foreignownership.
Another concern with foreignbank entry has been
its potential impact on lending to smalland mediumsizeenterprises(SMEs).If foreignbanks dominatedomesticbankingsystems,this might reducethe accessof
SMEsto finance,owingto informationproblems.But
this problem is unlikely to be severebecauseforeign
firmstend to enter by acquiringlocalbanks and because
competition from more efficient foreign banks may
forcelocalbanks into new market niches,such as SME
lending,wheretheyhavea comparativeadvantage.
The detailedevidenceavailablefrom Hungary indicates that foreign banks are heavilyinvolved in retail
banking,in both deposittaking and consumerlending.
There is also evidence that foreign competition has
compelled some domestic banks to seek new market
niches(box4.9). In the Argentineexperience,banks acquired by foreignbanks did not at firstemphasizecon-
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Box 4.9
The effects of foreign ownership of banksin Hungary
By allowingforeignbanksto set up newoperationsandby privatizingits largecommercial
banks,involvingstrategicforeign
investors,the Hungariangovernmenthas permittedforeign
banksto penetratemoredeeplyandmorequicklyinto its bankingsectorthanhasanyothertransitioncountrygovernment,
Withina relativelyshortperiod,the ownershipstructureof
Hungarian
bankinghas beencompletelyoverhauled.
Despite
someinitialdislocation,serviceprovisionhasslowlywidened
andimproved.Notably,not allforeignbankshavepursuedthe
sameobjectivesor clientele.Manyareactivein retailbanking,
in bothdeposittakingandlendingto households.
At the endof 1999,banksinwhichforeigninterestsowned
more than 50 percentof equityaccountedfor 56.6 percent
of total bankingassets,up from 19.8percentin 1994.If the
thresholdlevelfor foreigncontrolis loweredto 40 percentof
equity,the figureincreases
to 80.4percentof totalassets.
In 1990,underthe communistsystem,Orszagos
Takarekpenztares Kereskedelmi
Bank(OTP)held98.4 percentof all
loansto households
andcollected93.2percentof all primary
deposits.By 1999the reorganized
OTPretainedonly52.4percent of householddepositsand 55.7 percentof household
credits.The combinedshare of depositsof the largestsix
banks-four of whichareforeignowned-declinedfrom99.4
percentin 1990to 84.6 percentin 1999,The shareof householdcreditfell from 99.4percentto 66.4percent,whichindi-

sumer or mortgage and property lending. But they soon
entered the mortgage business aggressively, driving
down local banks' profit margins on this business.63
E-finzanceandalternlativeforinis of enitny
Developments in computing and communications
technology are reshaping the way in which financial services are delivered worldwide. Technology is starting to
allow consumers in developing countries to accesssome
financial services on terms comparable to those available to consumers in advanced countries (box 4.10).
For example, the growth of the Internet will make direct international financial transactions available even
to small firms and individuals.6 4 The speed of these developments and the extent to which they will displace
the need for local presence of markets and financial intermediaries is unclear, but this issue is most pressing
for the smallest developing countries.
Certain basic conditions are necessary before technological developments can provide widespread benefits. These include literacy (chapter 1) and electricity
and telephone service (chapter 8). Also, some services
that require face-to-face contact and established relationships between provider and user are crucial. But

catesthat the smallandmedium-sizebanks-most of which
areforeignowned-made importantinroadsinto retailbanking. Boththe domesticbankspurchased
by foreignersandthe
foreign greenfieldoperationsmade gains in retail banking.
However,the greenfield
banksdidso earlier(seefigure4.3).
Bankshavealsoactivelysoughtspecificmarketniches.For
the most part,smallbanksusethe householddepositsthat
theycollectto lendto otherhouseholds,
whilelargerbanksuse
themto supportother typesof lending,suchas commercial
loans.Withrespectto intermediation,
foreigngreenfieldbanks
return23 percentof their depositsto the household
sectorin
the formof loans,upfrom9.9 percentin 1996.Bycontrast,privatedomesticbanksreturnonly 16percentto the household
sector,downfrom18 percentin 1996.
Startingfrom a low levelof checkingaccounts,Hungary
"leapfrogged"thatmediumof paymentandmoveddirectlyto
electronic
bankcards.Amongtransitioncountriesin the region,
Hungaryhadthe second-highest
number(afterSlovenia)of
VisaandEuropaycards,at 358per 1,000inhabitantsin 1999.
Thefiguresfor the CzechRepublicandPolandwere208and
181, respectively.During this same periodthe numberof
ATMsincreasedby threeandahalf times,although
aboutonethirdof allATMsarein Budapest.
Source:BoninandAbel2000.

while some services have to be provided locally, technology has the potential to facilitate the efficient entry
of other service providers.
Policymakers in developing countries need to realize
that electronic entry may rapidly erode the franchise
values of domestic financial institutions and make it
much harder to erect the kinds of barrier that are possible in the case of physical entry. Thus, it is important
to develop effectiveexit policies so that weakened financial institutions can leave the market before they pose
serious systemic risks. In addition, increased access to
foreign financial services is likely to entail increased use
of foreign currencies, which will accentuate the risks of
exchange rate and interest rate volatility for countries
that have their own currency.65 The increased complexity of financial instruments being offered by the financial system and the ease with which fraudulent services
can be offered over the Internet also increase the risks
posed by criminal activities in financial markets. This
underlines the need for greater prudential alertness.
How to enhance accessto financiaiservices
Whether they are based in New York or Nairobi, lenders
need some assurance that they will be repaid. No mat-
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Box 4.10
Technologyand provisionof financial services

provide. To a lesser extent, the same limitations apply to
microfinance programs. To expand the pool of investable
resources, improve their allocation, and offer better op-

Internetand wireless communications technologies are

portunitiesfor riskdiversification,
borrowersandfirms

havinga profound effect on financial services. Usingcredit-

scoringandother data-miningtechniques,for example,

tpirauniiee
forsk drsiiatidon
borrow
ersa
typically needfundsfrom a widerpool of providers.

providers
cancreateandtailorproducts
overtheInternet
atverylowcost.Theycanbetterstratifytheircustomer
basethrough
analysis
of Internet-collected
dataandallow

This section provides examples of institutions that
spur financial sector development by improving information flows or facilitating dispute resolution. Im-

consumers to build preference profiles online. This per-

mitspersonalization
of information
andservices.
It alsoallowsmorepersonalized
pricingof financial
servicesand
moreeffectiveidentification
of creditrisks.At thesame
time,theInternetallowsnewfinancial
serviceproviders

proving the collaterallawsand establishig collateral

to compete more effectively for customers because it

access to financial markets. Another way to improve ac-

doesnotdistinguish
between
traditional
"bricksandmortar"providers
offinancial
services
andthosewithoutphysicalpresence.
Thelowering
of scaleeconomies
hasincreased
competition,
particularly
amongfinancial
services
thatcanbe

cess is to improve the availability of information on
small borrowers. Credit registries, which collect information on payment histories, allow potential borrowers to use their good credit records to secure finance.

registries,so that borrowers and lenders have clearly defined rightsin the event of default, are effectiveways of
expanding access for those who currently do not have

easily unbundled and commoditized through automation.

Theseinclude
payment
andbrokerage
services,
mortgage
loans,insurance,
andeventradefinance.Mostof these
services
require
limitedcapital
outlays
andnounique
technology.
Lowertransaction
costscansubstantially
increase
competition among providers and cost savings for con-

sumers.Commissions
andfeesfell from an averageof

Computerizedcredit-scoringmodelsare alreadylowering the costs of collecting and analyzing such information. These vehicles for depersonalized credit mobiliza-

tion point to concretesteps that governmentscan take
..

to facilitate broader access to credit.

$52.89 a trade in early 1996 to $15.67 in mid-1998. By
mid-2000some onlinebrokerageserviceshadreduced

Traditional collateral law

theircommissions
to zero.

A solution to the problem of access to credit, particu-

Source:
Claessens,
Glaessner,
andKlingebiel
2000.

larly for poorer people and for SMEs, is for a borrower
to pledge assets that lenders find valuable as collateral.
In the event of default, the lender seizes the collateral.
While that concept is simple, establishing the types of
permissible collateral, the priority of claimants, and
workable enforcement and recovery mechanisms in the
case of default can be very difficult.
First, countries may have several laws that cover secured transactions. As long as there is some method of
assigning priority in laws, this may not be a problem.
In developing countries, there is often no such method.
Efficient enforcement of collateral law requires recognition that individual laws must work together within
a broader framework. Difficulties arise in creating a security interest because laws may not anticipate many
developments in terms of economic transactions, economic agents, or types of property. Laws may limit who
can lend and what type of property can serve as collateral. They may limit the means for identifying the collateral by requiring a detailed description of each item
of an inventory. Laws may also limit the use of future
assets as collateral, such as claims on growing crops. All
these factors may prevent private lenders from financ-

ter how developed a country's financial system is, information problems about credit quality and the relatively
high fixed costs of small-scale lending may limit access
to financial services for poor people and for SMEs.
Where formal mechanisms are absent, microfinance
institutions and informal group lending institutions such
as rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) are
well known for their use of group lending and peer monitoring as reputational mechanisms to ensure payment
and overcome information and enforcement problems
(chapters 2 and 9). Their design features and potential
benefits have been discussed in past WorldDevelopment
66
Reports.
In these institutions, reputation servesas a substitute for collateral.
But enforcement mechanisms that rely solelyon reputation tend to limit the number of participants in market activities. And local groups often suffer from the
same shocks, making insurance difficult. There are limits to the benefits that informal credit associations can
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ing transactions because they cannot be sure that the
security agreement they write is legally valid and enforceable in court.
A lender's willingness to accept collateral depends on
enforcement: the prospects for seizing it and selling it
quickly in the event of default and then applying the
proceeds from the sale to the outstanding balance of
the loan. When borrowers cannot use their assets as collateral for loans and cannot purchase goods on credit
using those same goods as collateral, interest rates on
loans tend to be higher to reflect the risk to lenders.
In many developing countries, where legal and regulatory constraints make it difficult to use movable
property as collateral, high interest rates make capital
equipment much more expensive for entrepreneurs relative to their counterparts in industrial countries. Many
businesses postpone capital investment, which reduces
productivity and keeps incomes low. Annual welfare
losses caused by barriers to secured transactions have
been estimated at 5 to 10 percent of GDP in Argentina
and Bolivia.6 7 Land is an obvious collateral asset (chapter 2). The benefits of expanding the range of permissible collateral options to include movable assets-such
as automobiles, machinery, farm equipment, and livestock-are substantial. In the United States, for example, about half of all credit is secured by some kind of
movable property. Roughly two-thirds of all bank loans
is secured by either movable property or real estate, and
nonbank institutions that lend against movable property, such as leasing and finance companies, do almost
as much lending as banks.6 8
The key problem with movable property as collateral is that the lender faces a constant threat that it will
disappear. Supporting institutions are necessaryto manage this risk. For example, perfection-the establishment of the rank of priority of the claim against the collateral-is a crucial element of any secured transaction.
Countries may differ as to how priority is determined
for different instruments and transactions, but the issue
is to set rules for defining priority. Fragmented legal
frameworks (which lead to priority conflicts) still exist
in many industrial countries, but in most Western European countries extensive jurisprudence or case law
over the last 100 years has established priority rules
among different claims. Similar processes relying on the
judiciary may evolve in developing countries. One way
in which developing country policymakers may simplify and speed up the process is by adopting a frame-
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work that establishes clear priority. In addition, for
lenders to be able to assess the risk of a transaction,
there need to be reliable and easily accessible registries
of all security interests in collateralizedassets.
Laws must be flexible enough to permit borrowers
to use the assets that they have as collateral. In Argentina, Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
and Nicaragua the law calls for a specific description of
any property that is pledged to secure credit.69 Pledges
against cattle must therefore identify the individual
cows pledged-by the numbers tattooed on them, for
example. In the event of default, this can cause serious
problems, as the lender must ensure that the cattle designated in the pledge are the ones seized.
In industrial countries a binding pledge can be based
on a security interest in, say, $200,000 worth of cattle.
In the U.S. state of Kansas, for example, this more flexible method makes cattle the preferred collateralfor bank
loans, followed by machinery and real estate.7 0 This is
not only because such pledges are easy to verify but also
because cattle that secure a loan in default in Kansas can
be repossessed and sold, without judicial intervention,
within one to five days.The appropriate legal framework
and the threat of predictable court rulings can be enough
to supplant real estate as the preferred form of collateral.
The inherent liquidity of some types of movable property makes them ideal candidates for collateral.
The specifics of appropriate collateral systems across
developing countries may vary, but this appears to be
an area where policymakers can take concrete steps to
expand access to credit. The first task is to establish
what assets people, and the working poor in particular,
actually own. Even the very poor often have movable
property that could serve as collateral-such as equipment, tools, gold and silver jewelry, and inventories of
goods to sell. The second step is to determine what legal
framework would support their use as collateral. This
could enable poor people to purchase equipment and
tools on credit, using only those goods as collateral, or
to use their existing stocks of goods (including inventories) as security for loans. The third step is to publish
priority through public registries, so that lenders can
establish their claims on pledged assets.
Registry frameworks for secured interests should require only notice that a security interest exists, rather
than details of the entire contract. Notice filing systems
should probably transfer to lenders the responsibility for
the legality and validity of the security agreement, in-
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stead of giving such responsibilities to registry functionaries. Eliminating government legal review and government guarantee of the legal validity of security interests that are filed would also tend to simplify procedures.
In addition, policymakers may eliminate tax and notary
fees for filing and retrieving information, while providing for direct and full public access to the filing systems
for reading and copying filed information.
Registries of secured interests can be publicly or privately operated. Both private and public suppliers,
when exposed to competition, have incentives to improve quality, cut costs, and lower prices to increase the
volume of business and the coverage of their registry.
Determining the appropriate number of competing entities would appear to be better left to the market, provided there are no other public policy objectives that
would be ignored by private providers. In private systems with many suppliers, lenders may have to search
multiple collateral registries. But this concern may be
less severe than having a monopoly provider with little
incentive to provide accurate information.
Efforts to educate judges about the new collateral law
and the priority of claims as reflected in the registry
would result in more predictable rulings. That predictability, in turn, should imply less recourse to the
courts, which should facilitate greater secured lending.
In countries with weak judicial systems, it may make
sense to rely on methods of private enforcement that
shift out of the courts the bulk of the work of repossessing and selling collateral. A simple procedure could be
added in the enforcement chapter of the secured transactions law whereby a creditor, under his own liability,
may request a judge or other public officialto order the
seizure of collateral. Such a judge or official need not
rule on the underlying debt. El Salvador, for example,
has considered introducing this procedure. The United
States and Canada use creditor-controlled repossession
and sale of collateral, rather than judicially administered
repossession and sale. Some Western European nations
have emphasized judicial reform. This is a longer-term
process, particularly in developing countries. Notaries
in Spain have the power to seizeproperty, for mortgages,
without a court order and without the presence of court
officials. In Jamaica a vendor's bailiff authorized by the
court may be able to act on behalf of a particular vendor to repossess property that belongs to the vendor
under the terms and conditions of a bill of sale or a hirepurchase agreement. In this case, because the bailiff has

permission from the court, court officials need not be
present at the time the property is being seized.
Technology may make it easier to overcome other
institutional weaknesses. For example, while many industrial countries took years to develop filing systems
with clear rankings of priority of claims, developing
countries could conceivably rely on simple databases
and Internet-based systems, instead of manual confirmation and highly secure archival systems.7 1
Credit registries and credit reporting agencies
Credit access could further expand if potential borrowers could use reputation, as summarized in their payment histories, to secure funds from lenders that they
do not personally know. For credit registries to function
properly, at least two conditions must be met. First,
some individual or group must recognize that there is
potential value in collecting credit history information.
Most often, it has been private firms that have found
commercial benefit in providing information to lenders,
although some public credit registries do exist.7 2 Second, borrowers must recognize that it is in their interest to provide truthful information to creditors through
the registry. All credit information-sharing devices necessitate the loss of a certain amount of privacy for potential borrowers.
An accurate registry can provide borrowers with
strong incentives to honor their debt obligations because those that do not will damage their reputations
and therefore curtail future access to credit. Credit registries use reputation to enhance enforcement in the
same way as informal networks, but they have access to
a wide variety of actual and potential business partners.
In addition, by providing reliable information, registries can increase access to credit for underserved segments of society (box 4.1 1).
Many credit registries are run by credit-reporting
agencies (CRAs), private third-party providers that make
information available not just to members of an exclusive industry group but to any creditor willing to pay
their subscription fee.7 3 By equalizing access to information, CRAs enlarge the pool of creditors, enhance
competition among them, and lower the prices of financial products. Moreover, agents are made more mobile, as registries reduce the cost of severing established
lending relationships and seeking better opportunities.
Indeed, this sort of information sharing is most valuable in large markets with high borrower mobility and
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enforcement device, and data on defaults or late payments are erased once they have been paid. Also, many
nations distribute only current data, such as data for

Information
sharing
throughcredit registries
is especially

thepreviousmonth, so that the public registrydoes not

usefulin largemarketswith highborrowermobilityand
heterogeneity,as in the caseof the UnitedStatesin the

offer a complete history of a borrower's credit behavior.

19thcentury,whenprivatecreditregistries
tookhold.
Theirrapidgrowthowesmuchto networkexternalities.
Asinformation
onmoreandmoredebtors
wasamassed,
thevalueof theregistries
to potential
creditors
grew,mak-

A study basedon cross-country surveys concludes that,
rather than being substitutes, publicand private registries tend to be complementary parts of a nations
credit reporting system.77

ingit easierto transferfundsoverever-greater
geographic

andsocialdistances.
Whilecreditregistriesofferthegreatestbenefitsin
mobile,
heterogeneous
societies,
therearepotential
benefitsinalmostalldeveloping
countries,
especially
those
miredina creditculturecharacterized
by nonpayment.
In
addition,
registries
canbenefitlargesegments
ofthepopulation
thathaveneverenjoyed
access
to credit.
Thecredit-reporting
agency
systemrequires
thatbusinessownersagreeto scrutiny
of pastbehavior,
including

There alreadyhas beensubstantialrecententry byprivate credit-reporting agencies into developing countries.
In a recent survey of private credit registries,25 of 50 respondents began operating theirregistries since 1989,
.
.
.
.
78
w h
e
This suggestsa role for governments as facilitatorsrather
than as the actual administrators of registries.
As facilitators of registries, governments need to pro-

personalspending
habits.Duringthe latterdecadesof the

19thcentury,Americans'
initialsuspiciongavewayto wide
acceptance.Asthe practicespread,the businesspress affirmedtheagencies'
usefulness,
andcourtsfurtheradvancedacceptance
by generallyrulingin theagencies'
favor.AlthoughsomeAmericansstill seeregistriesas an

intrusion
ontheirprivacy,
theirdevelopment
is partlyresponsible
forthewidespread
access
to creditthatcharacterizes
theU.S.market,
Source: Barronand Staten 2000;Olegario 2000, World De-

velopmentReport2002background
paper;Vose1916.

heterogeneity.74 Increases in the size of the community
and open borders or increased competition, which are
likely to bring new entrants to the business community,
are likely to enhance demand for these registries.
One way to expand credit reporting and thus access
to funds is through competition between private registries. Competition between companies expanded the
scope of private registries in the 19th century United
States.7 5 Public institutions can also perform a role.
Germany, for example, established the first public credit
registry in 1934, followed by France in 1946, Italy and
Spain in 1962, and Belgium in 1967. Since 1989, 12
of 56 nations surveyed reported that they had created a
public registry; 9 of them were in Latin America.7 6 But
public registries tend to be tools for supervisors to measure the health of individual financial institutions, and
they often provide less complete information on borrowers than private agencies. In many countries the
public registry functions as a kind of "negative list" or

vi a
I
it in their interest to provide truthful credit histories.
Concrete steps include standardizing accounting procedures and improving tax administration to bolster the
.

..

r
o f
s
survey respondents from credit reporting agencies in
China and Kenya noted that many businesses do not
follow accounting law in preparing financial statements
and that many avoid taxes through secret bank accounts or by keeping multiple sets of books.79 Respondents to the same survey from Russia and Mexico noted
that many individuals and business owners are reluctant to provide truthful information about their financial situation because of fear of crime. Governments,
therefore, must provide a general level of security for
their citizens before credit registries can function well.
Policymakers also need to confront concerns over
privacy. Distinctions between consumer and business
credit are important. Less restricted flow of information is likely to be more important for business creditors, whose loans tend to be much larger, and for whom
timeliness in reaching a lending decision is more critical. Because businesses are often both creditors and
borrowers, they are more likely to understand the principles and risks involved and so are unlikely to require
the same level of legal protection as consumers."0 The
courts need to enforce privacy laws in a timely and predictable manner, however a country's government decides to resolve privacy issues.
A number of related developments make it more
likelythat credit registry information can assist the work-
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ing poor in developingcountries.In Hungary,for exam-

use of the monitoringand discipliningabilityof market

ple, all credit registry information has been computer-

participants. In addition, an essential element of improv-

ized.Thismakesit easierforintermediaries
to assessthe
creditworthiness
ofpotentialborrowers.Moreover,
the
foreignbanksthat areenteringmanydeveloping
countriesmaybemoreinclinedto usethisinformation.
These
foreignbankstendto havestandardcredit-scoring
models for certaintypesof loans.Localbankswill likely
mimicthesemodelswithina shorttime.
The collection,processing,and use of borrowing
historyand other informationrelevantto household
and smallbusinesslendingisa rapidlygrowingactivity
in boththe publicand privatesectors.Computertechnologyisgreatlyreducingunitcostsin thisareaand improvingthe sophistication
withwhichthat datacanbe
employedto givean assessmentof creditworthiness.
The poorcanpotentiallybenefitfromthesedevelopments,but the fullestbenefitswillmaterializeonlyif
basicpreconditionssuchas literacyand accessto the
Internetaremet.Withoutalsoimprovingthehuman
capitalof the poor,technological
advancesin provision
of financialserviceswillnot be as empoweringa force
as theycouldbe.

ing thequalityandeffectiveness
of marketdisciplinefor
financialinstitutionsisensuringtheaccuracyand availabilityof information
on theoperationsof theseinstitutions.Countrieswithpoorinformationand humanresourcesthatfaceproblemsin monitoringandenforcing
regulationssuchas capitalstandardsmaystill benefit
fromadditionalbuffers-suchasliquidityrequirements
or promptcorrective
actionrules-that areeasierto observeand enforce.Middle-and high-incomecountries
maydo betterby complementing
thesestandards,for
example,through the use of subordinated-that is,
uninsured-debtprovidedby marketactors.
Mountingevidenceon costsof public ownership
highlightstheneedforbankprivatization,
especially
in
low-incomecountrieswherestateownershipis high.
But the evidencealsoindicatesthat it is importantto
changes
complement
bankprivatization
byinstitutional
whichstrengthentheoverallincentiveenvironment
and
preparethe state banks for sale. Simpleownership
changewithoutinstitutions
to fostertherightincentives
in newownerswillnot leadto a moreefficientsector.
and
Insteadit willleadto misallocation
of resources
vwill
endangerfinancialstability.Resourceallocationaffectspoorpeoplethroughnegativeeffectson growth.
Financialinstabilityand crisesalsohurt poorpeople.
In termsof foreignentry,existingevidencedoesnot indicatethat suchentry,eitherde novoor throughpurchaseof an existingdomesticbank, hasadverseconsequences.In fact, suchentrantsbringcompetition,
whichimprovesefficiency
and canalsostrengthenthe
demandforbetterinstitutionsto supportbanking.
Informationproblemsand therelativelyhigh fixed
costsof small-scale
lendingmaylimitaccessto financialservicesby thepoor,and bysmallor microenterprises.Improvingthe collaterallawsand establishing
collateralregistriesareeffectivewaysof expandingaccess.Creditregistriesthat collectinformationon paymenthistoriescanimproveinformationflowson small
borrowersand allowpotentialborrowersto usetheir
goodreputationto securefinance.

Conclusions
Financialdevelopment
leadsto growthandpovertyalleviation.Policiesarelikelyto be moreeffectiveif directedat improvingthe legaland regulatoryenvironment to ensureefficientdeliveryof financialservices,
ratherthan at thestructureof financialmarketsthemselves.The importanceof securerights for investors
and of the overallefficiencyof contractenforcement
mechanismsis key.Opennessto trade,and to foreign
entrantsand competition,tendsto contributeto the
developmentof financialinstitutionsregardlessof
a country'slegalorigin,colonialhistory,or political
system.
Financial
regulationtodaymostlyfocusesonimprovingtheinformational
efficiency
offinancialmarkets.To
be effective,theseregulations
needto be enforced.Enforcementbecomesmuch easierif the regulationis
incentive-compatible,
thatis,if it encourages
and makes

PART III

Government

MANY OF THE INSTITUTIONS

THAT SUPPORT MARKETS ARE PRO-

vided by the state. The ability of the state to provide these institutions-often

referred

to as governance-is therefore fundamental to vibrant and broad-based markets. Chapter 5 on Political Institutions and Governancediscusses how political institutions shape
governance around the world by setting limits on the ability of the state to exercise its
power arbitrarily. This broad theme also runs through chapter 6 on The Judicial System, which examines the determinants of the efficiency of the judiciary and emphasizes
the importance of judicial accountability and independence from political pressures.
Chapter 7 on Competition stresses the central role of competitive pressures in creating
well-functioning markets, the institutions that support or undermine competition, and
the role of competition in spurring institutional change. Chapter 8 on Regulation of
Infrastructure takes up the interplay between competition and regulation in ensuring
that the market for infrastructure services operates fairly and is accessible to all.

CHAPTER

5

Political nstitutions
and Governance
Inframing a government to be administered by men
over men, the great difficulty lies in this:you mustfirst
enable the government to control the governed; and in
the next place oblige it to control itself

regimes adversely affect a country's growth performance.3 Through its powerful effects on overall economic growth, good governance is therefore central to
the goal of poverty reduction. Moreover,severaldimen-

-James Madison, 1788

sions of poor governance-notably corruption and
high inflation-impose costs that fall disproportionately on poor people.4 Improvements in these dimen-

ir any of the institutionsthat support markets

sions of governancemay be especiallyimportant for

are publicly provided. The ability of the state
to provide these institutions is therefore an
important determinant of how well individuals behave
in markets and how well markets function. Successful
provision of such institutions is often referred to as
"good governance."' Good governance includes the creation, protection, and enforcement of property rights,
without which the scope for market transactions is limited. It includes the provision of a regulatory regime
that works with the market to promote competition.
And it includes the provision of sound macroeconomic
policies that create a stable environment for market activity. Good governance also means the absence of corruption, which can subvert the goals of policy and undermine the legitimacy of the public institutions that
support markets.
Good governance matters for growth and poverty reduction. Many studies have documented strong associations between per capita incomes and measures of the
strength of property rights and the absence of corruption. To a certain extent, this reflects the greater capacity of rich countries to provide good institutions. But
recent findings also point to a strong effect running
from better governance to better development outcomes.2 There is evidence that excessive regulation
undermines economic growth. There is also evidence
that poor macroeconomic policy and restrictive trade

poor people.
Good governance requires the power to carry out
policies and to develop institutions that may be unpopular among some-or even a majority-of the
population. Public officials cannot enforce property
rights without the ability to try, judge, and punish
those who do not respect those rights. The state cannot provide costly public goods without the power to
tax individuals and companies to raise public revenues.
Public officials cannot promote competition without
the power to enforce regulations against monopolistic
abuses. They cannot provide a stable macroeconomic
environment without the power to see the state's policies implemented.
There is a tension in the development of the modern state between ensuring that public officials have
sufficient power to deliver good governance and ensuring that they are constrained from using this power arbitrarily in the interests of the privileged few.5 When
they are not constrained, their ability to provide the institutions that support markets-by increasing access
to information, enhancing competition, and enforcing
contracts-is impaired. This is particularly important
in the case of the protection of property rights, where
the formal establishment of such rights has little effect
in the absence of a credible commitment by the state
to respect and enforce them.
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Box 5.1
Political institutions, property rights and fiscal
outcomes in 17th century England

stitutions also influence the extent of competitionin the
politicalprocess and the extent to which this competition holds politicians accountable for their actions. For

example, delegating responsibility to local governments
In Englandin the early17thcentury,the Stuartmonarchy,cnifucetenetvsfocmpiinbtw
n
to finance its expenditures,increasinglyresorted to
"forcedloans"-wherethe lenderhadnorecourseif loans
were not repaid.Thispracticewasoneof manyhighlyvisible signs that the regimehadnocommitmentto protecting property rights.Otherindicationsincludedoutright
confiscation
of landandfunds,forcedpublicprocurement
at below-marketprices,a willingnessto removejudges
who ruledagainstthe Crown,andthe saleof monopoly
rightsover variouslucrativeeconomicactivities.Thisarbitrary exercise of sovereignpowerwas interruptedduring
the civilwar inthe middleof the century,but the restora- .
tion of the monarchywas accompanied
by the returnof
the same excesses.
TheGloriousRevolution
of 1688usheredin a seriesof
fundamentalchangesin politicalinstitutionsthat limited
the arbitraryexercise of power by the sovereign.The revolutionestablished
the supremacy
of parliamentoverthe
Crownandvestedinparliament
the exclusiverightto raise
taxes and audit the expendituresof the Crown. These
steps were followedby the establishment of the Bankof
England,
whichexercisedimportantindependent
control
over publicfinances.Theresultof thesechangeswasa
moreequitabledivisionof powerbetweenthe executive,
legislative,andjudicialbranchesof government.
Theserestraintson the arbitraryexerciseof power greatlyenhancedthe state's abilityto financepublicexpenditures
by issuingdebt.
The impactof these changesin politicalinstitutions
andinthe protectionof propertyrightscanbeseenin the
developmentof debt markets.In 1688the Crownwas
able to placepublicdebt equivalent
to only2 to 3 percent
of GDP-and onlyof veryshortmaturityandat veryhigh
interestrates. By 1697the Crownwasableto placeand
servicedebtequivalentto 40 percentof GDP,at lowerinterest rates and with longer maturities.Theemergence
of
a functioningpublic debt marketin turn benefitedthe developmentof the privatecapitalmarketsthat helpedfinancethe IndustrialRevolution
thatfollowed.
Source:NorthandWeingast1989.

Political institutions help determine limits on the arbitrary exerciseof power by politicians and bureaucrats.
They do so by delineating property rights between the
state and the private sector and providing for their enforcement. A historical example of this can be found in
the changes in political institutions in 17th century
England, which placed limits on the power of the
Crown to expropriate property and so contributed to
the security of private property (box 5. 1). Political in-

can influence the incentivesfor competition between
jurisdictions to provide improved public goods.
This chapter considers a wide variety of politicalinstitutions that, among other things, affect the behavior
of public officials. In formal democracies, which constitute a growing share of the world's countries, political institutions include the electoral rules that lay out
the procedures by which governments are elected and
replaced. They also include the constitutional rules that
t

determie the divisionof power betweenthe executive
and legislative branches of government-and the timits on the power of each. In all countries, political institutions and traditions delineate the division of power
between central and local governments and the assignment of responsibilities to different agencies within the
government. These institutions may be formal (such as
electoral rules), or they may be informal (for example,

the role of shared beliefs among members of the same
political party in shaping behavior). There are also im-

portant interactions between politicalinstitutions. For
example, the credibility of autonomous agencies will
depend on the extent to which other political institutions limit the power of governments to revoke the
agencies independence in the future.
Institutions that limit the state's capacity for arbitrary action will improve its abilityto provide institutions that support broad-based markets. But too often
among the poorest countries in the world, the ability
of the state to provide market-supporting institutions
is hampered by the absence of effective restraints on
public officials. This illustrates the broader theme that

runs through this Report of complementarities among
institutions: policymakers need to adjust institutional
designs to take these complementarities into account.
For example, in the absence of effectivechecks and balances in the political process, independent regulatory
agencies will be independent in name only. When state
capacity is weak, simpler and less discretionary regulation is less likely to be undermined by corruption. And
when central government control is ineffective, the potential benefits of greater decentralization and competition among jurisdictions may not be realized.
No single set of political institutions can successfully
support market institutions everywhere and at all levels
of development; this points to the importance of inno-
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vation and experimentation in the design of the institutions of the state itself. This chapter also illustrates
how open information sharing can improve governance
and reduce corruption (see also chapter 10).
This chapter builds on past World Development Reports, especially WorldDevelopmentReport 1997 on the
role of the state. Part of the 1997 Report was devoted
to the institutions that restrain arbitrary state action and
corruption, and it stressed the importance of judicial
independence, the formal separation of powers, and international institutions as a counterbalance to the power
of the state. Since then, a large body of research has shed
new light on these issues, and this chapter emphasizes
what is new. This chapter is also selective in the topics
it covers. The role of the state in protecting property
rights and promoting the rule of law through the judicial system is taken up separately in the next chapter.
The role of the state as a regulator to promote competition in markets is discussed in chapters 7 and 8.
This chapter addresses three dimensions of governance in detail. The first section explores the ways in
which political institutions influence policy choices, focusing on fiscal, regulatory, and trade policies. This section emphasizes the types of institutions that limit the
ability of the state to provide policies that favor special

interests over the general interest. The second section
discusses corruption. In light of the classic definition
of corruption as the exerciseof public power for private
gain, the section emphasizes the types of institutions
that limit the ability of public officials to act in their
own self-interest in this way.The third section discusses
how the institutions of taxation influence the incentives
of the state to raise revenues and to provide the institutions that support markets.
Political institutions and
The quality of policies adopted by governments around
the world varies tremendously. Figure 5.1 illustrates this
variation in policy for several measures of policy outcomes-inflation, budget deficits, and tariffs-averaged
over the 1980s and 1990s. Each panel shows the average value of the policy variable for the top half of a sample of 85 industrial and developing countries and the
corresponding average for the bottom half of the sample. Average inflation in the best-performing half of
the sample was 4 percent per year in the 1980s and
2 percent per year in the 1990s. Among the worstperforming countries, inflation averaged upward of 200
percent per year. The same is true for budget deficits,
which were insignificantly small or in surplus in the
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1990s among the best-performingcountries but averagedover 10percentof GDP amongthe worst-performing countries.The differencein tariffsbetweenthe top
and bottom halvesof the samplesis around 15 percent.
If these differencesin policy outcomesacrosscountries matter so much for growthand povertyoutcomes,
why then do some countries end up with much worse
policies and performance than others? This section
focuseson one particular factor: the extent to which
countries' political institutions are able to resolvethe
conflicts that inevitably arise when policies benefit
some at the expenseof others.
This sectionconsidersseveralsuch institutions, includingthe nature of the electoralsystemand the existence of checksand balancesamong differentbranches
of government.These checksand balancescan be constitutionally mandated, as in the formal division of
powersbetween the legislativeand executivebranches
of governmentor between the chambersof the legislature. They can alsoreflectthe outcome of the electoral
process,as seen in the election of a minority government that must seek support from coalition partners
and is limited in its agendaby the need to make compromiseswith these partners. Other political institutions include the procedures by which budgets are
determinedand internationalagreementsthat help governments commit themselvesto policiesthat may be
unpopular at home.
This sectiondiscusseshow politicalinstitutionsthat
limit the ability of government to act arbitrarily do
matterforpolicyoutcomes.Examplesfrom threeareasbudgetdeficits,regulationof financialmarkets,and trade
policy-are considered.The purposeof this discussion
is not to lay out a blueprintfor changesin politicalinstitutions in order to improvepolicyoutcomes.Rather,its
purpose is to illustrate how policy advice can be improvedby takingpoliticalinstitutionsinto account.
Budget deficits
Budgetdeficitsrepresentthe differencebetweenpoliticallypopular expenditureprogramsand politicallyunpopular taxation. Fiscaloutcomesare thereforeinfluenced by the extent to which governmentsare able to
muster politicalsupport for necessarytaxation and resistdemands from interestedconstituenciesfor the expansionof spendingprogramsthat benefitthem. Politicalinstitutions play an important role in this process.
This sectionexamineshow cross-countrydifferencesin
specificbudgetprocedures,votingsystems,and the tim-

ing of electionsinfluence fiscal outcomes.While the
overallmessageof this chapter emphasizesthe importance of limits on state power,the discussionhereillustrates some casesin which excessivelimits can hinder
the abilityof governmentsto resolveconflictsover fiscalpolicy.
Budgetprocessesand fiscal outcomes.Specificbudget procedurescan alsoaffectthe outcome of conflicts
over fiscalpolicy.Two aspectsof these proceduresare
noteworthy: whether governmentschoose to tie their
hands using balanced budget rules, and whether the
finance ministry has powers to resist demands from
either the legislatureor other branchesof government
for amendments to a proposed budget. To the extent
that balancedbudget rules-or, more generally,external constraintson finance-are effective,they can be a
powerfulmotive for enforcingnecessarycompromises
over fiscal policy. Similarly,when finance ministries
havestrong agenda-settingpowersrelativeto the legislature or spending ministries, it is easier for central
agenciesto enforcefiscaldiscipline.Cross-countryevidence from Latin Americasuggeststhat both thesefactors are important in determining fiscal outcomes.
Countrieswith more hierarchicalbudgetaryprocedures
favoringfinance ministriestended to havebetter fiscal
outcomes, controlling for a variety of other factors.6
Similarevidenceemergesfrom casestudiesof twoAsian
and three Africancountries.Successin instillingoverall fiscaldisciplinewas shown to be closelyrelated to
the strength of central agenciesin the budget-setting
process,the presenceof hard budget constraints in the
context of a medium-termbudgeting framework,and
institutionsthat held departmentsaccountablefor their
spending.7
There is also some evidencefrom Latin American
countriesthat balancedbudgetrulesare associatedwith
better fiscal outcomes.8 But balanced budget rules
aloneare not enough.The designand enforcementof
the rule matters as well. Evidencefrom the experience
of individual states of the United States points to important differencesin the effectivenessof differenttypes
of balancedbudget rules.9 While all U.S. states (with
the exceptionof Vermont)havebalancedbudgetrules,
their stringencyvaries considerably.Some states only
requirethe governorto submit a balancedbudgetto the
legislature or allow the carryoverof limited deficits
from one yearto the next.Other statesstrictlyprohibit
any deficitsfrom being carried over by imposing endof-yearbalancedbudget requirements.Moreover,states
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differ in whether the balancedbudgetrule is enshrined
in the state constitutionor not and in whether the balanced budget rule is enforced by a state supreme court
the executive.
that is appointed by
by th
.e.ecu,t.v,.
thatis aponte

Thesedifferences
in institutionaldesignhaveimpor-

tant consequencesfor the efficacyof balancedbudget
rules. Evidencesuggeststhat more stringent rules are
more effectivein reducingdeficits.Controllingfor a varietyof factors,statesthat switchedfrom weakto stringent balanced budget rules were half as likely to run
deficitsas those that did not. In addition,constitutionally mandated balancedbudget ruleswere much more
likelyto be effectivethan those that were legislatively
imposed and so were more easily reversed.Balanced
budget rules enforced by governor-appointedcourts
were less effectivethan those enforcedby more independent courts.
The generallessonsof this experiencefor developing countriesis clear.Balancedbudget rules can be ef-
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fective, especially at the subnational level where there

is little compellingrationale for countercyclicaldeficit
spending.However,such rules are more likelyto be effectiveif they are voluntarily adopted, if they impose
hard constraints,if the rules themselvesare difficult to
reverse,and if they are effectivelyenforcedby a credible third party such as a genuinelyindependent court
or a higher level of government that has sufficient
information to properly monitor subnational public
finances.
Dividedgovernments,electoralrules,andfiscal outcomes.The extent to which governmentsare required
to share power in coalition governmentsis an important determinant of budgetary outcomes in OECD
countries.When the power of governmentis checked
by the need to makecompromiseswith coalitionpartners,fiscaloutcomesare often worsethan when majority governmentsare in power.Figure5.2 showsthat the
probability that a coalition government in an OECD
country is able to sustain a fiscaladjustment (defined
as four successiveyearsof significantlyloweredbudget
deficits)is less than half as largeas the likelihoodthat a
majoritygovernmentaccomplishesa fiscaladjustment.
The likelihood that countries are governedby divided governmentsis in turn influencedby the constitutional rules that determine how governmentsare selected.Coalitiongovernmentsare more likelyto occur
under proportionalelectoralsystems,whereseatsin the
legislatureare awarded in proportion to shares in the
popular vote. A study of 60 industrial and developing

countries showsthat, after accounting for a variety of
socioeconomicfactors,countries with systemsof proportionalelectiontended to havelargergovernmentexpenditure and larger fiscaldeficits as a share of GDP
than countrieswith majoritariansystems.On average,
fiscaldeficits were 1.5 to 2 percentagepoints of GDP
10
largerin countrieswith proportionalsystems.
Electoralcyclesin fiscalpolicy.Politiciansmotivated
by the desireto remain in officehavestrong incentives
to manipulate the fiscal process to improve their
chancesof reelection.This createsa tendencyfor fiscal
performance to worsen in election years, leading to
debt accumulationand macroeconomicinstability.A
recent study examinedthe effectof electionson fiscal
performance in a sample of 123 industrial and developing countries.Controllingfor a numberof other factors, it found that fiscaldeficitswere on average1 percent of GDP larger in electionyearsand that this larger
deficit persisted for severalyears after the election.1 1
More striking is the differenceberweenthe magnitude
of these electoral cyclesin industrial and developing
countries. Among developingcountries,election year
deficits were on average2 percentage points of GDP
higher. The same study found that these larger cycles
in developingcountries reflect the confluenceof two
institutional featuresof these countries. First,on average there are greater opportunitiesfor incumbent pol-
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Figure 5.3
Governmentswith fewer checksand balances
than others are less likely to enforcebanking

regulation in order to reduce these conflicts (chapter
4). However, despite their nominal independence, such
regulatory agencies are often subject to political pres-
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study examined 40 banking crises occurring in a2 sample of 35 industrial and developing countries." The
study examined how the policy response to these crises
depended on the extent of checks and balances in the
political process, measured in terms of the number of
bodies with potential veto power over policy, such as
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Note: This figure shows the probability that prudential regulat ons are
not enforced, holding constant per capita income and the level of
financialdevelopment.
Source: Keefer 2001.

iticians to extract rents from being in office, as measured by variables capturing the extent of corruption in
the public sector. Second, the ability of politicians to
successfully manipulate policy to influence voters was
stronger when voters were poorly informed about the
consequences of policy decisions. The study found that
electoral cycles in fiscal policy were larger in countries
where press freedoms were lower, providing evidence of
the importance of open information sharing for institutional quality (chapter 10).
Fiinancial 7narket regulation
Banks can have strong incentives to undertake lending
that is riskier than is socially optimal. Governments
therefore provide prudential regulation in order to reduce banks' opportunities to engage in such lending
(chapter 4). Governments can also intervene following
financial crises to encourage the liquidation of insolvent banks. But the need for such regulation results in
two types of conflict. First, bank owners are often politically influential and can seek to prevent politicians
from approving or enforcing prudential regulations.
Second, although governments may wish to commit in
advance to not bail out insolvent financial institutions,
after a crisis the political pressure to intervene in failed
banks can be irresistible.
Many countries have established independent regulatory agencies charged with implementing financial

chose not to enforce prudential

regulations.

Even

among countries with similar levels of income, the like-

lihood that regulations were not enforced was significantly higher in countries with fewer checks and
balances(figure5.3).

The example of bank crises illustrates a general difficulty that governments have in credibly committing
to policies, and the potential of delegating decisionmaking authority to an independent agency to overcome this problem. This issue arises in many other contexts that are discussed later in this chapter, including
the delegation of tax collection to an independent revenue agency or the delegation of some control over
trade policy to an international organization. Given the
large costs of high inflation for poor people, another
important example is the problem of credibly committing to stable and noninflationary monetary policy and
the role of delegating monetary policy to an independent central bank to achieve this credible commitment.
However, the empirical evidence on the effectiveness
of central bank independence has been mixed. Especially among developing countries, there is little evidence that the statutory independence of the central
bank makes a big difference for inflation outcomes.
New research shows that when effectivechecks and balances limiting the ability of politicians to interfere in
the decisions of a formally independent central bank
are present, central bank independence can have greater
payoffs in terms of improving monetary policy.13
International trading rules
Over the past decades countries around the world have
made significant progress in reducing tariffs on international trade. Despite this progress substantial barriers to trade remain, ranging from high tariffs on certain
goods in certain countries (notably industrial country
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barriersto agriculturalimports from poor countries)to
a variety of nontariff measures that serve to restrict
trade and competition (see chapter 7).
The decision to liberalize trade is not simply a technocratic one but also reflects the balance of political
power between the gainers and the losers from reform,
Research on the politics of trade reform has been an active area, tracing back levels of protection to their more
fundamental determinants. These include the incentives of those affected by trade policy changes to form

lobby groups to influence policy, and the susceptibility
of governments to the influence of these lobbies. 14
Cross-countrv and cross-industry studies of industrial
and developing countries have found evidence that in-

dustries in decline, industries that are highly unionized,
and industries that make substantial campaign contributions all tend to be rewarded with higher tariff protection.'

tection.
A
variety
15of political institutions influence
A r

of

.

the ability of those affected by trade policy to form
coalitions to lobby governments. In a federal state such
as Mexico, for example, trade policy legislation required
broad regional support in the 1980s. As a result industries that were more geographically dispersed were
more successfulin obtaining tariff protection than those
that were concentrated in particular regions."6 More
broadly, institutions that hold politicians accountable
for their actions can help reduce special interest influence in trade policy.17
A particularly important institution that influences
the domestic and international politics of trade policy
is the World Trade Organization (WTO). The essence
of the WTO is an agreement to subject bilateral negotiations over trade policy to a set of multilaterally
agreed rules. These rules have evolved over time and
have become increasingly complex. But they are based
on two closely related basic principles: reciprocity,
meaning that countries' reductions in tariffs are expected to be met by equivalent reductions in tariffs by
other countries, and nondiscrimination, meaning that
countries must offer the same tariffs to all members.
Recent thinking on the role of the WTO reveals two
important functions that this institution provides. 18
The first function is helping countries commit to
trade policy reforms that they might otherwise be
tempted to reverse. For example, if formerly protected
industries fail to make necessary efficiency-enhancing
adjustments to free trade, then governments become
vulnerable to political pressures to restore the trade barriers they had previously removed. Since WTO rules
allow for costly retaliation by trading partners if tariff
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Box 5.2
Packagingtrade reforms
Inthe 1980smanydeveloping
countriesturnedtheirbacks
on import-substitution
policiesthat protecteddomesticindustrieswith high tariff barriersand beganto liberalize
trade.A lessonthat emergedfromthis waveof tradereforms is the importanceof "packaging"tradereformsto
makethempoliticallymorepalatable.
A widelycited studyof tradeliberalization
episodesin
developingcountriesidentified13 casesof particularly
rapidtrade reformincountriesas diverse as Chile,Peru,
and Turkey. Innearlyhalfthesecases,tradereforms were
implementedduringmajormacroeconomic
crisesas part
ofan overallstabilization
package.
Duringsuchperiods,politicalconsiderations
drivenby
the distributionalconsequencesof trade reform were
overshadowed
by a widersense that "something
needed
to bedone," providing the necessary political consensus
for reforms.Oncetradereformshadbeengiventhe opportunityto bearfruit, theycreateda new constituencyfor
free tradethat hadnot existedbefore.Chile'sexperience
with tradeliberalization
in the 1980sis a leadingexample.

Source:Rodrik1994.

cuts are reversed, governments can strengthen the credibility of their commitment to trade liberalizationby subjecting themselves to the rules of this institution. Empirical evidence from the United Statessuggeststhat this
credibility-enhancing role of the WTO is important."9
The second function that the WTO serves is to help
create constituencies that provide political support for
tariff reductions. In the case of unilateral tariff reductions, generating political support for trade liberalization is difficult since the efficiency gains from freer
trade are widely dispersed, while the costs are highly
concentrated among firms and workers in protected industries. The advantage of the WTO principle of reciprocity is that domestic tariff cuts that hurt particular
protected industries can be "packaged" together with
tariff cuts by trading partners, which benefit domestic
producers in other industries. This means that the influence of the latter group can serve to counteract the
influence of the former (box 5.2).
Corruption
It is now widely accepted that corruption has large costs
for economic development. Across countries there is
strong evidence that higher levels of corruption are associated with lower growth and lower levelsof per capita
income.20 In the context of this Report, corruption can
be thought of as a force that undermines well-function-
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Box 5.3
Political connectionsand firm value in Indonesia

ment income.22 Another study, of manufacturing firms
in Uganda, found that a 1 percent increase in bribes
paid by a firm was associated with a reduction in firm

InIndonesia
priorto 1998,manyfirmsreputedly
benefited
fromtheir closeconnections
with the government
in
powerat thattime.A recentstudyexamined
79 Indonesianfirmswithvarying
degrees
ofconnectedness
withthe
Suharto
familyand studiedhow theirsharepricesrehealth.
Suharto's
to newsaboutthen-President
sponded
It foundthat the sharepricesof firmsthat reliedmore

growthof 3 percent,whilea 1 percent increasein taxaof3oeren,bhie
growth
percent
i I
i taxa-23
non reduced firm growth by only about 1 percent.
Survey evidence from transition economies suggests
that firms would be willing to pay significantly higher
formal taxes in exchangefor eliminatingcorruption.24
Corruption alsounderminesthe competitive forces

on connectionswith the Suhartofamily fell muchmore

sharply
thanthoseof otherfirmsinresponse
to newsthat
Suharto's
health-andsohisinfluence-were
waning
(see
figurebelow).Based
onthis result,thestudyconcluded
thatasmuchasone-quarter
of thevalueof politically
con-

that are central to well-functioning markets. A robustly
competitive environment depends on the continuous
entry of new firms (chapter 7). But when potential new
firms must pay bribes at every turn in order to register

nectedfirmswasattributable
to their connections.

and begin operations, many will decide simply not to

Response of share prices to news of Suharto's health

enter, and competition will suffer. Evidence from transi-

-2.0 -

tion economies indicates that this anticompetitive effect
of corruption is important and that small firms and new
entrants were significantly more likely to report corrupn as an obstacle to business.25 Corruption is also astion
with lower public spending on health and education, which in turn limits opportunities for poor
people to invest in their human capital and to partici-

-2.5

pate in markets.26 This problem
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is compounded

by the

fact that across countries, greater corruption is also asso-

ciated with lower overall tax revenues.2 7 At a deeper
level, corruption undermines the legitimacy of the state

itself and weakens the capacity of the state to provide institutions that support markets. A particularly

ing markets in three ways: as a tax, as a barrier to entry,
and by subverting the legitimacv of the state and its ability to provide institutions that support markets.
Corruption can be seen as a tax, which distorts the
choice between activities and lowers the returns to public and private investments. But corruption is much
worse than a tax because the revenues do not contribute
to the public budget, to be spent on socially useful activities. Moreover, since corruption is illicit, there is
much greater uncertainty over this form of "taxation"
than conventional forms, rendering the corruption tax
even more costly.2 t A study examining the impact of
corruption on foreign direct investment found that an
increase in corruption comparable to the difference between Singapore (which is widely perceived to have low
corruption) and Mexico (which typically ranks around
the middle of countries in the world in rankings of corruption perceptions) would have the same negative effect on foreign direct investment as a 50 percentage
point increase in marginal tax rates on foreign invest-

perni-

cious form of corruption is "state capture," the ability of
firms to subvert the entire political processto ensure that
policies and regulations favorable to their business interests are implemented. This phenomenon has been studied most systematically in the transition economies of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, but close
and questionable links between businesses and governments are not unique to this region, nor are they unique
to democratic systems.2 8 A study of firms in Indonesia
with close links to the Suharto regime concluded that
one-quarter of the value of these firms was directly attributable to their political connections (box 5.3).
Given the high costs of corruption, research and policy advice have increasingly focused on identifying the
root causes of corruption. World Development Report
1997emphasized three factors: a distorted policy environment, which creates greater opportunities for public officials to manipulate rules for their own benefit; a
weak judiciary that is unable to provide a credible threat
of punishment when official misconduct is discovered;
and poor civil service management and low public sec-
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tor pay. Subsequentresearchhas highlightedadditional
factors contributing to corruption and has provided
more evidenceon the factorsidentifiedin WorldDevelopmentReport1997.These are discussedbelow.
There is growing evidence that countries that are
more
open to international trade have lower corruption.29 This may reflect a combination of factors.
Greater openness induces more competition (chapters
1 and 7), which in turn lowers rents and lessens opportunities for corruption. Greater openness also improves

information flows, which help expose official wrongdoing and also create constituencies in support of anticorruption activities among trading partners abroad. In
addition, countries that are naturally more disposed to
trade because of favorable geographic characteristics
will invest greater resources in developing institutions
that make trade more attractive (see also chapter 1).
Finally, there is some emerging evidence that as coun-

tries dismantle formal tariff barriers to trade, opportunities for corruption decrease.30
The evidence also shows that, controlling for the
level of income, a more complex regulatoryenvironment
breeds corruption (chapters 1 and 7). Studies have
found that countries with more elaborate procedures
for registering new businesses have higher levelsof corruption. 3 ' This in part reflects the fact that complex
regulations increase opportunities for corruption. It
may also reflect the fact that corrupt bureaucrats will
favor the proliferation of rules and regulations that in
turn create further opportunities for corruption. 32 In
either case, the more complex the rules, the greater is
the likelihood that officials will have discretion in how
they are applied, creating opportunities for corruption
(box 5.4).
Closely related to this are the effects of inflation on
corruption. When inflation is high and variable, information about prices is difficult to obtain, creating
greater opportunities for corruption in public procurement. Cross-country evidence shows that, controlling
for a variety of other factors, corruption is significantly
higher in countries where inflation is high and variable.
One area where the evidence is less clear-cut than
the findings presented in World Development Report
1997is the issue of public sectorpay and its effects on
corruption. There is plenty of anecdotal evidence that
the low wages available to civil servants in many developing countries drive them to take bribes in order to
supplement their incomes. While at least one study has
found systematic cross-country evidence of higher cor-
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3euxs.4
Discretionandtruckinspectionin Gujarat,India
Inspectors
responsiblefor enforcing
restrictions
onoverloadedtrucksinthe Indianstateof Gujarat
werenotoriously
corrupt.Theyhadconsiderable
discretion
overwhichtrucks
to stopfor inspection.Moreover,sincetherewas nosystem for reporting to the motor vehicle departmentthe
numberof trucksfound in violationof overloading
rules,individual inspectorscould negotiatea combinationof reportedfinesandunreported
bribeswith individual
truckers.
In 1998a program to reduce corruption using informationtechnologywasimplemented.Individualcheckpoints-and their weigh-scales-wereconnectedby computer to centraloffices,so that informationon vehicle
weightsand collectedfineswasautomatically
reportedto
the motorvehicledepartment.In addition,inspectors'discretionoverwhichtrucksto stopwas removed,Thecombinationof these two measuresto reducediscretiondramaticallyreducedopportunities
for corruption.
Source:wl worldbank,org/publicsector/egov/gujaratcs.htm.

ruption being associated with lower wages in a sample
of 28 countries, other studies covering more countries
fail to do so.33Many of these studies also do not distinguish between countries where petty corruption (which
is more likely to be influenced by salaries) and grand
corruption (which is less likely to be influenced by
salaries) are important.3 4
Careful country-specific analysis is beginning to
provide more nuanced evidence on the relative importance of wagesand other factors for corruption. For example, a study of procurement contracts in public hospitals in Buenos Aires, Argentina, found that a 10
percent increase in the salary of procurement officers
was associated with a 1.2 percent reduction in prices
paid for hospital supplies.3 5 However, this relationship
between pay and performance was apparent only after
a crackdown on corruption had been in effect for a period of six months. The crackdown itself also had significant effects on procurement prices, initially lowering them by an average of 18 percent-although this
effect weakened over time. Interestingly, this particular crackdown achieved significant results without
threats of penalties for wrongdoing. Instead, the staff
of the health secretary simply collected data on the procurement prices of basic hospital supplies from each
hospital and then circulated this information among all
hospitals on a regular basis.
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Political institutions that restrain politicians from arbitrary actions, and institutions that hold politicians
accountable for their actions, can help reduce the opportunities and incentives for corruption. The rest of

thissectionfocuses
on threesuch
institutions
that matrr . t
r s
1. .
s
ter for corruption: the degree of decentralization, electoral rules, and press freedom and civil society. This is
not an exhaustive list of political institutions that can

affect corruption. Somecountries haveattempted poaffectcorruption. Some countries have attempted
political reformsasfundamentalas redraftingthe entire
constitution, in part to reduce incentives for corruption (box 5.5). However, systematic evidence on the effects of these three institutions is beginning to emerge.

Box 5.5
Constitutionalreform for anticorruptionin
Thailand
In 1997Thailandadopteda new constitution. One of the
~~~~~~~~~three
mainobjectivesinredrafting
the constitution
was to
enshrine at the highest level a system to fight corruption

and ensuretransparentand accountabledecisionmaking.
The constitution specifies that the government must
"adopt and enforce moraland ethical standards in order
to prevent misconduct and create efficiency." It also establishes an ombudsman, a National Counter-Corruption

Commission,
and a StateAuditCommission.
It is still too soon to determine what the eventual im-

pacton corruption
of sucha fundamentallegalreformwill

be. But there have been some positive indications. In 1999
Thailand's minister of the interior was successfully prose-

Decentralization and co7rtrption
cuted for corruption.And while there are indicationsthat
Many studies have considered the costs and benefits of
vote buyingandother forms of electoral corruptionwere
decentralization. Advocates of the devolution of politiwidespreadduringthe most recent election,62 seats
power to lower levels ofgovernment
point to the poswere investigated by the National Election Commission
calcal
power to lower levels
of
government
point
to
the
pos-anweerctsed
1,
U
r
r
~~~~~~~~~~~~~and
were recontested.
sibility of better tailoring of public services to local
needs. However, there can also be costs, associated with
Source:Uwanno2000.
weaker capacity to provide services on the part of governments at local levels. Similarly, decentralization can
in principle either strengthen or weaken opportunities
centives of local government officials to take advantage
and incentives for corruption. To the extent that deciof these opportunities in turn depend on the extent to
sions on spending are devolved without commensurate
which they are held accountable for their actions-by
responsibilities for revenue collection, public officialsat
their constituents at the local level, as well as by higher
lower levels may face looser budget constraints and
levels of government.
hence have greater opportunities to engage in corrupt
Evidence from a recent study of the decentralization
practices. Incomplete devolution of power to local levels
of health and education services in Uganda and the
may also result in a proliferation of regulations emanatPhilippines shows that these channels of accountability
ing from different levelsof government, with a commenneed not always work well.37 Accountability to local
surate increase in opportunities for corruption. On the
electorates depends on the extent to which individuals
other hand, to the extent that citizens are more informed
are informed about local government actions. However,
about the actions of their leaders at the local level, they
a survey showed that in the Philippines only 1 percent
may be better able to monitor and influence those in
of respondents were able to name their municipal
power and demand honest behavior. In addition, greater
mayor or vice-mayor, while 41 percent of respondents
decentralization of power may encourage competition
were able to name the national-level vice-president. In
among jurisdictions to provide a corruption-free enviaddition, respondents indicated that local government
ronment conducive to business.
officials were the main source of information about
A recent study of 55 industrial and developing counlocal government issues, leading to concerns about the
tries shows that, on average, the greater the share of
independence of this information source.
state and local governments in total public expenditures, the lower the perceptions of corruption.3 6 But
Rfectoral rules and corn7ipticin
this result does not imply that decentralization will alIn democracies, elections serve as an important disciways reduce incentives for corruption in every country.
pline on public officials. Citizens who are fed up with
For decentralization to be effective in meeting local
cronyism and corrupt politicians can express their disneeds, it must include a significant delegation of resatisfaction at the ballot box. However, the effectiveness
sponsibility to local levels of government. With this reof elections as a disciplining device depends on two facsponsibility come opportunities for corruption. The intors. The first is the extent to which elections are free
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and fair. Without this minimum condition, elections
cannot serveto disciplinepoliticiansand sanctionthem
for corrupt practices.Second,provided that elections
are in fact freeand fair,there is evidencethat the design
of electoralrules themselvesinfluencethe accountability of individualpoliticiansto their constituents.
Recent researchhas focused on two dimensionsof
electoralrules that matter for accountability.The first
is the extent to whichelectoralsystemsrewardor punish individual candidates relative to political parties.
When legislaturesare selected by proportional representation,with candidateschosen from party lists,voters can vote only against particular parties and not
against individualswhom they perceiveas corrupt. As
a result individual politicians have less reason to fear
that they will be punishedat the ballot box for engaging in corrupt practices.The second is the extent to
whichelectoralrulescreatebarriersto entry for newpoliticalparties.When new partiesfind it difficultto gain
representationin the legislature,it is more difficult for
them to challengecorrupt incumbents. One factor determining the ease of entry for new political parties is
the number of representativesper electoral district,
since it is easier for smaller parties to win seats in districtswith multiplerepresentatives.
New empiricalresearchsuggeststhat both these factors are importantpredictorsof corruptionacrosscountries.A recent study found that, controllingfor a variety of other factors,countrieswhere a greaterfraction
of legislatorsare selected from party lists, and where
electoral districts have fewer representatives,tend to
have more corruption.38 Moreover,policymakersare
awareof these considerations.Althoughconstitutional
changes are typicallyinfrequent,when they do occur,
there are caseswherethese considerationsare explicitly
taken into account. An exampleis the new Thai constitution (box5.5).
`es sfteeni
and! ii,1Sa
u
Lackof information breeds corruption. When the actions of public officialsare not subject to scrutiny by
the general public, opportunities for officialmisconduct becomemore attractive.The availabilityof information can be a force for changing behaviorin several
dimensions.Without informationon the pricesthat are
supposedto be chargedfor public services-such as the
provision of tax documents, or permit or registration
fees-individuals cannot determine if they are being
overcharged.Without informationabout the detailsof
-
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regulations,individualsare vulnerableto bureaucratic
harassment and demands for bribes. Without widespread information on the extent of public wrongdoing, the public disgustwith corruptionthat is essential
to implementingreformsis slowto form. Policymakers
can take actions to provide informationon public laws
and regulationsto thoseaffectedby them. Where those
affected are not literate, special measuresneed to be
takento keep them informed of institutionsthat affect
them.
The media can help provide information by vigorous investigationand reportingof allegationsof public
malfeasance.For the mediato be effectivein this role,
they need to be free from political pressuresthat prevent investigationand reportingof scandalsthat would
embarrassthose in power.Acrosscountries, there is a
clear associationbetween indicators of press freedom
and absenceof corruption. An important factor in this
regard is media ownership. When the media are controlled by the state, they are more likely to be subject
to political pressures (chapter I0).39 The quality of
media coverageis alsolikelyto be important in determining the extent to which decentralizationwill lower
corruption. When information concerninglocal government actionsis scarce,it is lesslikelythat decentralization will be effective in reducing corruption. In
Uganda,for example,one study found that there was
significantlyless mediacoverageof local governments
40 At the same time, a
than of the nationalgovernment.
study of voting patterns in 14 Indian states found evidence that state governments'performancewhile in office had a greaterinfluenceon their subsequentsuccess
in the polls than that of the central government, suggestingthat voterswere better ableto monitor and rewardlocalgovernmentsforgood performance.41
Provision of information to civil society can also
help in buildinginstitutions that reduceopportunities
for corruption. Diagnostic surveys sponsored by the
WorldBank in severalcountriesin recentyearsprovide
an exampleof this type of institution building. These
diagnostic surveysgather information on perceptions
of corruption in differentpublic agenciesand use this
information as a basis for public discussion between
governmentand civil society.One such survey,carried
out in the municipality of Campo Elias in Venezuela,
identified complexand poorly understood municipal
proceduresas facilitatingcorrupt practices(consistent
with the cross-countryevidenceon regulatorycomplexity and corruption discussedabove).In response,ad-
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Figure 5.4
Tax collection aroundthe world
Revenueeffort improves with income and reliance on distortionarytaxation falls
Taxrevenueasa percentageof GDP

Taxeson international
trade asa percentageof total taxes
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ministrative procedures were simplified, and several
measures were enacted to improve public participation.
While it is still too early to determine the long-term effects, immediate results were promising, with followup surveys indicating strong improvements in satisfaction with public services.42

Politics,institutions,andtaxation

distortionary. A prime example of this is the disproportionate reliance of poor countries on taxes on international trade (shown in the right-hand panel of figure
5.4). This is not uniquely a developing country problem. As recently as the early 20th century trade taxes
accounted for half of public revenues in the United
States, and before 1870 trade taxes accounted for over
43
90 percent of U.S. public revenues.
Nor is it any ac-

For the state to provide the institutions that support
markets, it requires resources.Access to resourcesin turn
depends on the effectiveness of the institutions of taxation. In too many countries around the world, especially
poor countries, these institutions do not function adequately. This can readily be seen from the strong negative relationship between average tax revenue as a share
of GDP and per capita income, as shown in the lefthand panel of figure 5.4. There is considerable room for
debate about the appropriate size of public spending as
a share of national income. But when tax collection is
abysmally low-for example, dipping below 10 percent
of GDP in Peru in the late 1980s-it is clear that the
state does not have the resources necessary to build the
institutions needed for markets to function effectively.
Weak tax collection institutions undermine wellfunctioning markets in several ways. When tax administration is weak, governments tend to focus their energies on easily collected taxes, which are often the most

cident. International transactions are among the most
visible and easiest to tax. But taxes on trade undermine
competition by sheltering inefficient domestic producers (chapter 7). And by limiting openness, taxes on
trade can also undermine institutional change.
Another consequence of weak tax administration is
the disproportionate reliance on tax revenue from large
firms, which are more visible and easier to tax (box
5.6). When these firms are also the most dynamic in
the economy, the disincentive effects of taxation are
particularly costly for smaller firms. High tax burdens,
along with harassment by tax officials and unnecessarily high costs of compliance, can contribute to a firm's
decision to exit the formal economy, with adverse consequences for competition and the functioning of markets. Weak tax administration may also increase the
temptation for governments to rely on inflation taxes
as a source of finance. Finally, low tax revenues can encourage governments to tax banks by forcing them to
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hold public debt at below-marketinterest rates, thus
undermining the effectivenessof the financialsystem
in supportingmarkets(chapter4).
This sectionfocuseson the interplaybetweenpolltics and the institutions of taxation, using two examticsand the institutions of taxation, using two examples:the experience with autonomous revenue agencies
in Latin America, and the incentives for local gov-
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Box 5,6
Business
taxationin Uganda
TaxrevenueinUgandaincreased
from less than 5 percent

policies to reward their friends and supporters with

of GDPin 1986to more than 11 percent of GDPin 1998.
Uganda's experiencein raisingrevenue collectionis a cautionarytale aboutthe adverseeffects on businessesof
sharpincreasesin revenue collection unsupported by effective tax administrationand a wideningof the tax base.
Largebusinesses in the formalsector representa
small share of the economy, but giventheir visibilitythey
form a largeportionof the effectivetax base and are taxed
more heavilythan smallfirms. Priorto the 1997tax reform,
large firms in the manufacturing sector were subject to
high marginaltax rates, combinedwith a varietyof tax holidays that were granted on a fairlyarbitrary basis. Firms
faced marginaleffective tax rates averaging42.5 percent,
if they did not qualifyfor tax holidays,or 22.3 percent, if

exemptions and other loopholes. They can also use the
institutions of tax administration to persecute their en-

theyweresuccessfulinobtainingtaxholidays.
Smallfirms
facedonlya presumptive
taxof 1 percent of their turnover,

ernments created by intergovernmental tax-sharing
arrangements.
, i 'e, 'i.S i'rerenui$'agePcies
The power to tax that is invested in the state is considerable, and so also are the temptations to use these
further political ends, Politicians can use tax

with an overallmarginaleffective tax rate of 8.9 percent.
The overallhighrates of taxation discouragedinvestment
amonglargefirms. As important, the arbitrarynature of
the tax holidays contributedto perceptions of unfairness
of thetax system,whichinturn underminedincentivesfor
compliance.This necessitated a very intrusiveand inefficient rate of audits: nearly 70 percent of largefirms were
audited annually.
The 1997tax reform abolished new tax holidays,with
the resultthat unifiedmarginaleffectivetax rates fell to
governments
in industrial
and developing
countries32.5 percent, and the distortionsassociated with existing
goveranments
fm Canadu
ial
and
Japan
etopingicouand
mholidays are graduallydisappearing as they expire. Howranging from Canada and Japan to Mexico and Colomever, much remains to be done to strengthen revenue administration.
Surveyevidencefrom 1997 indicatesa very
bia-have delegated responsibility for tax collection to
revenue agencies with varying degrees of autonomy
high level of dissatisfaction with the Uganda Revenue
from the rest of the public sector bureaucracy.4 4 Two
Authority.Respondents estimated that fullyhalf of their
common
ire otscompetitors benefited from tax evasion, often by taking
comm
on ingredients
of this particular institutional deadvantage of ad hoc tax holidayspermitted by less-thantransparenttax regulations.Tellingly,firms that were sucsign are greater autonomy from the ministry of finance,
especially over personnel decisions, and a budget that
cessful inobtainingtax holidayswere also much less likely
is linked to taxes actually collected. The former proto be audited.The proliferation
of regulations
facilitatesarwith repeated audits and harassment

by tax in-

em'es
spectors. These actions undermine the effectiveness of
tax administration by increasing the complexity of tax
laws and encouraging the proliferation of exemptions,
loopholes, and regulations. Arbitrary actions also contribute to perceptions of unfairness that feed taxpayer
noncompliance.
Recognizing this temptation and its consequences,

vides the opportunity to significantly strengthen the
human capital of the agency to improve performance.
The latter can in principle create incentives for greater
revenue effort on the part of the agency. Moreover, to
the extent that the establishment of an autonomous
agency improves perceptions of the fairness and depoliticization of tax administration,
taxpayers' incen-

tives to comply with tax laws may also improve.45
However, the potential benefits of agency autonomy
have not always been realized. The success of an independent revenue agency in improving tax compliance
and tax collection depends to a great extent on the degree of political commitment to its autonomy. The experiences of Bolivia, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela show
that this commitment is not always sustained. 46

bitraryapplication of tax laws. Value added tax refunds
were also identifiedas slow. 58 percent of firms that appliedfor the refunds received either no refund at all or only
a partialrefund.
Source: Chen and Reinikka 1999.

Nominally independent revenue agencies were established in these countries during times of fiscal crisis.
In all four countries, noncommodity tax revenues as a
share of GDP were very low-less than 10 percent of
GDP when their respective autonomous revenue agencies were created. However, the extent of the actual autonomy of the tax collection agency varied considerably. In Bolivia and Mexico, where a tradition of using
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public agenciesfor patronage appointments was entrenched, only limited autonomyover personnelmatters wasgranted to the revenueagencies.Only in Peru
was the beginning of the operations of the revenue
agencyin 1991 accompaniedby wholesalepersonnel
reform.In Mexicoand Venezuelathe autonomy of the
revenueagencywas undermined by frequent changes
in leadership,and in Boliviathe revenueagencysurvivedonly two years.
An importantreasonfor the problemswith these autonomousagencieswasthe intragovernmentalconflicts
that their establishment created. In all four cases,the
revenueagencieswere carvedout of the ministryof finance, with a commensuratedeclinein the power and
prestigeof the latter. In the caseof Mexico,36,000 of
the finance ministry's 39,000 employeeswere transferred to the revenue agency.At the same time, the
ministriesof financeremainedto someextentaccountable for the tax collection performanceof the revenue
agency.This combinationof accountabilitywithout authority, as well as a desire to regain status, led to pressures to restoresome of the powersof the revenueagenciesto the ministryof finance,thus undoing the initial
reforms.The lessons from this experience show that
building autonomous revenueagenciesrequiresmuch
more than a simpledeclarationof autonomy.It requires
a strongpoliticalcommitment,whichcan be supported
by fostering constituencies in the private sector that
recognizethat competentand fair tax collectionis good
for business.
Incentives and intergoveernmentaltax sharing
Numerous countries-often supported by the World
Bank-have taken advantageof the opportunities offered by decentralizationto transfergreaterresponsibility for public servicedeliveryto lowerlevelsof government, which can in principle tailor programs to local
needsand tastes. But local governmentsrequire financial resourcesto provide these services.How these expenditures are financed can have important implications for the incentives to collect taxes and to build
institutionsthat support markets.
To realizethe full benefits of decentralization,local
governmentsshould ideallyfinance their expenditures
with taxes under their control, with most of the cost
borne by their local constituencies.In this way, local
governmentshave the power to vary the level of local
expendituresto reflectlocalpreferences,and facestrong
incentivesto collecttaxes.Localcitizensare alsoable to

see the direct link between the taxes they pay and the
servicesthey receive.This can be achievedby directly
assigningtaxes to localgovernmentsor by "piggybacking" schemesin which local governmentslevytaxesas
a proportion of national taxes (as, for example,is the
casewith provincialincome taxesin Canada).
However,this ideal is far from practical in most
countries-and especiallyin many developingcountries-for three reasons.First,the revenueraisedby the
taxesbestassignedto localgovernments(suchas property taxes)tends to be modest, resulting in largefiscal
gaps for subnationalgovernments.In India, for example, state governmentspendingduring the 1990s averaged46 percentof total governmentspending,but state
government-collected tax revenues represented less
than half of state government revenues,with the balance made up by transfers from the central government.4 7 Second, when local governmentsdo receive
some autonomyover taxation, they may choosenot to
set rates high enough or may not enforce collection
vigorouslyenough,in the expectationthat they will be
bailedout of localbudgetaryshortfallswith grantsfrom
the centralgovernment.This effectcontributedto weak
municipal government finances in Hungary in the
1990s and prompted an innovative institutional response to instill fiscaldiscipline(box 5.7). Third, differencesin the revenue-raisingcapacityof localgovernments maylead to unacceptableregionaldifferencesin
public serviceprovision.
In these situations,someform of revenuesharingbetween levelsof governmentis necessaryto supplement
local revenues.Central-local transferscan take one of
two broad forms: direct grants from higher to lower
levels of government, and tax-sharing arrangements
whereby tax revenues are collected by one level of
government and are then divided accordingto a prespecifiedformula, with central control over rates and
the sharingformula.Many countriesemployboth.
Direct grantsare often discretionaryand can be the
subject of protracted annual negotiationsbetween levels of government,underminingoverallfiscaldiscipline.
A potential advantage of tax-sharingarrangementsis
that they rely on prespecifiedformulasthat can ensure
greaterpredictability.In the caseof India, for example,
the Finance Commission sets tax revenue shares for
4 8 In Argentinathe bulk of tax sharing
five-yearperiods.
occurs through a complex"co-participation"scheme.
There have been changes in the revenue/tax-sharing
arrangementsover the past ten years,but theyhavegen-
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erally left transfers quite stable. In fact, this stability
makes transfers acceptable as collateral for provincial
borrowing. The problem, however, is that the system is
overly complex. For example, there is one main revol.
.0
plu seea te a-hrn
eneshrn
enuersha
plusring
several
poolother tax-sharing pools.
These factors affect the transparency of the system.

A difficultywith both methods of revenuesharing
is that they can weakengovernments'incentivesto invest in tax collection

capacity.

If direct grants are based
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Box 5.7
Market discipline
versusstatediscipline:
municipal bankruptcyin Hungary
In 1996 Hungaryadopteda law that establishedbankruptcyprocedures
for municipalgovernments.
Theobjecfrom defaulttiveof the law wasto preventmunicipalities
ing on their debt obligations by providing a clear set of
rules to be followed in cases of financial distress. If a municipality falls behind in its debt service or other obliga-

on actual rvn shtallotions,bankruptcyproceedingscan be initiatedeither by
itself. The municipality
creditorsor by the municipality
thenformulatesanemergency
budgetcoveringmandated
tie reason to levy or collect local taxes, since the additional revenue will be offset by a reduction in grants
public services.It is prohibitedfrom issuing new debt
from the center. In contrast, matching grants, which rewhile it entersinto negotiationswith creditors.If all parties canreacha compromisedebt workoutagreement,it
local governments to commit their own resources
implemented.
If not,the caseis turnedoverto the court
quire local governments to comlt tnelr own resourcesis
of indesystem, whichenjoysa constitutionalguarantee
to receive transfers, are less likely to have these perverse
effects. Similarly, under tax-sharing systems, each level
pendence.Thecourtscanthen orderliquidationsof muof government has weaker incentives to administer and
nicipalassets to payoff creditors.

on actualrevenueshortfalls,localgovernmentshave lit-

enforcea sharedtaxbecausepartof the revenuesgained

Since 1996 there have been nine cases of municipal

verse incentives (box 5.8).
The incentive effects of revenue-sharing arrangements go much further than simply the effects on
revenue collection discussed above. The design of revenue-sharing arrangements can also have important
implications for how subnational levels of government
use the economic policies at their disposal to foster
market development. China and Russia's experience
with intergovernmental fiscal relations illustrates the
powerful effects of these incentives. In both China in
the 1980s and Russia in the 1990s, substantial authority over local economic policies was delegated to subnational levels of government. Both countries also experienced declines in tax revenues relative to GDP, with
a growing share of revenues and expenditures under the
control of subnational levels of government.
Tax-sharing arrangements have had important incentive effects in both countries. In Russia a Law on
Basic Principles of Taxation, specifying the assignment
of taxes to different levels of government, was passed in
1991 but was not implemented consistently. In practice, the authority of different levels of government to
levy taxes, and the rates at which revenues from shared

debt serviceobligation.However,the factthatmunicipal
tionsare nowwell belowcentrallymandatedceilingsis a
promising
sign.

bankruptcy,sevenof whichwere resolvedduring2000.
the centralgovernmenthasnotprovidedfiImportantly,
by improved administration must be shared with other
levels of government. Each level of government has
nancialassistanceto anyof the municipalities
involved.
strong incentives to "free ride" on the others' tax colThisexperiencehasservedto strengthenthe credibilityof
lection efforts. This incentive problem can be mitigated
the central government's commitmentnotto bailout municipalitiesin financialdistress. Thisin turn has helpedto
budgetconstraints,as municipalihardenmunicipalities'
when tax administration is efficient, technocratic, and
ties nowface "marketdiscipline"fromtheir creditors,as
free from political influences. But when the institutions
of tax administration are weak and subject to political
wellas "state discipline"
inthe formof monitoring
and supervision
by the central government. It is too soon to
succumb
to
these
permnplto,tax
sharing
can
manipulation, tax sharmg can succumu to tllese per-determine
the ultimateeffect of this institutionalinnova-

Source WetzelandPapp2001.

taxes were divided, were subject to continuous renegotiation, with the outcome reflecting shifting balances
of political power.4 9 Lower levels of governments that
succeeded in raising local tax revenues often saw commensurate reductions in tax-sharing payments from
higher levels. One study found that for some Russian
cities, this reduction was almost exactly one for one.50
The same study found that the extent to which local
governments had control over incremental tax revenues
mattered for local economic activity. The more that a
city's incremental tax revenues were eroded by reduced
transfers, the lower the rate of new business formation.
In China in the 1980s the central government set
rates and defined the base for many taxes, but tax collection was delegated to provincial governments. Tax
revenues were shared according to a "tax contracting"
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Box 5.8
Tax sharingwith weak tax administration:the case of Russia
The caseof Russiain the 1990sprovidesa vividillustrationof
the perverseincentivescreatedby tax sharingwhentax adasharp
ministrationis weak.In the 1990sRussiaexperienced
declinein tax revenues,with federaltax revenuescollapsing
from 18percentof GDPin 1992to 10percentof GDPin 1997.
A portionof this declinecan beattributedto the overallpoor
performanceof the Russianeconomyduringthis periodand
to declinesin severalkeytax rates.Anotherfactor wasa declinein the effectiveness
of taxadministration,
drivenby competitionbetweendifferentlevelsof government.
Whileinprinwasafederalresponsibility
carried
cipletaxcollectionin Russia
out by the StateTaxService,in practicelocalbranchesof this
agencywere heavilyinfluencedby localgovernments.Local
governments
in turntried to protectfirms locatedin theirjurisdictionsfromhavingto paytaxesto the federalgovernment
or
simplylobbiedfor generaltax relieffor localfirms, thus subvertingtaxadministration.
Forexample,firms wouldagreeto
paytheirtaxobligations"in kind" to localgovernments
by providinggoodsor publicservicesdirectly,so thatcashpayments
that neededto be sharedwith higherlevelsof government
were avoided.Anotherexamplewas the vigorousand successfullobbyingof the federalgovernment
for a reductionin
the taxarrearsof the truckmanufacturer
Kamazundertaken
by
the presidentof Tatarstan,
whereKamazwaslocated.

Thefederalgovernment
wouldalsoattemptto enforcecollectionsat the expenseof the localgovernments,againsubvertingtax administration.
Whenthe automobilemanufacturer
Avtovazwasthreatenedby bankruptcy
proceedings
bythe federal governmentdue to mountingtax arrears,it eventually
cameto anagreementto paycurrenttaxesonlyto the federal
government,with no mentionof its delinquentobligationsto
the localgovernment.Moregenerally,
alllevelsof government
hadweakerincentivesto collect sharedtaxes preciselybecausea portionhadto besharedwith otherlevels.
The figure below illustratesmore systematicallythe adverseconsequencesof this competitionover tax revenues.
While the effectivenessof tax collectionin 1996relativeto
1995(measuredas the ratio of actualcollectionsin the two
years,adjustedfor inflationandchangesin rates)increased
for
for those
almostall taxes,the increasewas mostpronounced
taxesthatwere subjectto the leastrevenuesharing.Thiscase
illustratesthe importanceof a competentandautonomous
tax administrationfor limitingcompetitionover taxrevenues
between levelsof governmentthat can subvert the entire
processof taxcollection.Wide-ranging
reformsin the tax system since1998havereducedthe complexityof the Russian
tax systemandhaveincreasedthe transparencyof revenuesharingarrangements,
representing
importantprogress.

Shared taxes were less effectivelycollectedin Russia
tax collection(1996asa shareof 1995)
Inflation-andrate-adjusted
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system. Between 1985 and 1988 these contracts allowed provinces that ran deficits to retain a greater
share of revenues, and provinces that ran surpluses a
lower share. This weakened incentives to collect taxes,
and revenue growth slowed in the richest provinces.

In response, between 1988 and 1993 the system was
changed to give provincial governments greater claims
over incremental tax revenues. For some provinces this
amounted to an agreement to deliver a fixed sum to the
center, with any additional revenues accruing to the
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province.51 Throughout this period local governments

alsoincreasinglyreliedon "extrabudgetaryrevenues"consistingof a rangeof locallycollectedfeesand levies,
as well as profits from state-owned enterprises under
local government control-that were not subject to
sharing with the center to finance local expenditures.
This strengthenedlocalgovernments'incentivesto improvetax collectioneffort and to encouragelocal economic growth to expand the local tax base. A study
found that during 1982 and 1991 the provincialbudgetaryrevenuesand expenditureswerehighlycorrelated
(correlation coefficient0.75); for extrabudgetaryrevenue and expenditure,the relationshipwas almost one
for one.52 The samestudy found that an increasein the
marginal fiscalretention rate of 10 percent in a province was associatedwith a one percent increasein the
growth rate of employmentof nonstate enterprisesin
that province.
But even if tax-sharingarrangementscreate incentivesfor localgovernmentsto support market development, there are risks that local governmentswill do
so in inefficientor anticompetitiveways. In China in
the 1980s,for example,many provincialgovernments
erected barriers to interprovincialtrade to developa
wide range of manufacturingindustrieslocally,rather
than allowspecializationin industriescompatiblewith
53
localcomparativeadvantage.
Increasedrelianceon extrabudgetary funds reduced fiscal accountabilityand
limitedthe centralgovernment'scapacityfor macroeconomic management.And differencesin economicperformanceacrossprovincesled to largedifferencesin the
levelof provincialgovernmentexpendituresper capita.
In Russia one of the most dramatic manifestationsof
these riskswas the high degreeof tax competition between regions, which encouraged firms to shift accounting profits from one jurisdiction to the next in
searchof the most favorabletax treatment,all the while
shrinkingthe overalltax base.54
In this environment,mechanismsof centralgovernment control are required to ensurehealthy interjurisdictional competition. One important mechanismis
the availabilityof information, since central governments need information on subnationalgovernments'
policy action to exertnecessarycontrol. This points to
the importanceof transparencyin subnationalgovernment financesand policymaking.To this end China's
fiscalreformssince the mid-1990shaveemphasizedincreasedaccountabilityfor extrabudgetaryfunds and a
strongercentralgovernmentsharein revenues.
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Another mechanism to limit local policymaking that

conflictswith national interestsare the incentivescreated by the politicalsystemfor localgovernmentleaders. In many democracies,strong nationalpoliticalparties can use ties of party loyaltyand party disciplineto
limit excessesin local policies. The absenceof such
strong nationalparties contributed to harmfulinterregional competition in Russiaduring the 1990s.As the
Soviet Union disintegrated, there was a surge in regional politicalautonomy.Newlyelectedregionaland
local government officialsno longer owed their allegianceto Moscowbut rather to their local constituencies.This encouragedthe pursuit of policiesthat benefited localinterestsat the expenseof national interests.
In China one mechanismof central government control over provincial policymakingwas the center'sin55 A
fluenceover senior provincial-levelappointments.
study of these appointments found evidencethat the
exerciseof this centralcontrol strengthenedduring the
1980s and 1990s, even as more and more economic
powerswere being delegatedto lowerlevelsof government.5 6 One way in which this was done was to encouragerotations of seniorofficialsfrom one province
to another to preventlocalofficialsfrom becomingtoo
associatedwith local interests.
These experiencesillustratea broaderprinciplerelevant to other countrieswhereeconomicpoweris shared
between differentlevelsof government: local government interests need not coincidewith national interests.The designof intergovernmentalrelations needs
to involvemechanismsof accountabilityto the center
to ensurethat the benefitsof interjurisdictionalcompetition are realized.
Conclusions
The ability of the state to provide those institutions
that support growth and poverty reduction-often referred to as good governance-is essentialto development. Countries that have failed in this respect have
seen incomes stagnateand poverty persist.This chapter emphasizesthe importance of politicalinstitutions
in creatingincentivesfor governmentsto providegood
governance.Politicalinstitutionssuch as constitutional
rules, the division of power among levelsof government, independent agencies,mechanismsfor citizens
to monitor public behavior,and rules that inhibit corruption all succeedin restrainingofficialsof the state
from arbitrary action, and good governancewill likely
take root.
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There is no blueprint for change in political institutions to support good governance. Political and
social forcescan push countries in diversedirections.
But the nature of politicalinstitutionsand the interactlon of public officialswith their constituenciesdictate
the type of policyadvicemost effectivein a givencountry and affectthe policiesadopted. In designingparticular governmentstructures,it is criticalto considerthe
incentives~
fain ~~
pulcofcasi.apriuaon
inaeparticusbyhela
ing
try.Incetivetins
facing paffeciese
try.
Institutions can affect these incentivesby helping
to monitor the behavior of public officials. Institutions
at
respnive ovenmnsi
'ho
rof a broadtspectrumt
in
re
trumoof citizes
citizensnsoiety,oandmhow
in society,andhow responsierthe
responsive
theyare

be tempered with the realization that the success of
these innovations dependsheavilyon complementary
politicaland socialinstitutions.If governmentslackthe
broader checks and balances that would keep them
from interveningin independentagencies,these agencieswill be independent in name only. If political institutions that align local government incentiveswith
nationa test arb
tnlocal government s
national interests are absent, and if local governments
are no more accountableto their constituentsthan central governments,the benefitsof decentralizationmay
not be fullyrealized.Further,localcapacityand general
literacylevelsmayhinder the typesof activitiesthat can

to social and economic concerns.They do so by providing information,increasingcompetition,and clarifyingand enforcingrightsamongdifferentgovernment
agenciesand betweenthe state and the governed.This
needs to be kept in mind when building particular
structures.For example,the currentpopularityof policies such as greater decentralization,or greater formal
autonomy for regulatoryor revenueagencies,needs to

be effectivelydecentralized.
A degreeof experimentation and competition can
help identify effectivepoliticalinstitutions both at the
broader regionalleveland at local levels.Open information sharing, public debate, and information flows
among regions and between public and private actors
can facilitatethis process.It can affectpublic officials'
incentivesand can alsocreatepressuresfor change.

CHAPTER

6

The Ju icial ysten
Fair trial,fair judgment. ..
Evidencewhich issuedclearas day...
... [Qluenchyour anger;let not indignationrain
Pestilenceon our soil, corrodingeveryseed
Till the wholeland is steriledesert....
.[.. [Calm this blackand swellingwrath.

lectionof kin, informal meansof intervention suffice
to resolveconflicts.But as economicactivitybecomes
more complex and commerce expands, group ties
weaken, and the demand for more formal means of
intervention grows. This pattern is exemplified by
the rapid growth of commerciallitigation in modern

-Aeschylus, 458 B.c.

China. In 1979 China embarked on a path of economic reform that spurred new enterprise creation, increased interprovincial trade, and allowed the entry of

he GongyangCommentaryto the Spring and

foreigninvestors.The expansionof businesswas fol-

Autumn Annals, a fourth century B.C. text on
law in China, illustrates a problem that all societies face. Analyzing a son's responsibility when the
state has unjustly executed his father, the text concludes
that without a public institution to settle disputes between private parties and between public and private
parties, the only recourse open to those who seek jusrice is revenge. But revenge can spark an endless cycle
of violence, as first one side and then the other retaliates. In many countries disputes over land and other assets have led to increased violence. The uprising led by
Thomas Muentzer in 16th century Germany and the
current debate in Zimbabwe are but two examples.
Adjudication of a dispute by a court of law offers an
alternative, one where facts are carefully assayed and
self-defense and other considerations that may excuse
or explain the conduct are reviewed. In short, courts are
a way to resolve disputes justly. Justice forms the basis
of a lasting social order. The legal and judicial system
must therefore provide a method for determining the
truth and justice of the actions of private agents and of
the state. Its primary responsibility is to ensure social
peace.
Courts develop gradually, reflecting a society's own
development. When society is a small, close-knit col-

lowed by an increase in the number of cases filed in
commercial courts. In 1979-82 the average number of
commercial disputes filed in the courts was around
14,000 a year; by 1997, 1.5 million new cases were
filed-more than a 100-fold increase.! At the same
time, the number of commercial disputes arbitrated
by community committees, the traditional mediation
mechanism, hardly increased. As the number of entrepreneurs grew, the enforcement capacity of informal
dispute resolution mechanisms weakened.
The simplest means for resolving disputes is mediation. Mediation has been used to settle disputes in both
small and large cases and in both village and urban
communities. Mediation provides a low-cost way to resolve disputes and is found in every society. But mediation has its limitations (box 6.1). There is nothing to
compel the parties in a dispute to reach settlement; social norms may not provide a sufficient incentive.
A more formal method for exerting public control
over disputants was employed in the ancient Near East,
the Carolingian empire, and medieval France. A person who anticipated becoming the target of a self-help
remedy initiated the process. This could be a debtor
who feared that a creditor was about to seize his property to satisfy an obligation. The initiating party (the
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How mediationresolvesdisputes

arevisiblein sanctionslikethese.Ratherthan urging
or pressuringa party to accept a resolution,society is

nowimposingone.
Generally,a mediatorhas no enforcementpowers.An
elderor a communityleaderthat bothdisputantsrespect
may helpthem find commongroundbut neednot have
power to imposea solution.A pure negotiatorpresents
eachside'spositionto the other,whilea mediatorcansuggestsolutionsof his or herown. In eithercasethe onlyrequirementis thatthe solutionbe acceptable
to bothparties.
Unlikejudges,mediatorsneednot sortout conflicting
legalor factualclaims.Nor dothey usuallypreparea written opinionshowinghowthe settlementconformsto the
law.Theyrequirenospecialized
trainingor expertise.Mediation does not requireenforcementcapacity,either.
Complianceis ensuredbecausethe settlementrestson
both parties'consent.
Whilea mediatoris free to suggestanysettlementthe
partiescanagreeupon,inall societiesnormsplaya significant role in determiningthe type of solutionsreached
(chapter9). Tacitus,the first-centuryRomanhistorian,reports that amongGermantribesa murderercould compensatefor his crimeby the paymentof a certainnumber
of cattle or sheep to the victim's family. Ethnographic
studies of more contemporarytribal societiesdescribe
similarnorms.Amongthe Nuerof Sudan,guidelines
specify the compensation
generallyrequiredto settlecasesof
homicide,bodily injury,theft, andother wrongs. While
suchnormsreflect moraljudgments,they servea practical endas well.Theyreducethe cost of reachinga settlementby providingthe mediatora pointof referencein discussions with the two sides.
But even when underpinnedby supportivesocial
norms, mediationhas its limitations.Evenin a society
suchas the Chinese,where strongculturalpreferences
toward mediationprevail,less than two-thirdsof cases
filedwith arbitrationcommitteesbetween1979and1997
reachedsettlement.By 1997 sixtimesmorecommercial
disputeswere handledthroughthe formal commercial
courtsthanthroughthe arbitrationcommittees.In Russia
an enterprisesurveyconductedin mid-1997revealedthat
lessthan 8 percentof managerswho facedcommercial
disputesusedprivatearbitrationcourts to resolveproblemswith their suppliers.In contrast,morethan 92 percent of those managersused commercialcourts to file
grievances.

Thesekeyelements-state-backeddecisions,reached
afteran independentfact-findingand developedin har-

Source:Evans-Pritchard
1940;Hendley,Murrell,andRyterman2001;Pie2001.

dicial efficiency. This is particularly important given
lower levels of administrative capacity and human cap-

debtor, in this case) would request a declaration that
under the circumstances, self-help was unjustified. If
the court hearing the case agreed, the target of the expected attack was entitled to society's protection. If the
court disagreed, it sanctioned the use of private force
to secure redress. The seeds of a modern court system

ital, higher initial levels of corruption, and fewer complementary institutions. Complex procedures also facilitate corruption in the absence of transparency. Where
supporting institutions, human capital, and resources
exist, complexity has fewer costs for efficiency.
The experience with judicial reform over the last two
decades highlights the importance of open information
flows. The evidence suggests that reforms that introduce greater accountability of judges to the users of the

mony with prevailingsocial norms-are what distinguish courts from the various forms of mediation. Enforcement is entirely taken out of the hands of private
individuals.This in itself can significantly reduce the
potential for violence and improve the business climate.
But for courts to be effective, rulers must follow the
law, too. The judicial system must also provide checks
and balances on arbitrary state action. Forcing rulers to
follow the law is a problem as old as government itself
Even when a ruler accepts the principle, there is the
challenge of devising an institution that can determine
when the government has violated the law and fix an
appropriatesanction.
Once a court has been established, its efficiency is
defined in terms of the speed, cost, and fairness with
which judicial decisions are made and the access that

aggrieved citizens have to the court This chapter foa
c
hi
cuses on commercial dispute resolution. It presents evidence on the determinants of the efficiency of legal
and judicial systems across countries today. It discusses
elements of judicial reformsthat arepart of an overall
reform of the government but also discusses elements
of judicial reform that do not depend on comprehensive reform of the government or the legal system. This
distinction is important. Different types of institutional

reforms may be opposed by different interest groupsand this will vary between countries. But there are several areas in which countries can begin reform without
fearing strong opposition.

A main finding is that the simplificationof procedural elements is associated with greater judicial efficiency; both costs and delays are reduced. In many
developing countries procedural complexity reduces ju-
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judicialsystemand to the generalpublichavebeen
moreimportantin increasing
efficiency
thanthesimple
increasein financialand humanresources.
In developing countriesaccountability
canbe enhancedthrough
the provision of more information

on judicial

out-

comes.In manycasesstrongcivilsocietygroupsand
the media, acting as outside monitors, have changed
the behavior of judgesand lawyers (chapter 10). Implementing judicial databases that make caseseasy to track
and hard to manipulate or misplace can enhance accountability and therefore the speed of adjudication.
Individual calendars make explicit the link between a
judge's case management record and his reputation.
judge's
. .
.

The provisionof such statistics-even without any enforcement mechanism-has been found to reduce
delay. Statistics are most effectivewhen information on
clearance rates and times to disposition for judges are
individualized and when they are available to the
media. Finally, partially delegating the mechanics of
procedural reform to the judicial branch can speed the
process of reform. Where procedures are transparent,
allowing some degree of innovation and experimentation by judges can help increase judicial efficiency.
The provision of information, simplicity, and increased accountability affect not only cost and speed,
but also fairness. The evidence shows that in judicial
systems that rely excessively on written procedures, a
shift toward oral hearings tends to make trials simpler,
faster, and cheaper, without an appreciable loss in fairness, since the judge has direct contact with the evidence. Fairness, in the context of the judicial system,
can be interpreted as the consistent application of the
law regardless of the nature of the parties involved.2
The perceivedfairness of the rules or lawsvaries depending on each society's values and political and social
structure. There are two main sources of unfairness.
The first occurs when judicial decisions are not indcpendent of political decisions, and when the courts cannot ensure that other branches of government will obey
the law. Second, unfairness can also arise when powerful private parties influence court decisions.
Who benefits from the improvement in the quality
of the judiciary in handling commercial disputes? The
evidence suggests that well-developed formal mechanisms to enforce contracts make everybodybetter off
(see box 6.2 ). For example, both debtors and creditors
gain from efficient insolvency resolution.3 The evidence
also shows that greater judicial efficiency may be particularly important for smaller and unaffiliated entre-
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Whobenefitsfrombettercourts?
Duringthe early1990sthe collapse
offormal
enforcement
mechanisms in Polandand Slovakiaresulted in longdelays
in payments to farmers for deliveringtheir products to upstream processing plants. In response, agriculturalcooperativesattemptedto buildtheir own verticallyintegrated
processing capacity. In turn, the processing plants introduced seeds and fertilizer
and investment facilitationprograms for farmers that delivered products to them. For
example,the Polish dairysubsidiaryof LandO'Lakes prefinancedfeed for milkfarmers andprovided
loansfor milking equipment. Whilethese privatemechanisms in effect
substituted for formal contract enforcement, they increased the cost of doing business. The development of
judicialenforcement in the late 1990s in Polandand Slovakia resulted in the quickdisappearanceof these tempo-

raryprivatemechanisms.
Source:GowandSwinnen2001,p. 5.

preneurs and firms. Studies on commercial litigation in
Italy,Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Ukraine, and Vietnam
show that newly created private enterprises, which do
not have established supplier and customer networks
or significant market power, are most likely to resort to
the use of commercial courts.4 Older, especially stateowned, enterprises are often able to settle disputes out
of court. Similarly, a study on firms in severe financial
distress in Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
the Philippines, and Thailand finds that firms that are
affiliated with business groups are half as likely to file
for formal bankruptcy as unaffiliated businesses.5 Instead, affiliated firms negotiate the rescheduling of debt
payments with their creditors informally, relying more
on reputational mechanisms and less on formal court
procedures. This pattern is also illustrated in a recent
study of the software industry in India.6 The study
shows that young firms are significantly more likely to
have fixed-price contracts and to bear the overrun costs
in complex contracts. This is not because of inferior
product quality. Young firms often outperform established firms in the production of high-quality products.
Rather, these findings suggest that the primary beneficiaries of well-functioning commercial courts are new,
small firms, unaffiliated with either private business
groups or the state, run by those who do not necessarily have established social connections.
This chapter begins with a comparison of legal systems around the world. It then assessesthe recent re-
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Surveyson judicial performance
t-}5 L>'T'

Inputs into the judicial system for selected
e +'st t

i

countries,1995

The most popular method for assessing judicial perfor-

(per 700,000 population)

mancerelies onsurveysbasedon public perceptionsof
the weaknesses
of the judicialsystem.Somesurveysdependon in-houselegalexpertswho summarizethe relevantliteraturefor eachcountrybut do not havefirst-hand
knowledgeof the judicial system,while others survey
businessexecutives.
However,people'sperceptions
arecoloredby their expectations.Coveragealsodependson the availabilityof
information,whichis generallybetterin richercountries.
Despiteweaknesses
with thesesurveys,theydo convey
someinformation.Richercountrieshavelesscorruptjudicial systems,which in turn helpstheir businesscommunityandsupportseconomicgrowth.Otherdatashow
thatthe public'sperceptionof corruptioninthe judiciaryis
veryhighlycorrelatedwith its perceptionof corruptionin
government.

Incoming
Other
casesin
Professionaljudicial first-instance
Country
judges
staff
courts
Austria
21
117
29,294a
Brazil
2
n.a.
2,739
Ecuador
1
n.a.
10,467
EnglandandWales
5
4
4,718
France
10
41
2,242
Germany
27
69
2,655
Italy
12
60
1,227
Netherlands
10
n.a.
2,031
Panama
3
n.a.
1,656
Peru
1
n.a.
2,261
Portugal
12
70
3,719
Spain
9
83
1,898
a. Including
summary
cases.
Source:Contini2000; Buscagliaand Dakolias1996.

form experience of countries and concludes with a discussion of the determinants of judicial independence.
Issues of civil service reform are not discussed here, but
they were the topic of WorldDevelopmentReport 1997.

Legal and judicial systems vary substantially across
countries in terms of their output. In Latin America the
average duration of commercial cases is two years, and
it is not uncommon for complex commercial cases to
take more than five years. In Ecuador the average case
takes almost eight years to reach a verdict. In contrast,
it takes less than a year to reach a verdict in Colombia,
France, Germany, Peru, Singapore, Ukraine, and the
United States for similar cases.7
Reform of the legal and judicial system depends critically on a sound understanding of its existing structure
and level of efficiency.Description of the key characteristics of the system and measurement of the speed and
cost of judicial decisions are crucial. However, it is only
in rare cases that governments have developed indicators to track the development of the judiciary. There is
very little systematic evidence on the structure and performance of the judiciary and on the determinants of
its performance. Recently, there have been some attempts to fill this gap (box 6.3). Legal scholars have focused their efforts on documenting the inputs into the
judicial systems (number of judges, budget of the judiciary branch, number of administrative support staff),

access to justice, and the workload of judges (measured
by the number of casesfiled and resolvedwithin a given
period). The output these studies measure is the number of resolved cases. Examples include studies on eight
European countries and a World Bank study on seven
Latin American countries.8 Table 6.1 reports some indicators compiled from these comparative studies.
There are significant problems in making meaningful comparisons between the ways that different judicial systems function. Difficulties are encountered even
in defining the concept of a "judge." In one country a
legal dispute might be dealt with by a professional
judge in a formal courtroom, while in another country
a similar dispute might be handled by a public official
who is not a judge or a lawyer. In other cases the same
dispute might be resolved by an unpaid volunteer lacking any legal qualifications.
The table shows large differences in the number of
legal professionals, even across advanced European
countries. In some countries lay judges staff labor tribunals and small claims courts. Austrian judges have
the most support staff (117 per 100,000 inhabitants).
Adjudication services are also organized differently
across industrial countries. Ecuador and Peru have one
judge per 100,000 people. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the number of judges in Western European countries. Not all countries with efficient judicial systems have many judges, however. Singapore and
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the United States have fewer than one judge per
100,000people.

This Report uses a detailed survey of practicing lawyers
to benchmark the relative efficiency of judicial systems
and the access to civil justice in 109 countries (box 6.4
providesdetails of the methodology).9 The survey foprov. .
cuses on the complexity of litigation, that is, on how
difficult it is for a layperson to pursue a legal procedure
in defense of his interests. Elements investigated include the various steps in the litigation process, the difficulty in notification procedures, the complexity of the
complaint, and the possibility of suspension of enforcement because of appeal (box 6.5).

For the countries in which the procedures are com-

plex,the adjudication

process is perceived to be less efrplaintiff

plex,the adjudicationprocessIsperceivedto be lessefficient even after adjusting for the level of income (figure 6.1 a). The data indicate that the complexity of
litigation does not decrease uniformly as national income per capita declines (figure 6.lb). This shows that
the developing countries with the fewest resources and

weaker judicial capacity also havecomplex procedures.
One explanation is that the judicial system in these
countries is more prone to failure and that the com-

plexity of litigation ensures the availability of checks
and balances on the way to the final judicial decision.
Alternatively, procedures may be put into place to limit
access to the judicial system and favor more privileged
.h.w,countries
individuals
or firms. Some developing
individualsor firms. Somedeveloping countries,however, have simpler procedures, and several countries
have undertaken reforms of judicial processes. Among
the industrial countries, while some may have more
complex procedures, the superior enforcement capacity
and presence of complementary institutions and higher
levels of human capital counteract the negative effects
of complexity (figure 6.1 c). Complementary institu-

I2I

Comparingjudicial efficiency
A surveydeveloped
for this Reportanalyzesparticularaspectsof judicialsystems.It doesso throughdetailedquescomtionsaddressed
to lawyers,Thedatasystematically
pare the paceof litigationby meansof a standardized
surveydeliveredto privatelawfirmsin 109countries.The
survey presentstwo hypotheticalcases that represent
typicalsituationsof defaultof an everyday
contract:(a)the
eviction
. .... of a tenant;and(b) the collectionof debt (a returnedcheckor aninvoicein countrieswherechecksare
not popular).
These two casesproxyfor alltypesof commercial
disputesthat enterthe courts.Twoquite differentcasesare
choseninorder to check whether the findingscanbegeneralizedto all civillitigation.Thequestionscoverthe stepby-stepevolutionof thesecasesbeforelocalcourtsin the
country'slargestcity. Importantly,
the surveystudiesboth
the structureof the judicialsystem-that is, where the
wouldseekredressin specificcases-andthe efficiencywith whichjudicialdecisionsare made,
The surveychoosescasesin whichthe factsare undisputedbythe partiesbut wherethe defendantstilldoesnot
want to pay. Thejudgeconsistentlyrulesin favorof the
plaintiff.Inthiswaythe surveycontrolsfor fairnessacross
countries, as judgesfollowthe letter of the law. We assume that nopostjudgmentmotionscan befiled.Should
any oppositionto the complaintarise,thejudgealwaysdecidesin favorof the plaintiff.Thedataconsistof the number of steps requiredin the judicialprocess,the time it
takesto accomplish
eachstep,andthecostto the plaintiff.
measureof accessto the
The lastprovidesa comparable
the issue of Judicial
judicial system, while allthree address
efficiency.
Thequestionnaire
makesa distinction
between
what is required
by law andwhat happens in practice.
Thefollowingareexamplesof questionsasked:What

is the most commonlyused mechanismfor collecting
overduedebt in yourcountry?Does this mechanismdiffer if the debtamountis small,equalto 5 percentof GNP
percapita,or large,equalto 50 percentof GNP percapita?

tions include rules affecting judge's incentives, rules
promoting greater transparency, rules affecting other

What types of court will this mechanismbe applied
through? Would the judgmentIn the debt collectioncase
be an oral representationof the generalconclusions,an
oralargumenton specificfactsand applicablelaws,or a
writtenargumenton specificfactsandapplicablelaws?
Source:LexMundi,HarvardUniversity,andWorldBank.
Report2002background
project.
WorldDevelopment

litigants' incentives, and clearer substantive rules.
Another variable that distinguishes judicial systems
is the type of judge that presides over a case. First,
judges may preside over a general jurisdiction court or
over a limited jurisdiction court. Limited jurisdiction
courts include specialized courts, such as small claims
courts or bankruptcy courts, and alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms, such as arbitration committees
and justices of the peace. Second, the judge or the mem-

bers of the court may not be professional judges who
have undergone professional training in the law. Further, their primary activity may not be to act as a judge
or a member of the court. In contrast, a nonprofessional judge can be an arbitrator, an administrative officer, a merchant, or any other lay person who is authorized to hear and adjudicate the case.
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(a) Procedural
complexityreducesefficiency

Indexof the complexityof litigation
This index measures how complex judicial litigation of simple commercial disputes is, and therefore how difficult it
is for a layperson to pursue a legal procedure by herself in
defense of her interests. The index ranks from 0 to 1,
where 1 means that litigation is very complex, while 0
means that it is not. The index is formed by adding five

Judicial efficiency
1.0
0.8
0.6

equallyweightedvariables:
Legal language

or justification,

P
This describes

how

0.4

muchlegallanguageor legaljustificationis requiredin differentstagesof the process.02
Notification
procedure,
Thisdescribes
the levelof complexity involved in the process of notification of the
complaint (service of process) and the notification of final
judgment.
Legal representation. This describes whether for the
case provided, the legal assistance of a licensed attorney
would be required by law or by practice.
Complexity of complaint. This evaluates the level of
complexity for preparing and presenting a complaint for
the case.
Suspension of enforcement because of appeal. This
describes whether the enforcement of final judgment
would normally be suspended when the losing party files
an appeal until the appeal is finally decided, or if judgment
is generally enforceable.

0
0-0.25

0.26-0.5

0.51-0.75

0.76-1

Complexity of litigation

(b) Rich countriesalso have complex
regulations,but ...
1.0 Complexity of litigation
080.6

Source: Lex Mundi, Harvard University, and World Bank.
Report 2002 background project.
World Development

0.4

0.2

Countries such as Australia, Belgium, Singapore,
and the United States have fewer requirements for
judges. At the other end of the spectrum, Ecuador, the
Arab Republic of Egypt, Italy, Lebanon, and Morocco
require simple debt collection casesto be heard by professional judges in general-jurisdiction courts. This increases the public finances necessary for litigation and
greatly lengthens the duration of each trial.
A complementary measure is the type of legal assistance necessary for a lay person to bring a case to the
court. As discussed below in the section on judicial reform, the need for professional legal representation
greatly increases the cost of litigation, serving as an entry
barrier to the court system for poor members of society.
For the cases studied in this report, few countries make
representation by a professional lawyer mandatory.
Those that do are all middle- and low-income countries,
such as Ecuador, Lebanon, Morocco, the Philippines,
and Venezuela.
Countries differ significantly in terms of the duration of simple civil litigation related to commercial disputes. It takes less than three months to reach a

judg-

Poor

Low middle

Rich

High middle

Incomelevel
... they have more efficient systems because
of complementary institutionsand capacity

(c)

Judicialefficiency

'
0.8

0.6

0.4
0.2

°

Poor

Lo

middle

Rich

High middle

Incomelevel
Note:Highervaluesindicategreaterefficiency(figures6.1aand6.1c)
or greater complexity (figure6.1 b).
Source:LexMundi,HarvardUniversityandWorldBank.World
DevelopmentReport2002backgroundproject.
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ment on small debt collection, equivalent to 5 percent
of GNP per capita, in Denmark, Japan, New Zealand,
Singapore, and the United States. In contrast, it takes
more than two yearsto reacha judgment in Colombia,

the Czech Republic Kuwait Malta, Mozambique,and
the Uied ARablEmiaite

the United Arab Emirates.
Enforcement of judgment differs significantly between countries. In the richest quartile of countries it
takes on average 64 days to enforce a judgment on
small debt collecton once the judge has produced
an opinion. The countries in the poorest quartile fare
worse. On average, it takes 192 days-a
long time,

particularly for small businesseswith little accessto
credit-to collect debts once a judgment is rendered.
There are also differences among countries at similar income levels. For example, countries differ in how
long it takes to enforce a judgment. In the poorest
of countries the average duration from judgquartile
ment to enforcement in debt collection cases is only 18
days in Ghana, but almost 450 days in Senegal. This
diversity of enforcement efficiency again suggests that
it is possible to undertake simple reforms of the judi-

cial system in developing countries that can significantly enhance access for small firms and poorer entrepreneurs. This means that policymakers need not wait
for overall reform of the judiciary but can work on im-

proving certain aspects. While large-scale judicial reforms may face some political opposition, others may
be more feasible in the short run. In some cases effective reform may mean building a new institution, such
as a specialized court, rather than modifying old ones
(see the discussion on judicial reforms below).
The survey underscores how countries vary greatly
in the details of the law as well as the enforcement of
the law.And these difficulties can affect efficiency.First,
the speed with which the same case is adjudicated in
different countries varies enormously. For example, it
can take anywhere from 35 days (Singapore) to four
years (Slovenia) to solve a commercial dispute that involves a returned check. Second, a large part of this difference can be explained by the procedural structure of
the judicial system. This includes the prevalence of oral
versus written procedures; the existence of specialized
courts, including small claims courts; the possibility for
appeal during or after the trial; and the allowed number of appeals. Third, some characteristics of the judicial system are much more likely to be associated with
superior judicial performance. For example, the existence of oral procedures and continuous court cases
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Debtrecoveryin Tunisia
In Tunisia the recovery of overdue small debts is normally
achievedby means of a specialprocedurecalledinjonction depayerbefore a general-jurisdictionjudge. Provided
b
that the debt has been proven and established, the judge
grantsthe injunctiontopay.Thedebtorcannotopposethe
order.Therefore,
the civillawsuitexcludes
the usualstages
of service of process, opposition,hearing,andgathering
of evidence.Onaverage,the entireprocedurefromfiling
untilpaymenttakeslessthan a month.
Thissimplifiedproceduredoesnot mandatelegalrepresentation. Legalcosts are very low,approximately$54
whenrepresented bya laawyer,
and zero if the plaintiffrepresentsherself.Thereareno courtfeesfor the injunction,
andthe plaintiffonly pays bailifffees, of around$20, for
the actualcollection.
In contrast,manycountriesat a simi-

lar levelof economicdevelopmenthavea considerably
lengthierandmorecostlyprocessforsmalldebt recovery.
Recoveringsmalldebtin Venezuela,
for example,involves
a complicated
process.Thepartiesto the caseandthe adjudicatorsmust go through 31 independentprocedural
actionsfromfiling of the lawsuitto paymentof the debt.
Theaveragedurationof the processis aboutoneyear,and
legalrepresentationof parties is mandatory,
as is the case
in most otherLatinAmericancountries.Smalldebt recovery in Venezuelais also associatedwith markedlyhigh
legal costs. Averageattorney fees are approximately
$2,000,whilecourtfeesreach$2,500.
Source:LexMundi,HarvardUniversity,andWorldBank.
Report2002background
project.
WorldDevelopment

(the court meets on continuous days until the case is
resolved) explains much of the variation in the length
of commercial dispute resolution (box 6.6).
The study also indicates that 90 percent of procedures for Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Morocco,
and Senegal, and 100 percent for Argentina, Honduras,
Spain, and Venezuela, are written. Not surprisingly, the
judicial process of collecting debt lasts on average 180
days in Honduras, 300 days in Argentina, and 432 days
in Senegal. The predominance of written procedures is
evident in some of the industrial countries as well. For
example, in both Norway and Japan 80 percent of all judicial procedures in the debt recovery case studied require written documents. Yet the duration of casesis reasonably short: 90 and 60 days on average, respectively.
This evidence suggests that complicated procedures are
especially problematic in poorer countries, where they
may facilitate corruption or be unsuitable given the existing levels of administrative capacity. Also, they frequently serve as barriers to entry for poor people.
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Figure 6.2
Excessivewritten procedureslimit access

complexity of the dispute. Low-valueor simple disputes
might be assigned to simpler and faster procedures consuming fewer court resources, For example, disputes

to justice

over small amounts of money should be handled by
small claims courts. The World Bank has been involved
in establishing this system in the Dominican Republic,
where it was discovered that more than 80 percent of
commercial casesinvolved trivial amounts of money.
Policy choices should also be dictated by public preferences. For example, recent empirical work suggests
that disputants value the chance to describe their version of the story to an impartial adjudicator; that is,
oral procedures in front of a judge are perceived as par-

1.0
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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ticularly"fair."In fact,this "dayin court"factorout-

1

0-49

I

f
50-79

80-99

I
100

Writtenprocedures
(as a percentageof
all litigationprocedures)
Note:Equalnumberof countriesin eachcategory.Highervaluesindicate greater access. Access to justice is defined as the extent to
which citizensare "equal underthe law, haveaccessto an indepen-

dent,nondiscriminatory
judiciary,andare respectedby the security
forces.Scalefrom 0 to 10. Thehigherthe rating,the greaterthe
degreeof equalityunderthe law" (FreedomHouse2000).
Source:Accessto justice:FreedomHouse2000;written procedures:
Lex Mundi, Harvard University, and World Bank, World Development

Report2002backgroundproject.

When building effective judicial institutions, policymakers aim to establish courts that decide cases
cheaply, quickly, and fairly, while maximizing access.
These variables are not independent of one another.
However, the evidence indicates that tradeoffs among
them exist only at the margin. For example, when judicial performance is very slow, improvements in speed
can be made without compromising fairness. A recent
study from Argentina suggests that policymakers are
not always bound by such tradeoffs; it demonstrates
that to be fair, the justice system need not be slow, but
many policymakers use the existence of a tradeoff as an
excuse for maintaining the status quo."0
Access to the judicial system, partly by the poorer
members of society, can be limited by factors such as
procedural complexity, whether legal representation is
required, and high financial costs. For example, where
most procedures are in written form rather than oral,
access is limited (figure 6.2).
The types of cases a nation's courts tackle represent
policy choices. The procedure for resolving a dispute
must be proportionate to the value, importance, and

weighs every other variable tested, including the actual
outcome of the dispute."

Judicial reform efforts
Attempts to improve judicial efficiencyhave varied
12
widely across industrial and developing countries.

However,three key themes run through the successful
initiativesto improvejudicialefficiency.
*

Increasedaccountabilityofjudges.For public sec.
tor employees, ensuring accountability is the mir-

ror image of private sector contracting. The judge
is contracted to provide efficient adjudication.
However institutional features of the judicial system and the presence of complementary institutions (such as the media) affect the incentives of
judges to provide such adjudication. The provision of information on judicial performance and
monitoring play a key role in affecting judges'
incentives and accountability. Accountability
can also be increased through pressure from civil
society.
* Simplification. Simplification of legal procedures
can lead to more efficient outcomes. Simplification may result from replacing written hearings by
oral ones or by creating specialized courts. An excessive emphasis on procedure may undermine
fairness, but so may excessive informality. As explained earlier, however, the evidence shows that
judicial systems in developing countries which suffer from capacity constraints also suffer from an
excessof formality and complexity of procedure.
* Increasedresources.In some countries the judiciary
seriously lacks resources. In such cases, additional
resources have been found to improve judicial ef-
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ficiency.But in most cases,increasedresourcesfor
the judiciaryenhanceefficiencyonly if they complement more fundamentalreforms,suchas eliminatingall easilyidentifiableredundanciesand inefficienciesin the judicial system. Recently,the
Philippine Supreme Court asked for a large increasein public funding. However,a report by
the Center for Public ResourceManagement, a
Philippine NGO, has identified a large number
of duplicative units and functions within the
office of the clerk of court and the office of the
court administrator. There are also 11 separate
records divisions in the various offices of the
SupremeCourt. These units are not electronically
or manuallynetworked.Each maintains its own
records processing,filing, and archiving functions. It is estimated that if these redundancies
were eliminated from the judicial system, resources equivalent to 8 percent of its budget
wouldbe freed for other uses.13
Accouniitability
When judgesare accountablefor their actions,judicial
systemscan become more efficient, with judgesproviding faster and fairer solutions to cases.The incentivesjudges face affectjudicial performance. Institutional design, in turn, affectsjudges' incentives.One
of the primary factorsaffectingincentivesis information on judicialperformance,which allowsthe performanceof judgesto be monitored.A frequentlyusedalternative is the impositionof legislatedtime limits on
the resolutionof particular types of cases.While legislated time limits havebeen a popular responseto slow
trials, the results to date have not been very encouraging. For example, in the United States time limits
originallyset by the SupremeCourt haveprovedunenforceable.This is partly becauseit is difficultto monitor judicial effort. There is no objective way to tell
whether a casedragson becauseit has legitimatedifficultiesor becausea judge failsto do her job. As another
example, judges in Argentina and Bolivia are given
mandatorytime limitsto conductand decidecases,but
these are rarelyenforced.
Systemswhereeach judge workson the basisof an
individualcalendarhavehad somesuccess.In such systems a single judge followsa casefrom beginning to
end. This is in contrast to the master calendar,where
the court can assigndifferentparts of a caseto different
judges.The mastercalendarhas some advantages;a case
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can go on if a judgeis sickor has a largeworkload,and
judgescan specializein the proceduraltasksthat fall in
their area of expertise.But there are drawbacksas well.
No judge is fullyfamiliarwith the case,differentjudges
can rule inconsistentlyin the same case,and-when a
casetakesa long time in a master-calendar
jurisdictionit is hard to knowwho is responsible.Somestudieshave
found that the individualcalendaris associatedwith reduced timesto disposition,not only becausethe judge
in chargeis more familiarwith her own cases,but also
14
becausejudgesfeel more accountable.
Generating accurate statistics reduces delay, since
judgescare about their reputation. Such an effecthas
been reported, for example,in Colombia and Guate5 The experiencewith delayreductionprograms
mala.1
in the United Statessuggeststhat becauseproblemson
a case,such as excessivedelay,can be uniquelytracedto
a judge, individualcalendarsmakejudgeswork harder
16 Morebroadly,repand managecasesmore effectively.
utational effectsare a crucial determinant of whether
delayin courts is severe.Reputationalconcernsare difficult to measure,however.Reformssuch as reporting
judicial statisticsare effectivebecausethey provide a
basison which to assessjudges'efficiencyand therefore
affecttheir reputation.
Apart from hard statistics, greater transparencyin
the conduct of judicialbusiness,coupledwith a judge's
interest in her reputation and desire for prestige,im7 This has beendocumented
provesjudicial efficiency.'
in severalindustrial countries.When judgeshaveopen
trials,lawyers,litigants,the media,and the generalpublic observe their conduct. A reviewof the impact of
televisingjudicialproceedingsin NewYorkstate found
that suchscrutinyraisesthe efficiencyof judgesby onethird while at the same time increasingthe quality of
their judgments.18
Civil societygroups can play an important role in
helping to increaseaccountabilityin the judiciary.For
example,in 1994Argentina'sFundaci6n para la Modernizaci6ndel Estadoand Instituto para el Desarrollo
de Empresariosen la Argentinapublished a report on
the need for greater transparencyas part of a judicial
reform proposal.Alsoin Argentina,Poder Ciudadano
formeda commissionwith other civilsocietyorganizations to followthe work of the new JudiciaryCouncil.
This group requestedpublic accessto hearingsof the
council and issuedreportson its functioning.
In the Philippinesthe Foundationof JudicialExcellence, the National CitizensMovement for Free Elec-
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tions, and the Makati BusinessClub establishedthe
CourtWatchproject in 1992.They sent two observers,
usuallylaw students, to courtrooms over an extended
period of time. The observersrated judges after each

Box 6.7
The creation of a specialized commercialcourt
in Tanzania

visit, based on direct observation and surveys of lawyers
and prosecutors involved in the case. The ratings
included the judge's familiarity with the law, as well
as the conduct of the proceedings, on such measures as
promptness, efficiency, and courtesy. Soon after the
program began, the media noticed that judges' behavhad changed
a d that the
ior had changed and that the efficiency of the court had
risen significantly.
Simlplificatiotanda
r-piicto

rs

*

r

structural
X

ref rnm
X'

Tanzania'sCommercial
Court was establishedin 1999 as
a specializeddivisionof the country'sHighCourt.Itwas
launchedat a timewhenthe governmentof Tanzaniahad
committedto embracinga marketsystemand wantedto
acceleratethe processof buildinga legalandjudicialsystemto supportmarketreforms.
The Commercial Court has jurisdiction over cases
amounts greater than TshlO million (about
$12,500). It has a higherfee structure than the general divisionof the HighCourt.The filingfee is about 3 percent
of the amount in dispute inthe CommercialCourt, while
in the general division fees are capped at Tshl20,000
((about $150). The high fees discourage many litigants;

*involving

Simplification of procedures and enforcement has been
found to improve judicial efficiency (as shown in figure 6.2). Three main types of simplification or structural reform are considered in this section: the creation
ofcourts,
specialized
alternative dispute resolution
of specialized courts, alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms, and the simplification of legal procedures.
Specialized courts. The structure of adjudication can
be changed by creating specialized courts. These courts

these litigantsuse the HighCourt.Appealsof the CommercialCourt'spreliminary
or interlocutory
orders,a commonsourceof delayinthe Tanzaniansystem,are barred
byruleuntilthe case is finished.
The CommercialCourt may keep filingfees until it has
coveredits annualoperatingbudget.Thegeneraldivision
must remitallfees collectedtothe Treasury.Thismeans

may be specialized around the subject matter (such as

ber 1999 to November 2000 have an average value ot
about Tsh 52 million($65,000).About half involvedebt re-

bankruptcy and commercial courts) or around the size
of the claim. Creating or extending small claims courts
are among the most successful of all judicial reforms.
There are many examples. In Brazil, for example, small
claims courts have halved times to disposition and expanded access to justice.20 In Hong Kong, China, it
takes only four weeks from filing a case to its first hearing in the Small Claims Tribunal.
These courts are very popular in industrial countries
too. Recently, the United Kingdom, which has had a
history of success with small claims courts, increased
the threshold on disputes that can be brought to these
courts to £5,000. Small claims courts are also popular
in Australia, Japan, and the United States.
Specialized courts with a particular subject-matter
jurisdiction can also increase efficiency. Such courts
have been set up for streamlined debt collection in several countries, including Germany, Japan, and the
Netherlands. Labor tribunals in Ecuador have been associated with reduced times to disposition. Many of
these specialized courts emphasize arbitration and conciliation, so some of the positive results for specialized
courts may be the result of their emphasis on alternative dispute resolution methods.2 ' Specialized courts
also introduce simplified steps if they cut some of the
general civil court procedures. For example, the re-

that the CommercialCourt has a more stable and timely

fundingsource.Casesfiledwiththe courtfromSeptemcovery,a quarterinvolveothercontractdisputes,andthe
rest involvetort,trademark,property,companylaw,insurance,or taxclaims.Banksandfinancialinstitutions
are the
heaviestusersofthe Commercial
Court.About80 percent
of cases that go to the court are settled out of court
throughmediationorsettlementnegotiations.
Source:Finnegan2001.

cently established specialized commercial court in Tanzania cut the average time to disposition from 22
months to 3 months.2 2 The creation of the Tanzanian
commercial court was the result of the combined efforts
of the government, private business, and international
donors (box 6.7).
Alternative dispute resolution. In developing countries where judicial systems are ineffective, alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms can substitute
for ineffective formal legal procedures. ADR mechanisms range from informal norm-based mediation to
formal arbitration courts based on a simplified legal
process. These systems may be run by communities or
by the state. As formal systems develop, use of formal
courts increases, so proportionately more disputes are
resolved in these courts. Finally,as courts become very
efficient and their judgments sufficiently predictable,
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the use of out-of-court settlements may increaserelative to the number of court filings.
The experienceon ADR mechanisms is generally
positive.Many successfulspecializedcourtsand indigenous justice courts incorporate a strong element of arbitration and conciliation-including the Dutch kort
geding, Ecuadorian labor mediation, justices of the
peace in Peru, mediation centers in Latin America, Indian lok adalats,and the Russian treteiskiecourts.23
The presence of alternative dispute resolution may
reduce opportunities for corruption in developing
economies. A judicial system in competition with other
institutions is less able to extract rents from litigants.
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Alternativedisputeresolutionin Bangladesh
The MaduripurLegalAid Association (MLAA),a BangladeshiNGO, hasset upa mediationstructureinruralareas
to deliverdisputesettlementservicesfor women. The
local MLAA mediation
committeesmeet twice a monthto
hear villagedisputes,free of charge. More than 5,000disputes are mediated each year,of whfch two-thirds are re-

solved.The mediationprogram builds on the traditional
shalishsystemof communitydisputeresolution
andis not
partof the courtsystem.TheMLAA staffis composedof only

120 people, sincethe mediation
committeesare madeup

with large business groups are most likely to be affected
adversely by inaccessible, corrupt, or inefficient courts.
The experience with establishing a mediation facility

of volunteers.The annualbudgetis small:only$80,000.
Theevidencesuggeststhat a largemajorityof the settlements are respected because theyare reached infull view
of the community.
Information
onthe processhas helped
strengthenlegitimacyof the association.Approximately
60 percentof disputesinvolvefamilymatters,15 percent
dealwithpropertyand landdisputes,andthe remainder

cessible adjudication ISpossible with a relativelylow
budget (box 6.8). The evidence indicates that enforcement works best when all parties understand how the

contrast,a courtcase will cost250

Thepoorrst members of society and firms unaffiliated
The
poorest membersof societyand firms unaffiliated

in Bangladesh
illustrates that transparent,swift,and acinbanadeshilates
.anthat tsparent,
swift,
lc-

decisions are reached. The legitimacy of mediation de-

pends in large part on incentives for agents to abide by
the decisions of the forum. In most countries, this incentive is provided by societal norms, the prospect of
repeat dealings, or the threat of court actions. As the
Bangladeshi example shows, transparency in the mediation process is important.
The main criticism of alternative dispute resolution
methods, voluntary or otherwise, is that such mechanisms generally work better when the courts are efficdent. In other words, parties to a dispute have incentives to settle when they know what court judgments
they will get; courts complement ADR systems. However this is clearly not the case in many developing
countries, where ADR systems function as substitutes.
But to function in this manner, they need to effectively
represent the community for whom they adjudicate.
The lok adalats in India, for example, are not very popular since they do not offer adequate compensation for
victims, who face high costs in the courts to enforce their
rights. These are more likely to be the poor people.
While few question the value of voluntary ADR
mechanisms, mandatory systems have a mixed record
and may have unintended consequences. This is partly
due to the fact that litigants are bound by arbitration
decisions. For example, they may go to the courts after
mandatory arbitration. Voluntary arbitration systems
may be set up by private parties or the government. In

mostly deal with disputes between neighbors. Plaintiffs
prefer the mediation system since it is locally administered,free of charge, and relativelyquickto renderjudgment; a decision is made within 45 days of the filing. In
taka

ininitialfees, and

a minimumof 700 taka in lawyer's fees for a simple case.
It will,on average,take three years to reachjudgment.

Source:USAID 1998.

the United States, for example, the courts with the
most intensive civil settlement efforts tend to have the
slowest disposition times. Neither processing time nor
judicial productivity is improved by extensive settlement programs.2 4 Referring cases to mandatory arbitration has no major effect on time to disposition,
lawyer work hours, or lawyer satisfaction and has an inconclusive effect on attorneys' views of fairness.2 5 In
some mediation programs-for instance in Japan and
in some countries in Latin America-the mediator is
also the judge. This situation may be procedurally unfair, as the judge may pressure the parties into a settlement. Parties will fear being frank before the same official who will pass judgment on them later.
Procedurallaw. Case studies also show that simplifying procedural law can increase judicial efficiency. A
factor commonly associated with inefficiency in civil
law countries is the predominance of written over oral
procedures.2 6 This is particularly important in Latin
America.2 7 A move toward oral procedures has produced positive results in Italy, Paraguay,and Uruguay.28
In the Netherlands the kort geding-technically, the
procedure for a preliminary injunction--has developed
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informally into a type of summary proceeding on matters of substantive law. A kort geding rarely requires
more than one oral hearing. Each party presents its case
and replies immediately. The president of the court indicates the parties' chances of success in a full action,
and the oral hearing often ends in settlement. On average, kort geding cases take six weeks. Oral procedures
are a dominant characteristic of small claims courts and
specialized tribunals.
Simplification of procedures tends to have a positive
impact on efficiency because greater procedural complexity reduces transparency and accountability, increasing corrupt officials' ability to obtain bribes. Procedural simplification tends to decrease time and costs
and increaselitigant satisfaction (for instance, the streamlined procedure of British small claims courts, or justices of the peace in Peru).29 The efficiency of small
claims courts seems to be driven by the simplicity of
procedures. Indeed, English small claims courts are not
a separate institution. County court procedures have
merely been modified over the years to accommodate
small claims.
The overall impact of procedural simplification depends on how burdensome the procedures were previously. Reforms in clogged systems may bring about a
large increase in filings in the short run but in the long
run will be associated with improved service,greater litigant satisfaction, and improvements in access.
Streamlining the system by which judicial procedure
itself is determined can be beneficial. If every procedural change must go through the legislature, experimentation and innovation become difficult. Powers of
the legislature to determine the organization and procedural rules of courts could be partially delegated
to the judiciary; such a step has proved beneficial in
Uruguay.30 Or the legislature could partially delegate
these powers to individual courts to encourage more
flexibility, as has been done in the United Kingdom,
where small claims judges have the ability to adopt any
procedure they believe will be just and efficient. Many
procedures have been adopted because they were believed to serve fairness, protect the accused, and improve access of the poor. But the judiciary itself needs
checks and balances. Such authority is best devolved to
judges when there are also measures established to enhance accountability.
Not every attempt at simplification is successful,
however. Design needs to be adapted to country circumstances. Hence the need for some experimentation.

As Romania's experience shows, issuessuch as the limit
on the amount of the claim to be settled in small claims
courts or the relationship between small claims courts
and other parts of the judicial system can be important
in determining the impact of reforms.31 In October
2000 the Romanian government passed a decree aimed
at reducing the caseload burden of the commercial
courts and shortening delays. However, the evidence
suggests that certain features of the reforms have removed an element of competition within the court system that was provided by the ability to choose in some
instances between theJudecatorii, the small claims court
for firms, and the Tribunale, the general-jurisdiction
court. Previously,choice among courts enabled firms to
avoid costly delay.
Another constraint on the ability of procedural reform to deliver greater judicial efficiency is the law itself. When the substantive rules are unclear and other
institutions are weak, there may be a limit as to how
much judicial efficiency can be improved through procedural reform. For instance, when most land is untitled, land tenure is insecure because no one is sure how
courts will rule on a contested claim. A land-titling program, as Peru's experience shows, may increase judicial
efficiency.32 In the Dominican Republic substantive
changes in family and commercial law-reducing
gender bias in custody cases, modernizing the commercial code, and implementing more effective sanctions
against debtors-were necessary conditions for successful judicial reform.3 3 Substantive simplicity may also
be behind the efficiency gains associated with the small
claims court studies.
1,ucre4ased
resources
Judicial officials and reformers have both cited the lack
of resources and staff as the main factor constraining
efficiency. However, the evidence on the effectiveness
of increased resources is mixed. Data from the United
States and from Latin American and Caribbean countries show no correlation between the overalllevel of resources and times to disposition.3 4 Further, many efficiency-improving efforts include funding increases
along with other initiatives, making it difficult to isolate the impact of increased resources relative to other
factors. For example, in Paraguay the number of judges
was increased at the same time as oral proceedings were
introduced.3 5
The evidence indicates that funding increases help
alleviate temporary backlogs in systems that have made
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a seriouseffort to work better but are of little use when
inefficienciesare large.Crash programsto reducebacklogs through large infusions of resources have shown

Propert rightsenforcement

change, these results cannot be sustained. Introducing

is probably due to the increased accountability in
mechanized systems. Computerized case inventories are
more accurate and easier to handle than the paperbased procedures they replace, and more than one per-

son can haveaccessto them, whichmakesthem harder
to manipulate.
Overall resource levels are often uncorrelated with

judicial efficiency,but in casesof extremeunderfunding, an infusionof resourcescan be effective.In Uganda,
for example,backlogswere causedby shortagesof stationery and were solvedwhen another court donated
paper.The SupremeCourt of Cambodiahas acknowledgedthat lackof funds has made it difficultto arrange
travelfor trial witnesses.The SupremeCourt in Mongolia has abandoned circuit work due to lack of travel
3 7 Resourcesmayalsohelp judgesimprovemanmoney.
agement.A major inefficiencyin many judicialsystems
is judges' responsibilityfor administrativework, such
as signingpaychecksand orderingofficesupplies.Centralizing administrativework in a singleoffice, where
the employeeshave administrativetraining, increased
efficiencyin Colombianand Peruviancourtsand in the
Guatemalanpublic ministry.

Good governancerequires impartial and fair legal institutions.This meansguaranteeingthe independence
of judicial decisionmakingagainst political interference. A judiciaryindependent from both government
intervention and influenceby the parties in a dispute
providesthe singlegreatestinstitutionalsupport for the
rule of law.If the lawor the courtsare perceivedas partisan or arbitraryin their application,the effectiveness
of the judicial systemin providingsocialorder will be
reduced.As discussedin previoussections,fairnessalso
requires institutions that makejudges accountablefor
their actions.Judicial independence needs to be coupled with a systemof accountabilityin the judicialsys-
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The independence
of the judiciaryenhances
property rights

good results in the short term, but without deeper
computer systemsor other mechanization in the judiciary, often a major component of World Banksponsoredreformefforts,has helped reduce delaysand
3 6 Resourceincreasesare
corruption in Latin America.
needed to introducecomputer-basedsystems.Much of
the reductionin corruptionas a result of such a reform
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background paper.

tem. Civil society organizationsand the media play
a key role in monitoring judicial performance. The
absenceof checks on the judicial system can create
arbitrariness.

Judicialreformthat aimsto improvethe qualityand integrity of judicial decisionsis best focusedon creating
politicallyindependent,difficult-to-intimidatejudges.
Creatinga systemof checksand balancesalsoimproves
fairnessand integrity. For this, judicial independence
needsto be coupledwith a systemof socialaccountability.The channelsfor such accountabilitycan be the free
media and civil society organizationsor can be built
into the judiciaLsystemitself.These are discussedabove
and in chapter 10.
A studycommissionedfor this ReportcolLecteddata
from the constitutionsof 71 countries,examiningthree
factorsthat guaranteejudicialindependence:the duration of appointment of supreme and administrative
court judges;the extent to which administrativereview
of government acts is possible; and the role of legal
precedentin determininghow disputesare resolved.38
The same study shows how judicial independence
strengthensenforcementof propertyrightsin countries
(figure6.3).
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Duration of appointment. When judges have lifelong tenure, they are both less susceptible to direct political pressure and less likely to have been
appointed by the politicians currently in office.
Independence is particularly important when
judges are adjudicating disputes between citizens
and the state (for example, freedom of speech issues and contract disputes). Therefore, the study
focuses on the tenure of two different sets of
judges: those in the highest ordinary courts (the
supreme courts), and those in administrative
courts, which have jurisdiction over cases where
the state or a government agency is a party to litigation. Countries in which judges are independent from the influence of the state also tend to
be countries where the judiciary is free from interference by private parties. The tenure of judges
matters in both cases. Peru is frequently rated as
the country with the least judicial independence.
Former President Fujimori kept more than half
of judges on temporary appointments from 1992
to 2000.
Administrative review. In some countries citizens
can challenge administrative acts of the government only in administrative courts, which are
part of the executive branch. In other countries,
citizens can seek redress against administrative
acts directly through ordinary courts, or they can
request the supreme court to review decisions
made by administrative courts. Arbitrary government actions, including those that limit the role
of the judiciary, are less likely when the judiciary
can review administrative acts.
The role of legalprecedent. In some countries the
role of courts is merely to interpret laws. In other
countries courts have "lawmaking" powers because jurisprudence is a source of law.Judges have
greater independence when their decisions are a
source of law. Indeed, many legal scholars consider that the existence of case law as a legitimate
source of law is the clearest measure of judicial independence. In some countries case law exists
de facto although not de jure. For example, the
French Revolution stripped all legislative power
(and power over administrative acts) from the judicial system. However, judges in many civil law
countries such as France and Germany do pay attention to precedent.

In 53 out of the 71 countries in the sample, supreme
court judges are appointed for life. This diverse group
of countries includes, for example, Argentina and Ethiopia, Iran and Indonesia. Supreme court judges are appointed for terms of more than six years, but less than
life, in nine countries, including Haiti, Japan, Mexico,
Panama and Switzerland. Supreme court judges are appointed for less than six years in China, Cuba, Honduras, and Vietnam. The results for the tenure of administrative court judges follow a similar pattern.
The next indicator measures the independence of
courts in ruling on the disputes between the government and its citizens. There are two aspects to this measure: which courts have the ultimate power over administrative disputes, and the tenure of judges in these
courts. Administrative judges adjudicate many key disputes in this area. However, whereasin 17 countries, including France and Italy, the rulings of administrative
judges are final, in 50 countries, including Bangladesh,
Kenya, Mozambique, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, these rulings can be appealed to judges
in ordinary courts. A key implication of the ability to
appeal administrative sentences in ordinary courts is
that, as a result, the supreme court has ultimate jurisdiction over rulings of the administrative courts.
Supreme court control over administrative cases is
possible in countries of any legal origin, but it tends to
happen more in common law countries. Whereas the
supreme court has ultimate control over administrative
cases in 90 percent of the English legal origin countries,
it has final authority only in 67 percent of the countries
of French and German legal origin. But the ability of
the supreme court to review sentences by administrative courts is a meaningful restraint on the power of
the executive only when coupled with independent,
tenured judges. Administrative review is conducted by
judges with lifelong tenure and subject to supreme
court review in 90 percent of English origin countries
and 80 percent of Scandinavian countries, but only
37.5 percent of French origin countries and 16.7 percent of German origin countries.3 9
Jurisprudence is a source of law in all English origin
countries. However, jurisprudence is also a source of
law in all Scandinavian origin countries and in 80 percent of German origin countries, including Germany,
Japan, Korea, and Switzerland. French origin countries
occupy an intermediate position. Jurisprudence is a
source of law in 36 percent of these cases, including
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in Franceand in many Latin Americancountries that
modeled their constitutions after that of the United
States.Thesedifferencesin caselaw acrosslegalorigins
are magnified by the tenure of supremecourt judges,
the judgeswho ultimatelyinterpret the law.For example, not only do supremecourt judgeshave law-making powerin Englishand Scandinavianorigin countries
but they alsohavelifelongtenure.
The data indicatethat independenceof judgesfrom
the state can be built into any legalsystem.The main
constraint is not the nature of the legal system, but
rather politicalfactors,which determine the degree of
independenceof the judicialsystem.Restraintof arbitrary state action and accountability of the state is
a critical developmentthat needsto accompanyoverall judicial systemdevelopment. In many developing
countries,judicialindependencecould be enhancedby
givingjudgeslifelongtenure, by givingthem lawmaking powers,and by allowingsupremecourt reviewover
administrativecases.
There are severalother waysto enhancejudicial independencein addition to the three just listed. First,
the budget of the judicial systemcan be set as a fixed
percentageof the total government budget by law. In
this way,it will not be possibleto deny resourcesto the
judiciary.In most courts, as the exampleof the Tanzania commercialcourt in box 6.7 illustrates,court fees
can go toward the court budget.Only after this budget
is replenishedwill money go toward the government
budget. Second,transfersin judicial appointmentscan
be made subjectto the written approvalof judges.This
rule was instituted in Francein 1976 and is necessary
in countrieslike Kazakhstan,wherethe media recently
reported casesof judgesbeing reassignedafter deciding
casesagainstgovernmentagencies.Third, transparent
criteria for careeradvancementare alsolikelyto determine the degree of political independence. In most
countriesaround the world, the executiveor legislative
branch decideson appointmentsto higherpositionsin
the courts. This processcreatesopportunities for bargaining between politicians and judges in countries
with high levelsof corruption.

Intimidationby powerfulprivateinterestsis as likelyto
result in arbitrary decisions as is intervention by the
state. In Colombia, for example,powerfuldrug lords
threaten the lives of judges and their families. In the
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1990s alone more than 60 judgeswere assassinated.
One solution to the problem is the creation of "faceless"judgesor juries,who decideon caseswithout the
public knowing their true identity. This method has
been successfullytried in Colombia.But eventhis solutionmaybe inadequate.In a corruptsocietythe identity of facelessjudgescan be revealed.
Another channelof influenceis through bribesand
corruption.In a number of countriesjudges'salariesare
lower than those of other public servants and much
lower than the salariesof private sector lawyers.This
createsincentivesto selljustice.Whilefewcountriescan
affordto payjudges$500,000a yearand more,as is the
casein Singapore,numerouscountriesin the lastdecade
haveintroduceda payscaleconsistentwith the salaries
of other public officials. In Uruguay, for example,
higher court judges receivesalariesequivalentto those
of cabinet ministers.While wage increaseswould not
eliminate high-levelcorruption in the judiciary,they
may eradicatesmall-scalebribery.Judgeswill haveless
need to supplement their income. To date, however,
therehas beenlittle systematicevidenceon this issue.
Conclusions
The judicialsystem playsan important role in the development of market economies.It does so in many
ways:by resolvingdisputesbetweenprivate parties,by
resolvingdisputesbetween private and public parties,
by providinga backdrop for the way that individuals
and organizationsbehave outside the formal system,
and by affectingthe evolutionof societyand its norms
while being affectedby thenm.These changesbring law
and order and promote the developmentof markets,
economicgrowth, and poverty reduction.Judicialsystems need to balance the need to provide swiftand affordable-that is, accessible--resolutionwith fair resolution; these are the elementsof judicialefficiency.
Judicial reform, like other institutional reforms,is
often politically difficult. When considering institutional reformin this area,recognizingthe complementarity among different institutional elements is key.
Many elementsaffectjudicialperformance-for example, the institutionalprocessfor setting wagesand promotions, procedurallaw,substantivelaw, the capacity
of lawyersand judges, and the perceivedrelevanceof
the courts by people.Not all the elementsthat affect
judicial performance are equally difficult politically.
This is important:institutionswork as systems.An im-
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provement in one part can affect the efficiency of the
whole system; that is, policymakers may complement
various small reforms to improve efficiencywhile building momentum for larger reforms.
The success of judicial reforms depends on increasing the accountability of judges; that is, providing them
with incentives to perform effectively,simplifying procedures, and targeting resource increases. One of the
most important elements affecting judicial accountability is transparency, or the provision of information that
makes it easy to monitor judicial performance and
affect judges' reputations-for example, judicial databases that make cases easy to track and hard to manipulate or misplace.
Simplifying legal procedures tends to increase judicial efficiency. For example, for judicial systems that
rely excessively on written procedures, a shift toward
oral hearings tends to make trials simpler, faster, and
cheaper, with little loss of accuracy. Reforms of this sort
have improved efficiency and access in countries with
diverse legal traditions. Small-claims courts and justices
of the peace are widely popular because of their lay lan-

guage and pared-down procedures. Simplification is
particularly important in countries where complementary institutions are weak, and other types of reforms
mav be more difficult in the short run. Simplified procedures may also benefit the poorer members of society and increase their access to the judicial system. Alternative dispute resolution systems-based on social
norms or on simplified legal procedures-can also enhance access of the disadvantaged to legal services. Partially delegating the "nuts and bolts" of procedural reform to the judicial branch can speed the process of
innovation and experimentation.
Judicial reform that aims to improve the quality and
integrity of judicial decisions is best focused on creating politically independent, difficult-to-intimidate
judges. Creating a system of checks and balances also
improves fairness and integrity. For this, judicial independence needs to be coupled with a system of social
accountability. The channels for such accountability
can be the free media and civil society organizations,
or accountability can be built into the judicial system
itself.

CHAPTER

Uoni

Of all human powers operating on the affairs of
mankind, none is greater than that ofcompetition.

7

etlltion

because it exerts pressures on inefficient firms to go
into liquidation.' There is evidence that competition

-Henry Clay,1832

can substitute for strong shareholder control in firms
in raising productivity growth. Greater competition
raises productivity growth in a firm with no dominant

ompetitionhas long been acknowledgedas an

external shareholder,while competition has no posi-

important force bringing about economic development and growth. In the 18th century
Adam Smith pointed out that China's lack of competition with the outside world limited its growth and development prospects at the time and allowed the persistence of the divide between the rich and the poor (box
7.1). The subsequent history of China-a weakened nation invaded and occupied by foreign powers, followed
by the Communist Revolution brought on by inequality of wealth and incomes-seems to have illustrated
Smith's prescience. The history of Western Europe provides many examples of institutional changes that promoted or restricted competition, or competition that
promoted institutional change. In some instances governments initiated institutional changes. In Sweden in
the 19th century, for instance, the government abolished the guilds, which supported an urban monopoly
in some professions, to promote production in rural
areas. In other instances institutional changes to promote competition occurred without government intervention. For example, in 19th century Germany professional guilds progressively lost their power because of
competition from the emerging factory system.
and international-proCompetition-domestic
vides incentives for institutional change around the
world (chapter 1) by modifying the effect of existing
institutions. Competition can also act as a substitute
for other institutions. There is evidence that competition can substitute for an effective bankruptcy system

tive impact on productivity performance in the presence of a dominant outside shareholder.2 There is also
evidence that competition can change the nature of
labor market institutions (see the discussion below).
At the same time, there may be conflicts between
promoting competition and promoting better corporate governance. For example, business groups established to solve information and enforcement problems
might restrict entry into markets. Also, not all the institutional changes that arise from competition enhance the well-being of all members of society (chapters 4, 5, and 9).
The central element of competition in product markets is the freedom of traders to use their resources
where they choose and to exchange them at a price
they choose.3 Product market competition increases
efficiency (and productivity, and the growth of productivity in the economy) by providing incentives for
managers to reduce costs, innovate, reduce slack, and
improve the institutional arrangements in production.4
Productivity growth, in turn, is one of the main sources
of growth in countries.5 In industrial countries productivity growth is generally the result of technological advances. In developing countries productivity growth
has mostly been attained through technology spillovers
from trade, foreign direct investment, licensing, and
joint ventures.
Sometimes there may be a conflict between the static and dynamic effects of competition. Or firms may
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Box 7.1
Adam Smith on competition, 1776
Chinaseemsto havebeenlongstationary,andhad probablylongagoacquiredthatfullcomplementofricheswhich
is consistent with the nature of its laws and institutions.
But this complement may be much inferiorto what, with
other laws and institutions,the nature of its soil, climate,
and situation mightadmit of. A country which neglects or
despises foreign commerce, and which admits the vessels of foreign nations into one or two of its ports only,
cannottransact the same quantityof business that itmight
do with different laws and institutions. In a country,too,
where though the rich or the owners of large capitals
enjoy a good deal of security, the poor or the owners of
small capitals enjoy scarce any . . . the quantity of stock
employed in all the different branches of business transacted withinit can never be equal to what the nature and
extent of that business might admit. In every different
branch,the oppressionof the poor must establish the monopolyof the rich, who, by engrossing the whole trade to
themselves, willbe able to make very largeprofits.
-Adam Smith,An Inquiryinto the Natureand
Causesof the Wealthof Nations,1776

below a certain level of concentration, technical efficiency also falls. 10A study of firms in transition economies finds that competition from one to three rivals is
important in explaining innovation such as a firm's decision to launchnew products.' Thosefirms with more
than three competitors perform better than monopolists, but their advantage is only half as great as those
facing one to three competitors. 12

The precedingdiscussionsuggests
that to obtain the
benefits of competition-greater
efficiency and innovation in product markets-some degree of competition,
but not always competition by a large number of firms,
is needed. Moreover, it is not just market structure but
a
also the threat of entry-either
by firms or by products-that
determines the degree of competition in domestic markets. It is difficult in practice to measure the
extent of actual and potential competition in domestic
markets (box 7.2). In developing countries with lim-

Box 7.2

Measuringcompetition
There are three main ways to measure competition.The

not invest in innovations that require high initial investments. Institutions that protect intellectual property rights and reduce competition may be needed to
resolve this problem.
A number of studies, concentrated on industrial
countries, have found a positive relationship between
competition and efficiency (measured by productivity
levels), and between competition and the rate of productiviry growth. 6 In the presence of competition,
firms adjust operations to raise efficiency and thus
profitability, ,,,,away
maintain profitablity, and less efficient firms exit the
industry. The exit of these firms frees up resources,
which can then be used by more efficient firms. Entry
and exit has been shown to be an important source of
industrywide

productivity

growth in semi-industrial-

first approach is to measure the extent to which production is concentrated among a small number of firms. This
includesusing indicatorssuch as the four or fivefirm concentration ratios, the percentage of employment by the
four largest firms,the Herfindahlindex(sum of squares of
market shares of firms), and the number of firms in the
market.
The second approach is to lookat the consequences
of market structure ratherthan the marketstructure itself.
This can be done by estimating the residual elasticity of
demandforthe firm's own product-the extent to which
a pricerise by the firm would lead customers to substitute
and buy from rivalfirms, or turn away from the product altogether.
The third approachis to lookdirectlyat the behaviorof
firms to inferthe extent of competitionthe firmsperceive
they face.Theprice-costmarginisthe most commonlyused
measure.
These three ways of measuring competitionare con-

ized countries such as Chile (1979-85) and Morocco

sistentwithoneanotherandare complementary.
Thecon-

(1984-87) .7 In a study of Korea between 1990 and
1998, plant exit and entry accounted for as much as 45

centrationmeasure is probablythe easiest to use indeveloping countries, compared with the other two, which
requireextensive information.Butfocusingjust on current

percent of manufacturing productivity growth during
cyclicalupturns and 65 percent during downturns.8
Some studies have found that the benefits of competition do not depend on having large numbers of
permsio di
sow ta
hnical
gefncy balswith
firms.9 Studiesshow that technicalefficiencyfalls with

increasedmarket concentrationin industrial(Australia,
Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
States) and developing (Korea) countries but that,

missestheimportance
of pomarketstructurevariables
tentialcompetitors-those
that couldenterthemarket
andtherefore
actasa discipline
onincumbent
firms.
Note: The ideaof contestabilitywas originatedin Willig
(11980).
SeeBaumol
andothers(1982).
CarlinandSeabright2000, WorldDevelopment
Source:
Report2002background
paper.
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ited capacity and supporting institutions, the priority
for policymakers should be to ensure both the free entry
and exit offirms and exposureto international competition. This chapter looks at institutions that restrict or
promote competition in markets. The institutions that
enhance the provision of infrastructure services (laws
and regulations and the agencies that enforce them) are
also important for promoting competition. These institutions are discussed in chapter 8.
There are many potential barriers to competition. In
developing countries the main institutional barriers to
domestic competition are government regulations on
exit and entry of firms.' 3 Even in the tradable sector,
international competition may not lead to domestic
competition, partly because of institutional barriers to
competition, such as government regulations in product and factor markets that deter firm entry, exit, and
growth. Excessive and costly government regulations
also facilitate corruption and lead to adverse distributional consequences by inducing workers and firms to
escape into the informal market. Private institutions
can also cause barriers to competition. For example, the
monopolization of domestic distribution channels can
mean that even when a good can be imported freely,
there still may not be competition in the domestic market for that good.
Domestic institutions that promote competition include competition laws and competition authorities. In
structure and mandate they differ significantly, even
among industrial countries-that is, one size does not
fit all. These were introduced by governments to tackle
private barriers to product market competition, and to
ensure that, in sectors characterized by natural monopolies, prices do not diverge too much from costs. Many
developing countries suffer from human capital constraints. In resource-constrained countries governments
may benefit from focusing on removing barriers to
entry and exit in markets and opening the economy to
international competition before turning their attention to building competition institutions, particularly
for tradable sectors. But many developing countries already have competition laws and agencies. By focusing
the agenda for these agencies, these institutions can be
made more effective at promoting competition. The
priority for competition authorities should usually be
the casesthat can harm competition, such as cartels and
, ,. ,., ., .
exclusivesupply and distribution contracts.
International trade reform itself can be viewed as
institutional reform, since it changes the rules of the
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game for those affected. 4 International trade promotes competition in markets. Openness to international trade also helps exert pressure on governments
to reform those domestic product and factor market
institutions that undermine the ability of firms to respond to competitive pressures from abroad. But the
effect of this source of competition is mostly limited
to tradable goods, such as manufactures. Some products, such as cement and infrastructure services, are
by their nature not easily transportable. That is, transport costs are so high that sellers cannot make returns
high enough to encourage trade. When infrastructure
is poor, only consumers who live near the border can
enjoy the benefits of price competition from freely
traded products.
Governments worldwide need to build more effective institutions to address aspects of the international
trade regime that can undermine competition. At the
national level, this includes making further progress in
liberalizing servicesas well as goods, and, for industrial
countries, in providing access for developing country
exports. At the international level, it includes reducing
compliance and certification costs of trade-related product standards (such as food safety standards) and taking
advantage of the flexibilityallowed in the Agreement on
Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) to
allow developing countries to maximize benefits.
International standards do not alwayspromote competition, and not all standards are appropriate for developing countries. Without attention to country circumstances, some standards, such as those for international
property rights, can even have adverse distributional
consequences. Moreover,complementary institutions or
human capital to enforce these systems do not exist in
many countries. In international forums human capital
constraints can prevent developing country policymakers from engaging effectivelyin negotiations. These are
areas that need attention if future development of international standards is to reflect developing country priorities and promote competition.
This chapter first discusses constraints on domestic
competition-that is, government regulations on firm
entry, and competition laws and agencies. It then discusses restrictions affecting international transactions:
trade restrictions and intellectual property rights.

~~~~Domestic
competition
This section focuses on the two main factors that determine the extent of competition in domestic markets.
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The first, and the most important in developingcountries, is government regulation of product and factor
markets,whichcan inhibit firm exit,entry,and growth.
The second is private or "natural"barriers to domestic
product market competition.These include monopolieson domesticdistributionor privatebarriers arising
from localizedmarkets,either becauseproductsare not
transportableor becauseinfrastructureis poor.
Reggulations
on enitrIyautidexit
Governmentscan inhibit firm entry either through direct restrictionson the establishmentof new firms or
through an excessivenumber of entry regulations.The
poor functioningof factor marketscan alsoinhibitfirm
entry.The failureto providestrong property rights for
land can reducefirm entry (chapter2). Poorlyfunctioningcreditmarketsthat resultin restrictedaccessto credit
for somegroups-in particular,smalland medium-size
firms-can alsodeter firmentry into someactivities,restrictingfirm growthand limitingthe extentof comperitionin the product market(chapter4).
Governmentscan alsoinhibit firm entry by raising
exit costs. Firmsare less likelyto enter a market if exit

costsare high or, in the extremecase,if exit is impossible.15 Governmentinstitutionsthat raisethe costof exit
include factor market regulations,such as labor legislation, that make it costly and sometimesevenimpossible for firms to lay offworkers (box 7.3). Another example is restitutionlaws in transition countries,which
inhibit land transactionsand deter firm exit and hence
firm entry (chapter 2). Unprofitable businesses may
alsokeepoperatingwhen they receivebudget subsidies
or quasi-fiscalsupport such as soft loansor are permitted to fall behind in their taxes or other payments, in
the processimpedingentry and exit.
Removingor relaxinginstitutionalbarriersto product market competitionpromotescompetitiondirectly
and exertspressureson governmentsto removerigiditiesin factormarkets.Rigiditiesin land,labor,and capital marketscan raiseadjustmentcosts in the domestic
economy,for example,causinghigher unemployment,
as firms are exposedto pressuresof competition. It is
not uncommon to find product and factor market restrictions coexisting.16 It can alsobe argued that uncompetitiveproduct markets allow the persistenceof
factor market restrictions.Box7.4 presentsan example

Box 7.3

Laborregulations
and rigiditiesinthe labormarket:the exampleof India
Almostallcountrieshavelaborlawsandregulations
to protect
workers.Thesefall intofive categories:
* Establishment
andprotectionof workers'rights,including
the rightto associateandorganize,the rightto bargaincollectively,andthe rightto engagein industrialaction
* Protectionfor vulnerablegroups,includingminimumworkingagerequirements,
equalityof wages,andemployment
opportunities
andspecialprovisions
for women
* Establishment
of minimumcompensation
for work, includingminimumwages,minimumnonwagebenefits,andovertimepay
• Assuranceof decentworkingconditions,includingoccupationalhealthandsafetyprovisionsandmaximumhoursof
work
* Provisionof incomesecurity,includingsocialsecurity,job
security,severance
pay,andpublicworks.
WorldDevelopment
Report1995providesa detailedanalysis of laborlegislationandits effects andshowsthat not all
laborlawsachievetheir intendedobjectives.TheReportsuggeststhatlaborlawsin developing
countriesbe simplifiedand
focusedonbasichumanrightsandsafetyissues.
In developingcountriesexcessivelyrestrictivelaborlaws
sometimeshavethe effectof benefitinga groupof relatively

well-offworkersat the cost of limitingthe employmentof others (sometimesthe majority)in the formalsector.In some
countrieslaborlawshaveintroducedsignificantrigiditiesinto
for production
the labormarket,with adverseconsequences
andgrowth.
An exampleis India,with 165piecesof laborlegislation
(WorldBank,2000d;Zagha1998).Indianlaborlawsprovidefor
a widescopefor initiatingindustrialdisputes,longprocedures
for settlementof industrialdisputes,inflexibleprovisionson
changein conditionsof service,andprovisionsenablinggovernmentinterventionsin areassuchas layoff,retrenchment,
andclosures.Theproliferation
of laborlawsis madeworseby
definitional
complexities,
makingtheir interpretation
evenmore
difficult.Thereare11differentways of defining"wages," and
the meaning
of "worker,""employee,"and"employedperson"
changesdepending
onthe pieceof legislation.
Lackof clarityaboutthe rightsandobligationsof employers and employees,litigiousness,and delaysin settling disputeshaveconsequently
becomekeyfeaturesin the application of India'slaborlaws.Mostdisputestakemorethan 1 year
to settle,and20 yearsis not infrequent.
Thislegislative
framework has impededlarge-scale
industrialrestructuring,
relocation,or exit-and henceentryintothe formalsector-and even
the relocationof laborwithin anenterpriseandoften evenin
the samecityor town.
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Box 7.4
Increasedproduct market competition and increasedlabor market flexibility in India
Before India's wide-ranging economic liberalization program
beganin the early1990s,the Indianproductionsystem was characterizedby high rents created by industrylicensingand protection from external competition. This system had enabled firms
to pass on to consumersthe cost of workers' privilegesembedded in laborregulationsand had erodedfirms' incentivesto minimize laborcosts. Labor,through unionactivity, had capturedpart
of the rents generatedby the restrictionson competition.
With the liberalization of the economy, producers began
to face competition in product markets, which restricted their

ability to passon to consumersthe cost of workers' privileges.
This madeworkers more consciousof the employment consequences of their demands. Firms became more adept at circumventinglabormarket regulationsand at resistingunion pressure,as reflected in the increasein lockouts(managersshutting
down production to deny striking workers their wages). At the
same time, incentives for union activity declined, as reflected
in the decline in the number of strikes.

Productmarket competition raisedthe number of lockoutsand reducedthe number
of strikesin India
Imports as a share of GDP (percent)
60 50 40 -

30 20

-

10

-

Source:Zagha 1998.

in which increased product market competition increased the flexibility of labor markets in India. Similar
examples are found in industrial countries.17
Institutional barriers to firm entry erected by governments include restrictions on the establishment of new
firms. For example, in Korea restrictions on the involvement of the chaebolin retail activity and an arduous bureaucratic store-opening evaluation process contributed
to low productivity in the general merchandise retailing
sector."8 These regulations were established with the objectives of protecting small stores, discouraging consumption, and promoting more investment in the manufacturing sector. The regulations, however, led to the
undesirable outcome that some profitable investments
were prevented and others were distorted.
Governments can also raise the cost of entry through
the procedures they mandate that firms undertake for
starting up businesses.19 Although some of these procedures-such as appropriate safety, health, and envi-

ronmental regulations-could be beneficial, others are
not. Even beneficial regulations can inhibit firm entry
if they are too numerous, too complex, or too costly,
relative to the income level of the country.
A recent study covering 85 countries found that regulations may have unintended effects on business activities or outcomes. 20 For example, on average, neither
pollution nor the number of accidental poisoning cases
(as an example of work-related accidents) fell as the
number of regulations imposed by governments across
the world increased. This does not mean that socially
beneficial regulations should be eliminated. Instead, it
is the quality rather than the quantity of regulations that
matters, along with their successfulimplementation.
The same study found that developing countries
generally require more procedures to start a new business than industrial countries. But there are exceptions.
Notably, France has the same number of procedures as
Russia. Both countries require 16 procedures, com-
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pared with 20 in Bolivia. The countries with the fewest
number of procedures or regulationsare all industrial
countries, with Canada and Australia having the least
(two).

Figure 7.1
The sizeof the unofficialeconomyriseswith the
number of proceduresrequiredto start up new
business
Size of unofficial
economy
(percent)

The procedures covered by the study fall into five

categories: health and safety, environment, taxes, labor,
and general screening. Screening-a set of general procedures whose purpose is often unclear-is typically the
most onerous. Unsurprisingly, the larger the number of
procedures required, the longer it takes to start a business and the greater the cost (relative to per capita income). For example, Mozambique and Bolivia, which
are among those countries with the highest number of
procedures, are also among the countries where it takes
the most days to start a new business (174 and 82, respectively). It is also costly to start a business in these
countries, with costs of 116 and 263 percent of GDP
per capita, respectively (costs can rise to over 300 percent of GDP per capita in some countries). In comparcn oPp
c
i
ison, in Canada, where there are two procedures, it

takes only two days and costs only 1.4 percent of GDP
per capita to start a new business.
Many of these procedures consist of obtaining approvalsfrom severaldifferent officesand requiring formal
notarizations at various steps, or of overly burdensome
inspections for tax and other regulations. This implies
that it is more costly for firms in developing countries
than in industrial countries to start up new businesses.In
those industrial countries where there are more procedures, the effect of more regulation is countered by the
presence of a more accountable and transparent administration, and better information and enforcement. Entry
regulations are also found to reduce competition in domestic markets, particularly in largecountries, evenwhen
the country is open to international trade.21
The number of procedures is associated with larger
unofficial economies and a higher level of corruption
(figures 7.1 and 7.2). Many studies have shown that excessive product and labor market regulations induce
firms to shift their activities into the informal market to
bypass the high costs of doing business and employing
labor in the formal sector.22 Estimates of the size of the
informal economy and of the proportion of workers em-
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Source: Djankov and others forthcoming. World Development Report
2002background paper.

shadow economy as a percentage of GDP is larger in developing than in industrial countries.
The informal economy increases competition by
providing services and small-scale manufacturing and
by fostering dynamism and entrepreneurship and thus
leads to greater efficiency. But the positive benefits of
greater competition can be enhanced if the informal
sector has access to the protection of the official judiciary system and to capital markets for finance and
insurance.
A larger informal economy also has distributional
consequences. Although employment in the informal
sector is better than no employment at all, workers in
the informal sector do not have access to the same benefits, such as social security and unemployment benefits, as do workers in the formal sector. Workers in the
informal sector are predominantly poor (see chapter 9);
this means that policies which prevent firm growth and
formalization are biased against the more disadvantaged.

ployed in it show that both have been growing over the
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past decade in many transition and OECD countries.
Rising state regulatory activities, labor market regulations, and an increasing burden of taxation and social
security payments have driven this process.2 3 These estimates also indicate that in general, the size of the

Some of the more prominent examples of private barriers to product market competition are monopolies, cartels, and vertical restraints (for example, contracts between producers and their distributors that prevent the
distributors from carrying competitors' products). "Nat-

laws and comnpetition authorities
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Fiigure 1.2
Corruption riseswith the number of procedures

requiredto starta new business

Norway gradually transformed their older laws controlling prices or regulating cartels into antitrust-type
statutes, also in response to increasing cartelization in
the late 1920s and early 1930s.
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of countries that introduced competition laws in response to economic crises. The French government enacted its first modern antitrust measure, the Decree of
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Act, for example, was introduced with a view to restraining the power of large business conglomerates operating in the country at that time. Sweden introduced
an antimonopoly law in 1925 because of concerns
about cartel abuses. Denmark, the Netherlands, and
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ural" entry barriers can arise from localized markets, infrastructure services, or natural monopolies. Governments can address private and natural barriers to product market competition using competition laws and
competition authorities.
Building competition institutions. Canada and the
United States were among the first countries to introduce competition law, in 1889 and 1890 respectively.
Many European countries introduced competition laws
in the 1950s, after World War II. Most developing and
transition countries did not introduce competition laws
until the 1990s. Around 90 countries have such laws in
operation, with severalmore, including China, the Arab
Republic of Egypt, and the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia, drafting and debating competition laws.
But the enforcement of competition laws in many developing countries-and in low-income countries in
particular-is not very active. This is the result partly
of the short tenure of these laws and partly of a lack of
complementary institutions that would facilitate enforcement, such as courts or well-established information processing systems for the regulator.
Governments have introduced competition laws,
and competition authorities to enforce them, because
of concerns about the anticompetitive behavior of
firms, in response to economic crises, or because of international pressures, which may or may not be crisisinduced. In the United States the Sherman Antitrust

especiallyin the distribution sector, were hindering economic recovery. More recently, economic crises in InocreoeyMoercnl,cnmccssmI-

donesia and Romania led to the introduction of competition laws as part of overall economic stabilization
and reform programs. In these two cases, international
development and lending agencies, such as the World
Bank, created pressures for adopting competition laws.
Japan, Germany, and most countries in Central and
Eastern Europe are examples of countries that introduced competition laws because of international pressure. Japan and Germany enacted antitrust legislation
following World War II, despite local objections. The
Anti-monopoly Law of Japan and the De-cartelization
and De-concentration Law of Germany were both enacted in 1947. They were significantly amended by
later legislation, moving away from their U.S. origins
to regimes considered more suitable to local conditions,
particularly through a higher degree of tolerance for
some types of cartel activities. Similarly, after the fall
of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe that aimed to join the European
Union began enacting antitrust legislation, under some
pressure from the European Commission. Most of these
countries later amended their laws to make explicit matters that their advisershad originally taken for granted.
In other words, the supporting legal framework for
competition policy in these countries was missing, and
there was a different understanding of the reach of the
law. For example, the legal authority of an antitrust
body to come to an agreement with a private party to
settle a case had to be clarified.This was particularly the
case where the private part), had to go through a formal
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administrativeor enforcementprocesswithin the competition authorityor in the courts.
The EuropeanUnion is a unique case.Its members
have collectiveand national antitrust legislation,with
the competition regimeof the EuropeanUnion incorporated into the national lawsof individual member
states.The primaryfocusof the EuropeanUnion'scompetition regime-incorporated in articlesof the Treaty
of Romeand enforcedby the EuropeanCommissionis economicintegration among the member countries.
Thereforethe most seriousprohibitionsconcernpractices that would createor preservefragmentationalong
nationallines,such as country-specificverticalrestraints
and restrictionson the use of intellectualproperty.
Variationsin competitionlawsand theirenforcement.
A survey of competition laws in 50 countries conducted for this report showsthat differentconceptions
of competition existacrosscountries.This is reflected
in two key elements of competition law:what constitutes dominance-the ability of a firm to unilaterally
control price and output in the market-and how
countriesdealwith cartels.Differencesare alsoreflected
in the way competitionlawsare enforced.
DOMINANCE. The survey revealsthat 28 out of 50
countries have qualitative definitions of dominance,
while the remaining22 countrieshavea wide range of
market shares as their benchmarks (table 7.1). Most
OECD countriesdefine dominancequalitatively.Several Latin American countries alsodefine dominance
qualitatively,but other developingcountries tend to
have quantitativebenchmarks.Even though competi-

tive processesin differentindustriesdiffer,only one of
the countriessurveyed-Tanzania-has separatespecifications for benchmarksof dominance for different
sectors.
Given the importance of potential competition, as
wellas actual competition,and differencesabout what
is needed to ensure competition based on industry
characteristics,ideally a qualitative approach toward
determining dominance is appropriate. But assessing
dominancequalitativelyis a difficultprocedure,requiring sophisticatedinformation and human resourcecapacity,both of which maybe lackingin many developing countries.In these cases,quantitative benchmarks
can provide important information. The priorities
for developing countries in promoting competition
should be liberalizinginternational trade and reducing
government-erectedentry and exit barriers in product
markets. Building competition institutions is a lesser
priority for many countries. But a large number of
countries havealready adopted competition laws and
agencies.The issuein these countries is how to make
these institutions more effectiveat enhancing competition in markets.
CARTELS.There are two main ways in which cartels
can be treated in competition law.The first is to treat
all cartels as illegal, meaning that practices such as
price-fixingandother cartel-relatedbehaviorviolatethe
lawregardlessof the marketpowerof participants,their
motives, or the purported businessjustifications.This
stringent treatment of cartelsis found in 13 of the 50
countries surveyed,including the United States.The
secondway is to use the rule-of-reasonanalysis,mean-

Table 7.1
Benchmarks
of productmarketdominance
in competitionlawsaroundthe world

ing that it is up to the competitionauthoritiesto prove
the harmful economiceffectsof cartels.This less stringent way of treating cartels is found in most countries. European Union competition law has an automatic prohibitionagainstanticompetitivepracticesand

Marketshare.,.

Country
group
Developing
and
transition
countries

ofthefirm

agreements. It is up to the competition authorities or

EasternEuropeandCentralAsia
Africa

percent
30-40percent
20-45percent

Industrial
countries
UnitedStates
EuropeanUnion

Two-thirdsor more
40-50 percent

nationalcourtsto provethat there has beenan infringement and that the behavior (in the caseof an agreement) does not qualifyfor an exemption.
ENFORCEMENT.
Along with differencesin competition law,differencesin enforcementdeterminethe ways
2 4 The two domiin whichcountriestreat competition.
nant systems,whichhavebeen transplantedto many

East Asia

50-75

Source:
Competition
laws,national
competition
authorities.
American
BarAssociation
AntitrustSection.
2001."Competition
LawsOutside
the U.S."Chicago.

developing countries, are the U.S. and the European

Union systems.The majordifferencebetweenU.S.and
EuropeanCommissioncartelenforcementis in the levels and nature of enforcement. In the United States
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Box 7.5
Differencesbetween the United States and the
EU on competition law and its enforcement
The differencesin U.S.andEUcompetitionlawsandenforcementstemfrom theirdifferentobjectives.
In the UnitedStates antitrustpolicyis primarilydesignedto protectconsumerwelfareandthe productionof
a varietyof productsat reasonable
prices.Thereis a modest elementof fairness(therightof firmsto befree of coof economic
ercion)andhostilityto vast concentrations
power.The underlyingassumptionof U.S.enforcement
agenciesandcourtsis thata robustcompetitivemarketis
automatically
efficient.
Bycontrast,in the EU,thedominantobjectiveof competitionpolicyis the economicintegrationof the member
nations,which is closelylinkedto the principleof free
movementof goodsandservicesamongmemberstates.
The EUalsoconsiderscompetitiveopportunities
for small
and medium-sizefirms, raising the economiclevel of
worse-offnations,andgeneralnotionsof "fairness."Furthermore,EU membercountriesalso considerthatjoint
ventures,mergers,andothercollaborations
maybe necessaryto enhancetechnological
development
andtherefore
to allow European
firms to competeeffectivelyin global
markets.However,therearestrictguidelines
for these.
In contrastwith U.S.legislation,
the EU'scompetition
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Figure 7.3
Effectivenessof competition law increaseswith
per capita income
PercapitaGDP, 1997U.S.dollars
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regimeemphasizes
equityobjectives
as well,suchas
employment
andmeasures
thatencourage
cooperation
amongsmallandmedium-size
enterprises.

Buildingmore effective competition institutions. The
effectiveness of competition laws and competition authorities in promoting fair competition varies substan-

Source:Graham
andRichardson
1997.

tially around the world. Results from the survey conducted for this report indicate that the higher the per
capita income of the country, the more effective is the
competition law (figure 7.3). Also, the longer the competition authority has been in place, the more effective
it tends to be, since learning by doing is important. The
average tenure of competition authorities in industrial
countries in the survey is 27 years, while that for developing countries is 10 years. On average, competition
authorities in industrial countries are 40 percent more
effective than competition authorities in developing
countries, according to the World CompetitivenessYearbook (2000) index of effectiveness of competition law,
which is based on surveys of top and middle management of firms in each country.2 6 This is not surprising.
As stressed throughout this report, institution building
takes time and resources.
These two factors aside, there are many actions that
governments can take to build more effective competition laws and authorities. Competition agencies need
the statutory authority to force firms to supply necessary information. For example, the first competition law
in Venezuela did not provide the competition agency
with such authority, which seriously undermined the

price-fixing and other cartel behaviors are commonly
treated with criminal sanctions, with potentially large
fines and damages to injured parties. The U.S. Department of Justice devotes substantial staff in its head office and in regional offices in major cities to detecting
and challenging cartels. The European Commission
staff for cartel enforcement is much smaller, but they
work together with staff in member states. There is no
investigative staff, and as a result, cartels are normally
investigated only following a complaint.25
In part, this weaker enforcement of cartels in the EU
could be a legacy of the past. Before the 1957 Treaty of
Rome, which codified European competition law, cartels were customary in Europe. The differences in the
treatment of cartels between the United States and the
EU also reflect the general differences in their objectives
for competition policy (box 7.5). These differences are
important for developing countries, which have modeled their institutions after those of the United States
or the EU.
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abilityof the agencyto perform its functions.Competition agenciesneed to havelegal enforcementpowers
so that the agencycan make decisionson competition
caseswithout referring the simpler ones to the courts.
This is true even in countries where courts work well
becausethe competitionauthorityhas the technicalexpertise to make decisions.Where courts do not work,
as in many developingcountries, giving competition
authoritiesthe power of enforcementis evenmore crucial. For example, in Hungary in the early transition
years,the court systemwasso slowthat creativelitigants
began findingwaysto bring their casesunder the competition law rather than other lawsso theycould obtain
a timelierruling from the competition office.In India
one of the least controversialproposalsin the drafting
of a replacementfor the Monopoliesand Trade PracticesActsis that new caseswillbe heard by a new,timebound tribunalrather than goingto the courtsor waiting in queue behind old competition cases awaiting
resolution.Competitionauthoritiesneedto be accountable,and there needsto be checksand balanceson these
authorities.One possibilityis to allowappealsto higher
courts,particularlyfor the largercases.
Governmentsneedto ensurethe independenceof the
competitionauthority.One suggestionis that the head
of the authoritybe appointedby a committeeor the parliamentrather than by the presidentor the prime minister.Anothersuggestionis that the competitionauthority
should be independent of a governmentministry and
should haveits own budget.Independenceof competition authorities from government ministries may be
more importantin developingthan industrialcountries,
wherethere are more checksand balancesin the politicalsystemsand wheregreatertransparencyprotectsthe
independenceof competitionauthorities.Of the countries surveyed,63 per cent of industrialcountries have
competition authorities independent of any ministry,
comparedwith 59 percentin developingcountries.
Competitionauthoritiesneed adequatebudgetsand
staff to perform their functions.On average,competition authoritiesin industrialcountrieshave75 percent
more staff (relativeto the sizeof the economy)than developingcountries. For example,the competition authoritiesin Colombiaand Peruhavefewerthan sixprofessionalsdealingwith antitrust.2 7
The competition agency and the private sector
should havethe authority to lodge suits. For instance,
in Tunisiaonlythe ministrycan initiatecases.If the government is the only agentwith this authority,the effec-

tivenessof the competition law in promoting competition canbe undermined.Decisionsby competitionauthoritiesshouldbe publiclyavailable.Publicavailability
of competition decisionshas a deterrent effect on potential future violationsof the competitionlaw, which
shouldhelppromote the effectiveness
of the lawand, by
providingchecksand balances,could also help ensure
the fairnessof the proceedings.One of the most important factorsunderlyingthe effectivenessof competition
laws-as for any institutions-is recognitionof the importance of the law and a willingnessto enforceit by
both the governmentand civilsocietyat large.
In light of the human resourceconstraintsin developing countries, those nations that alreadyhave competition authorities maywant to focus their effortson
issuessuch as cartels and exclusivesupply or distribution contracts.Other issues-such as pricediscrimination, predatorypricing (pricingbelowcost to driveout
competitors),or complexvertical restraintcases(such
as tie-ins, where a product can be purchased from a
supplieronly ifrelatedproductsare purchasedfrom the
samesupplier)-are more complicatedand lesscritical.
Moreover,they tax the capacities of competition authoritiesevenin industrialcountries.
Internationalcompetition
Exposureto international marketsplays a central role
in promoting competition in domestic markets. Imports directlyintroduceinternationalcompetitionpressures to domesticmarkets. This pressure is alsointroduced indirectly,throughexports,since domesticfirms
haveto competein the globalmarketplace.
There is a sizablebody of empiricalwork based on
microeconomicdata (firm or plant-level)that provides
evidencethat trade liberalizationincreasescompetition
28
and, consequently,efficiencyand productivitygrowth.
Casestudiesshowthat evenin a largeindustrialcountry
such as the United States, international competition
raisesproductivity.One studycomparesproductivityin
Germany,Japan,and the UnitedStatesand findsthat international competition has a greater impact than regional or local competition in raisingproductivitybecauseinternationalcompetitionexposescountriesto the
2 9 A recentcrossmost efficientproduction techniques.
country empiricalstudy alsofound that opennesspromotes competitivedomesticmarkets,measuredby estimatesof averageeconomywide
price-costmargins(figure
7.4).3°Moreover,this empiricalwork findsthat the impact of opennesson markups is smaller in largecoun-
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Box7.6
Opentradeandinstitutionalchange:
productmarketsin India

Figure7.4
margins
Opennessreducesprice-cost
Importsas a shareof GDP(percent)
60

Beforethe 1990sIndiahadoneof the most highlyprotectedeconomiesinthe wor d, supportedby anextremely
restrictiveindustriallicensingregimethat regulatedfirm
entryandexit. Beginningin the early1990sIndiaundertookawide-ranging
reformprogramthatincludedsubstantial liberalizationof trade. Restrictionsof variouskinds
haveremainedin the economy.Oneof the most severe
exampleshas beenthe garmentindustry.Thegarment
IndustryAct,
industry was coveredby the Small-Scale
which restrictsproductionto small-scalefirms in more
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than 1,000products.In the garmentsector,besidesrefirms,it capped
strictinggarmentproductionto small-scale
foreigndirectinvestmentin the industryat 24 percentof
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the Multi-FiberAgreement),Indiatooka majorstepin liberalizingthe garmentsector.It removedgarmentsfrom
Industry
the list of industriescoveredby the Small-Scale
Actandremovedrestrictions
onforeigndirectinvestment.
Theoblectiveof this policychange-whichallowsinvestmentto expandthe scaleof production-is to enablethe
Indiangarmentindustryto becomemorecompetitivein

Source: Hoekman andothers 2001. World Development Report 2002
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tries. There is also cross-country evidence that openness
promotes economic growth through technology-embodied imports and because the larger potential market raises
the returns to innovation.31 The evidence shows that
economic growth reduces poverty, which suggests that
openness, on average,reduces poverty. 32
International trade is particularly useful in promoting competitive markets in developing countries, where
there are information difficulties, inadequate contract
enforcement, and human capital constraints. These circumstances imply that it would be easier to use an instrument to promote competition that depends strictly
on rules, such as international trade, compared with an
instrument like competition law, which requires investigations and adjudication.
International trade also creates pressures for governments to address institutional barriers to competition in
the domestic product and factor markets because these
barriers undermine the domestic economy's ability to
respond to foreign competition. India provides a good
example of the role of international trade in liberalizing
domestic regulations on entry (box 7.6). In Latin America trade reform was accompanied by labor market reforms to facilitate adjustment to global integration.33
While trade liberalization confers the benefits of enhanced competition and growth, trade reforms, like any
reforms, can have adverse distributional consequences.3 4

the

worldmarket.

In particular, some segments of the population may be
temporarily thrown into unemployment or poverty.
Flexible product and labor markets reduce adjustment
costs (see discussion above). Other measures to address
these adjustment costs include safety nets, as discussed
in WorldDevelopmentReport2000/2001.
The merits of international competition are now
widely accepted among policymakers. Accordingly,governments worldwide significantly reduced tariff and
nontariff barriers on goods in the 1980s and the 1990s,
although significant scope exists for further reduction
in tariff and nontariff barriers in many countries (box
7.7). The World Trade Organization (WTO) and its
predecessor, the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), have helped secure gains in unilateral
trade liberalization through multilateral negotiations.
(World Development Report 1999/2000 includes a detailed discussion of the role of the WTO.)
In addition to further recductionsin tariff and nontariff barriers in both industrial and developing countries,
governments need to build more effectiveinstitutions to
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Box7.7
Benefitsof liberalizationof industrialcountrymarketsfor agriculture
andtextiles
The benefits of trade liberalization for developing countries
would be significantly enhanced if industrial countries also reduced their tariff and nontariff barriers,especiallyon agriculture
and textiles. Uruguay Round agreements in these areas have
yet to yield benefits for developingcountries. The replacement
of quotas by tariffs on agriculturalproducts by industrial countries, in accordance with the Agreement on Agriculture, only
minimally reduced the protection of agriculture land in some
cases increased protections). Because of the complexities of
the agreement, industrial country support to agriculture rose
from 31 percent of gross farm receipts in 1997to 40 percent in
1999, without violating the Uruguay Round agreement. Industrial countries have until 2005 to liberalize trade under the
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing. Much of the liberalization
to date in these areas has been on products that were not
under restraintto begin with IFingerand Nogues2000).
Further improvements in accessto industrial country markets for exports can substantiallyincrease welfare in developing countries. World Bank estimates indicate that benefits to
developing countries from abolishing their own protection
amount to around $65 billion a year. If, in addition, industrial
countries also abolished protectionist measures, including the
Multi-Fiber Agreement quotas, developing countries would
gain an added $43 billion a year-$12 billion from removing
barriersto agricultural exports and $31 billion a year from the
abolition of tariffs on manufactures, one-third of which would
come from removingbarrierson the sensitivetextile and clothing sectors.
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tant effect on trade and competition,

these issues are se-

lected for discussion in this report because they help
clearly illustrate the key factors about institution building highlighted in chapter 1.

Product standards
Standards can improve information flows and facilitate
production and exchange. International standards have
the potential to facilitate trade beyond what bilateral
standards may achieve. But in practice, countries may
also use standards to block trade. For example, mandatory regulations may discriminate against foreign
suppliers or exclude both domestic and foreign entrants from a market. Technical regulations may also be

Recently, industrial countries, including European Union
members, Canada,and the United States, have announced
several initiatives to liberalize market access for the leastdeveloped countries. While this marks progress in liberalizing
market access for developing countries, free access needs
to be extended to all products by the EU, the United States,
Japan, and Canada(the QUAD countries) if developing countries are to gain material benefits. For instance, the World
Bank estimates that the United States' Africa initiative would
increase Africa's exports by only 0.1 percent. The increase
would double to 0.2 percent if the United States extended
duty-free access to all products. African exports would increase by as much as 5 percent (or $2 billion) if all the other
QUAD countries extended duty-free accessto all products.
Even after the elimination of the MFA quotas, developing
countries will still face significant tariffs on their textile and
clothing exports because of some remaining tariff peaks (tariffs of 15 percent and higher),that are obscuredby the low average most favored nation (MFN) tariffs of industrial countries.
World Bank estimates suggest that granting developing countries free access to U.S. markets would increase total developing country exports by around 5 percent. Tariff peaks also
occur in Canadaand Japan, affecting 10 and 3 percent of total
developing country exports, respectively.
Source: Hoekman, Ng, and Olarreaga 2001; lanchovichina,
Mattoo, and Olarreaga2001.
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The term product standards refers to the characteristics that goods should possess. Process standards
refers to the conditions under which products are manufactured, packaged, or refined. Labeling requirements
deal with the provision of information about product
characteristics or conditions of production. Standards
can be voluntary, such as those in the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9000 series on
quality. Or they can be mandatory, such as domestic
regulations that affect imports through technical requirements, testing, certification, and labeling.
Implementing standards is costly. Costs include the
one-time expense of product redesign, building an ad-
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ministrativesystem,and the continuingcost of monitoring compliance. Firms must decide whether to establishan expensiveplatformdesign,which can be easily modifiedto accommodateparticularmarkets, or to
designa product initially solelyfor the home market,
with modificationsfor export. Compliance costs can
provide an advantage to large multinational firms,
whichcan affordexpensiveplatformdesign.
Conformityassessment-the verificationthat regulationsare met-can alsobe an expensiveprocedure.Governments in importing countries may refuseto recognize tests performedby exportingfirms or their public
authoritiesand maynot acceptconformitydeclarations.
Conformityassessmentisvulnerableto bureaucraticand
nontransparentrulemakingand is highlysusceptibleto
capture by domestic companies seeking protection.
Moreover,the uncertaintyin complyingwith such procedurescan reduce the willingnessof firms to compete
in markets.
Governmentscould endorsethe wider use of "suppliers'declarationof conformity"to regulatoryrequirements, with a systematicreviewof products currently
subjectto mandatorygovernmenttesting and certification that can be movedto declarationof conformitystatus. Products accordedthis status would requireonly
that suppliersdeclarethat they meet certain standards,
and importing countries would have to accept such
declarations.A multilateral"GlobalConformityAgreement" could then be developed,based on this list, for
negotiation and agreementat the VWTO.It is critical
that developingcountriesparticipatein this agreement
and that the distributional impacts of these standards
acrosscountriesbe explicitlyconsidered.As an enforcement mechanism,postmarketsurveillancesystemsby
governmentsof importing countriescould ensure that
the standardsare actuallybeing met.
In agriculture the lack of progresstoward harmonized,internationally
acceptedstandardshasthe potennized,o
intermina tionally
accepted
s

by removingtraddise

tial to underminethe gainsmadeby removingtraditional barriers because countries are erecting new
barriers through the unilateral introduction of standardsfor traded agriculturalproducts. In such a situaton the creation of international standards for these

productscould enhancethe welfareof developingcountries, but only if developingcountriesparticipatein the
settingof standardsas equalpartners.
Tradeanld investment in services
The benefitsof liberalizationof trade in goodsare often
limited by the lack of competition in services.This is
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particularlytrue of those servicesthat are basicinputs
or componentsof the economicinfrastructure,including financial services,telecommunications,transport,
and businessservices.The increasingshareof servicesin
production and employmentin both industrialand developingcountriesunderscoresthe importanceof liberalizingservices.Many of the fastest-growingsectorsare
services-telecommunications, health, and financeand foreigndirectinvestmentin servicescurrentlymakes
up more than half of annual globalFDI flows.
The WTO's General Agreementon Trade in Services (GATS)has not produced significantliberalization. Current levelsof protection in servicesare as high
as, if not higher than, those applied to goods 10 or 15
yearsago. In many instancesthe availableinformation
on the levelof protection suggeststhat ad valoremtariff equivalentsrange from 50 to 100 percent.3 8 In general, barriers in transport, financial, and telecomservices are higher than in business and distribution
services. Barriers are higher in developingcountries
than in industrialcountries.
Liberalizationof servicescan significantlyenhance
the gainsfrom liberalizationof merchandisetrade (box
7.8). For instance, if trade is liberalizedbut exclusive
distributionremainsin place,this in effecttransfersthe
rents previouslycaptured as tariff revenuesby the government to the private intereststhat control the distribution of imports.
Most industries use services as inputs to production.39 A study of the telecommunicationssector in
Egyptshows that adopting a more competitiveregulaBox7.8
Lackof competitionin servicesrestrictsgains
from merchandise
tradeliberalization
In Egyptthe lackof competition
inservices
thatfacilitate
tradereduces
thegainsfromtheliberalization
ofmerchantrade. OnlyEgyptiannationalsareallowedto engage
inthebusiness
of importing,
whichclearlyreducescompetitionindistribution
andcompetition
indomestic
markets. Also,thelackof competition
intheprovision
of port
servicesin Egypt,whichareprovided
bypubliccompanies,hasresultedin handlingandstoragefees30 percent
higherthaninneighboring
countries,
whichhavebroadly
similarqualityofservices
(Hoekman
andMesserlin
1999).
Thereis alsonocompetition
in maritime
shipping
inEgypt,
whichismonopolized
bya state-owned
firm.According
to
a 1994survey,the costof shipmentandhandlingin Egypt
of a standardcontainerwas20 to 30 percenthigherthan
in the nearbycountriesof Jordan,Syria,andTurkey(HoekmanandKonan
1999).
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toryregimewouldgeneratea netwelfaregainof around
$800million(1.2percentof GDP).40 A similarstudy
ofTunisiashowsthat liberalizationof serviceswould
41 It is
raiseboth GDPand welfarebyabout7 percent.
interestingto notethat in Tunisia'scasethegainsfrom
havingforeignserviceprovidersestablishlocaloperationswouldfarexceedthosefromcross-border
supply
ofservicesfromsuppliersremainingabroad.
Liberalization
of servicesshouldaimto establisha
moreuniformsystemof interventionand greatercompetitionin markets.Priorityin liberalization
shouldbe
givento "backbone"
sectorssuchas transport,telecommunications,
and financialservices,aswellasto clusters
of interdependentservicesvitalto economicdevelopmentand participationin theworldeconomy,suchas
transportand expresscourierservices.
The primaryobjectiveshouldbeto ensurethatpotentialentrantsarefree
to enterservicemarketsandthatpoliciesdo notdiscriminateagainstforeign,asopposedto domestic,entrants.
Intellectualpropertyrights
Intellectualpropertyrights (IPRs)include patents,
trademarks,
copyrights,geographicindications,undisclosedinformation(suchastradesecrets),industrialdesigns,and layoutdesignsof integratedcircuits,and

importantto R&Dinvestmentdecisionsmainlyin the
43 Otherstudpharmaceutical
and chemicals
industries.
iesreportthatfirstmoveradvantages
aremoreimportant
in hightechnology
industriesand thatcompetitive
mar44
ketsarea greaterstimulusto innovation
thanpatents.
Proponentsof IPRsarguethatstrongerIPRsbenefit
developing
countriesbypromotingtechnology
transfer
throughforeigndirectinvestment,
trade,licensing,
and
verticalintegrationofmultinational
firms.Butthe empiricalsupportfor thesepotentialbenefitsis mixed.
Variousstudiesdocumentpositiveassociations
between
foreigndirectinvestmentand IPRs,but othersareun45 The empirical
ableto identifya relationship.
evidence
providessomewhatstrongersupportforthe argument
that IPRspromotetechnologytransferthroughtrade
flows.Somestudiesfind that importsofIPR-sensitive
goodsin largedeveloping
economiesincreasewith the
46
strengthof IPRs.
IPRs are generallymore beneficialto industrial
countriesthan to developingcountries.Developing
countriesare net importersof technology,while,in
general,industrialcountriesaretheproducersof technology.Industrialcountriesthereforereapthe static
benefitsof higherpricesresultingfrom the market
powerprovidedby IPRs,at the expenseof developing

plant variety protection (see also chapter 2 for a discus-

countries. It has been estimated that the United States

sionof IPRs).4"Bygrantingan exclusive
rightto con-

standsto gain$5.7billionin net transfersfromTRIPS,

sion of com.er By grantingnanexl

while Germany,Sweden,and Switzerlandare also ex-

trotecmecausofivnos,

Ive rig t rto
PR resric

productmarketcompetitionsoas to createincentives
forinnovation.
IPRs
gained
have
prominenceinglobaleconomic
policymaking
overthelast 15 years,most notablybecauseof the 1994Agreement
onTrade-Related
Aspects
of Intellectual
PropertyRights,whichharmonizes
minimumstandardsof IPRsin WTO membercountries.
Industrialcountrieswereobligedto complywithTRIPS
provisionsby January1, 1996.Developingcountries
wereobligedto complybyJanuary1,2000,whileleastdeveloped
countrieshaveuntilJanuary1,2006,to meet
TRIPSrequirements.
AllWTO membershavemadea commitment
to implementTRIPS,andthereisa broadconsensus
thatsome
formofintellectual
propertysafeguards
isneededto protect innovation.Butthe empiricalevidenceon thepotentialbenefitsof IPRsisweakerthanmightbeexpected.
Research
in industrialcountriesdoesnot providestrong
evidence
thatIPRsarenecessary
to stimulate
R&Dor innovationin mostsectors.Onefrequentlyquotedsurvey
of 100U.S.firmsreportedthat patentsseemto be very

pected to receive substantial net inward transfers. In

contrast,developingcountriesareexpectedto experiencenet outwardtransfers,amountingto $430million
for India,$434 millionfor Korea,
47 $481 million for
Mexico,and $1.7billionforBrazil.
Althoughensuringa corelevelof IPR protection
mayincreasedeveloping
countryaccessto foreigntechnologiesbysafeguarding
returnsforforeigntechnology
producers,excessively
strongIPRscaninhibitthe diffusionof knowledge.In developingcountries,knowledgeisbuiltmorethroughaccess,imitation,and diffusion of foreigntechnologiesrather than only local
research.Legitimate
waysto transfertechnologyunder
someIPRsystemssuchasreverseengineeringor "inventingaround"patentsare restrictedunder strong
IPRs.The importanceof adoptingappropriateIPR
policiesthatallowaccessto technologies
canbeseenfor
someEastAsiancountriesin theirearlystagesof development(box7.9).This principleis generallyfollowed
worldwide,
withcountriesadoptingmoreflexibleIPRs
at lowerlevelsof per capitaincome.Figure7.5 shows
that patentstrengthriseswithper capitaincome.
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Box 7.9
Weak IPRsystems promoted access to
technologyand growth in East Asia

Figure 7.5
Patent strength rises with per capita income
Patents and the level of development

The experiencesof some East Asian countries suggest
that havingIPRsystemsthatmaximizeaccessto anddiffusionof technologies
is appropriate
inthe earlystagesof
industrialization.
In MalaysiaandKorea,growthin industrial sectorstook placeunderweakIPRregimes,andin
laterperiodsgovernmentsemphasizedincentivesfor innovationin IPRsas sophisticated
localtechnology
sectors
developed.Japan introducedpatents in the early 20th
century after reviewingIPRsystemsin Europeand the
UnitedStates.TheJapanese
systemadaptedotherpatent
regimesto suit localneeds.Emphasiswasplacedon securingaccessto foreigntechnologies,incrementaltechnologydevelopment,anddiffusionof innovation,
through
featuressuchasstrongantitrustguidelines
for technology
licensinganda centrallicensingofficeas a countervailing
influence on foreign bargaining power pressuring for

changein its IPRsystem.

IPR systemsmaybe lesseffectivein poorer countries
because these will have less administrative, human, and
financial capacity to implement IPRs as well as fewer
complementary institutions. In particular, it is more difficult for developing countries to combat the potential
anticompetitive abuse of IPRs than for industrial countries, because the former generally have weaker regulatory capacity, competition laws, and enforcement agencies. In many industrial countries intellectual property
is subject to general competition law, IPR statutory provisions, or other regulations and guidelines. In some
countries, such as Canada, IPRs and their enforcement
are central to competition law.Attention to the link between IPRs and competition policy has been on the rise
in industrial countries. For example, the EU and the
United States have releasedfurther guidelines for applying competition policy to IPRs in recent years.
In developing countries competition laws and policies in general do not address monopoly abuse of IPRs.
A survey of competition laws in developing countries
found that only 5 out of 33 countries ban IPR agreements that restrict competition, compared with 9 out
of 21 industrial countries. A lack of capacity to enforce
competition laws also constrains the ability to control
restrictive practices. Unless developing countries rapidly
establish adequate competition frameworks and regulatory institutions that also address monopoly abuse of
IPRs, it is possible that increasing IPR protection could
result in welfare lossesfrom monopoly behavior.

Real per capita income, 1995(thousandsof U.S. dollars)
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andinc udeswhetherthe lawshaveprovisionsfor enforcement(forexample,whether the governmentcarnimpoundthe goodswhile investigatingwhetherthe law hasbeenviolated).
Source:Forindex of patentrights, Park,Vilaya,ano Wagh(2001);for
per capitaincome,WorldBankdata.

But there are also some potential gains to developing countries from stronger IPR protection. For example, if adaptation of imported technology to local needs
requires a significant amount of investment, local firms
will be willing to undertake the investment if they
can be assured that their intellectual property rights are
protected. IPR systems may also benefit developing
countries by protecting indigenous property rights and
traditional knowledge. Developing countries hold approximately 90 percent of world biological resources,
which are particularly important in the development of
new pharmaceuticals. Mechanisms for sharing the proceeds from commercializing genetic resources can be
written into the IPR law, as for Costa Rica. Alternatively, institutions can be built to protect the collective
intellectual property rights for traditional knowledge
held by cultural groups, as is proposed in Venezuela.
How to maximize developing country benefitsfrom
TRIPS. Developing countries have made a commitment to implement TRIPS. To maximize their net
gains, these countries need to take advantage of the flexibility built into TRIPS. There are several areas of flexibility within TRIPS that provide the potential for developing countries to maximize benefits by promoting
access to technology and preventing anticompetitive
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abuses while maintaining incentives to innovate, tackle
piracy, and still meet TRIPS minimum standards.
SCOPE AND EXCLUSION. Developing countries can
narrow the scope of what falls under IPRs in the following areas in conformity with TRIPS. First, developing countries can adopt a narrow interpretation of what
constitutes an invention and hence what needs to be
patented. For example, Argentina, Brazil, and China
have elected not to extend patent protection to software. Second, developing countries can take advantage
of the TRIPS article that allows limitations and exceptions to copyright. For example, some countries permit
unauthorized use for social purposes such as education
and scientific research. Third, developing countries can
avoid patenting life forms (see also chapter 2) and can
apply special provisions under TRIPS to exempt public
goods from IPR protection. Finally, developing countries can expand IPR scope to protect genetic resources,
traditional knowledge and folklore, as is promoted by
the World Intellectual Property Organization.
COMPULSORY LICENSING. Countries can use compulsory licensing, allowed by TRIPS under some circumstances, to control anticompetitive behavior that results
from IPRs or in national emergencies, such as public
health crises. The license, issued by national authorities,
authorizes the use of IPR-protected subject matter without the consent of the rights holder, with compensation
to the latter to be determined by the government. Every
OECD country has legal provisions for compulsory licensing under some conditions, and many developing
countries, including Argentina, Chile, China, Poland,
and South Africa, have already introduced such provisions. The United States has granted thousands of licenses under antitrust decrees.
PARALLEL IMPORTS. Parallel imports refers to IPRprotected products imported into a country after being
released legitimately in another country. Parallel imports therefore allow international competition in IPRprotected goods. Proponents of parallel imports argue
that free trade in IPR-protected goods ensures competition in product markets, reduces prices, and enhances
consumer access to new technologies. But trade in IPRprotected products may restrict access to new technologies for developing countries. Under a system with parallel imports and uniform protection of IPRs, prices are
set to maximize global profit. This means that technology producers will set prices using aggregate demand,
rather than individual country demand. As a result
countries with small markets and elastic demand-typ-

ically the case of developing countries-could be priced
out of the market.
TRIPS neither endorses nor prohibits parallel imports. In the absence of comprehensive empirical analysis on the impact of parallel imports, a policy of regional exhaustion with respect to parallel imports is one
possibility that may create value. Under such a policy,
parallel trade is permitted among a group of nationsbut not beyond that group. Since the structure of demand is likely to be similar within a region, parallel
trade limited to regions can simultaneously encourage
competition in IPR-protected product markets and
avoid the negative effects of countries being priced out
of the market. The EU provides an example of how parallel imports under a policy of regional exhaustion has
helped prevent price discrimination and encourage
competition among the member countries.
PRICE REGULATION. Some countries regulate price
levels and price increases-as is allowed under TRIPSto ensure that IPRs do not restrict consumer access
through excessivelyhigh prices, particularly in pharmaceutical products. But price regulations do not always
work. When prices are regulated on a "cost-plus" basis,
foreign pharmaceutical firms simply inflate the import
price to their local subsidiary, as was found to be the
case in India. Even when price regulations do work, as
they do in various European countries, they may lead
to less competition from generic producers of pharmaceuticals, less R&D spending, and lower productivity
of drug production.
COMPETITION LAW. Countries can use competition
laws to combat the potential anticompetitive abuse of
IPRs. They can do so by introducing IPR provisions
into their competition laws and strengthening their
competition authorities.
Complementary actions
The impact of IPRs depends on the broader institutional and policy environment. IPRs are more likely to
create wealth if they are complemented by open trading
rules. There is some empirical evidence that IPRs can
promote growth in open economies. More liberal trading rules also reduce the risk of monopoly abuse of IPRs
by domestic firms. Human capital development is also
important. IPRs are more likely to increase technology
transfer and encourage domestic innovation in countries
with higher levels of human capital. Another factor is
the promotion of national innovation systems. Integration of IPR rules with complementary policies, to foster
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innovationsuch as public sector researchinvolvement
whereappropriate(chapter2), can stimulategrowthby
48
increasingthe commercialization
of inventions.
Under TRIPS Article 67, industrial country members are obligated to provide technical and financial
support for implementingthe agreement.Only limited
assistancehas been provided so far to fulfill this commitment: mostly training and technicalassistancein
draftingIPR laws.The WorldIntellectualPropertyOrganization(WIPO) has suppliedmuch of the technical
assistanceto date. Going forward,more technicalsupport that is gearedtowardhelpingdevelopingcountries
take advantageof the flexibilityallowedin the TRIPS
agreementis needed.Concretefinancialassistancetargetsand grants of patents to developingcountries (especiallyfor emergencyhuman developmentneedssuch
as HIV/AIDS treatment) are some of the proposals
made for better implementationof Article 67. Others
includeincreasedtechnologytransferassistanceand fiscal incentives, such as guaranteed purchase of new
drugs for developingcountries.
Another factor that will affectTRIPS implementation is bilateral agreements on IPRs. Since bilateral
agreements usually provide for stronger IPRs than
TRIPS-which mandates only minimum standardsthese agreementsmay impede the ability of developing countries to implement the flexibilitypermitted
in TRIPs. For example, in 1998 the United States
had signedbilateralagreementson IPRs with 21 countries and had included many IPR provisionsin science
and technology agreementsand bilateral investment
4 9 In general,the validityof internationalagreetreaties.
ments and standardslosesforce if bilateralagreements
proliferate, superseding the international agreement.
The politicaland economicbalanceof power does not
usuallytip in favor of poorer developingcountries in
negotiating cross-borderagreements,and this imbalance is probablyaccentuatedwhen they enter bilateral
agreements.

Competition in marketspromotes equalopportunity.
With free entry, smallerentrepreneursand those who
lack social or network connections, often the poorer
members of society,have a better chance at undertaking productiveactivities.With more internationalcompetition and trade, and greater access to industrial
country marketsand technology,poor countrieshavea
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betterchanceat developingtheir markets.Competition
is an important forcein promotinginstitutionalchange
as wellas economicdevelopmentand growth.Competition can createdemandfor more effectiveinstitutions,
and it can sometimesalso substitute for complicated
regulation-a very important benefit, given the often
limited capacitiesof developingcountry governments.
Sometimes,however,the degree of competition may
need to be limited in marketsin order to encourageinnovation-particularly in those areaswheretechnology
developersare unableto gain sufficientprofitsto cover
costsin the absenceof such protection.
The priorityfor countriesin promotingcompetition
in product marketsis trade liberalization-and removal
of entry and exit barriers for firms. For example,increasesin market opennessin industrial countries can
help provide impetus to developingcountry markets
and institutions. International standards in trade can
help promote trade.They can alsohelp limit potential
inefficienciesand distributionaleffectscreatedby a proliferationof bilateralagreementsbetweennations.The
distributionalimpactof standardsacrosscountries,and
within countries, as well as their efficiencyimpacts,
depends on which standards are chosen.The costs to
developingcountriesneed to be consideredin international sphereswhen standardsare established.Developing countriesneed to be empoweredto playa stronger
role in the developmentof standards,and to implement
provisions in current standards that would benefit
them. For example,the TRIPS agreement allowsfor
some flexibilityin IPR systems,and technicalassistance
to take advantageof such flexibilityis important.
In many developingcountries,barriers to competition in domesticmarketsarisefrompublic policy:onerous regulationson potential new entrants or exit barriers can deterentry. Suchregulationsoften discriminate
againstpoor or smallentrepreneurs,who are least able
to paythe higher costs associatedwith them as well as
the costsof corruption, whichis facilitatedby overregulation of businessactivity.Competitionlawsand competition authorities who enforce these laws, diverse
across countries, are also important. While many developingcountries have recentlyadopted competition
lawsand establishedcompetition agencies,the scarcity
of human capital impliesthat such authorities maydo
well to focus their attention on a smallerset of issues:
an important concernin many countrieswould be addressingexclusivesupplyor distributioncontracts.

CHAPTER

8

Regulation
of Infrastructure
No one canarguethat a monopolistis impelledby "an
invisiblehand" to servethepublic interest.
-R

I

H. Tawney, 1921

participation during the 1990s. Regionaldifferences
werealsothe result of disparitiesin market sizeand investor perceptions of risk.
But the increase in private provision during the
1990s, although large by historical standards, has been

nfrastructure sectors, becauseof scale economies

smallerthan might be possible.By 1999 total private

and demand externalities, have traditionally been
thought of as the exception to the rule that competition improves the provision of goods and services. In
many countries government provision of infrastructure
services was considered the only way to avoid both the
monopolistic abuses of infrastructure operations and the
vagaries of the market, given its importance for the general population. This led, first, to the regulation of private infrastructure providers and then, in many countries, to the nationalization of infrastructure enterprises.
In practice, publicly provided infrastructure services
have often delivered poor quality and inadequate coverage. Governments in many countries have begun to
allow private provision of infrastructure services, both
to enhance efficiency and to ease the strain on public
finances. Changes in technology have created the conditions for competition in some areas once considered
"natural monopolies," particularly the energy and telecommunications sectors. This has spurred increasing
private provision. Private provision has been lessprominent in the water sector, where technological progress
has been less pronounced and political barriers to reform can be strong.
Overall, private sector provision of infrastructure
rose tremendously during the 1990s in alLsectors in alL
regions (table 8.1). Countries in Latin America and the
Caribbean, which were in the vanguard of infrastructure reform, attracted almost half of the investment
commitments in infrastructure projects with private

investment in infrastructure provision in the developing world had fallen significantly from its peak in
1997, although there were signs of some recovery in
2000. To encourage private investment, two factors
need attention: political and regulatory reform, particularly in pricing, and efforts to enhance the credibility
in the government's new regulatory framework.' Policies that allow for full cost recovery and that ensure the
investor a reasonable rate of return without government contributions are the preferred alternative for expanding private investment. Often, governments have
failed to adopt such policies or to implement them
through credible regulatory arrangements, deterring
private investment.
Sometimes, even such pricing policies have not been
sufficient to ensure that coverage goals are met. When
this happens, governments may complement user fees
with subsidies. Experience indicates that subsidies,
when needed, should be transparent and carefully designed to serve poor people. When budget constraints
limit the scope for financing subsidies, governments
may need to reconsider their coverage goals.2
On average, private provision has relaxed capital
constraints, enhanced efficiency, and increased investmenrts.3 A recent survey of studies on privatization in
the past 30 vears showed that out of 24 studies on the
relative performance of public and private enterprises
in infrastructure, half found significantly superior performance by private or privatized enterprises, seven
I51
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Table 8.1

Investmentin infrastructure
projectswith privateparticipationin developing
countriesby sectorand
region,1990-99
(billfonsof U.S.dollars)

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Total

6.7
1.6
8.0
-

13.3
1.2
3.1
0.1

8.1
12.1
4.2
1.9

11.0
14.6
7.7
7.5

19.6
17.0
8.2
0.7

24.0
24.1
10.1
1.7

29.9
33.7
16.5
2.2

42.8
47.9
22.4
8.9

54.3
25.7
17.6
2.6

39.2
14.9
8.4
5.9

249.0
192.8
106.1
31.4

East Asia and Pacific
Europe and Central Asia
Latin America and the Caribbean
Middle East and North Africa
South Asia
Sub-SaharanAfrica

2.6
0.1
13.2
0.0
0.3
0.1

4.1
0.3
12.6
0.8
-

8.9
1.3
15.8
0.0
0.1
0.1

16.2
1.5
18.5
3.4
1.3
0.0

17.7
3.9
18.9
0.3
4.0
0.7

23.4
8.6
19.4
0.1
7.6
0.8

33.4
11.6
28.8
0.4
6.1
2.1

38.8
15.1
51.1
5.3
7.1
4.5

9.5
11.5
71.0
3.5
2.3
2.4

14.1
8.7
36.3
2.4
4.0
2.9

168.6
62.5
285.6
15.3
33.5
13.6

Total

16.3

17.8

26.1

40.9

45.5

59.9

82.3

121.9

100.2

68.5

579.3

Sector
Telecommunications
Energy
Transport
Water and sanitation

Region

Note:0.0 meanszero or lessthan halfthe unitshown.Datamaynot sumto totalsbecauseof rounding.
Source:WorldBank,PPIProjectdatabase.

found the differences small or ambiguous, and only five
concluded that public enterprises had performed at a
level superior to private enterprises.4
Among the reasons for private sector successes have
been more careful preparation and preliminary analysis
of sectors and the establishment of appropriate and
transparent regulatory structures. Emerging evidence
on the design of concession arrangements for private
participation in infrastructure (box 8.1) provides some
lessons for policymakers. For example, governments
have enhanced competition in infrastructure services by
making structural changes before privatization. In developing countries where the capacity for enforcing regulations is particularly weak, there is a strong argument
for introducing competition as much as possible in
those infrastructure sectors where it can substitute for
regulation. Competition, by changing incentives of
agents, has added benefits in weak institutional environments; it reduces dependence on regulation (such as
price reviews) to achieve desired outcomes. Governments have also ensured greater coverage of poor people by, for example, incorporating coverage targets in
the initial contract design or by allowing flexibility in
prices and quality.
The regulation of private providers is complicated
when there is the possibility of competition in some
branches of infrastructure provision while natural monopoly conditions persist in other branches. Under

such circumstances policymakers must decide whether
the operators of the monopoly enterprise will be permitted to participate in the related competitive sector
as well. Inexperienced regulatory agencies, particularly
in poor countries, will face challenges in dealing with
possible discrimination in access. Institutional design
needs to account for this. There are typically two alternatives: verticalseparationcould be imposed, or the sector could remain integrated.In the second case, reliance
on intersectoral or source competition could reduce the
need for regulations.
Building effective regulatory structures in developing countries requires accounting for the quality
and existence of supporting institutions and capacity.
Sometimes this translates into fewer, simpler, or more
cost effective regulations, or into economizing on structure. Because of differences in the capacity of complementary institutions, standards of regulation imposed
in industrial countries may not be appropriate for poorer
ones, and particularly for poorer regions, which are
often served by smaller or informal providers. Distributional concerns can be met with flexibility in pricequality standards, the establishment of investment and
access targets, encouragement of the informal sector, or
direct subsidies.
Costs of infrastructure provision can be reduced by
innovative approaches that involve community participation. Greater information flows between the users
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Box8.1
Privateprovision:
recentevidencefrom concession
arrangements
Concessions
(orfranchises)areonewayto introduceprivate

vestments.Thisproblemaffectedprivatization
of the electricity

provisionin infrastructure-and to stimulate competition for the
market. Concessionsgrant a private company the right to use
assets, to operate a defined infrastructure service, and to receive revenuesfrom it, usuallyfollowing a competitive bidding
process. The competitive bidding mechanism for concession
contracts should eliminate monopoly rents and hence reduce
the regulatory burden. In Cote d'lvoire, for example, the World
Bank supported concessions in the water sector. The winning
bidder, SODECI,now provideswater throughoutthe country at
rates comparableto state companies in neighboringcountries,
but at excellentquality and with very high repaymentratesfrom
privateconsumers.
But a recent study on concessioncontracts in LatinAmerica
indicates that they can producemixed results, for reasonsthat
are applicableto privatization in general. (Concessionsare the
dominantmodeof privateentry in the region.)Many of the problems areattributableto initialcontractdesignand regulations.The
study finds that of more than 1,000concessionsawarded since
the late 1980s, over 60 percent appear to have been renegotiated within three years-over 80 percent of these in the water
and transport sectors(Guasch2000). Theconcessionholder has
initiatedthe overwhelmingmajorityof renegotiations.The degree
of renegotiation is higher than is warranted by changesIn economic conditions.One reason may be that investorssubmit low
bids to secure the contract becausethey expect that after the
contract is awarded,they can renegotiatefor better terms on a
bilateralbasis,without competition.This meansthat the most efficient providermaynot win the contract.
Contract renegotiation initiated by governments can reflect
lack of commitment to the protection of investors. There are
some ways to guard againstthis. First, in developingcountries
with well-establishedand effective judicial court systems, such
as Jamaica,the governmentmay sign a concessionor franchise
contract with the provider that may be enforced by the courts
(Spiller and Sampson 1996). Second, governments can gradually establish a reputation for nonexpropriationby structuring a
concessionor franchise agreement so that it calls for a gradual
sinking of investments over time. The investor sinks more
resources after observing government behavior. This is how
Hungarystructured its nationaltelecommunicationsconcession
(Armstrongand Vickers 1996). Or the government may seek to
attract domestic private investors so that future expropriation
would be at the expenseof localsas well as foreigners,making
expropriationmore politicallycostly andthus less likely.A variation on this strategy is to use the existence of an international
lendingprogramas a commitment device,or "hostage": the investor knows that bad behavior by the government in this sector may be punishedby internationallendersin a variety of other
sectors (Armstrong and Vickers 1996; Levy 1998; Ordover,
Pittman,and Clyde 1994).
Before concessionnegotiations and privatization,a careful
study shouldiocus on the objectivesof the liberalizationandprivatizationprogram,taking into accountthe experienceof other
countries.Thiswas donefor the Peruviantoll roadsector,for example. It is also important to undertake price reform while the
enterprise is still in public hands.Prices haveto be increasedto
cover costs (orbe headed in that direction),or investorswill lack
confidence that they will be allowed to earn a profit on their in-

sector throughout Central and Eastern Europeand elsewhere
(Sternand Davis1998).A system of transparentcross-subsidies
or lifeline services designedto benefit all citizens,includingthe
poorest,should be agreeduponat the start.
Anyvertical unbundling-for example, separatingelectricity
generationfrom transmissionand distribution-should be done
before privatization to avoid creating strong opposition to restructuring later on. Even if a sector is not to be unbundled at
the point of privatization,the necessary separation in cost accounting should be done in preparation for any future restructuring or accessissues.SeveralLatinAmericantoll roadprojects
have caused severe regulatory problems because the policymakers did not establish a mechanism for the transmission of
information to regulators at the time the concessions were
granted(Estache,Romero,and Strong 2000).
A critical componentof a privatizationstrategyis an independent regulatorybody.This is supportedby the finding from Latin
Americathat if a regulatorybodyexisted at the awardof the concession,the probabilityof renegotiationwas 28 percent; if it did
not, the probability was 62 percent (Estache, Romero, and
Strong 2000). Although the effectiveness and independenceof
any regulatory authority vary between countries, the preexistence of a regulatory agencyhas helped, on average. Hungary
tried-and failed-to openup its gassectorto privateinvestment
without havinga regulatorystructurein place.
Regulatorsneed information to regulate.To obtain information, they need their rights to information to be in the contract.
An important complement to such contract design is to ensure
that firms use good regulatory accounting and that regulators
havethe capacityto analyzesuch data.
Thepresenceof an independentregulatoryagencymitigates
the risks of political interferencein the privatizationprocessand
henceprovides more comfort to investors. Moreover,an independent regulatory body provides a focal point for negotiation
of the concessioncontract and technical expertise to deter unwarranted contract negotiations.And, a regulatoryagencygenerallyhas specific knowledgethat reducesuncertaintyand better predicts the path of technology and demand.The study on
Latin America found that the presenceof a regulatory agency
facilitatesa careful review of the contract itself and of the qualifications of the biddersbefore the contract is awarded.
Thestudy also found that a rate-of-returntype of regulation
(which ensures the investor a guaranteed rate of return by adjusting pricesaccordingto costs) was less likelyto lead to renegotiation of contracts than a price-captype of regulation(which
limits the price a firm is able to charge).A firm that is regulated
by a price cap bears all the risks associated with cost change
and is subject to significant regulatorydiscretion.In LatinAmerica the probability of renegotiation is 9 percent with a rate-ofreturn price regime and 56 percent with a price-cap regime
(Estache,Romero,and Strong 2000).
Finally, using a single one-time payment as the principal
awardcriterion, ratherthan the lowest tariff to be chargedor the
lowest annualsubsidyto be provided,seems to reduce the likelihood of renegotiation,since the latter criteriaare operationally
more conducive to future dispute and subsequent adjustment.
Theone-time payment locksthe investor in and strengthenshis
commitment (Guasch2000).
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and providersof servicescan alsoproduce institutional
designsthat servecommunitiesbetter.
Competition between firms and benchmarking
acrossjurisdictions can improve serviceprovisionand
help reduce the burden on regulators. For example,
competition in a sector may reduce the need for frequent price reviews.
Establishingcredibleregulatorysystemsis one of the
most important factorsaffectingprivate investmentin
infrastructure.However,countries'successin building
suchsystemsdependsas much on politicalissues(chapter 5) as on technicalfactorsand human capacity.Relevant politicalissuesrangefrom lack of independenceof
the regulator to weak systemsof checksand balances
for the regulatoryagency.Transparencyfor both the regulator and the regulated is also key. For example,accounting standards increasetransparencyfor the regulated.Open disclosureof the rulesof the gameenhances
transparencyfor the regulator.
This chapter reviewshow competition may reduce
the regulatoryburden on the state; the form that regulatory institutions should take; and how institutional
designmayaffectaccessby poor people.It doesnot discussall the importantissuesin the designof regulation,
but it does coverareaswhere recent evidencehas shed
somelight or those that were not coveredextensivelyin
World DevelopmentReport 1994. Governance issues
withinpublicinfrastructurefirmsare not discussedhere
exceptin certain cases,such as the designof subsidies
for poor people.

There are differentways to introduce competition in
the market (asopposedto for the market)in infrastructure sectors.This sectionaddressesthis issue.
Competition and regulation
As noted in WorldDevelopmentReport1994, services
such aselectricitygenerationand long-distancetelecommunicationscan be providedcompetitively.Someservicesstill subject to economiesof scalemay facecompetition from other servicesusingseparatetechnologies.
Under either scenario, competition may substitute
for regulationin protecting the economyfrom monopoly abuses.This is all the more important in developing countries,wherethe capacityfor enforcingregulations is generallyweak. First of all, regulation is not a
simpletask and can lend itselfto arbitrarygovernment
action.This is more likelyto happen in countrieswhere

governanceis weak and where there are insufficient
checksand balancesto curb abuse of power by a particularbranch of government.Regulationimposescosts
on both the enterprisesbeing regulatedand the government doing the regulating.5Sometimesgovernment
inefficiencyand corruption within state firms may be
replacedby corruptionin the regulatoryagency.Moreover,government authorities in developingcountries
are frequentlyunable to gain adequateaccessto the information needed for effectiveregulation.6 They may
alsobe unfamiliarwith the conceptof an independent
regulatorand havedifficultiesenforcingregulatoryorders. In other words, competition can avoid many of
the incentive,information,and enforcementproblems
createdby regulatoryregimesand, whereit is effective,
can substitutefor regulation.
Anotherform of competitionthat could help reduce
the burden on regulatorsis yardstickcompetition.Regulatorscan assessthe performanceof an infrastructure
serviceprovider-for example,in terms of prices and
coverage-by comparingit with one in another locality (such as in a neighboringcountry) and can adjust
regulation accordingly.Although this is not competition in the market, it can havesimilareffectson incentivesfor infrastructureproviders.
Competition among "monopolists"can reduce the
needfor sectoralregulationin sectorssuch as petroleum
and electricitydistribution.
n

The long-distance transmission of petroleum by
pipelinebetweentwo pointsmaywellbe a naturalmonopoly.Producersat a particular location,however,
may not requireregulatoryprotectionif theyhavealternativecustomersto a particularpipeline-for example,localbuyers,or shipmentby water,or a pipeline
from the sameproducinglocationthat servesdifferent
destinations.Similarly,customersat a particularpoint
on a pipelinethat is an origin-destinationmonopoly
may not requireregulatoryprotectionif they havealternative sourcesof petroleum-for example,local
producers,or shipment by water,or a pipeline to the
same destinationthat comesfrom a differentorigin.7
Similarconditionshold forsomenaturalgaspipelines.
Forexample,pipelinesfrom two differentgas-producing areasin Argentina,Gas Atacama(a joint venture
of Chile'sEndesaand the U.S. firm CMS Energy)and
Norandino(Belgium's
Tractebel),are just beginningto
competeto bringnatural gas acrossthe AndesMountainsto northernChile.8
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a Similarly, even if the long-distance transmission of
electricity between the generation facility and the
consuming enterprise or municipality is a natural
monopoly, generators at a particular location may
not require regulatory protection if they are served
by different long-distance transmission lines serving
different sets of customers. Customers at a particular
location may not require regulatory protection if
they are served by different long-distance transmission lines carrying power from different generators.
Municipal and large industrial users are currently enjoying such competition from different generation
facilities in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Peru.9
Other examples include competition provided to the
railroad sector by truck and barge operators and competition among different energy sectors such as oil and
gas. A more recent development is competition between telecommunications networks and cable television providers in communications services.Moreover,
both these natural monopolies face competition from
wireless communications technologies.
Sometimes competition may create new regulatory
problems or may simply displace old ones. In many of
the cases where competition is recognized as an effective way of organizing the provision of service, that service is part of a larger infrastructure sector where some
natural monopoly elements may remain. If electricity
generation is considered a potentially competitive sector, electricity long-distance transmission and local distribution are less clearly so. If long-distance telecommunications is considered a potentially competitive sector,
local wireline telecommunications are less clearly so.
Many of the most important issues involving risks,
contracts, incentives, and knowledge have involved sectors where "unbundling" is possible-that is, where
some of the services formerly provided by vertically integrated monopolies are being opened up to competition
but other services remain monopoly provided. In these
broader sectors, therefore, competition and regulation
are complementsrather than substitutes.
The next section focuses on an issue that is currently
very important in developing countries. Vertical separation can provide more opportunities for competition
in developing countries.
rrital int; v tii,iSi'{,
B
In virtually every infrastructure sector there is some service that can now be provided competitively,while there
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remains some service that is likely to remain a monopoly "bottleneck" in the production chain.'0 This raises
the question whether the traditional verticallyintegrated
model of the infrastructure enterprise should be maintained when it might be possible to introduce competition. One problem of undertaking cost-benefit analysis
in this area is that it is not possible to measure the dynamic benefits of competition, while the costsof restructuring and evidence of scale economies may be known.
It seems likely that in particular infrastructure sectors there are economies of scope to the coordinated
provision of all services,for example, generation of electricity with long-distance electricity transmission and
local electricity distribution. But where there remains a
monopoly bottleneck to which all competitive suppliers
require access, there is an incentive for the monopoly
provider to discriminate in favor of its own integrated
subsidiaries over their competitors (for example, in access prices or accessquality). There are three main institutional options to consider:
a Option A, in which the owner of the monopoly bottleneck enterprise continues to operate in the "competitive" sector in competition with other providers
in that sector (that is, an integrated firm subject to
competition in the nonbottleneck market)
a Option B, in which the owner of the monopoly bottleneck enterprise operates as a monopolist in the
(otherwise) competitive sector as well (that is, an integrated monopolist)
u Option C, in which the owner of the monopoly bottleneck enterprise is not permitted to operate in the
competitive sector but, rather, provides connecting
service to the competitive firms operating there (that
is, vertical separation with competition).
In practice, intermediate forms of vertical separation
may be used (this is a subset of option A) because they
facilitate detecting discrimination. For example, accounting separation between different units, or restructuring the units into separate corporate entities with
common ownership, could help detect discrimination.
The option most appropriate for a particular sector
in a particular country depends on four main issues
(table 8.2). First is the extent of economiesof scope between the provision of different serviceswithin the sector.
It appears that the extent of economies of scope may
not be that large, based on the fact that, in the infrastructure sectors in most industrial countries, at least
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Table 8.2

Strategy for vertical separation or integration

Verticalintegrationwith
competitionin nonbottleneckmarket
(OptionA)
Economiesof scope

Large
Small

/

Detectionof
discrimination

Easya
Difficult

/

Consequences
of discrimination

Little effect on competition
Badfor competition

/

Likelihoodof
competitionin
nonbottleneck
market

Significantcompetition
Little competition

/

Integrated
monopolist
(no competition)
(OptionB)

Vertical
separation
(with
competition)
(OptionC)

/

,
/

/

,

/
/

/

a. Requires separation of the accounts of the different units of the vertically integrated producer.

some vertical transactions take place between enterprises rather than within enterprises. For example,
under certain circumstances integrated electricity providers buy some power from independent generators,
and integrated railroads allow some other train operators to operate on their tracks.
Second is the easeof detecting discrimination by the
integrated owner of the bottleneck in favor of its subsidiary. Difficulty in enforcing interconnection quality
even in the United States was one reason for the breakup of the integrated telecom supplier AT&T in the
early 1980s.11 Independent electricity generators have
argued that there are so many dimensions of quality of
access to long-distance transmission lines that it is virtually impossible for a regulator to prevent favoritism. 2
In contrast, the use of neutral railroad schedulers (dispatchers) in both the United States and the Czech Republic seems in some cases to have been successful in
preventing discrimination against nonintegrated train
operators.' 3 In the absence of separate accounts between units of the integrated producer, discrimination
can be difficult to detect.
Third is the consequencesof undetecteddiscrimination
for competition.Financial data for the United States suggest that the long-distance transmission costs of electricity are less than 5 percent of the total delivered cost
to end users, while track and structure costs make up
nearly 20 percent of the total delivered cost of railroad
service."4 This suggests that a competing train opera-

tor, facing discriminatory access to the track, may be at
a greater potential disadvantage than a competing electricity generator facing discriminatory access to the
long-distance transmission grid. The possibility of discriminatory access is even more acute in the case of
water and sewerage, where the fixed network costs in a
developing country may be as much as 75 percent of
the total cost of the delivered product.15
Fourth is the likelihoodthat there would be sufficient
competition in the nonbottleneck market which would
significantlyimproveefficiencyor accessforusers.t6 Where
there are strong economies of scale in the competitive
sector, as in water and rail, for example, this sector may
attract at best only a very small number of entrants,
making large gains from competition unlikely. This is
likely to be more of a problem the smaller or poorer the
country-since demand levels will support fewer suppliers with given scale economies. This limitation can
be addressed where international trade of the service is
feasible.
Both information availability and contract enforcement are important for combining competition and
regulation in an infrastructure sector. The owner of an
integrated bottleneck asset may be required by the
terms of its privatization or concession contract to supply nondiscriminatory access to the bottleneck asset to
all who want to use it. But someone must enforce this
contract, and whoever enforces it may require a great
deal of complex information. In both these areas, de-
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veloping countries are at a disadvantage. This suggests
that it will often be more beneficial in a developing
country to impose vertical separation on an infrastructure sector as competition is being created (option C)
, .
.
or continue to keep it an integrated monopolist (option
B), rather than have it remain as an integrated firm subject to competition in the upstream market (option A).
These questions have attracted policymaker attention
in the developing Internet servicessector (box 8.2).
In countries where regulators tend to be experienced
and skilled, the relevant question may be simply, given
that competitive access is desired, is vertical integration
or vertical separation likely to provide the better out-

come?In the context of the information and contract
enforcement problems in the developing world, however,the more relevant questions may be: Are the benefits of competition likely to be achieved, and do they exceed the costs of implementation? Are the price and
quality delivered to the final consumer really likelyto be
significantly improved by the first or third option comparedwith the much simpler to implement second oppared
* r
tdon?Five infrastructure sectors are considered in turn.
Telecommunications. As wireless technology continues to progress, it is less clear than in the past that even
the local service is a natural monopoly.17 Nondiscriminatory access appears increasingly to be a possibility, es-

pecially in those conditions where competing providers
of long-distance and other auxiliary services have a
presence in the local market as well. This was a feature
of Morocco's successful telecommunications reform in
1999, which was supported by the World Bank. In
Chile competition in local service provision has come
mainly from long-distance carriers entering into the
provision of local service." In Guatemala the (integrated) incumbent monopolist has also been required
to provide interconnection to new market entrants. 19
Throughout the transition world individuals and businesses have avoided the traditional endless waiting periods for installation of fixed line service by signing up
for wireless service.20 Thus this appears to be a sector
where competition can often coexistwith vertical integration, that is, option A.
Water.The fixed costs of the network are so high in
the water sector that competition in supplying water
may not offer much benefit in the way of increased efficiencies, so the regulated, integrated monopoly model
(option B) may work best in this sector. It appears that
no country has actually instituted competition in the
supply of water to the system, although Chile has stud-
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Box 8.2
Vertical integration and discriminationin the

provisionof Internetservices

~~~~~~Internet
"content' (information, music, and graphics) IS

carriedover longdistancesby Internet"backbone"providers and then deliveredto usersby Internet service
providers(ISPs),suchas AmericaOnline(AOL)andMindspring,whichin turn must (atleastundercurrenttechnologicalcircumstances)
usethe wiresof localtelecommunicationsor cabletelevisionprovidersto reachfinalusers.
for regulatorsandcompetition
An importantconsideration
enforcershas beenthe degreeto whichverticalintegrationamongenterprisesoperatingat thesevarious levels
maybe harmful.
Forexample,whenAOLrecentlyagreedto mergewith
Time Warner,a major contentandcabletelevisionprovider, U.S.antitrust enforcerswere concernedthatAOL
mightdiscriminate
infavorof its owncontentandagainst
the contentof supplierscompetingwith TimeWarner.The
antitrustenforcersandthe merging
companies
eventually
agreedthatAOLwould provideaccessto its networkon
the sameterms as were appliedto allcontentproviders.
At the sametime, the FederalCommunications
Commission, the U.S.telecommunications
regulator,was concernedthat the cableoperationsof the integratedcompanywoulddiscriminateagainstrival,nonintegrated
ISPs,
andit Insistedona similarsettlementagreementdesigned
to prevent discrimination. Both settlement agreements
will arguablyrequire ongoingregulatory
vigilanceto ensure
compliance,althoughbothare designedto be incentivecompatible
andhence,to a degree,self-enforcing.
CounIn another example,the LithuanianCompetition
cii has been concernedabout possiblediscriminatory
behaviorvis-a-vis independentISPsby the localtelecommunicationsprovider,Telecom,sinceit hasits own integratedISP.The councilhasalreadyfinedTelecomfor installing"filters" on its linesthat reducethe speedof data
transmission by the independents, although this case has
beenappealed
to the courts.
Source:UnitedStatesDepaitmentof Justice,available
at
www.usdol.gov; UnitedStatesFederalCommunications
Commission,availableat www.fcc.gov.

_

_

_

ied the option.21 It may be argued that this is a sector in
which it is easiest to detect and prevent discrimination
against nonintegrated suppliers, so, especiallyif the quality of different suppliers can be adequately monitored
and as regulatory capabilities develop, vertical integration can coexistwith competitionin supply(option A).
Oil and natural gas. Like the water sector, oil pipelines and natural gas pipelines have expensivenetworks,
so the relative cost savings from competitive product
supplies may be smaller than in other sectors, but with
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relative ease of detection and prevention of discrimination. Where discrimination can be detected and prevented-and this will not be the case in every countryvertical integration may be consistent with a competitive
supply market (option A). Where discrimination cannot
be prevented, the benefits of competition are not great
enough compared with the costs of regulation and the
harm from discrimination to justify option A, nor are
they great enough compared with the costs of vertical
separation to justify option C; in this case an integrated
monopoly operating in both markets-that is, option
B-is probably the best outcome available. Sourcecompetition among integratedmonopolistsmay be a possibility
in these sectors in larger countries. As noted above, pipelines from two different gas-producing areas in Argentina are beginning to compete to supply natural gas to
customers in Chile.
Railroads.One model of rail reform, favored by the
European Union, entails separation of ownership and
control of infrastructure ("tracks") from operations
("trains"), with the ultimate goal of having multiple private train operators compete with each other for the
business of shippers over a common track system. The
experience of the United Kingdom-one of the few
countries that have tried to implement this model of
reform fully-has not been encouraging. It raises the
question whether vertical integration without competition at the train level(option B)may be the best of imperfect choicesin this sector.
In medium-size and large countries, option B may
allow for competition between verticallyintegrated firms
through servicesoffered to different destinations, or from
different origins, to particular customers (that is, "parallel" or "source" competition).2 2 This is the model that
was eventually chosen by reforming governments in
both Brazil and Mexico and that has been the arrangement for some time in Canada and the United States.
Competition from other types of carriers such as trucks
is also a probability.
Smaller countries with sophisticated regulators
may find that discrimination is easy enough to detect
that some entry may be allowed-for example, entry of
large shippers that may already own their own railcars,
or entry of foreign train operators from neighboring
countries. The European Union (EU), for example, has
enacted regulations requiring its member countries to
allow train operators from other EU member countries
to use the tracks of national integrated firms. In the
Czech Republic, for example, the vertically integrated

rail company must permit other train operators on its
tracks.
Power. In the power sector, it is difficult to detect
and prevent discrimination against nonintegrated electricity generators even in industrial countries with
experienced regulators, and the problems facing new
regulators charged with monitoring the behavior of entrenched, powerful incumbent monopolists are that
much more formidable.2 3 Nevertheless, except in the
smallest of economies (where economies of scale even
with the most modern generation technology may rule
out the presence of more than one or two generation
enterprises), the benefits of competition in generation
are potentially so massive that vertical disintegration
may be the best outcome(option C).2 4
A recent study shows that vertical disintegration in
the power sector is the most widely followed approach
for countries (Malaysia and many EU countries being
the exceptions).25 It concludes that vertical disintegration-breaking up integrated power companies into
separate generating, transmission, and distribution entities-can introduce competition into power generation. Results indicate that introducing competition can
be positive.
In Argentina, for example, the switch to a private
competitive system quickly resolved urgent problems
of power shortages. In contrast, some recent experiences have illustrated how political considerations and
incomplete reform can dilute the benefits of competition in the power sector. While vertical disintegration
of power companies obviates the need to regulate generation operations (as these are subject to competition),
power distribution and transmission operations remain
monopolies and need to be regulated. As a caveat, there
is some evidence that even vertical disintegration may
not significantly improve efficiency unless some type of
end-user competition is also introduced.
Structure of the regulatory system
By now it is well accepted that a country should have
independent regulatory bodies following transparent
procedures (chapters 5 and 10), subject to oversight by
a strong and independentjudiciary (chapter 6). In practice, each of these requirements is difficult to establish.
Further, without checks and balances, bureaucratic inefficiencies may be replaced by private corruption.
Moreover, human capital is scarce in many developing
countries (chapter 1). All these factors call for modification of institutional design. This section addresses
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some other attributes that are necessaryfor a regulatory
body to function effectively in developing countries,
taking into account in particular the informational and
capacity constraints in these countries.
fer-ss r, "egltorl;t11nlbnnals
Regulatory agencies may play more than one role. They
may design rules, monitor compliance with rules, and
enforce compliance with rules. While many regulatory
agencies may do the first two well, they may still need
courts for enforcement. Even in cases where the regulator has strong enforcement powers, courts are important for hearing appeals after a regulatory decision. In
most developing countries the courts are overburdened,
and judges may lack strong technical skills. For these
reasons it would be advisableto build regulatory systems
that lower their burdens. The regulator needs to be
given strong enforcement authority in the first instance.
Since courts are weaker in developing countries, many
international investors rely on international arbitration.
One question is whether courts relying on competition laws provide sufficient oversight for service providers. The experience of New Zealand demonstrates
the importance of a regulatory body that monitors
compliance with the laws.As part of its broad program
of deregulation in the 1990s, New Zealand eliminated
sector-specific regulation and sought to rely on the
competition authority, enforcing the competition law
through the court system, to prevent monopoly abuses
in the telecommunications and electricity sectors. Policymakers found, however, that in the absence of sectorspecific regulation, proceedings were lengthy and the
outcomes unsatisfying. Courts at three levels took five
years to try to determine the appropriate price for a new
entrant to pay to have access to the incumbent's local
network. At the end there was still no general principle
or direction for the companies to follow."6 Recent reports by the Ministerial Inquiry into Telecommunications and the Ministerial Inquiry into the Electricity
Industry have concluded that, at least at the current
stage of technological development of these sectors,
specialized regulatory tribunals will be an important
part of an effective regulatory regime.
('ourts

Scope of regulators
A second set of questions concerns the scope of action
for particular local regulatory agencies.Should such bodies operate at the national level, or should local regulatory bodies control local infrastructure enterprises?
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Should there be a different regulatorybody for each principal infrastructure sector or for a particular function?
Local versus national regSulation.There are some arguments made in favor of localized regulation of infrastructure enterprises: (a) the better knowledge of local
conditions of a local regulator; (b) the moredirect political accountability under which a local regulator is
likely to work, with the resulting greater involvement
of the affected population in regulatory decisionmaking (as urged in World'DevelopmentReport 1994);
(c) the more effective monitoring of the regulated enterprise that proximity is likely to provide; and (d) the
frequent difficulties faced by national- or federal-level
regulators in coordinating with local governments,
especially in matters as politically sensitive as access to
infrastructure.
These factors, however, are opposed by others in
favor of centralization of regulation at the national
level: (a) the technical sophistication required of regulators, at least in some sectors, leading to economies
of scale in regulation; (b) the shortage of local experts;
(c) the presence of external effects (such as the network
demand effects mentioned above, but not limited to
those) among users at dififerent locations in a single
country, which may require both a single set of rules
and a single agency; and (d) the increased likelihood of
industry "capture" of an agency,the more limited is the
agency's jurisdictional scope. (Some would argue in
favor of centralization on the basis of a perceived lesser
likelihood of corruption, but the evidence here is
mixed; see chapter 5.)
The arguments in favor of local regulatory agencies
are probably weaker, and the first three in favor of national regulation are stronger, the smaller a country is.
For small developing countries, national regulatory
agencies may be preferable. Technologically less complex sectors such as water provision and highway repair
are an exception. In both of'these sectors the local population has been especially important in directing the
provision of services (again, see WorldDevelopmentReport 1994). Even in these sectors there are often centralized bodies and rules that take care of broad interconnection and pricing issues and externality-generating
activities (such as watershed management), activities
that may benefit from specialized expertise (such as
overseeing the bidding process for highway construction). More decentralized actors such as municipal governments and NGOs may be responsible for monitoring performance, setting local standards, dealing with
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customer complaints, and in general ensuring accountability to the local citizenry.27
With larger countries, it may be preferable to decentralize regulatory functions. In some cases, even though
regulatory rules may be set at the national level, monitoring compliance with rules may be done at the local
level, for example, by NGOs or communities. Arguments in favor of decentralization are affected by political factors. Central governments in larger countries
have sometimes lacked the power to impose regulation
(including demands for the basic information required
for regulation) on local or regional enterprises without
the agreement of the local or regional governments.
However, there are still areas where it does not make
sense to decentralize responsibility-such as in longdistance telecommunications regulation and interstate
power and gas transmission-since much of the service
is betweenareas.
There are two striking examples from the toll road
sector in Brazil. First, on the toll road between Rio de
Janeiro and Teresopolis,the mayor of a small town along
the route has refused to cooperate in preventing illegal
access by nonpaying drivers. Second, in the state of
Parana the governor forced the concessionaireto charge
only half the toll level agreed upon in the contract between the concessionaire and the central government.2 8
Large developing countries such as Argentina, Brazil,
India, and Russia have devolved regulatorypower (sometimes completely, but often only partially) to local or regional governments in the face of these difficulties of
national-level regulation and policy enforcement.
Yet a third form of regulatory structure that has
emerged is supranational regulatory organizations such
as those established among the smallest and poorest
countries in Africa. Such supranational structures have
been established for apparently the same reasons that in
other countries have led to centralization: the complexity of regulation, economies of scale in regulation, and
the shortage of qualified personnel to staff regulatory
agencies. Another factor in this case may be the increased bargaining power of a multinational regulator,
compared with a regulatory body in a small country, visa-vis large multinational investors.2 9 The Organisation
for Eastern Caribbean States has recently created a regional regulator for telecommunications and is considering the possible extension of this arrangement to other
infrastructure sectors. Similarly, in 1995 the countries
of the Southern African Development Community

formed the Southern African Power Pool to coordinate
national-level power production and regulation.
While these are compelling arguments for and against
centralization of regulatory structure, in practice the design of effectiveregulatory structures depends on political realities. For example, France, which has a very centralized political system, has mostly adopted a centralized
structure (except for water and local transportation,
which are largely controlled by municipalities). By contrast, in the United States, the states, being large and
autonomous, have large regulatory powers. Since it is
generally politically costly to remove those in power,
regulatory structures have shown a strong inertia over
time.
This provides an important lesson for transition and
developing countries: their political structures will also
determine the types of regulatory institutions that can
be implemented. Reforms or regulatory designs are
likely to be extremely difficult to implement without
recognition of these obstacles and without efforts to
overcome them. Sometimes the establishment of a new
institution rather than modification of the old authority can deliver benefits. Such seems to have been the case
in the privatization of the Moroccan telecommunications industry.
Sectoralspecialization.Factors that are important for
the choice between local and national regulators are
also important for the consideration of sectoral specialization of regulatory bodies and have led to similar answers. Arguments in favor of having a specialized
agency for each broad sector (transportation, energy,
telecommunications, and so on) are that different sectors have different characteristics, so there are economies of specialization and no particular economies of
aggregation; that more agencies diversify the risk of
institutional failure; and that more agencies allow for
more policy experimentation.
Conversely, there are without question some issues
that cut across sectoral lines and that would benefit
from a coherent policy framework. Sectoral lines are
not alwaysvery clear and are probably becoming less so
(as in the case, noted above, of telephony and cable
television). Further, as in the localization/centralization
debate, many developing countries face a shortage of
qualified personnel to staff multiple regulatory agencies, and an agency with broader jurisdiction probably
has a lower likelihood of "capture" by industry (or by
sectoral ministries).
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Again, many of these argumentsare principallyrelated to country size and capacity.Smallerdeveloping
countriessuch asCosta Rica,Jamaica,and Panamahave
respondedto the scarcityof regulatoryexpertsby creating multisectoralregulatorybodies(althoughregulatory
rulesare obviouslyspecializedto the sector)-a practice
followedat the state levelin Australia,Brazil,Canada,
and the UnitedStates.Hungary has followedthe example of the United Kingdomin combiningits electricity
3 0 At the same time, followingfrom
and gas regulators.
the economicargumentsabove,somelargerdeveloping
countries-such asArgentina,Brazil,and Russia-have
createddifferentregulatorsfordifferentsectors.
Functionalspecialization.In some countries different agencieshaveresponsibilityfor differentfunctions;
for example,an agencymay do economicregulationof,
say,the water sectorbut maynot haveresponsibilityfor
the sector'stechnicaland environmentalregulation.In
the United Kingdom,for example,the Officeof Water
Regulationhas responsibilityfor controllingend-user
pricesand ensuringthe viabilityof suppliers,while the
DrinkingWaterInspectorateoverseesthe qualityof tap
water and the Environment Agencyis responsiblefor
maintaining the quality of rivers,canals,and groundwater.Alongthese lines,it is possibleto havesimilardivisions of responsibilityregarding, say,the economic
and the technical,environmental,and safetyaspectsof
electricitygeneration and transmission.But there are
costs to the creation of multiple agencies,and likely
economies of coordination.3 1 Where there is a clear
need to relyon detailedknowledgeof localconditions
and to havethe endorsement of local political forces,
theremay be an argument for differentlevelsof regulation for economicversustechnicalregulation.For a developingcountry with scarcehuman capital,functional
specializationis more difficult.
One strategythat has been attempted to "stretch"
the limited supplyof qualifiedpersonnelfor regulatory
agenciesis to contract out some aspectsof regulation,
such as the designof pricing schemesor the monitoring of compliance,to privatefirms.Chilecontractsout
the technical monitoring of water standards, and Angola and the Philippines have considered doing the
same.32 The telecommunicationsregulatorin Argentina has hired privateconsultantsto assistin rate rebalancing between both commercial and business customers and long-distanceand localrates.33 There seems
to be wide scopefor expansionin this area.
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Competitionauthorityversuis
infrastructureregulator.
One question frequentlyraised is whether a competition lawenforcementagencycan be relied upon to act
as a day-to-day economic regulator. Every country
in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union that has set up competitionauthoritieshas done
so beforecreatingsectoralregulators,relying-at least
initially-on the competition authorities to use the
abuse-of-dominanceprovisions of the competition
34 Subsequently,
statutesto preventmonopolisticabuses.
theyhavecomplementedthe economywidecompetition
authoritieswith infrastructureregulators.With the increasingintroductionof competitioninto utilities,however,the interfacebetweencompetitionauthoritiesand
regulatorsis gainingincreasingattention.
Competition authoritiesin developingcountriesas
diverseasVenezuelaand Poland haveshownthat they
can, like their North Americanand WesternEuropean
counterparts,act as effective"competitionadvocates"
in the regulatory arena without assuming the regulatory portfoliothemselves.In other countries,as diverse
as Australia,Bolivia,and Russia,the competition authority has at least overallcoordination and management authorityover the regulatorybodies-though in
all three of these casessomeof the detailsremain to be
workedout.
Desitn

iaureo

re

The qualityand coverageof infrastructureservicessuch
as electricity,water,telecommunications,and transport
havea major impact on livingstandards. Many of the
world's poor today continue to lack access to many
basicinfrastructureservices.
The findings of a recentstudy on the impact of infrastructurereformson poor people in Latin America
mayprovidelessonsfor policymakerselsewhereon how
to design such reformsto take into account distribu35 The two main findingsof
tional and welfareeffects.
the studyare as follows.
First, privatesector provisionhas had mixed effects
on tariffs and hence mixed effectson the poor. Tariffs
have fallen in caseswhere competition and effective
regulationhave cut costs. For instance,in Chile liberalizationof the long-distancetelecommunicationsmarket in 1994 reduced call prices by more than 50 percent. Pricesfell by a similar magnitude in the mobile
telephonyindustrywhen the number of mobilephone
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Table 8.3
Access to electricity, water, sanitation, and telephone services in 22 Latin American countries, 1986-96
(percentageof households)
Weighted

1986
1989
1992
1995
1996

Water
75.99
80.85
81.33

Sanitation
66.99
79.85
79.84
79.65

Telephone
5.46
6.13
7.44
9.41
10.30

Unweighted
Electricity
82.19
85.37
87.72
89.37
90.10

Note: Weighted-equal weights assigned to all countries; unweighted-represents
Source: Estache and others 2000a, p.16.

companies rose from two to four in 1998. In Argentina
wholesale prices of electricity fell by 50 percent in the
five-year period after privatization due to intense competition in the generation sector with the entry of 21
new generators. Residential customers enjoyed a 40
percent drop in tariffs in the five years after privatization (1992-97). In contrast, there are also examples
where tariffs have risen because of the need to ensure
the financial viability of service providers.
Second, the reforms have brought about increased
provision of infrastructure servicesby the private sector,
This improves accessin general and can perhaps also increase access for poor people, since they have been particularly lacking access in the past. Table 8.3 shows the
increasein access to electricity, water, and telephone services in 22 Latin American countries over the 1986-96
period.
The policy challenge for governments seeking to improve access to infrastructure services on the part of the
poorest citizens is to square the circle of providing incentives for service to the poor while keeping the rates
charged to the poor affordable, taking into account their
willingness and ability to pay. This is illustrated in the
case of the water concession in the Tucuman Province,
Argentina (box 833).36Although the causes of the failure of this water concession are many and complex, earlier attention to social and distributive issues could have
increased its chances of success, or an explicit subsidy
program could have helped ease the situation.
There are five main ways in which regulatory policy
can promote distributional objectives: (a) setting investment targets; (b) being flexible with respect to
price-quality combinations in regulatory decisions;

Water
68.34
69.88
70.16
73.19

Sanitation
73.63
77.21
77.50
79.67

Telephone
4.58
5.23
6.54
8.54
9.42

Electricity
72.16
76.26
80.19
81.76
80.91

population-based access rates.

(c) allowing liberal entry of informal infrastructure providers; (d) involving communities in the regulatory
process;and (e) subsidies.
Settizzg investment targets
Some governments have tried to promote access to infrastructure services by including investment targets at
the time of privatization or award of concession contracts. Bolivia adopted such an approach in La Paz and
El Alto, where enterprises bidding for the water supply
concession in 1997 had to say how many connections
they would make in return for a specified tariff. The
winner, Aguas del Illimani, committed to achieving
100 percent water coverage by December 2001.37 Similarly, in Monteria, Colombia, specific water and sewerage expansion targets were set.38
The way a contract or company is tendered in the
privatization process and the variable chosen to award
the contract will determine the distribution of benefits
among all stakeholders. If poor households are connected to the service, then they tend to benefit more if
tariffs are chosen as the competitive variable. If they are
not connected, then choosing investment commitments as the tendering variable has a higher potential
for benefiting the poor.
Flexibility in price/quality comnbinationi
In awarding concession contracts, if quality standards
are set too high (using industrial country standards, for
example), the service may be too expensive for poorer
households and poorer countries. This means that there
should be some flexibility in the contract to allow for
the company, the regulator, and future users to agree to
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Water concessionin Tucuman,Argentina
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bility would benefit low-income users. This also reduces the informational requirements for the regulator
in determining best quality or service standards. Aguas

In 1995 the concession for water and sanitation services

for TucumanProvince,Argentina,wasawardedto Companiade Aguasdel Aconquija(CAA)for a periodof 30
years.To fundthe requiredinvestmentprogram,the concessionairebida tariff increase of 68 percent.Thetariffincrease was to be immediateand to affect all consumer
groupsequallyin a populationwith a significantshareof
urbanandruralpoor.
andwasconThetariff increaseprovedveryunpopular
users.Thesituationdesideredunjustby low-consumption
terioratedwitha seriesof episodesof turbidwater.Therecampaignby consumers,which
sult was a nonpayment
Provinprovokeda financialcrisisfor the concessionaire.
that
cial electionsbroughtto powera new administration
program.At first
wasmuchmorehostileto the concession
the authoritiesand the concessionairebegan renegotiating

the contract.Oneinitiativewasto introducea specialtariff
for low-incomeusersanda systemof risingblocktariffs
did not prosper,
for regularcustomers.The negotiations
arbitration.
however,andthecaseendedin international
andLeipziger
2000.
Source:Estache,G6mez-Lobo,

a different price-quality combination when it is necessary (as in specific geographic areas).39 Insisting on high
quality and safety standards for all providers will only
prevent small, local enterprises from providing "imperfect" but essential services to the poor. Regulators could
tighten quality and safety standards for such providers
over time as incomes improve.
The principles of such a multitiered regulatory
structure, in which different regulatory treatment is
provided for different technologies or dimensions, have
already been employed by regulators under other circumstances. For instance, in the telecommunications
sector just about every country imposes different regulatory requirements on cell phones and fixed-wire operators, with the latter presumed to have greater market power and hence greater need for more intensive
regulatory scrutiny. Also, many countries (Bolivia, for
example) establish different regulatory requirements for
the "interconnected system" (that is, those parts of the
national grid) and "isolated systems," with the former
requiring closer regulation for many reasons, including
the need to ensure system reliability,
Providers could also be allowed to offer a menu of
services and to charge a corresponding menu of tariffs.
Users could make their own choice; this type of flexi-

del Illimaniin Bolivia,for example,offersa choicebet

.

tween the regularconnection fee for the water service
or a lower fee if households supply their own labor for
connection activities. In Brazil jointly owned sewers
have been introduced in shantytowns as a form of
lower-quality, affordable sewerage system.40
Regulating outputs or outcomes rather than inputs
or processes can provide incentives to providers (formal
or informal) to search for and apply lower-cost ways
of achieving the required result. For example, the private water concessionairei La Paz and ElAlto, Bolivia,
was able to keep access costs down because regulations
specifiedoutputs (type of serviceand service quality)
rather than inputs (material standards and construction
techniques).4t

Liberalizing e7nthy
New and innovative approaches may be needed to enhance services to poor users. Such approaches include,
for example, community participation in the construction and operation of networks, which may reduce
their costs. An example is the water sector in Argentina,
where the population in some neighborhoods provides
the labor needed to work on the connections or on
maintenance. Similar programs were implemented in
the early 1990s in Mexico for road maintenance. Regulators need to be open to experimentation in institutional design.
In many parts of the developing world, small-scale
private vendors or networks have sprung up in response
to the needs of poor users who do not have accessto formal providers. For example, in Paraguay about 300 to
400 private firms and individuals-called aguaterossupply piped water to households not served by municipal water companies. The aguaterosrange from very
small operations supplying a local neighborhood to
larger companies with as many as 800 connections.4 2
Similar service is provided by men driving 15-ton
tanker trucks carrying water around the narrow streets
of the shantytowns surrounding the maquiladoras on
the Mexican side of the Mexico-U.S. border.4 3 In Yemen
small enterprises provide power services to rural towns
and villagesthat are beyond the reach of the formal utility. Suppliers range from individual households that
generate for their own use and sell power to a small
number of neighbors to larger operators with diesel gen-
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erators supplying up to 200 households.4 4 In Senegal
small private enterprises rent telephone lines from the
national operator (privatized in 1998) and run telecenters for local households.45
Liberalizing entry for informal providers is a policy
priority particularly in the lowest-income areas of lowincome countries, where infrastructure networks are
underdeveloped or nonexistent and potential formal
providers are nowhere in evidence. Regulators could
limit such liberal entry to areas or customers not served
by the incumbent provider. It seems very unlikely that
entry in the service of such customers would pose a
threat to the viability of the overall network. Enterprises providing services through the national network
should enjoy significant cost advantages over smallscale rivals (who are often providing an imperfect substitute in any case) and should be able to win over the
customers if and as the network expands.
Consultationus with the coinin aiiitl'
To address the needs of the poorest citizens in countries, regulators need to engage a larger and more diverse group of stakeholders. Public education thus
becomes an important part of this special regulatory
agenda. In particular, regulators need to:
Understand the needs and priorities of the poorest,
including those who are not customers of traditional
utilities
• Understand the needs and perspective (including
costs) of a larger and more diverse group of actual
and prospective service providers, ranging from
small-scale or informal entrepreneurs to more traditional utilities
* Engage municipalities, NGOs, and other groups
with an interest in representing and advancing the
needs of the poorest.
i

In this context, exclusivereliance on formal regulatory hearings will not be enough. Greater efforts to engage stakeholders will ensure that decisions are well
informed and help bolster the legitimacy of the regulatory system. Some promising experiments along these
lines are being undertaken in many developing countries. These include:
* Visiting communities and engaging them in a dialogue on needs and priorities or establishingspecialist
consultative or advisory bodies to provide the regula-

tor with reliable accessto a range of views. Regulators
in Jamaica reach out to communities through local
churches, and regulators in Bolivia hold town hall
meetings across the country. In Brazil concessions in
the power sector each include a specialcommittee that
comprises representatives of local government as well
as different categoriesof users, including slum dwellers,
farmers, and businesses.
* Developing information strategiesaimed at educating
citizens about the regulatory system. Regulators in
Peru make extensive use of radio commercials, while
regulators in Jamaica use "talk-back"radio shows.
* Delegating to municipal governments or NGOs particular roles in monitoring service provision and
managing more intensive consultations with their
constituencies. In Brazil there is a national system of
consumer protection that delegates to subnational
governments certain responsibilities for dealing with
consumer issues within their jurisdictions.4 6
Subsidies
This section discusses how infrastructure services can
be made affordable for the poor. The method used to
subsidize poor people needs to be settled along with
other decisions on industry structure, the standards applied to the service provided, and pricing and quality
regulation. Clear definition of objectives and careful
targeting of intended beneficiaries can help reduce the
costs of subsidy. Competition can also do so. For exampie, rights (and obligations) to provide subsidized services may be allocated through competitive auctions to
the bidder demanding the lowest subsidy, as is done for
rural electrification and rural telephony in Chile and
for passenger railways in Argentina. This section addresses five issues with respect to the provision of subsidies: (a) targeting the recipients; (b) the good or service being subsidized; (c) the source of funding; (d) the
delivery mechanism; and (e) subsidy costs.
Targeting the subsidy. There are two broad approaches to targeting subsidies in infrastructure: according to the consumption level of the household
(lifeline) or according to socioeconomic or other characteristics (means-testing).
There are two ways the lifeline approach can operate. The first is the rising block tariff structure, whereby
a low rate is charged for an initial lifeline block of consumption and progressively higher rates for successive
blocks thereafter. The second is a subsidy whose amount
depends negatively on consumption, under the as-
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sumption that the poor tend to consume less than the
rich. In Honduras the unit charge is reduced for customers with total consumption below 300 kilowatthours (kWh) per month, and the amount of the reduction has a block structure.
Both approaches are easy to implement and have
low administrative costs, but the results have been
mixed. In Latin America they have been found to do
poorly in terms of targeting because consumption is
only weakly correlated with income and, therefore,
poverty.4 7 In contrast, transition countries that use the
lifeline approach manage to reach two-thirds of the
poor for electricity and water.4 8 Since there can be
problems with targeting lifeline tariffs for the poor
(even the nonpoor receive subsidies), policymakers
need to decide whether they wish to err on the side of
exclusion or inclusion.
Under the means-testingapproach, the eligibility of
households is based on observable characteristics of the
household or its dwelling, under the assumption that
these characteristics are correlated with income and,
therefore, with poverty.The individual targeted subsidy
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Chilereplacedits cross-subsidysystemwitha compre-

scheme implemented in the Chilean water sectorwhere households are selected on the basis of a socioeconomic interview before they are declared eligible for
subsidized water tariffs-appears to be one of the most
effectiveschemes developed so far (box 8.4). In Colombia all utility tariffs are differentiated according to the
characteristics of the property and its surrounding
neighborhood. On the downside, means-tested subsidies can have the undesirable consequence of affecting
incentives, especially with respect to labor market participation. This is sometimes labeled the "poverty trap"
problem in the welfare system.
Variations on the means-tested approach described
above that have been used by countries include ones that
determine eligibilityaccording to some other categorical
variables or geographic zones. For instance, in Argentina
subsidies are provided to specific groups (such as pensioners and students), while in Colombia consumers are
taxed or subsidized in their utility bills according to a national socioeconomic classification system based on
neighborhood characteristics. Operators of toll roads in
some developing countries have been required by the
original contract to provide free or reduced-charge access to vehicles that are likely to be driven or occupied
by poorer citizens, such as farm equipment, small trucks
carrying farm products, and commuter buses.4 9 In both
cases, however, there are large exclusion and inclusion
errors, and both these approaches are found to be infe-

hensive subsidy scheme for low-income households, as-

e

sistingthem withthe purchaseof a varietyof publicser-

rior to the standard means-tested one.

vices. The program is financed by the central government
but administered throughthe municipalities.Subsidies are
paid to the public service operator, rather than to the
household,on the basis of each subsidizeduser served.
In the case of water, the subsidy covers 40 to 85 per-

Aside from the above approaches, the government
could also reach the poorest by providing the basic
minimum of service to customers, such as a single pubmiphone or wer
ta
village not yet served Yet
lic phone or water tap in a village not yet served. Yet

cent of the chargesfor the first20 cubicmeters of consumption.Thegoalof the schemeis to ensurethat water
andsanitationservicesdonottakeupmorethan5 percent
of householdincome.Thereare multiplecriteriafor eligi-

another approach to providing lifeline services that is
typical of the telephony sector is to have a telephone to
receive incoming calls, with a capability to make a fixed
number of outgoing calls (or a total fixed number of

Box 8.4
Targeting subsidies:Chile'sapproach

bility,includingregion,average cost of water, household
income and wealth, and family size. Eligibilityis reassessed every three years. Households failingto pay their
share of the billhave their subsidy suspended. Initially,the
burden of provingentitlement to the subsidieswas placed
on the households. Low participationrates prompted the
government
to askthe water companies
to collaboratein
identifyingneedycustomersby examiningtariff payment
records.It is now believedthat all eligiblehouseholdsin
arecovurbanareas(about 20 percentof the population)
ered by thescheme.

Source:Brookand others2001, WorldDevelopmentReport2002 background
paper.

minutes of such calls), as well as the capability to make
calls to emergency services, collect (reverse charge) calls,
and calls to toll-free numbers. 5 0

be in the form of a consumption or a connection subsidy. In principle, the subsidy should be directed to
those goods or services with the highestdifference between the willingness to pay and costs. In countries
tentewligest
a n ot.I
onre
where capital market failures have a stronger impact on
connections (as in many developing countries), subsidies for connections or network expansion should be
favored over consumption subsidies because in these
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countries it is almost impossible for consumers to borrow to pay for the connection, even if they were willing to do so.
Delivery mechanism. Direct subsidies may be transferred to the targeted beneficiary, either in cash form or
as a tax deduction, or as a voucher tied to expenditure
on the specified service. Cash payments and tax deductions may be efficient means of meeting distributional
objectives but may raise concerns over the subsidy being
expended on matters other than intended. Voucher
schemes address this concern but can involve large administrative costs. Another means is for the subsidy to
be channeled through the service provider, which will
require the consumer to demonstrate her eligibility and
may be conditional on paying the unsubsidized portion
of the bill. This is the approach adopted in Chile.
Source offunding. The use of subsidies raises the
question of the source of funding for such subsidies,
which can come from general tax revenues for governments, cross-subsidies, or a common fund to which all
companies contribute. Which type of funding is more
convenient depends in part on the efficiency, equity,
and administrative costs associated with the distortions
created by the general tax system. When the taxfinanced subsidies are too costly to enforce and tax reform is not a realistic option, it may be more efficient
to raise funds from the utility industry, especially if
done through the fixed-charge part of utility tariffsthat is, the second and third options.
Generaltax revenuesare typically the source of subsidy funding in the case of urban transport and "negative concessions," such as those awarded for toll roads.
The issue with this source of funding is that in most developing countries the tax system is usually quite inefficient and is unable to raise resources at a low enough
cost to enable sufficient funding of a welfare system.
Cross-subsidies
raise funding by charging certain customers a higher price than the cost of service. This has
been quite standard for public utilities in Latin America and is likely to continue to be common for private utilities when governments cannot make credible
commitments to finance subsidies. The drawback of
this scheme is that it could inefficiently discourage use
or encourage inefficient regulatory evasion or bypass.
Traditional cross-subsidies require monopolistic
market structures, without which those paying the
higher prices would defect to other suppliers and so undermine the basis for the cross-subsidy.Some countries

have introduced cross-subsidy schemes that are more
compatible with competitive markets. For instance, in
the telecommunications sector in Australia and the
United States cross-subsidies are funded from levies on
the naturally monopolistic components of the systemthe interconnection-rather than on consumption.5 1
In a variation of the cross-subsidies scheme, all companies are required to make a contribution to a common
findaccording to a rule (for example, proportional to
the number of customers that each company serves or
proportional to each company's revenues). Companies
still charge customers a price-cost markup to pay for
this contribution. But they are free to decide which
prices to charge which customer. The drawback here is
that this allows for less transparent subsidies.
Conclusions
Infrastructure services are critical to the operation and
efficiency of a modern economy. Improvements in infrastructure services can help promote competition in
other markets, and there is evidence that infrastructure
has a positive impact on growth and poverty reduction.
As highlighted in WorldDevelopmentReport2000/2001,
access to infrastructure is a key concern for poor people.
Inefficiencies with public sector provision of infrastructure servicesand fiscal constraints led governments
around the world to shift to private sector provision of
infrastructure services beginning in the late 1980s. The
consequent increase in private provision has expanded
the provision of infrastructure services through improvements in efficiency and increases in investments.
But recent experiences also shed light on institutional
factors that, if improved, could increase the benefits
from private provision. This chapter addresses the challenges faced by governments in regulating private infrastructure providers in order to meet both efficiency
and distributional goals.
An important factor affecting service provision is the
nature and extent of competition in infrastructure markets. To the extent possible, policymakers need to encourage competition in the provision of infrastructure
services. Competition can help reduce the regulators'
burden of monitoring prices and quality. Key factors affecting the quality of infrastructure provision are initial
contract design at the time of privatization and the presence of a strong regulatory agency. Governments that
have paid the most attention to detail at the time of privatization have been better able to expand service provi-
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sion, particularly to poor people. Failure to set up strong
regulatory agencies can result in bureaucratic inefficiencies and public corruption being replaced by corruption
in the private sector or an excessive transfer of rents to
private parties. Small poor countries could benefit from
coordinating the regulation of infrastructure providers
at a regional level.Attention to preprivatization restructuring of the sector and postprivatization monitoring,
for example, through better accounting systems (chapter 3), is important. Information flows among those
who are regulated, the regulators, and the customers are
essential to effectiveservice provision.
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Policymakers can also expand coverage goals by encouraging new, low-technology, informal providers,
and by modifying regulations to enable their operation.
Regulators can benefit from flexibility in institutional
design-that is, in price-quality combinations. Innovative approaches by communities-and information
sharing between communities and regulators-can help
improve coverage. Distributional objectives can also be
met with investment targets. In cases where subsidies
are needed, they need to be transparent. Targeting is a
concern, and while no system is perfect, country experience suggests that some workable solutions exist.

PART

IV

Society

SOCIETAL FORCES SHAPE THE EFFECTIVENESS, GROWTH, AND LEGITimacy of market institutions, which in turn affect the rules and values of societal actors. The chapters in this part of the Report explore the range of interactions between
society and market institutions. Chapter 9 on Norms and Networks discusses how the
informal institutions used by societal groups influence transactions in the market. Finally, Chapter 10 on the Media looks at the institution that, in reflecting and disseminating the views of members of society, can improve the working of markets by greatly
reducing the costs of information flows.

CHAPTER

9

Norms and Networks
In civilizedsociety[man]standsat all timesin needof
the cooperationand assistanceof greatmultitudes.In
almosteveryotherraceof animalseachindividual,
whenit isgrown up to maturity, is entirelyindependent, and in its natural statehasoccasionfor the assistanceof no otherliving creature.But man has almost
constantoccasion
for the helpof hisbrethren.

Individuals,when deciding to comply,either with
taxes or with a contractual obligation,havethree reasons to do so. First,becauseof an individualor "internalized"norm, such ashonesty,whichmaybe founded
in a sharedbeliefsystem,such as a religionor in a sense
of obligation to one's peers. Second, becausedeviant
action will be not be sociallytolerated by others and

-Adam Smith,1776

this lack of acceptance will result in some form of socialsanction. Third, because of an economicsanction
associated with the deviation, such as a fine, imprison-

mmigrantsin Californiaraisecreditthrough rotat-

ment, or denial of future business,often with added

ing credit associations rather than from banks.
Small traders in Mexico use informal mechanisms
rather than courts to resolve disputes. Bankers in Japan
seal deals with a handshake rather than a legal contract.' All three groups rely on institutional arrangements far removed from the formal constructs of governments and modern organizations. In all societies
systems based on social norms or networks-alternatively referred to as informal institutions and sometimes as "culture"-are a central means of facilitating
market transactions.2 Such norm-based institutions are
especially critical for the poor, who often lack formal
alternatives.
Transactions that rely on informal institutions are
regulated by a set of expectations about other people's
behavior. These expectations derive from a common understanding of the rules of the game and the penalties
for deviation and are based on shared beliefs and shared
identities of network members. Such norm-based behavior is not alwaysconfined to small groups but is also
evident on a broader scale. One example is tax compliance, when individuals in society tend to act more honestly if they sense that other people's behavior is similar
and when there is a social penalty for deviation.3

social stigma attached to the economic punishment.
Formal institutions focus on the third incentive and
thus can be ineffective if this economic sanction is
weak.
Norm-based institutions can supplement or supplant laws and formal rules. They may substitute for
formal institutions where the latter do not exist or are
not accessible or where they fail to facilitate business
transactions. In these cases informal institutions allow
those sharing norms or culture to behave predictably,
lowering the risks in a transaction (chapter 1).4 Corrupt environments, for example, are often the result of
ineffective formal institutions that coexist with weak
social deterrence, sometimnescalled a "culture of corruption" (chapter 5).5 In such situations incentives for
corruption rise as peers also become corrupt, leading
to a vicious cycle of socially undesirable behavior.
For geographically isolated and poor market participants, formal institutions are not easily accessible.
These groups are more likely to use informal mechanisms to improve information flows and enforce contractual arrangements. For much of the world's poor,
informal institutions play a primary role in making
business easier.6
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But informalmechanismsare used not only by those
in poorer environments. Socialnetworksgrounded in
class,caste,tribe, and neighborhoods-as wellasschool
background and membershipin clubs-can be as important for cementing deals in corporate towers as in
rural markets.Work is habituallyhelped by the use of
conventions,personalrelationships,and shortcutsthat
complementcodifiedrulesin largecorporationsaswell
as smallfirms.7 In these marketsinformal institutions
tend to complement
formalones.
For policymakers,buildingnew formal institutions
that complement existing informal institutions is a
challenge.When inadequateattention has been paid to
norms and culture, formal institutionshavenot delivered desired outcomes. But many successfulinstitutional arrangementshave flourishedpreciselybecause
of their abilityto harness,or adaptto, prevailingnorms.
An important issueis that new lawsor organizations
can makesome market participantsworseoffthan they
were under norm-basedinstitutions. In extremecases
new institutions may not bring many benefits while
destroying old norms that have benefited market activities.Thus, in somesituations,replacinginformalinstitutions with formal institutions may not be the
preferredpolicy (as is the casewith community-based
land tenure in some regions, discussedin chapter 2).
That is evenmore likelyif, as in many poorercountries,
the preconditionsfor effectiveand efficientformal institutions are not met.
Connecting communitiesthrough trade can bring
about a demand for formalinstitutionsto complement
norm-basedinstitutions. Norm-based institutionsbecome less effectiveas the number of trading partners
growsand they become more socioculturallydiverse.
Moreover,becauseinformalinstitutionsoften function
by restrictingaccessto new members,they can be inaccessiblefor many market participantsand may hinder
competition in markets. Widespread income growth
and poverty reduction requireformal institutions that
can serveas bridgesbetweenseparategroups.These can
help support more complextransactionsand widen the
set of opportunities and agentsthat can benefit from
variousmarket transactions.
Experimentingwith innovativeelementsthat recognize the presenceand effect of norms creates more effectiveformal institutions. Policiesthat allowparallel
operation of informaland formal institutions increase
options for market participants. Examplesare courts
that operate in parallel with informal enforcement

mechanisms,formal rural credit schemesthat explicitly use elementsof local norms of solidarity,and institutions such as affirmativeaction that try to reduce
discrimination.
This chapter drawson establishedresearchand new
analysisin the socialsciencesaswellas studiesof the developmentexperienceto elucidatethe role of informal
institutions and their interactions with formal institutions. Finally,it providesinsights for policymakers
buildingnew institutionsby addressingthree questions:
How do informalinstitutionsaid market transactions?
Why do informalinstitutionsfacilitatetransactionsfor
some and not for others?And how can the interaction
of informaland formal institutionsbe used to ensurea
dynamicallysupportivemarketenvironment?
theirmal anshortomings
their utilityand shortcomings
This section first illustrateswhen and where norms
lowertransactioncostsin marketsand facilitateactivity.
It then discussesexamplesof situations where norms,
though aiding transactions,can be exclusionaryor less
efficient than formal institutions. This includes cases
wherenorms restrictentry and so reducecompetition.
When norms and networkshelp
mnarket-based
activity
Informalinstitutionsdevelopto spreadrisk and to raise
relativereturns from market transactions.They do this
by improving information flows, defining property
rights and contracts,and managingcompetition.
Informal institutionsfor sharinginformationwithin
groups. Well-established informal mechanisms for
information-sharing
havebeen used all over the world.
Armeniantraders in the 17th and 18th centuries,and
Chinese immigrant trading communities until today,
sharedvaluabletradinginformationamong themselves
to easetransactions.Lesssophisticateddevicesare used
by members of small business and trading groups all
over the world, from streetvendorsin Peru, to mutual
aid groupsin Benin,to wealthiermembersof clubsand
businessassociations.In eachcase,an informalnetwork
communicatesinformationabout businessopportunities, barriers, and potential partners to fellowgroup
members.
The informationnetworksin these groupscan lower
the riskinessof transactions,as membersgaininformation about the qualityof partnersand the businessenvironment. In developingcountriesformalalternatives-
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credit-rating agencies or chambers of commerce, for
example-do not exist or do not serve the small trader.
Without informal knowledge channels, the costs of conducting business would be prohibitive. Informal networks lower these costs and enable smaller businesses to
enter the market. Over time, groups coalesce to lower
the costs of coordination.'
This type of informal information exchange is based

on trust. Close familial bonds and friendships permit
information sharing. Things are different when groups
are larger. Trust among kinfolk and strongly bound ethnic groups is built through multiple or repeated interactions, which allow each group member to assess the
other for reliability in adhering to contracts. Ghanaian
fishmongers in Accra, for example, share business information even among competitors. This sharing of information is helped by multiple bonds: the women live
in the same neighborhood and sell in the same market,
they share a common ethnicity, and their husbands (the
fishermen) are business partners as well.9
Different types of information may be exchanged
within networks. Agents may have specific information
about their counterparts, gained through previous interactions. In the absence of specificinformation, their only
recourse is genericinformation,such as shared value systems (stemming from shared ethnicity, say,or common
socioeconomic circles) or indirect "symbolic" denoters
of quality or honesty (such as whether male or female,
white or black, or the same or different ethnicity).1 0
The groups that have access to information may be
formed in many different ways. For example, in markets in Africa, women market traders form close-knit
groupings that offer mutual support, with even direct
competitors selling for a member if she is sick. Their
bond exists even though they may be of different tribal
affiliations because their group is bound together by
their common gender.11 A second binding element is
their repeated interactions that build up specificknowledge about one another. This helps cement the trust,
letting the group know who among them can be relied
on to use the information. Specificknowledge thus also
helps determine the boundaries of the group sharing
the information.
Informal institutionsfor dispute resolutionor contract
enforcement within groups. Some informal institutions
also define property rights and enforce contracts. In
modern-day rural Indonesia, for example, an informal
system inhibits participants in businessor credit transactions from defaulting on fellow members of the commu-
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Table 9.1
Types of informal sanctionsin contract-

enforcement
mechanisms

Level
Individual

Short-run
Longer-term
sanctions
sanctions
Personal
(forexample, Reputationlossand
guilt)
resultingexclusion
Retaliationby partner from future transIntransaction
actionsof the kind

Sanctione
where cheating
Sancione
punsh-occurred,
ment by an outside
mediator
Community Directsanctionfrom Exclusionfromother
community
socialtransactions

nity. One of the key instruments is the knowledge that a
reputation for untrustworthiness would exclude people
from future transactions.1 2 Informal contract enforcement mechanisms are self-enforcing--thecosts of deviating are high even in the absence of formal contract enforcement mechanisms.13 Such incentive structures may
be devised in a variety of ways-some at an individual
level,some at a community level,and some involving the
informal use of outside mediators or enforcers. Broadly
speaking these incentive mechanisms can be divided into
six groups, summarized in table 9. 1.]4
In a world where information-about
the other
party in a transaction and about the transaction itselfis imperfect, there needs to be a way for the aggrieved
parties to resolve their differences amicably. In developed markets participants can use formal institutions
such as the justice system and the police. But the use of
formal mechanisms for dispute resolution may be uncommon in many communities, where official dispensation of justice may be regarded as too costly or inefficient. It may also be unavailable, if, for example, the
courts are too far away. In industrial countries efficient
court systems also offer an incentive to develop privately negotiated solutions to disputes, whether through
formal channels, such as trade associations, or informal
(chapter 6). Studies of the United States, for example,
have found that private solutions to dispute resolution
predominate. In richer countries, formal institutions
complement informal ones; informal rules can be very
effective as they have formal laws as the backup. In developing countries market participants use informal
mechanisms as substitutes.
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In some instances, use of formal mechanisms is min-

imal. Among a sampleof Malagasytraders,for example, a study found that a vast majoritynever used formal mechanismsat all.'5 In other situations informal
enforcementmechanismsmay explicitlyreinforceformal ones.This, for example,is the casefor the Grameen
Bank in Bangladesh.Repayment rates are kept relativelyhigh for small businessloans to women not just
through formal credit histories, but also through explicit socialmechanisms.Group membersare urged to
selectone another with an eye to as much homogeneity as possible.Then, loan eligibilityof eachmemberin
a group is made subject to the credit history of the
other membersof the group, creatinga strong element
of peer pressure.16
The short-run mechanismsin table 9.1 have their
direct counterpartsin the formalsphereas well.There,
the punitive act comes from the state, usuallya fine,
imprisonment,or both, imposedby a court of law.Mediation is also a common, and often effective,alternative to a drawn-outjudicial process(chapter 6). For
informal contracts, loss of reputation is especiallyimportant if the partner in the transaction is one of few
in the particularline of business.This may be a village
moneylender,or the solesupplierof inputs for a farmer
in a remote area, or a community member. In more
competitivemarkets, where businesspartners outside
the group are available,informalmechanismsbecome
less effective.They are alsoless usefulduring economic
or politicalupheavalsand similar situations,wherethe
compositionof communitiesis volatile.
Such multidimensionaland long-term punishment
structuresare effectiveso long as the individualneedsto
remain part of the community.But their utility diminisheswhen the relevantgroup involvedin transactions
is largeand is spreadacrossdifferentcommunitiesor regions, as whenlowertransportcostsor changesin policiesincreasethe range of tradingpartners.

Whennorm-basedinstitutionsmay not be enough
Relianceon informalinstitutions alone is not enough
for the growth of inclusivemarkets. Somegroupsmay
be excluded from the use of such institutions. Also,
such institutions may limit the scale of operation, or
they may have multiple objectives.In some casesthe
problemsof, for instance, no accessor multiple objectives are common to poorly designed formal institutions as well.But becausepolicymakershavemore dis-

cretion over the reform of formal institutions, these

shortcomingscan be more easilyremedied.
Limits on entryand exclusion
firominformalinstitutions.A persistent problem in many poorly designed
formal institutions, as discussedthroughout this Report, is that they may not be availableto all interested
parties.Informal institutions,by their very nature, suffer from this problem aswell.Information flowsabout
businessopportunities may be availableonly to members of a group, with outsidersexcludedbecauseof linguistic or cultural barriers (box 9.1). Also, because
information is usually shared during the process of
intracommunity socialoccasions,evenamong today's
ethnic business communities, it may be difficult for
outsidersto gain access.
Socioculturalbarriersto usinginformalmechanisms
can be costlyin multiculturalor multiethnic societies.
In parts of Africathereare often scores-and sometimes
hundreds-of societies that were institutionally autonomous until recently.'7 One exampleis The Gambia.Within its more than 4,000 squaremiles,main ethnic communitiesinclude groupssuch as the Madinko,
Fula,Wolof,Jola, and Serahuli,eachwith endogamous
profession-based"castes"among them. Other significant examplesare the MauritanianMoorish and Lebanese trading communities.'8In such situationsformal
institutions may be the only way to lower the costs of
doing businessfor all concerned. Similar conditions,
among them barriers to using cultural traditions that
build trust, existfor minoritygroups.A casein point is
the Korean minority in Japan, which is excludedfrom
the bondingiemotogroupsthat helpbuild trust and ease
transactionsevenin today'sJapan.19 The sameis true for
thoseindigenouspeople in many countriesthroughout
the world who live culturallyseparateexistencesfrom
the mainstream.
Issuesof accesscan be important evenfor those who
benefit from norm-based practices in some transactions. Relianceon their own networksalonecan mean
that other possible businessesand potentially highyielding projects, governed by different institutional
arrangements,are unavailable.The situationin box 9.2
illustrateshow relianceon networksalone impliesthat
more efficientproducersmaybe denied accessto credit.
Therefore,the verymechanismsthat promote lower
transaction costs for participants can discriminate
against those denied accessto the networks. In such
casesthere is a clear need for good formal institutions.
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Box 91
Exclusionin trading in African history
An interesting
exampleof exclusionbecauseof lackof accessto informalinstitutionscomesfrom the cattletrade
in Nigeriain the 18thand19thcenturies.TheHausacattle
traderswho operatedthereshareda commonsetof values,basedon Islamandthe Hausalanguage,
whichgeneratedtrust inpartners.WhenFrenchtraderstriedto enter
the market,they ran into barriers.Muchof the problem
arosebecausethe Frenchcould not enter into credible
contractsin credittransactions
with the Hausa,because
therewas little trust amongthe transactors.The French
were not partof the socialsanctionmechanisms
usedby
the Hausa.Withoutformalinstitutionsfor disputeresolution,thesecontractsbetweenthe Hausaandthe French
couldnotbe enforced.
Source: Austin1993.

Otherwise, without shared heritage or even geographic
proximity, many peoplecan be excludedfrom the benefits of market-led growth in incomes. Even those in
networks may not be able to engagein profitablebusiness opportunities with outsiders.
Over time, a natural result of excluding people from
higher-returneconomic activity is a widening in disparities of income and wealth and perhaps an increase

in social unrest, crime,and violence.This is illustrated
by historical examples, where small elite groups or colonizersused their own "clubs" and other informalnetworksto do businessmore efficientlythan others in the
economy, differences that have persisted. It is also true
in today's world, where economic outcomes differ between ethnic groups that have strong norm-based business practices and those that do not.
Moreover, informal contract enforcement may rely
on third-party mediators, such as the Mafia in Sicily,
which historically developed to fill the void left by nonfunctioning formal institutions.2 0 Similar phenomena
are observed today in other parts of the world. The danger, as is obvious from the examples, is that the informal institutions that arise when formal alternatives do
not exist may bring with them significant negative externalities. These can range from a worsening of the
business climate (and thus the discouragement of legitimate and honest businesses) to the simultaneous operation of unrelated criminal activity. To avoid this outcome, effective formal institutions are needed.
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Box 9.2
Tiripur in Tamil Nadu (India):insidersand
outsidersin the use of informal institutions
Since1985Tiripurhasbecomea hotbedof economicactivity inthe productionof knittedgarments.Bythe 1990s,
with high growth ratesof exports,Tiripurwas a world
leaderin the knittedgarmentindustry.Thesuccessof this
industryis striking.Thisis particularly
so asthe production
of knitted garmentsis capital-intensive,
and the state
bankingmonopolyhadbeenineffectiveat targetingcapital fundsto efficiententrepreneurs,
especiallyat the ievelsnecessary
to sustainTiripur'shighgrowthrates.
Whatis behindthis storyof development?
Theneeded
capitalwasraisedwithinthe Gounder
community,a caste
relegatedto land-based
activities,relyingon community
andfamily networks.Thosewith capitalin the Gounder
communitytransferit to othersin the communitythrough
long-established
informalcreditinstitutionsandrotating
savingsand credit associations.Thesenetworkswere
viewedasmorereliableintransmitting
information
andenforcingcontractsthanthe bankingandlegalsystemsthat
offered weak protectionof creditorrights. The intense
competitionin the garmentindustryensuredthat good

money
wouldnotfollowbadandthatfirmswouldpayattentionto theneedsof customers.
But there is more to this story. Outsiders (nonGounders)
haveenteredtheindustry.
Theseparticipants
donothaveaccess
to comrnunity
funds.Yetoutsiders,
startingwitharoundone-thirdas muchcapitalas the
Gounders,
haveoutperformed
them,developing
largerscaleandbetter-integrated
production
capacity
andmakingupmoreof thecomplicated
exportbusiness.
Thus,the Gounders'networkshavestimulatedtrade,
butforthosenotpartofthenetwork,
manyopportunities
forusingbetterideasremain
unexploited
because
theydo
nothaveaccess
to thesamenetwork
of fundingsources.
Publicinstitutions,
suchas collateral
law(andenforcement),wouldallowstronger
creditorprotection
andpromotelending
by formalinstitutions
suchasbanks,allowingentrantsnotpartof thenetworkto betterparticipate
In the market.

Source:Banerjee,
Besley,
andGuinnane
1994.

Informal institutions and scale diseconomies.As the
scale and breadth of transactions increase, there are two
other problems with informal institutions: coordination
failures and the possibility of exit from institutional
structures.
In situations where there is asymmetric information,
coordination failures arise from the inability to trust
business partners to keep to bargains that may improve
outcomes for both parties. For instance, as there are
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more ethnic groups in a given economy, each with its
own set of customs and norms for doing business, the
complexity of the coordination problem also mushrooms. As group size grows, information processing
and enforcement within the group also become difficult. Again, a shared set of formal institutions may be
the solution.
With more alternative trading opportunities outside
the community, the number and diversity of potential
trading partners grow, and the relative benefit from
staying in the network declines. In this situation, a
trader may find it less costly to violate a community
norm because any sanctions (such as loss of shared information) that can be imposed by the group are less
effective. With increased competition and other trading partners, the trader may find it feasible to exit the
community and exist comfortably without dealing
again with those the trader has cheated.
Norm-based mutual insurance networks are an example. Small communities use these to protect members from individual economic shocks by sharing excess
resources such as food, labor, and land (where land is
abundant). Such systems are extremely valuable as a
means of protecting every member of the community
against misfortune. But as communities grow larger,
commitments become more difficult to coordinate and
deviations harder to punish. Moreover, a feature of mutual insurance mechanisms is that they come with a
built-in set of incentives that may inhibit the community from encouraging economic experimentation,
entrepreneurship, and processes where individuals
compete among themselves. This is usually because of
concern that excessive riches will allow the individual
to "opt out" of the mutual insurance systems essential
for the community's survival.21 In more complex economies, therefore, such mutual insurance systems have
been formalized under often more efficient systems
of explicit taxes and transfers.
Multiple objectivesof informal institutions.Well-functioning formal institutions are designed to solve a focused economic problem in the most efficient way possible. But norm-based practices almost always have
multiple objectives.Take the example of a credit transaction. Institutions that address, among other things,
two key elements of uncertainty-the borrower's ability to repay the loan and his propensity to defaultmitigate the riskiness of the deal. Different formal institutions would act separately to mitigate the two risks;
for example, a formal record of the borrower's credit

history decides his creditworthiness, while the lender
has recourse to specialized courts of law to enforce the
formal loan contract.
In contrast, credit transactions within the community are carried out through an institution-the community network-built to facilitate an array of economic activity. This includes information about a
person's creditworthiness and possible social sanctions
on default. But it also incorporates mutual insurance
schemes where a borrower, at a different time, may lend
to today's lender or help him with information or connections in a totally different business matter. So a bad
credit history may be discounted, or the punishment
for default may not be as strong, as when impersonal
formal institutions operate.
One problem is that poorer borrowers may not feel
obliged to repay richer lenders and instead may see
default as part of an implicit mechanism to equalize
wealth among the kin or community.2 2 In a survey of
58 firms in Ghana, no credit sales were made to kin because the potential creditors worried that they would
not be able to compel relatives to pay.23
Such concerns, reinforced by cultural values about
egalitarianism and fairness, can also hinder the process
of development, although they serve a social purpose.
A study in Cameroon, for example, found that village
development committees in the north worked inefficiently because of concerns that no single person
should benefit from the development work more than
others.24 In a village in the Republic of Congo another
study found that fishermen who got new technology
because of a fishery development project gave up using
the new nets because fellow community members were
not able to share in the improved incomes.2 5
As policymakers set up formal and more specialized
institutions, however, the equity-enhancing roles of the
informal institutions they displace often cannot be recreated. In these cases the policy choice is made more
difficult because the creation of a more efficient formal
institution can undermine long established risk-mitigating or redistributive functions played by norm-based
structures.
Buildingand adapting formal institutions
Formal institutions are either superfluous or counterproductive when transactions take place within small
communities and in larger communities with a shared
set of effective informal institutions. But as economies
develop, formerly distant communities become more
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integrated. Changes in individual behavior and governBox 9.3
ment policiescreatenew rules of the game that affect,
The influenceof formal institutions on norms:
directly and indirectly, even the most isolated commucolonialUganda
nities. These growing forces of urbanization and globalization undermine the long-standing rules traditionIn colonialUganda,on what were calledMailolands,
26
1
chiefs had traditionalfeudalrightsunder a community
system of reciprocalobligationin whichthey acted as
ally used by communities (box 9.3). With greater
trusteeson behalfofthe peopleof the tribeor clan.When
competition and more trading opportunities, the exit
of individuals from communities and their idiosynthe colonialgovernmentturned this informalinstitution
cratic norm-based institutions weakens the effectiveintoWestern-style
proprietary
tenure,thisgavethe chiefs
propertyrightsoverthe land-and community
Insuchcasespersonal
ness of these traditionalmechanisms.
memberscultivating
the landbecamelegaltenants.This,
ness of these traditional mechanisms. In such cases
according
to somehistorians,
ledsomeofthese newlandmarket activity stimulates a demand for formal institutions, supplanting community norms or networks. The
lordsto exactexorbitantrentsand evictthose inthe tribe
stories of the medieval Genovese traders and the 19th
whowereunableto pay.Thus, the situationcaused by the
of the new formalinstitutionshadto be adThai ricefarmers in chapter I1illustrate howintroduction
century
dressed,eventually,by newformallawsfixingrentsand
century Thai rice farmers In chapter 1 illustrate how
limitingevictions-lawsthatwouldnothavebeenneeded
trade and openness helped the historical building of
formal institutions.
underthe set of traditionalnormsof communityobligaWhere there is a strong and widespread demand for
tionsandreciprocity.
Source.Firth1963.
formal institutions, policymakers looking to build institutions that will improve the market environment
have a relativelysimple job. But in many situations the
demand for new and modern institutions may not be
evident. In these cases the first step is to diagnose how
When there needs to be a shared norm to help transactions across diverse communities, the solutions can
well existing informal institutions support transactions.
The second step, when formal institutions already exist,
be straightforward. In many parts of the developing
world, the language of the colonists and occupiersis to decide whether these are effective in reaching their
stated goals, and if not, to decide whether to dismantle
English in India and Uganda, Spanish in Latin America, Russian in Eastern Europe and Central Asiaor reform them.
Open discussion and debate with the relevant users
served as a common language among disparate cultures.
Today, English has emerged as the language of the Inof institutions in the economy can help identify how
well existing norm-based institutions are addressing
ternet, offering a common platform for those using it
their needs. This debate should include the costs of
to communicate and exchange information.
But where there are discriminatory practices, the relbuilding or changing formal institutions, which may be
evant societal norms may have to be explicitly supsignificant. It may be the case that informal institutions
are operating adequately in helping the existing level of
planted rather than amended. Most societies prohibit
such practices-or formally institute affirmativeactionmarket transactions (as they do for property rights in
in order to promote equity and access. Sometimes
land in parts of Africa).
economic pressures such as a tightening labor market
Conversely,existing informal institutions may be inmay overcome deeply rooted discriminatory practices.
appropriate for two distinct groups:
Women, for example, have gained access to high-productivity work in countries enjoying swift growth.2 7
* Those that want to expand their activity beyond
Still, removing discriminatory practices on a more perthe community and trade with those outside their
manent basis may call for the building of explicit formal
neighborhood, kinship group, or country
institutions such as antidiscrimination laws.28 For ex* Those ill served by existing socioeconomic norms,
ample, affirmative action programs in India, while not
either because the norms exclude certain groups
always promoting the greatest efficiency of labor use,
(such as the poor, isolated groups, and minorities)
have met an important objective-providing to memor because use of the norms is bundled with feabers of the scheduled castesand tribes opportunities, intures that these groups find objectionable (such
cluding political representation and government jobs,
as xenophobia, exclusion, or even overly zealous
that might not otherwise be available to them. Thus,
egalitarianism).
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Box 9.4

Box 9.5

Islamicbanking:informalandformalapproaches

Educationamongthe Ormain Kenya:adapting
well-established
norms

The Our'anexplicitly forbids usury,or riba. As a result, various Islamic communities have tried to develop ways to
conduct credit transactions while refraining from charging
interest. In rural areas of The Gambia,for instance, transactions are kept as short as possible-most for no longer
than seven months-so that interest on the loan does not
add up to large "usurious" amounts. So, credit sales of
largefarm machinesare usually impossible.
Although countries from Malaysiato Iran have tried to
institute forms of Islamic banking, one of the most ambitious attempts to adopt a widespreadsystem of formal Islamic finance is taking place in Pakistan.The government,
by order of the Supreme Court in December 1999, was
given until mid-2001 to announce measures for "Islamizing" the financialsystem in the country, though more time
may be needed.This transition is a laboratoryfor the introduction of a whole set of formal institutions that need to
be consistent with the socioreligious norms prevalent in
much of Pakistanisociety. Initial efforts have been varied.
One bank has introduced a deposit plan that does not ensure fixed interest but shares the bank's losses and profits with the depositor. Other practices include rotating
saving-investmentassociationsamong businessmen.Leasing and hire-purchase arrangements, where the monthly
payment by the lessee is seen as a fee rather than interest, are an additional option. As more such systems are
introduced, the one that eventually emerges as the dominant way of dispensing norm-consistent credit is likelyto
be decided through competition among the alternative
institutional arrangements.
Source: Bokhari2000; Shipton 1994.

Formal education was controversial among the Orma
herders in Kenyawhen it was first introduced in the 1950s
and remained so when primary education became compulsory in the 1970s. The reason was that it conflicted
with long-standingnorms and practicesof the community,
where male childrenwere crucial to herding. Many elders
were strongly opposed to the practice, believing that it
would jeopardizetheir livelihood.The Kenyangovernment,
rather than imposing compulsory education, used the
chief to gradually exercise persuasive pressure on the
households he knew could afford to send their children to
school. This gradual process allowed the demonstration
of the beneficialeffects of education,while preventing the
hardening of opposition against it from the elders. By the
late 1980senrollments had increased greatly, and opposition to formal education had become muted.
Source:Ensminger 1994.

ing functions in rural Indonesia in the 1980s. These intermediaries raised capital in the formal credit market
and then made loans to smaller collectors, relying on
informal mechanisms to create and enforce the credit
contracts. 31 In the 1990s successive rural credit projects
in Albania,
community

supported by the World Bank, made use of
norms that emphasized reputation within

the village to encourage repayment.
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On a larger scale, some efforts are being made to

the world offers good examples. Credit cooperatives in
19th century Germany were effective intermediaries
between banks and farmers, supplementing the formal
contractual arrangements with the banks with informal
mechanisms of information gathering and enforcement
among each cooperative's members. 3 0 Intervillage collectors of agricultural products provided similar bridg-

align formal institutions with prevailing norms. In formerly colonial countries, for example, colonial institutions have been redesigned to make them consistent
with local practices; a prime case is the spread of formal Islamic banks in Asia and Africa (box 9.4).
One thing to keep in mind is that many formal institutions that try to supplant or even coexist with in-

NORMS

formal institutions may not be valued by the user at
first, meaning that it will take time for them to succeed. Socioeconomic norms develop through social
learning and imitation and are slow to change (much
slower than formal institutions, which can be altered
by some combination of market demand, political will,
and administrative capacity). It may be desirable to introduce formal alternatives gradually with some experimentation to identify the most effective institutional
form (box 9.5 gives an example from Kenya).

Conclusions
Market activities are supported by a complex blend of
informal and formal institutions. In many poor regions
of the world, and particularly for many poor people,
informal institutions such as community networks are
the only ones that are relevant, because access to formal
institutions is relativelyscarce. Moreover, in many situations, even if governments could establish formal institutions, the costs of doing so, relative to the benefits,
may be high. Informal institutions can be superior to
formal alternatives, either because they are more efficient at achieving the objective or because they embody
features that formal institutions are unable to provide.
But in other cases, informal institutions may prevent
further market development, as when closed networks
restrict the scale and breadth of possible transactions.
In developing markets, informal institutions tend to
substitute for the lack of formal systems, whereas in developed markets informal and formal institutions tend
to complement each other.
While informal institutions provide people with a
way to access and benefit from market opportunities
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and to manage market risks, they may also exclude potential entrants and partners. Formal institutions are
important because they can deal with a larger group of
participants and because, if well designed, they can
serve to include more people rather than exclude them.
Imposing a formal legal system on an environment
where informal contract enforcement has been the norm
can either raise the transaction costs of dispute resolution considerably (formal legal procedures are often
costly) or weaken the implicit contracts that governed
relations until that time (without significantly strengthening the effectivenessof alternatives). Such considerations need to be kept in mind when examining the development of formal systems.When formal institutions
replace one of the functions provided by informal ones
(such as efficiency in a particular transaction) but not
others (such as risk sharing), policymakers need to be
aware of the effect of their choices not just on economic
outcomes, but also on political and social effects; they
can then either modify the pace of change or design
complementary institutions. Take, for example, any policy that serves to weaken community ties, such as those
that support out-migration or the breaking up of communities in order to resettle them to otherwise better
areas.These actions could weaken the informal enforcement mechanisms for contracts, and alternative formal
institutions for contract enforcement may be needed.
Finally,the greater use of formal institutions requires
the removal of overly onerous regulatory barriers that
help foster informal economic activity (chapters 1 and
7). A second, and critical, set of policies relates to literacy and education-without which sophisticated formal institutions may be unusable.

-~~~~~~~~
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One of the objectsof a newspaperis to understandthe
popularfeelingand give expressionto it;another is to
arouseamongthepeoplecertaindesirablesentiments;
the third isfearlesslyto exposepopular defects.
-Mahatma Gadhi
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ularly radio, carry information and encourage commercein geographicallyisolatedmarkets.In Indonesia,
for example,local-language
radio broadcastsof agricultural priceshelpeddevelopvegetablemarketsforpoorly
educated farmers.2 At the other end of the spectrum,
the growing global and foreign media report on international economic issues, moving currency markets and

he first records of written news stretch back

international trade.The media alsoprovide informa-

more than two thousand years to the Han dynasty in China and to Julius Caesar'sreign in ancient Rome. Daily handwritten news sheets, circulated
by the government, presented news on trials, military
campaigns, and political developments. After the invention of a printing press using movable type in the mid15th century, international commerce became the main
impetus for newspapers in Europe. Newspaperswith international commercial news and advertising appeared
in Germany in 1609 and spread rapidly throughout Europe.' (Becauseof tight government regulation of information, domestic political news became a feature in
newspapers only in the middle of the 19th century.)
The press also became an impetus for commerce.
Newspapers gave accounts of commercial voyages and
the risks and opportunities of new trading routes. Advertising stimulated the demand for products. Frequent
features of financial reports, insolvencyproceedings, and
trials of merchants and manufacturers helped merchants
choose their business partners. All this information expanded trade links beyond tightly knit trading associations and communities, stimulating competition among
traders and manufacturers from different nations.
Today,with higher literacy rates, lowerprinting costs,
and new broadcast technologies (and the Internet), the
media are even more important in informing traders,
consumers, and investors. The vernacular media, partic-

tion on political markets, exposing corrupt and unethical politicians (box 10.1) and giving people a platform
to voice diverse opinions on governance and reform
(chapters 5 and 6).
Because of their reach, the media can inform poor
and marginalized people, giving them voice as well.
Radio broadcasts reaching poor areas where illiteracy is
high are particularly effective in this. And because of
the media's ability to provide information otherwise unavailable, they can supplement traditional school education (box 10.2). In Nicaragua, for example, an innovative radio program to teach mathematics to primary
school students improved test scores, especiallyfor children in rural areas with less access to quality schools.3
Publicizing information through the media has also
made public services more responsive to the poor. In
Brazil, for example, school lunches in one state cost
eight times as much as those in another state. With
media publicity, prices were equalized at the cheaper
rate in two weeks.
The media can also improve public health efforts,
as demonstrated by successful AIDS education campaigns in Thailand and Uganda. Empirical studies
show that women's access to the media is associated
with better health and fertility outcomes, even after accounting for different income and education. 4 The
media are also involved with civic education as wellI8I
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Box 10.1

Box 10.2

The media's role in reducingcorruptionin Peru

Improving education throughthe media
in Panama

Evenin a countrywith regulatoryandinformalcontrolson
the press,the mediacanexposecorruptionandincrease
pressurefor bettergovernance.
In September
2000a local
television station broadcasta video that showed the
nationalsecuritychief bribingan oppositionmemberof
Congressin returnfor votingfor the incumbentgovernment.Thestory spreadrapidlyin otherpublications,
compoundedby reportsthatthe securitychiefwassmuggling
armsto Colombianguerrillas.The revelationsledto his
dismissalandin November2000to the resignation
of the
president.Followingtheseevents,the newlyelectedpresidentannounced
his intentionsto fight corruption,
Thisshowshow the mediacanchangethe incentives
for corruptionfor publicofficials.Byprovidinginformation
to the public,the mediaincreasetransparency
of governmentaction.Therisk of exposureof corruptionis therefore higherwith effectivemedia.Themediaalsohelpbuild
the publicconsensusrequiredto fight corruption-creatingthe publicdisapprovalthat pressescorruptagentsto
resign-raisingthe penaltiesfor corruption.

ThecommercialPanamanian
dailyLa Prensadesigneda
six-weekeducational
supplementto its Sundayeditionin
May-July2000,targetedto childrenin first and second
grades.Sincetextbookswereseldomupdatedin Panama,
La Prensaeditorsfelt that studentslackedbasicinformation ontheir country.Providing
a coursein the history,geography,andpoliticsof Panama,the supplementscould
befitted togetherin a specialalbumprovidedby the newspaperto interestedreadersby mail.Thecontentsincluded
new informationpreviouslyunavailable
to students,such
as an updatedpoliticalmap of Panama.Manyschools
addedthe supplements
to theircurriculum,andthe newspaperdonatedcopiesto 140primaryschools.
Thecostof the albumandthesix supplements
was $3
(free to subscribers).
Circulationincreasedfrom 35,000
copiesto 42,500in the weeksthatthe supplements
came
out,andaddedadvertising
morethanoffsetthe extraprint
costs.
Source: La Prensa:www.prensa.com

a study in Botswana showed that media programs
about the government, its procedures, and civil rights
substantially increased people's knowledge about ways
for them to participate in government processes.5
And the media can affect politics and culture, supporting institutional change and market development.
Open information flows can promote institutional reform by affecting people's incentivesand by sharing ideas
and knowledge. New information can change people
and culture-and create demand for new institutions.
Information on how other institutions work can stimulate public debate and facilitate collective action. And
greater access to all media, including the foreign and the
vernacular, can provide a voice for social groups to press
for changes in institutions and norms of behavior.
To achieve these outcomes-improving governance
and supporting markets-the media need to be independent, accountable, and able to provide relevant information and reflect diverse social views. Too often,
however, the media do not have these qualities. Concentrated ownership, restricted competition, financial
dependence, and onerous regulations on press freedom
distort the provision of information and can reduce independence. Poor accessto information and the low capacity of journalists also reduce the quality of information. Finally, lack of competition, as well as poverty and
low levels of literacy, human capital, and technology,
can limit the reach of the media.

But the media also need checks and balances. And
competition in the industry, as well as some kinds of
regulation, keep the media in check.
The main factors that make the media effective in
producing better social, economic, and political outcomes-independence (including accountability), quality, and reach-are discussed here. First, effectivemedia
are independent. Higher levels of perceived media freedom or independence are associated with lowerlevels of
perceived corruption, regardlessof differences in a country's level of income, and with better responses from
public actors.6 Second, effective media provide highquality reporting, defined as the capacity to provide information demanded by diverse market agents in society. Competition among media firms, open access to
public and private information, and journalistic capacity are key elements affecting quality. And third, effective media have a broad reach in society.Literacy,access
to communications technologies, and the removal of
entry barriers all expand the media's reach.
Complementary institutions can strengthen the role
of the media. For example, while information provision
can affect behavior through reputational penalties, it
may not be sufficient to change outcomes. An effective
judiciary and independent regulatory agencies can
strengthen the media's effect on outcomes.
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interest group in society. More moderate is the view
that state ownership of some parts of the media is jusrified because the public needs to be exposed to educaWhat determines independence? Ownership is a central factor because it is the owners who control information flows and thus influence economic, political,
and social outcomes. That is why control of media enterprises is likely to be concentrated in the hands of a
few individuals or politicians.7
Some analysts have argued for state ownership of the
media, asserting that information is a public good.
Once supplied to some customers, it is costly to keep
it away from others who have not paid for it. So the
commercial media tend to provide less information
than is desirable because they cannot extract a private
return. In addition, the provision and dissemination of
information are subject to strong increasing returns.
The fixed costs of gathering information and establishing distribution facilities are significant, but once these
costs are incurred, the marginal costs of making information available are relatively low. For these reasons,
many countries have made a case for organizing the
media industry as a government-owned monopoly.
Another argument for public ownership is consumer
protection. In the extreme form, private ownership is
seen to corrupt the media industry by serving a narrow

tional and cultural information, or public values, that
privately owned firms might not provide. For example,
one of the objectives of publicly owned television in
many European countries is to ensure broadcasts of locally produced content in local languages.
Critics of these views counter that government control of the media could distort and manipulate information in the incumbent government's favor, undermining markets and precluding voters and consumers from
making informed decisions. They believethis to be less
likely with private media enterprises, which might also
be more responsive to consumer demand for betterquality information.
Ownershipstructuresaround the world. A project for
this Report gathered new evidence on the ownership
structures of the largest five newspapers and five television stations in each of 97 countries (box 10.3).8 It
found state ownership to be pervasive (figure 10.1). On
average, the state controls about 30 percent of the top
five newspapers and 60 percent of the top five television stations in these countries. The state also owns a
huge share-72 percent-of the largest radio stations.
Moreover, private ownership is mostly in family hands

Measuringmediaindependence
throughdata on mediaownership
As with manyinstitutionalindicators,the dataon mediaindependenceare basedon analysts'assessments.Severalindexeshavebeen constructed,the most comprehensive
by
FreedomHousein its annualsurveyof pressfreedom,which
appraisesmedialaws,repressionof journalists,andeconomic
andpoliticalinfluencesonthe media.
Thedataprovidevaluableindicatorsof mediafreedom,but
theyalsohavedrawbacks.
Theyarefundamentally
subjective,
with construction
difficultto verifyandwith scoresopento debateon why, for instance,a countrygets a "3" ratherthana
"2" on somecriterion.As with dataon governance,
theyindicatethe extremesof mediafreedom,but they do not permit
morepreciseconclusionsaboutsmallerdifferencesbetween
criteriabasedongencountries.Andwith their measurement
eralfactors,theyoffer littleinformationonthe specificpolicies
thatdeterminemediafreedom.
Becausethere wasso little informationon mediaownership-an importantdeterminantof media independencea specialstudy for this Reportexaminedwho controls the
mediain 97 countries.Ownershipstructureswere recorded
for the top fivetelevisionandthe top fivedailynewspaperen-

terprises,measuredby shareof viewingandshareof circulation,respectively,as well asfor the top radiostation,measuredby peakaudience.Onlyenterprisesthatprovidedlocal
of these
newscontentwere included.Theultimatecontrollers
firms were identified by tracingthe shareholderswith the
largest controllinginterest, held through direct ownership
stakesor throughholdingcompanies
andintermediaries.
Each
mediaoutletwas classifiedaccordingto whetherthe controllingowner wasthe state,anindividualor family,employees,
a politicalparty,or a widelyheldcorporation(whereno single
owner controlsmorethan a 20 percentinterest).The study
alsoconstructeda quantitativeindexof journalistharassment
for eachof the 97countriesbasedon reportsby the Committee to ProtectJournalistsandby ReporterssansFrontibres.
Althoughthe mediaownershipdata do not measureall the
factorsthat affect mediaindependence,particularlymedia
regulationsandfinancing,theydo measureoneof the most
importantfactorsaffectingthe media.
Source:Djankov,McLiesh,andothers2001,WorldDevelopmentReport 2002 background
paper.
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Figure 10.1
Who owns the media?
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rather than in widely dispersed shareholdings. Some
privately held media are also closely related to the state,
through business, family, and personal associations. So,
the influence of state control is even greater. State ownership also varies significantly by region. On average
governments in African and Middle Eastern countries
are more likely to own media outlets, but media outlets
in North and South America are owned almost exclusively by families. Although most countries in the sample permit foreign ownership of the media, only 10 percent of the top five newspapers and 14 percent of the
top five television stations are controlled by foreigners.
Why is state ownership much more prevalent in
television than in the press? Perhaps because television
has higher fixed costs and greater economies of scale.
And perhaps because governments believe that commercial media organizations are unwilling to invest in
markets with small audiences-such as services for minorities, remote and rural markets, or educational programs. But the evidence does not support this. The percentage of state-owned firms is still high even when
ownership is weighted by market share of the audience.
If the state-owned media serve mainly minority markets, their market share should be low. Besides, governments could require privately owned broadcasters to
serve rural markets and provide cultural or educational
content by regulation rather than by ownership.
A second argument is that state ownership of television is higher because of limited availability of broadcasting frequencies-that it may be more efficient for
the state to control television stations directly than to
regulate the allocation of frequencies and monitor com-

pliance. This argument has been disputed on the
grounds that a simple system of property rights is
enough to overcome problems of signal intervention.9
New cable and satellite broadband spectrum technologies make the argument even less relevant.
Monopoliesmean worseoutcomes.The evidence indicates that monopolv control over information or high
levels of state ownership reduce the effectivenessof the
media in providing checks and balances on public sector behavior. Analysis of the 97 countries in the same
study established that media in countries with high levels of state ownership are much less free, measured by
the media freedom indexes; they also transmit much
less information to people in economic and political
markets. In addition, state ownership of the media is
found to be negatively correlated with economic, political, and social outcomes. Generally speaking, this
translates into more corruption, inferior economic governance, less-developed financial markets, fewer political rights for citizens, and poorer social outcomes in education and health (figure 10.2).
For all regions of the world, these associations between ownership and outcomes hold even after accounting for different levels of income, general state
ownership in the economy, and a measure of political
freedoms. This is important because poorer countriesand those with high state ownership in the economy
and more autocratic governments-were more likely to
have high state ownership of the media.
Privatization can help reduce monopolies. The negative consequences of state control of information
through ownership highlighted by the experience in
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Figure 10.2
State media ownership and low competition are
associatedwith poor outcomes-.
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the six oppositioncandidates,
the state-owned
television
station was the most unbalanced in coverageand biased
in content-this despite legal requirements for the state-

ownedmediato providebalancedandneutralcoverage.
Thepercentage
of coverage
devotedto the incumbent
and
the percentageof positivecoverageof the incumbent
were directlyandpositivelyrelatedto the degreeof state
involvementinthe stationownership(boxtable).
Percentage

several countries underscores the importance of media
ownership in pressing for better governance. In Mexico, for example, the privatization of broadcasting in
1989 substantially increased the coverage of government corruption scandals and other stories previously
unreported by the state station. This greater coverage
contributed to a 20 percent increase in the private
station's market share, forcing the government-owned
station to cover these issues as well."1 Similarly, a new,
owe teeiso
saIo in Ghn in 199 re-0
privately owned television station m Ghana m 1997 reported more information on government activities and
evaluated government performance more openly.t'
The privatization of state-owned media in transition
countries, for example-supported by broader market
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the media in improving economic, political, and social
outcomes.
Independent state media organizations. To reduce
state control of media ownership, countries have established independent state media organizations-new institutional structures that provide checks and balances.
The aim is to provide public interest programs that
the private sector would not offer, without the drawbacks of political interference. For example, the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is state owned, and
its board of governors, appointed by government officials, is accountable to the government. But its charter
establishes it as an independent corporation. Explicitly
guaranteed in the charter and accompanying agreement
is freedom from government interference in the content and timing of its broadcasts and in the management of its internal affairs. And funding is provided almost entirely by government-regulated license fees, not
directly from the government budget.
Other countries have experimented with more extended arrangements to ensure autonomy from the
state. Austrian state television, besides having the same
safeguards for independence as the BBC, has various
stakeholder groups represented on its board of directors, with only one-third of the appointees from the
federal government.13
Some developing countries, such as Ethiopia in the
mid-1990s, have implemented similar models to grant
autonomy to state-owned television. And Benin established an oversight committee of state and nonstate appointees to protect the government-owned newspaper
from interference.
Then, in stark contrast, there is Myanmar. The
largest television station is controlled directly by the
Ministry of Information and Culture, and the secondlargest by the military-with full powers to manage
content and appoint and remove staff. Similarly, in
Turkmenistan the state maintains direct control over
the press, with the president officially the head of the
major newspapers.
A problem with autonomous state media organizations is that their independence can be eroded.14 In
1981 the Zimbabwe government established the independent Mass Media Trust to manage Zimpapers, the
only national newspaper chain. The trust emerged as
an innovative solution, combining public ownership
with politically independent management. Yet in June
1985 and again in September 2000 the government
dismissed the entire board in retaliation for unfavorable

media coverage, and it now regularly intervenes in content decisions.
Developing countries are not the only ones to have
government interference in ostensibly independent
state media. But in developing countries, with their lessdeveloped systems of checks and balances, maintaining
independence can be more difficult. Experience shows
that without the political commitment and supporting
institutions to maintain autonomy, ensuring independent content is unlikely.
'Vlediaregldatiass
Throughout the world, government regulations-ranging from constitutional freedom of expression provisions to tax and business laws-affect media enterprises. Many of them aim to balance freedom of speech
and protection of the public interest. Three such regulations are reviewed here: licensing, content laws, and
defamation and insult laws.
Licensing.Licensing media enterprises can be a way
to control content. For television some form of licensing broadcasters is needed to define property rights for
the limited broadcasting frequencies. Yet many governments extend licensing systems beyond what is
required for technical reasons, including imposing restrictions on the content of broadcasts. Some restrictions are explicit, as with licenses that prohibit the
broadcast of local news, as in Zimbabwe. Others are
implicit, as when licenses might not be renewed unless
broadcasting content is perceived as favorable to the
government.
Nor is there a technical reason for licensing newspapers, unlike the case for licensing television and
radio broadcasting, so its primary purpose is to allow
governments to influence information flows. In some
countries newspapers have to renew their licenses annually. And editors of newspapers that publish views
critical of government have been pressed to resign before licenses are renewed. To avoid suspension under
such conditions, the media censors itself.
Removing newspaper licensing restrictions can thus
do much to enhance competition and improve information coverage. In Korea the government replaced the
newspaper licensing requirements with a more liberal
set in 1987, simply requiring publishers to inform it of
their plans to publish newspapers. As a result, the number of daily newspapers grew from 6 to 17 in Seoul
alone, and dozens more were launched in other parts
of the country. Newspapers also became more diverse,
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Licensing of journalists can also influence media

content. Proponentsargue that it servesthe public in-

The Internet has generated an unprecedented increase in

terest by encouraging

the availabilityof news and informationand thus presents
a significantchallengeto governmentsthat want to control

responsibility

and standards in

reporting. Opponents counter that licenses allow regulators to prevent the employment of journalists who
might cover the government unfavorably. International
courts have supported the latter argument. In 1985, in
a landmark

case concerning

an uncertified

journalist

in Costa Rica, the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights found that licensing journalists contravened the
American Convention on Human Rights. Yet more

of Yugoslavia,
forexinformation.
Inthe FederalRepublic

ample, the radio station B92began broadcastingover the
Internetwhen the governmenttried to close it down,

reachinga greateraudiencethanbefore.InMalaysia
Internet sites provideinformationon domestic andforeignnews
stories not reportedby the mainstreampress.

A studyof 107countriesbythe Committeeto Protect
Journalistsindicatedthat 17 countriesplacesignificant
controlson the Internet.Twotypesof restrictionsare imposed.Somecountries-suchas the Democratic
People's

than a third of Latin American countries regulate jour-poe.Smcunrs-chateDmcaicPpl'
than
a third of Latin American countriesregulatejour-16
Republicof Korea,Iraq, Myanmar,and Syria-restrict acprocedures.
cess to the Internet under criminallaw. A milder solution
nalists through licensing or accreditation

Content laws. Censorship is another direct way for
governments to distort the provision of information,
often through legal requirements for prepublication or
prebroadcast reviewsby government agencies.Often the
restrictions are defended on the grounds of protecting
cultural interests. And it is possible to have content regulations that reflect cultural preferences while still allowing diverse opinions. In the Netherlands a 1998 act
requires that public service programming be at least
25 percent news, at least 20 percent culture, and at least
5 percent education. Italy requires that 50 percent of
broadcasting be of European origin. 17 But these days the
control of information published on the Internet is posing basic challengesfor regulators of content (box 10.5).
Defamation and insult laws. Restrictive defamation
laws can repress investigative journalism. 18 They are
necessary to protect the reputations of individuals and
ensure the accuracy of reported news. But they also justify harassing journalists in many countries, leading to
self-censorship.i9
There are three key issues in striking a balance between protecting people from defamation and encouraging investigativejournalism. The first is whether libel
is considered a criminal rather than a civil offense.
When libel is a criminal offense, journalists lean toward
self-censorship.
A second issue is whether truth is a defense in a
defamation suit. In Germany and the United States
truth is a defense, and the plaintiff bears the burden of
proof that allegations were untrue, giving journalists
considerable freedom in reporting. In Turkey, by contrast, truth is not a defense for libel, unless the accused
is a government official and the alleged libel relates to
the performance of duties. If the defendant does not

is to establishgovernmentInternetservicemonopolies,
restrictingcitizensfromviewingsome Internetsitesand
monitoring
information
fromabroad.
Source:Committeeto ProtectJournalists2000; Robertson 2000.
-

prove truth in such cases, the sentence is increased by
half. That creates strong incentives for journalists to
limit their investigations.20
A third issue is whether the law provides protection
for libelous statements about matters of public interest.
If it does, journalists can better investigate arbitrary government behavior and predatory businesspractices.India
and Korea are examples of countries where defamation
can be defended on the basis of truth if the statements
are in the public interest. Requirements to show that
defamatory statements are knowingly or recklesslyfalse,
and made with malicious intent, also favor the freedom
ofjournalists.
Particularly restrictive are insult laws, protecting select groups such as royalty, politicians, and government
officials from criticism. Usually, insult laws make it a
criminal offense to injure the "honor and dignity" or
reputation of these selected individuals and institutions,
regardless of truth. A study of 87 countries found such
laws to be surprisingly prevalent, particularly in developing nations.2" In most industrial countries insult laws
are rarely,if ever,invoked. Yet in many developing countries, they are the primary means of harassing journalists. In the Arab Republic of Egypt 99 journalists and
writers were prosecuted under insult laws in the 12
months following their introduction in May 1995. Such
laws, at their best, are an anachronism-and at their
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worst, a severe restriction on media independence. That
is why some governments, such as those of Argentina
and Ghana, have taken steps to abolish them.

the quality of the media are discussed here: competition
among outlets, access to public and private information
sources, and human capacities.

Fin7ancingand other econtomtiic
pressures
Economic pressures can also interfere with the independent provision of information. When government owns
the printing presses or restricts the import and distribution of newsprint, it can influence content. Preferential subsidies and advertising are another way to influence media content. In Cameroon the government
refused to advertise in the privately owned press after
some critical coverage. And in Uganda in July 1993 the
government banned its departments from advertising
in the one privately owned daily newspaper; since state
advertising accounted for 70 percent of its advertising
revenues, this had a significant negative impact.
Such heavystate support providesincentives for favorable coverageof the incumbent government and reduces
the watchdog role of the media.To prevent biased reporting, the Mexican government recently stopped subsidizing the press. Some European governments, such as Germany's, prohibit by law direct subsidies of media
organizations to prevent the state from jeopardizing independence.2 2 But several countries in Western Europe
provide direct subsidies to media outlets. France subsidizes radio stations if their profit from advertising and
sponsorship is lessthan 20 percent of revenue. Since the
criteria for allocatingthese subsidies is not directly linked
to media content, it is argued that such state support does
not compromise media independence.23
Advertising revenues from concentrated private
sources can also influence content. In a recent survey of
journalists, editors, and news executives in the United
States, more than one-third responded that news is not
reported if it might hurt advertising revenues and thus
harm the financial position of media firms. Advertising
from diverse sources is likely to reduce bias in content.
In Russia the Press Development Institute, with support
from the World Bank, trains newspaper managers to
build independent sources of finance through advertising and paid subscriptions-and thus to reduce reliance
on state support and improve editorial independence.
Quality

Competition
Competition among media outlets promotes the supply of alternative views to voters and consumers-and
helps prevent one firm from distorting too heavily the
information it supplies. It is argued that competition
from state media stimulates private media to provide
more educational and culturally diverse content.2 4
Competition between media outlets is closely related
to ownership issues. One potential downside of publicprivate competition is that governments can give advantages to the media firms that they own.
In practical terms, the issue of monopoly pertains
solely to state ownership, since no country has private
newspaper or television monopolies. The global incidence of state monopolies of newspapers and television
is surprisingly high. In this Report's survey of 97 countries, 21 countries (all of them developing) have government monopolies of daily newspapers, and 43 countries (40 of them developing) have state monopolies of
television stations with local news.2 5
Evidence supports the argument that competition in
the media is crucial (see figure 10.2). In countries with
media monopolies, political, economic, and social outcomes are worse than in those where the media are competitive, in part because the former are less effective in
improving institutional quality (governance). The data
also show that dominance of state media, even if some
private media exist, can affect the relationship between
information flows and outcomes. For example, 75 percent state ownership of the media still leads to outcomes
comparable to those when there is 100 percent state
ownership. For newspapers, state ownership, on average,
is detrimental whether there is a state monopoly or not.
But the only countries with significant state ownership
in newspapers are those in which there may be other reasons for weak institutional quality as well. For television,
monopolies appear to account for most of the associations between state ownership and poor outcomes.
Competition among privately owned media firms is
also critical for effective media. When there is little
competition, information flows reflect only the views

The media do more to support integrated and inclusive
markets when they have the capacity to provide highquality information demanded by diverse market agents,
reflecting a diversity of opinion. Three factors that affect

of a private elite or the government and private firms
can collude in distorting information flows. Rivalry
among firms in the media industry ensures a broader
range of social and political views and greater incentives
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for demand-drivenreporting.With such information,
voters,consumers,and investorsare lesslikelyto be exposed to abusein economicand politicalmarkets,and
minorityviews-including thoseof the poor-are more
likelyto be represented.
These argumentshavegainedprominencebecauseof
increasingmedia market concentration over the last
decade,especiallyin Europe,spurredby new technolo2 6 Acrosscountries the
giesand national deregulation.
concentrationof mediafirms is high. In the same survey of 97 countries conducted for this report, the top
fivedailynewspapersaccount for two-thirdsof circulation, and the top fivetelevisionfirms for nine-tenthsof
total viewing,on average.
Many countriestry to encouragecompetitionin the
media by regulatingmarket concentration.In most of
Europethe state limitsthe share of audienceand circulation that media outlets (and their owners) can control. In Germanybroadcastersare limitedto 30 percent
of the national audience,and in the United Kingdom,
to 15percent.How these lawswork in practicedepends
greatlyon the detailsof the law.In Italymediafirms are
limited to 25 percent of the national communications
market, but becauseof the difficulty in defining this
27
cutoff,the lawhas neverbeen applied.
Accessto public ilfb-rnation
Accessto public information is essentialfor the media
to investigateissueseffectivelyand transmitnewsto the
public. And becausebetter information flowscan improveresourceallocation,they may be able to mitigate
global financialvolatilityand crises;as a result, more
attention now goes to building institutions that guarantee accessto information.To understand and anticipate market movements, investorsrequire timely and
accurate informationon companyfinancialindicators
and macroeconomicdata. Similarly,information on
asset ownership, government contracts, and public
agencyexpenditureshelps the public monitor government officials.Informationon priceand product standards helps consumers select products. Records of
health inspections,schoolperformance,and environmentaldata help citizensmakeinformedsocialchoices.
Data on politicians' voting records enable more informed choiceof candidates.The media can transmit
most of this information-if they haveaccessto it.
A recent study in SoutheastAsia revealedthat few
countries are close to providingopen accessto data of
interest to the media and citizens.28 It looked at the
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availabilityof 40 public records,including economic,
education,and health indicators,as wellas information
on governmentand court proceedings,financialdisclosuresof firmsand officials,and governmentbudgetsand
contracts.The Philippinesrankedhighest.At the other
end of the spectrum was NMyanmar,
where even such
basicmacroeconomicdata as GNP and inflationare not
alwaysavailable.Ill-definedproceduresfor accessto information and inadequate information infrastructure
wereidentifiedas commonproblemsacrosscountries.
Legalframeworksto support accessto information
vary tremendously.The United Kingdom has a tradition of protecting information,capturedin lawby the
Official SecretsAct, which providesbroad powersfor
government to classifyand restrict access.Until 1989
even the type of biscuits servedto the prime minister
was an official secret. Many countries that adopted
aspectsof the British legal systemhaveofficialsecrets
acts.Some,such as Fiji,havetakenstepsto introducea
more liberal approach to information access.Others,
suchas Kenya,Malaysia,and Singapore,retaintheir officialsecretslaws.
Other countries use lawsto guarantee, rather than
limit, accessto information.In manycasesgovernments
incorporate freedom of information provisions into
constitutions,into other governmentdirectives,or into
media laws.Another solution growingin popularityis
the freedomof information(FOI)law,imposingdisclosure obligations on government departments, courts,
regulatoryagencies,the military,and privateorganizations that carry out statutory functions.FOI lawsalso
enableaccessto certain infirmation on request,such as
personal information held by the government. Since
FOI lawstend to be more detailedand operationalthen
constitutionalprovisions,theycan providestrong guaranteesfor the mediaof accessto information.In Nepal,
for example, even with the right to information enshrinedin the constitution,accessremainsdifficultbecauseis no FOI lawor other mechanismto support it.
Beginningwith Swedenin 1766, 44 industrial and
developingcountries have adopted FOI laws. Twothirds werepassedin the last 10 years,including those
in many transitioncountries,whereinformationaccess
2 9 Many more countries,
had been severelyrestricted.
such as Fiji,India, and Nepal, are consideringFOI acts
to improveinformationflows.
Experienceshows that FOI laws can have limitations,for the freedomof informationmust be balanced
with privacyand the legitimateneed to retaininforma-
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tion for national security. But some FOI legislationis

Box 10.6

constrained severelyby broadly defined exemptions and
loopholes that extend beyond these public interest concerns. For example, the FOI law proposed in the United
Kingdom in 1999 enabled the government to withhold
information if disclosure would lead to prosecution of
the authority concerned. Clearly this would check the
ability of journalists to investigate corruption charges.
The code on access to information in Hong Kong,
China, iS consideredineffective becauseit permits departments to withhold information in 16 categories.
Another limitation of FOI laws is that their success
in guaranteeing access to information depends on the

Improving accessto information in Thailand

capacity
government
of,the

to collect, process, store,

capacity of the government to collect, process,store,
and manage information. The ongoing costs can be significant-estimated at $286 million annually in the
United States. And without an adequate information
infrastructu

the cost, time, and complexity of obtaininfrastructure,

ing information may be prohibitive. This lack of capacity has proved to be a barrier to FOI laws, especially in
developing countries. An added element of capacity is
the ability to produce timely statistics. Information on
tr s . r
r r s a
r
such statistics as public finances and the balance of payments needs to be reliable and timely if it is to improve

Triggeredin part by the Asianfinancialcrisis, in 1997 the
Thaigovernment
passedthe OfficialInformation
Act.With
a few exceptions regardingthe monarchyand nationalse-

curity,the act guaranteespeople'srightsto gainaccess
to all information
held by the government.Government
agenciesare requiredto publishofficialinformation
inthe
GovemmentGazette,make other standard documents
such as agency plans and manualsavailableto the public,

and provideother informationupon individualrequest.
Theseinitiatives
departradically
frompreviouspoliciesand
attitudestowardtransparency.
Butthere havebeensome
difficulties
inimplementation-including
politicalinterference and a lackof understandingamong officialsand journalistsabouthowto usethe act.
Despite the problems,the act has receivedwidespreadpraiseas a significant
step towardimproving
informationflows.Requestsfor access to governmentinformationare growing.The act has even helped spark further
efforts to improvetransparency.In October2000 the Bank

of Thailand
establishedan officeto providethe publicwith
accessto financialandeconomicinformation.
Thegovernment is nowfocusingon implementing
the act more effectivelythroughpublicawarenesscampaignsand train~~~~~~~~~~~ing
journalistsandofficials
inapplying
it.
Source:Chongkittavorn
2001.

the functioning of markets.

As Thailand shows, the laws may also take time to
implement because of lack of understanding (box
10.6). But building capacity in communications management can help to overcome the obstacles. In Romania efforts to increase government capacity to manage
and communicate information significantly improved
the media's ability to report on economic reforms and
secure public support for them.3 0
Even with FOI acts, journalists may lack the training to cover such issues as privatization, economic reforms, and environmental issues. Several countries are
addressing this by training reporters in business journalism and investigative journalism. A World Bank
evaluation in Uganda and Tanzania found that such
training raised the quality of newspaper reporting on
corruption issues.31

tries are more than 25 times more likely to receive a
daily newspaper than residents in African countries, as
measured by newspaper circulation (figure 10.3). But
in many African countries, according to the World Association of Newspapers, the average newspaper copy
is read by as many as a dozen people. Literacy also plays
a role, but even after accounting for it, large disparities
in newspaper circulation remain. Both GNP per capita
and literacy are lower in Ecuador than in the former
YugoslavRepublic of Macedonia, but newspaper circulation is more than three times greater in Ecuador.
Television viewers do not have to be literate, but
they do need costly equipment, technology, and electricity. Radio broadcasting is cheaper, does not require
electricity

mains, and can be transmitted

to remote

Broadeningthe media's reach

areas to people who do not know how to read. Not sur-

Access to the media, and being able to provide a diversity of views through the media, holds enormous potential for supporting integrated and inclusive markets.
But the reach of newspapers, television, and radio varies
tremendously, with wealth a clear determinant of media
penetration. On average, residents of industrial coun-

prisingly, radio receiver penetration is higher than other
media penetration in all regions, and radio is the primary medium for reaching citizens in many developing countries. The difference between the reach of radio
and the reach of other media is far greater in developing than in industrial countries.
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Even in countries with low penetration rates, the
media can affect behavior and improve outcomes. In
Kenya, despite the low newspaper penetration rate of
9 per 1,000 people, the local press instigated a corruption investigation that led to the health minister's resignation (chapter 1).
Higher media penetration promotes greater responsiveness of public and private agents. This is best
demonstrated by comparisons of media access within
countries, since such comparisons adjust to a large extent for different political and economic systems in different countries. A study in India compared state government allocations of relief spending and public food
distribution during natural disasters, such as floods and
droughts. Adjusting for the size of shocks, distribution
of relief was greater in states with higher newspaper circulation. The greater local presence of media allowed
citizens to develop a collective voice, and the effectwas
greater for newspapers in local languages than for those
in English or Hindi.3 2
Accessto foreign media can also create demand for institutional change. Foreign or global media enable access
to information on issues not reported by local mediaas evidencedby countless examplesof citizensfirst receiv-

ing news of domestic political crisesthrough the foreign
media. They also provide a yardstick for local mediaand for the performance of governments.
Three main strategies have proved successful in increasing access to the media. The first is to remove barriers to entry for new media enterprises. This includes
eliminating restrictive licensing and registration requirements, or introducing competition when there are
monopolies-factors closely related to media independence (see above).
Second, privateparticipants and donors have been innovative in their effortsto expand the reach of the media,
especiallyin poor and remote areas. In Nigeria and the
Democratic Republic of Congo, newspaper vendors
charge one price for buying a newspaper, but customers
can pay a fraction of this price to read the newspaper at
the stand. And international donors have supported telecenters, which provide public access to a range of media
and communications facilitiesin remote areas.
Community and nonprofit efforts have been instrumental in increasing media penetration in poorer countries, as demonstrated by the distribution of newspapers in Nepal (box 10.7). Nonprofit foundations have
significantly increased access to community radio in de-
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Box 10.7

Increasing
accessto the media:wall newspapers
in Nepal
Since the publicationof the first Nepalesenewspaper
in 1901, accessto the press has been constrainedby
poverty, low literacy,and inadequatetransport.Daily
newspapercirculationaveragesonly 11 copiesper 1,000
people,andresidentsof ruralareasareparticularly
unlikely
to receiveinformationfrom the media.In 1984a groupof
mediaprofessionals
established
the nonprofitNepalPress
Instituteto helpexpandthe mediaindustry.Theinstitute
providestrainingandcapacity-building
servicesfor journalists andmediaorganizations.
Oneof its most successfulprojectsis the wall newspaperGaonGhar,startedin 1987as an experimentto increaseinformationflows in ruralareas.The newspapers
are printed in largefonts and pastedon walls in public
placesso that manypeoplecanreadthe papersimultaneously.Thecontentis development
oriented,with features
on publichealth,environment,water andsanitation,and
gender.Extremelypopular,GaonGharis now distributed
in villagesinall75 Nepalidistricts,inspiringsimilarprojects
in Bangladesh,
India,andPakistan.

balancedwith systems to ensure responsibility and accountability of the media. Some types of government
regulationare needed (seeabove).Self-regulationis another supporting institution for the effective function-

ingof the media.

Self-regulatorybodiesare well establishedin some
industrial countries, but they are only beginning to
emerge in developing countries. Guyana, Tanzania, and
Trinidad and Tobago are all building self-regulatory
press councils,whichestablishcodesfor honesty,fairness, respect for privacy, and general standards of taste.
The councils use these codes to guide their decisions
on complaints.
In many casesthe presscouncils replace traditional
court processes. In Australia the complainants are required to sign a declaration that they will not take their
complaint to court if they are dissatisfied with the coun*,
**
il's decision. What determies the success of councls?
Ethical guidelines have to balance press freedom and responsibility. The application of standards has to be con-

sistent. And media firms have to comply with their deSource:NepalPressInstitute2000.

veloping countries, through wind-up radios and satellite technology. These services have proved especially
important in delivering leading-edge information on
health, education, environment, and microenterprises.
They have also provided a channel for residents of remote communities to voice their concerns and share information with other communities.
Third, a broader development policy framework can
enhance access to the media. Increasing literacy rates
expands the demand for newspapers. Establishing or
strengthening journalist schools expands the supply of
the media. Developing the technological infrastructure
for the media-installing telephone and cable systems
for the Internet to distribution of radio receivers-also
increases access. In Korea, for example, government distribution of radio sets as a part of a literacy program significantly increased access to the media and stimulated
rapid growth in community radio stations in the 196 0s.
And competition among media organizations can increase access by broadening supply.
lnstitutions

to complement

the media

The media can be more effective if complementary institutions reinforce their independence and qualityand act on the information provided. But the independence to freely publish information must also be

cisions.33 Civil society organizations for media freedom

and responsibility can reinforce the work of councils.
Effectivejudicial systems and other mechanisms that
penalize undesirable behavior can complement the media'srole in improving governance (see chapter 6). In the
Philippines the media's exposure of toxic waste dumped
by foreign military forces led to a congressional investigation, then to an officialgovernment investigation, and
eventually to government enforcement of orders to discontinue the dumping. By contrast, media coverage of
corrupt activities in Ukraine did little to instigate further investigations or remove the allegedly corrupt officials from power.34 So even with the best of investigative
journalism, the ability of the media to effect change is
diminished severely if court systems or enforcement
agencies are inadequate.
Media also have more impact when political parties,
democratic elections, and civil society organizations
hold governments accountable. Greater media penetration encourages greater government responsiveness.
The reach of newspapers, television, and radio is particularly important when citizens can make political
choices based on information they receive. Governments are more responsivewhen they are held accountable to informed citizens.
Conclusions

The media can play an important role in development
by affecting the incentives of market participants-
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businesses,individuals, or politicians-and by influencing the demand for institutional change. Information flowsthrough the media can affectpeople'sideas,
monitor people's actions, and thereby create constituenciesfor changeand institutional reform.Across
both developingand industrial countries, newspapers,
broadcasts,and new media such as the Internet have
promoted competition in economicand politicalmarkets, and helpedcreateincentivesfor public and private
agentsto becomemore accountable.And the mediacan
empowerpeople,including the poor,by givingthem a
platform for voicingdiverseopinions, participatingin
governance,and engagingin markets.
To achievethese outcomes,the medianeed to be independent,to reachpeople,and to be of high qualitythat is, the mediamust have the capacityto reflectdiverse views but also the ability to report on various
subjects and be accountable.Control of the media by
any single or concentrated interest group can hinder
their ability to improve governance, be a force for
change,and hold peopleto account.Veryoften, private
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and public partiesseekcontrol of the mediain order to
influencetheir content. In many countries,policymakers haveattempted to control media content through
soleor concentratedownership.Privatizationand relaxation of controlson the media (suchas by allowingnew
private entrants) can, in many cases,enablethe media
to support marketsbetter.Though there are no private
monopoliesin the media industry,in some countriesa
limited number of private interests have substantial
controloverthe industry.Regulationson concentration
would help in this regard.Encouragingcompetitionin
the industrykeepsthe mediain checkand promotesdiversityof views.Other, and complementary,avenuesfor
reformare eliminatingrestrictivemediaregulationsand
financingarrangements,ensuringopen accessto information, and buildingjournalisticcapacity.Widespread
accessto media and complementaryinstitutions-such
as an effective judiciary and regulatory agenciesfurtherstrengthensthe media'srole in supportingmarket developmentand providingpeople with accessto
market opportunities.
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7. Easterly, Islam, and Stiglitz 2001; Denizer, lyigun, and
Owen 2000.'
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output growth from terms of trade shocks, but it actually seems
to magnifythe impact of inflationary shocks on output volatility in low- and middle-income countries. See Beck, Lundberg,

23. See Schneider 1997a, 1997b.
24. Doner and Schneider 2000a, 2000b; Johnson and others 2000; Nadvi 1999a.
25. See Doner and Schneider (2000b) for a more detailed
discussion.
26. For a more general discussion on the "information sharing" and "cooperation" role played by these organizations, see
Johnson and others (2000).
27. The more effectiveassociationssurveyed appear to have
adopted a mediation system characterized by transparency in
the decision process, voting weighted by size, flexibility in adjusting the system to changes in membership, and opportunities for extensivedeliberations.
28. Kumar, Rajan, and Zingales 2000.
29. Pistor, Raiser, and Gelfer 2000.
30. Bebchuk 1999; Claessens,Djankov, and Lang 2000; La
Porta and others 1999.
31. Grossman and Hart 1980.
32. This work builds on previous work such as Knack and
Keefer 1995 and has been extended by other authors such as Pistor, Raiser,and Gelfer 2000 to include additional countries and
expanded indices.
33. Nenova 2001a.
34. Lambert-Mogiliansky,Sonin, and Zhuravskaya2000.
35. Foley 2000.
36. Berkowitzand White 2000.
37. Hart 2000.
38. Foley 2000.
39. La Porta and others 1998.
40. Chaudhuri 2000.
41. Hart and others 1997.
42. Gilson 2000.
43. See Bhagat and Black (1999) and Weisbach and Hermatin (2000).

and Majnoni 2000.
9. Levine 1997; Merton and Bodie 1995.
10. World Bank 2001a.
11. Gurley and Shaw (1955. 1960); Goldsmith 1969.
12. The data set cited in Box 4.2 also includes nonbank financial institutions-insurance companies,finance companies,
pooled investment schemes (mutual funds), savingsbanks, and
private pension funds-and developsindicators using these. For
brevity, here we limit our discussion to banks vs. markets, since
development of nonbank intermediaries closely mirrors the development markets.
13. Mayer 1988.
14. For example,Vogel 1994; Porter 1992.
15. Gerschenkron 1962.
16. Rajan and Zingales 1999.
17. Stiglitz 1985; Boot, Greenbaum, and I'hakor 1993.
18. Bhide 1993.
19. Demirgiu-Kunt and Levineforthcoming 2001. In other
words, in regressionequations, while overall financial development indicators are found to have significant effects, financial
structure indicators almost never enter significantly.
20. For case studies see Chisi, Titman, and Wei 2000 (Indonesia); Denizer, Gultekin, and Gultekin 2000 (Turkey);
Chang 2000 (Korea);and Gallegoand Loayza2000 (Chile).
21. Beck, Demirgui-Kunt, and Levine 2000b.
22. Kane 1989; Demirgui,-Kunt and Detragiache 1998,
2000.
23. Stiglitz 1972.
24. Barth, Caprio, and Levine2000.
25. Barth, Caprio, and Levine2000.
26. Routledge 1998.
27. World Bank 200 Ia.
28. Caprio and Honohan, 1999.
29. Caprio and Honohan 1999.
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30. Figure 4.2 and the correlation result are taken from
World Bank 2001a.
31. Barth, Caprio, and Levine (2000) find that state ownership is negatively associated with bank efficiencyand financial
development, controlling for real GDP per capita and general
(that is, nonfinancial) measures of institutional development.
Using data from the 10 largest commercial and development
banks in each of 92 countries, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes,and
Shleifer (forthcoming) demonstrate that greater state ownership
in 1970 is associated with less financial development, lower
growth, and lower productivity, all measured in 1995, and that
these effectsare largerat lower levelsof income, with less financial sector development, and with weaker property rights protection. These results provide support for a causal link between
state ownership and poor banking performance.
32. Comparisons between industrial and developing countries come from La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes,and Shleifer (forthcoming). Barth, Caprio, and Levine (2000) provide econometric evidence that higher state ownership does not reduce the
probability of systemic banking crisis. La Porta, Lopez-deSilanes, and Shleifer (forthcoming) show that greater state ownership is actually associatedwith various measures of financial
instability. Using a logit model, Caprio and Martinez-Peria
(2000) show that greater state ownership at the start of the
1980-97 period was associated with a greater probability of
a banking crisis and higher fiscal costs of crisis (though their
cost data cover far fewercountries). This casts doubt on the notion that state ownership is a stabilizingforce relative to private
ownership.
33. It also makesit easierto appropriate surplus from finance
through direct financial sector taxation.
34. Clarke and Cull 1999a, 1999b; World Bank 200 la. In
Hungary, where public banks were sold to foreignshareholders,
there was substantial postprivatizationgrowth in retail banking,
both in deposit taking and in consumer lending. There is also
evidence that foreign competition has compelled some domestic banks to seek new market niches, which also has had implications for the distribution of credit. The Hungarian evidence
is presented in detail in the section on foreign bank entry,
below.
35. See Barth, Caprio, and Levine (2000) and La Porta,
Lopez-de-Silanes,and Shleifer (forthcoming). La Porta, Lopez
de Silanes, and Shleifer(forthcoming) also find that, at relatively
high per capita income levels,the negative effectsof state ownership diminish and become insignificant. This is largelyattributable to European countries like Germany, France, and Italy
that had high levelsof state ownership. Becausethose countries
also enjoyed high levelsof general institutional development, it
is unlikely that their results can be duplicated in developing
countries. Note also that the results do not indicate that state
banks outperformed private ones in veryhigh income countries,
but rather that they were no worse in a statistical sense.
36. The description of the bank privatization experiencesin
the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland is taken from Bonin
and Wachtel (1999).
37. Barth, Caprio, and Levine2001, forthcoming.
38. Tello 1984.
39. World Bank 1999a.

40. See Berger,Demsetz,and Strahan (1999); Boyd and Graham (1991, 1998); and Demirgu,c-Kuntand Levine (2000) for
reviewsof the literature on concentration.
41. Shaffer 1993.
42. Demirgiuc-Kuntand Levine 2000.
43. Demirguic-Kuntand Huizinga 1999.
44. Barth, Caprio, and Levine2001, forthcoming.Their measure of entry restrictions is based on how many of the following
are required to obtain a banking license:draft by-laws;intended
organizationalchart; first three-year financial projections; financial information on shareholders; information on background/
experienceof future directors;information on background/experience of future managers;sourcesof funds to be used to capitalize the new bank; and intended differentiation of the new bank
from other banks.
45. Barth, Caprio, and Levine 2001, forthcoming. Their
index of restrictions on foreign entry is based on survey responses from regulators on two questions: Are any limitations
placed on the ownership of domestic banks by foreign banks?;
Are any limitations placed on the ability of foreign banks to
enter the domestic banking industry?
46. Claessensand Klingebiel2000b.
47. Claessensand Klingebiel2000b.
48. IMF 2000.
49. Home-host country business ties are typicallymeasured
by bilateral trade between the two nations or by flows of foreign
direct investment from the banks' home country to the host
country. See, for example, Goldberg and Saunders (1981);
Grosseand Goldberg (1991); and Hultman and McGee (1989).
50. Results on large banking markets and fewer entry restrictions come from Goldberg and Grosse (1994), who studied the
location choice of foreign banks within the United States. Focarelli and Pozzolo (2000) provide cross-country evidence that
foreign banks enter where expected profits are larger, owing to
higher expected economic growth, and where the prospect of
reducing local banks' inefficiencyis high.
51. Miller and Parkhe 1998; Focarelliand Pozzolo2000.
52. Domestic authorities might find it easier to supervise a
foreignbank if it entered the marketas a wholly-ownedsubsidiary
of the parent bank rather than as a branch. Subsidiariestypically
are permitted to engage in a broader range of financial services;
however,they must lend based on their own capitalization.Conversely, branches typically are restricted to deposit-taking and
lending activities, but they can draw upon the parent's capital
base. In developingcountries, bank supervisorswould likely find
it difficultto monitor the parent's capital baseand thus would be
reliant on supervisorsin the bank's home country.
53. Claessens,Demirgiu-Kunt, and Huizinga 2001.
54. As Clarke and others (2000) show, through 1997, overhead costs, profitability, and interest margins were affected least
in the domestic banks focused on consumer lending, an area
where foreign banks had yet to make a large impact.
55. Barth, Caprio, and Levine 2000.
56. In the United States, foreign banks tend to be less efficient than domestic ones. See DeYoung and Nolle (1996) and
Hasan and Hunter (1996). Demirguic-Kuntand Huizinga (1999)
provide cross-country evidence that foreign banks are less efficient than domestic ones in industrial economies. Some stud-
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same efficiencyas domestic ones. See, for example,Vander Vennet (1996) on foreign bank entrr in the countries of the European Community.
57. Demirgiic-Kunt and Huizinga 1999.
58. On Argentina, see Clarke and others (2000); on Colombia, Barajas, Salazar, and Steiner (2000); on Hungary, Kiraly
and others (2000). Greece and Portugual, Honohan (2000). All
these papers can be found in Claessensand Jansen (2000).
59. Demirgu,c-Kunt and Huizinga 1999; Claessens,
Demirgui,c-Kunt,and Huizinga 2000.
60. Demirgiiu-Kunt,Levine, and Min 1998.
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62. Peek and Rosengren (2000) show that Japanesebanks cut
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71. However, technological advance can overly complicate
the specification of land property rights. As noted by DeSoto
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which needs to be resolved with expensiveland mapping and
cadastralprojects. Peru's boundary conflicts are increasinglyresolved under a parallel titling system (seechapter 2), which seeks
agreement on the natural boundaries among all neighbors.This
agreementis then appended to the tide registration.
72. Miller (2000) cautions against expecting public credit
registriesto substitute fully for private ones becausetheir objectives differ. Olegario (2000) notes, for example,that unlike private credit registries,public ones do not collect information on
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79. Olegario 2000.
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Chapter 5
1. There are many different definitions of governance.The
followingdefinition appears in "Governance: The World Bank's
Experience." "Good governance is epitomized by predictable,
open and enlightened policy making; a bureaucracy imbued
with a professional ethos; an executive arm of government accountable for its actions; a strong civil society participating in
public affairs; and all behaving under the rule of law" (World
Bank, 1994 a).
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2. On property rights and growth, see Knack and Keefer
(1995). On corruption and growth, see Mauro (1995). Recent
papers that seek to unravel the causal effectsof governance on
per capita incomes include Acemoglu,Johnston, and Robinson
(2000), Hall and Jones (1999) and Kaufmann, Kraay, and
Zoido-Lobat6n (1999).
3. See Bruno and Easterly (1998) and Barro (1997) on inflation and growth and Easterly and Rebelo (1993) on budget
deficits and growth. See Frankel and Romer (1999) on the evidence on openness and growth; Dollar and Kraay (2000) for a
discussion of the links between trade policy and growth; and
Srinivasanand Bhagwati (1999) for a reviewof the methodologicalissues.
4. See Easterly and Fischer (2000), Tanzi and Davoodi
(1998), and Dollar and Kraay (2000) for evidence on the distributional effectsof inflation and corruption.
5. See, for example,Olson (2000) and North and Weingast
(1989).
6. See Alesina and others (1999) and Stein, Talvi and
Grisanti (1999). These authors also emphasizethe importance
of having a meaningful budget process that is enforced over the
course of the fiscalyear. See also Eichengreen, Hausmann, and
von Hagen (1999) for a proposal for specific reforms to fiscal
institutions in Latin Americato help ensure fiscal discipline.
7. Campos and Pradhan 1996.
8. Alesinaand others 1999.
9. Bohn and Inman 1996. There is also evidence from U.S.
states that rules that seek to ensure fiscal discipline by placing
constitutional limits on spending lead to lower public sector
borrowing costs, while those that limit taxation lead to higher
borrowing costs (Poterba and Reuben 1999).A recent surveyof
the empirical evidence on the effects of budget rules on fiscal
outcomes focusing on the evidence from U.S. states can be
found in Poterba (1997).
10. Perssonand Tabellini 2000.
11. Shi and Svensson2000.
12. Keefer2001.
13. Keeferand Stasavage2000.
14. The leading theoretical model in this area is developed
in Grossman and Helpman (1994). Goldberg and Maggi
(1999) and Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000) provide empirical evidence in support of the specific predictions of the
model, relating patterns of protection to the political strength
of protected sectors.
15. Lee and Swagel 1997; Goldbergand Maggi 1999.
16. Grether, de Melo, and Olarreaga (forthcoming).
17. Mansfield and Busch (1995) provide evidence that the
incidence of nontariff barriers is higher in countries with larger
numbers of parliamentary constituencies. Mansfield and others
(2000) provide evidence that, controlling for the geographical
determinants of trade, pairs of countries that are democracies
are significantly more likely to trade with each other. Banerji
and Ghanem (1997) find that, controlling for a varietyof other
factors, distortions in international trade tend to be higher in
more autocratic countries where accountabilityis lower.
18. An extensive discussion and formal theoretical models
of these functions can be found in Bagwelland Staiger (1999,
2000). These authors also note a third function of more theo-
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retical interest: that the WTO can help in correcting the market failuresthat arisewhen domestic trade policies have adverse
effectson welfarein other countries, along the lines of competitive tariff setting in a model of optimal tariffs. Hoekman and
Kostecki (1999) provide a detailed description of the institutional structure of the GATTIWTO.
19. Staiger and Tabellini (1999) show that under the
1974-79 Tokyo Round GATT negotiations, exemptions to
agreed-upon across-the-board tariff cuts were more likely to
occur in sectors that would require the most adjustment in the
face of greater import competition. This is the opposite of what
one would expect if governments have difficulty in committing
to trade liberalization.
20. Mauro 1995; Kaufmann, Kraay, and Zoido-Lobat6n
1999.
21. Shleiferand Vishny 1993.
22. Wei 2000a, 2000b, 2 000c.
23. Fisman and Svensson2000.
24. World Bank 2000a.
25. Tanzi and Davoodi 2001.
26. Mauro 1997; Gupta, Davoodi, and Tiongson 2001.
27. Friedman and others 2000.
28. See Hellman, Jones, and Kaufmann (2000), World Bank
(2000a), and EBRD (2000).
29. Wei 2000c; Treisman 2000; Ades and di Tella 1999.
Knack and Azfar (2000) criticize the Wei (2000c) findings on
the grounds that there are a number of small open countries that
are not included in many cross-country measuresof corruption
where corruption is high, and the inclusion of these countries
into the sample undoes the Wei results. However, Islam and
Montenegro (2001) find evidence of a relationship between
openness and corruption in a sample that is larger than Wei
(2000c) but slightlysmaller than Knack and Azfar (2000).
30. Gatti (2001) providesevidencethat the dispersionof tariffs across products is positively related to corruption in the
small sample of countries for which tariff dispersion data are
available.Islam and Montenegro (2001) provide evidencefrom
a largesample of industrial and developingcountries.that higher
averagetariffs are associatedwith higher corruption, after controlling for a varietyof factors.
31. Djankov and others (forthcoming).
32. See also Kaufmann and Wei (1999) and Svensson
(1999) for more systematicevidence.
33. Van Rijckeghem and Weder (1997) find evidence of a
negative effect of wageson perceptions of corruption. However,
Rauch and Evans (2000), Tresiman (2000), and Swamy and
others (2001) do not.
34. SeeWorld Bank (2000a) for a detailed discussionof differing policy options for countries with differing degreesof petty
and grand corruption.
35. Di Tella and Shargrodsky2000.
36. Fisman and Gatti (forthcoming) find that a greater share
of subnational government spending in total spending is significantly associated with lower perceptions of corruption. They
also show that the earlier Treisman (2000) finding that federal
states appear to have higher corruption is driven by that paper's
omission of population as an explanatory variable. Populous
countries are more likely to be federalstates, and in the sample

of countries studied by both authors, populous countries also
tend to be perceivedto be more corrupt.
37. Azfar, Kahkonen, and Meagher 2001.
38. Persson, Tabellini, and Trebbi 2000. Rose-Ackerman
(2001) provides a detailed theoretical discussion of how differences in the structure of democratic institutions may influence
the incentivesfor politicians to engage in corrupt practices.
39. Djankov, McLiesh,Nenova, and Shleifer2001.
40. Azfar, Kahkonen, and Meagher2001.
41. Khemani 2001
42. A summary of the Campo Elias project can be found in
Gonzalezde Asis (2000).
43. Baack and Ray 2000.
44. Das-Gupta and Mookherjee (1998) cite 15 countries
that have established autonomous revenue agencies.
45. Andreoni and others (1998) review the limited experimental evidence on the effects of perceived "fairness" on tax
compliance. Taliercio (2000a) provides evidence of the partial
associationbetween perceptions of the fairnessof the tax administration and perceptions of the extent to which the revenue
agencyis perceivedas autonomous, using firm-levelsurveydata
from four Latin American countries.
46. This discussion is based on Taliercio (2000b, 2001).
47. IMF Government Finance Statistics, various issues.Figures on state government shares in total government expenditure refer to budgetary central government accounts.
48. Hemming, Mates, and Potter 1997.
49. Shleifer and Treisman 2000.
50. Zhuravskaya2000.
51. Other provinceswere able to keep revenuegrowth in excessof a pre-set target. See Ma (1997) for details. Wong (1997)
providesdetails on sub-provincialarrangements.
52. Jin, Qian, and Weingast 1991.
53. Young (2000) provides a detailed study of this pattern
of local protection in China and its consequences for distorted
industrial development.
54. Shleiferand Treisman (2000, chapter 6).
55. This point is also developed in Blanchard and Shleifer
(2000).
56. Huang 1996a, 2001. Seealso Huang (1996b) for a much
more detailed study of this phenomenon and a discussion of its
implications for inflation control in China.

Chapter 6
1. Pie 2001, p. 4.
2. Grote 1999. Before the 1930s the dominant view of European legal scholars, for example,was that it was not the content of the law but procedural regularity that mattered for fairness. The enforcement of anti-Semitic laws by the courts of the
Third Reich in Germany changed this view.
3. Foley 2000.
4. Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2000) on Italy; Hendley
and others (1997) on Russia; Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff (2000) on Romania and Slovakia;McMillan and Woodruff
(1999a, 1999b) on Vietnam.
5. Claessens,Djankov, and Klapper 2001.
6. Banerjeeand Duflo 2000.
7. Dakolias 1996.
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8. Contini 2000; Buscagliaand Dakolias 1996, respectively.
9. Lex Mundi, Harvard University, and the World Bank
2001.
10. Garavanoand others 2000.
It. Tyler, Huo, and Lind 1999.
12. The discussion in this section draws upon Botero and
others (2001).
13. Center for Public Resource Management2000.
14. Church 1978; Neubauer and others 1981; Dakolias
1996.
15. Dakolias and Said 1999; Hendrix 2000.
16. Neubauer and others 1981.
17. Posner 1995.
18. New York State Committee 1997.
19. Hudes 2001.
20. SeeBermudes (1999, p. 347), who arguesthat the introduction of small claims courts in Brazilin 1995 "succeeded in
bringing justice closer to the Brazilianpeople [by allowing them
to] litigate at a very low cost, in an informal manner, and see
immediate results for their judicial initiative."
21. Hendrix 2000.
22. Some claim that the introduction of specialized courts
may create boundary problems, as wasteful litigation can arise
whether a case belongs in a specialized court or the regular
courts. This feature, however, is of secondary importance and
does not obviate the positive impact of such courts in recent reform efforts.
23. Blankenburg 1999; Dakolias 1996; Brandt 1995;
Hendrix 2000; Hendley, Murrell, and Ryterman 2000, 2001,
respectively.
24. Church 1978.
25. Kakalik 1997.
26. Varano 1997.
27. Vescovi 1996.
28. Dakolias 1996, Tarigo 1995, and Vescovi 1996; Weill
1961; and Varano 1997, respectively.
29. For the United Kingdom, see Baldwin (1997). For Peru,
see Brandt (1995).
30. Tarigo 1995.
31. Murrell 2001.
32. De Soto 2000.
33. Varela and Mayani 2000.
34. Buscagliaand Ulen 1997. But see Buscagliaand Dakolias (1996), where "resources allocated for court personnel"
emerged as an important factor, and Church (1978).
35. Dakolias 1996.
36. Buscagliaand Ulen 1997.
37. Malcolm 2000.
38. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes,and Shleifer2001.
39. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes,and Shleifer2001.
ha,apter.
1. Nickell 1997. For a theoretical treatment, see Aghion and
others (1999).
2. Nickell 1997.
3. This is taken from Stigler (1987).
4. A theoreticaltreatment of how competition can raiseproductive or technical efficiency by raising managerial effort can
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be found in Vickers (1995) and Nickell (1996). Theoretical
treatment of the relationship between competition and innovation was pioneered by Schumpeter in Capitalism,Socialism,and
Democracyin 1942; see Scherer (1992). Theoretical developments since Schumpeter were summarized in Scherer (1992) for
the 1950s to the 1980s and in Van Cayseele (1998) for the period after the late 1970s.
5. Easterly and Levine 2000. Easterly and Levine suggest,
based on stylized facts of economic growth around the world,
that factor accumulation does not account for cross-countrydifferences in the level or growth rate of GDP per capita. Rather,
it is total factor productivity (TFP)-the residual in growth accounting-that accounts for a substantial amount of these differences. TFP has been variously modeled, depending on the
theory, as changes in technology, or externalities (including
spillovers),or changes in the sector composition of production,
or adoption of lower-costproduction methods.
6. Baily and Gersbach 1995; Djankov and Murrell forthcoming; Geroski 1990; Nickell 1996,1997; Porter 1990; Porter
and Sakakibaraforthcoming.
7. Tybout 1996.
8. Hahn 2000.
9. Various theories have been posited to explain this nonmonotonic relationship between competition and managerial
effort. For instance, Torii (1992) posited that when the number of firms in the market is relativelysmall,the efficiencylevel
increasesas the number of firms increases;this is due mainly to
competition forcing firms to produce more efficiently. However,when the number of firms is relativelylarge, the opposite
is true: the efficiencylevel decreasesas the number of firms increases. This is due to indivisible replacement investment (or
lumpy assets), which means that as the replacement costs of investments go up, firms are more reluctant to replaceplants, and
technical efficiency decreases. A theory posited by Schmidt
(1996 a) suggested that as the number of competitors increases
to three or more, it becomes less likelythat one or more of them
will become a monopolist, with the consequence that efforts to
raise efficiencygo down as the gain from such efforts to reduce
costs goes down.
10. Caves 1992.
11. The enterprise surveywas conducted in 1999 jointly by
the World Bank and the EBRD and coveredapproximately 125
firms in each of 20 transition countries, except for Poland and
Ukraine (over200 firms) and Russia (over500 firms). The sample is dominated by small and medium-size enterprises. The
econometric study was done by Carlin and others (1999). The
provisional findings of the study and the surveyhave been published in EBRD (1999).
12. Bresnahanand Reiss 199'1.
13. Soft budget constraints and preferential treatment of
state-owned firms are other major constraints on competition
in developingcountries.
14. As pointed out in Rodrik (2000).
15. The concept of "exit barriers as entry barriers" has been
formalized by Caves and Porter (1976) and Eaton and Lipsey
(1981), among others.
16. A statistical correlation of 0.73 was found between restrictiveregulatory environments in the product market and re-
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strictive employment protection policies in OECD countries;
see OECD (2000b).
17. See Stewart (1990) for a study on the United Kingdom
and Duca (1998) for a study on the United States.
18. Bailyand others 1998.
19. De Soto (1990) did pioneering work in this area.
20. Djankov and others 2000.
21. Hoekman and others (2001), based on entry regulation
data from Djankov and others (2000).
22. See Schneider and Enste (2000) for a review of the literature on this issue. Johnson, Kaufmann, and Zoido-Lobaton
(1998) find evidencethat general economic regulationsraisethe
size of the informal economy for 49 countries in Latin America, the OECD, and the former Soviet Union. Loayza (1997)
finds evidencethat labor market restrictionsraise the size of the
informal economy for 14 Latin American countries.
23. Schneider and Enste 2000.
24. The discussion in this paragraph is taken from Graham
and Richardson (1997).
25. Graham and Richardson 1997, p. 342.
26. This index is based on the responsesof 3,678 executives
to the surveyquestion on the degree to which "competition laws
prevent unfair competition in your country."
27. Guash and Rajapatirana (1998, p. 19).
28. See, for instance, Dixit (1988); Harrison (1994, 1996);
Krishna and Mitra (1998); Roberts and Tybout (1996); Tybout, de Melo, and Corbo (1991); and Tybout and Westbrook
(1995).
29. Baily and Gersbach 1995.
30. Hoekman and others 2001.
31. For empiricalevidencesee,for instance,Edwards (1997);
Frankel and Romer (1999); Harrison and Hanson (1999); and
Sachsand Warner (1995).
32. See for example,Dollar and Kraay (2000) and Ravallion
(2000).
33. World Bank 2 000e.
34. World Bank (2 000e) also discussesthe benefits and other
effects of trade liberalization, such as "agglomerations"-the
concentration of business activities in a few locations-which
can raise productivity.
35. Antidumping is allowed by GATT to be used unilaterally by countries for temporary import protection. GATT/
WTO rules allow the imposition of antidumping duties when
there is both dumping (when the export price of a good is below
the exporter's home market price, or below the export price in
a third market, or below the cost of production in the exporting country) and material injury (such as output reductions
leading to job losses).
36. The discussion in this section is drawn largelyfrom Wilson (2001).
37. For a detailed treatment of this issue, see World Bank
(2000h).
38. Hoekman and Messerlin 1999.
39. The benefits of liberalization of services are also discussedin World Bank (2000h).
40. World Bank (2000c). Welfare here is measured as the
sum of net efficiency gains to consumers from lower prices;
gains from removingthe resource waste that is derived from reg-

ulations; and gains from having servicesprovided by efficient
foreign firms rather than higher-cost domestic firms.
41. Konan and Maskus 1999.
42. The majority of IPR researchfocuseson patents, as does
this section.
43. Mansfield 1986.
44. Braga and others 2000, UNDP 1999.
45. World Bank (1999h) has a detailed discussionof the empirical evidence.
46. Maskusand Penubarti (1995) and Smith (2000).
47. Maskus 2000.
48. Maskus2000.
49. Compiled from U.S. Trade Representative list of trade
agreements, 1998.

Chapter 8
1. Although some institutions offer insurance or a guarantee for these types of risk, the cost of the guarantee may be
so high as to dissuade investment.
2. This situation might arise, for example, in countries
where poverty levels are very high and user prices cannot be
structured so as to make services accessible to many, or where
political risks are very high and insurance against these risks
is either unavailable or too expensive.
3. One interpretation is that the most important factor
here is the placement of both residual control rights and
residual cash flow rights in the hands of private shareholders
(Boycko, Shleifer, and Vishny 1992, 1993; Sappington and
Stiglitz 1987; Shapiro and Willig 1990). Another is that privatization is a way for the government to credibly deny itself
the private information concerning enterprise costs that
would be necessary for easy intervention and subsidization
(Schmidt 1996b; Shirley and Walsh 2000).
4. Shirley and Walsh 2000.
5. Bradburd 1992.
6. Noll (1999, p. 31) notes also that "regulatory agencies
are likely to exhibit significant economies of scale. ... Thus,
the cost of regulation is higher in relation to the welfare at
stake in the regulatory process in a small developing country."
7. U.S. Department of Justice 1986; Untiet 1987.
8. "International Energy Outlook 1999-Natural Gas,"
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration; Quirno, "Latin America in the Pipeline," Worldlink,
March 17, 2000.
9. Briceno 2001.
10. Noll (1999) argues that the development of cellular
and wireless technologies has rendered local telephony, long
considered the natural monopoly bottleneck of the telephony
sector, no longer subject to natural monopoly cost conditions.
11. Brennan 1987, 1995.
12. U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 1999.
13. OECD 2001.
14. Pittman 1999. Newbery (1994) believes that longdistance transmission costs in the United Kingdom may be
closer to 10 percent of total costs.
15. Klein and Irwin 1996.
16. According to Kessides and Willig (2001, p. 5), "Separation is likely to be a particularly attractive option when
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defined."
18. Spiller and Cardilli 1997; Wellenius 1997.
19. Spiller and Cardilli 1997.
20. Armstrong and Vickers 1996; EBRD 1996.
21. Klein and Irwin 1996.Cate
22. Garcia de Alba 2000 Pittman 2000
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23. Stern and Davis (1998, p. 453) note that concerns
such as these "must be greater in countries with little regulatory experience-including the CEE [Central and Eastern
European] economies. Clearly, collecting, monitoring and
enforcing the conditions of the [EU electricity liberalization]
Directive on powerful, integrated incumbent utilities is unlikely to be a straightforward or undemanding task."
24. See World Development Report 1994 for a discussion
on the possibility of vertical separation for different infrastructure sectors.
25. Guasch 2000, chap. 11.
26. Kerf and Garadin 2000, pp. 27-77.
27. Brook and others 2001.
28. Estache, Romero, and Strong 2000, p. 21.
29. Aubert and Laffont 2000.
30. Newbery 2000.
31. For example, it is common for infrastructure enterprises to fall back on technical, environmental, or safety factors when arguing for changes in economic regulations.
32. For Chile, see Kerf 2000; for Angola and the Philippines, see Brook 1997.
33. Estache 1997.
34. Ordover, Pittman, and Clyde 1994.
35. Since the Latin America region has been at the forefront of infrastructure reforms, it is also the only region for
which a relatively systematic analysis of the impact of such
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38. Estache, G6mez-Lobo, and Leipziger 2000.
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Chaptei-9
1. Light 1972; Acheson 1994; Fukuyama 1995, respectively.
2. Fehr and Gachter (2000, p. 166) define a social norm as
,)abeairlegait;htis2
aedoascByhrd
"(1) a behavioral regularity;that is (2) based on a sociallyshared
beliefof how one ought to behave;which triggers 3) the enforcement of the prescribedbehavior by informalsocialsanctions."
3. See, for example,Alm, Jackson, and McKee (1993); Alm,
McClelland, and William Schulze (1999); and Erard and Feinstein 1994.
4. This discussion is similar in spirit to that in Manski
(2000), which distinguishesamong endogenous,contextual,and
correlatedinteractionsbetween an individual and the group.
5. See, for example,Levin and Satarov (2000).
6. This point is partiallycaptured by the increasedliterature
on socialcapital,discussed, for example in the World Development Report2000/2001, chapter 7.
7. The importance of these networks becomes most obvious
when "work-to-rule" practices are observed as a form of worker
protest.
8. For a theoreticalmodel,see Prescottand Townsend (1999).
9. Fafchamps 1996. Fukuyama (1995) examinesthe issueof
trust in an economywidecontext.
10. Moore 1999.
11. Chamlee-Wright (1998) arguesthat West African women
have a distinct culture separatefrom the men, which servesas the
trust mechanism, Burger,Collier, and Gunning (1996) find that
male- and female-headed households in Kenya adopt innovations only from householdsheaded by the same sex.
12. Hayami and Kawagoe1993
13. Greif (1994, 1997b) defines informal enforcement as
self-enforcingwhen it is known that the interacting individuals
se -e the
ItilS that the
mteractmg despite
will take the actions that they were expected to assume, despite
~~~~~~~~~the
lack of formal contract enforcement mechanisms.
14. Greif ( 997b) discusses enforcement by a "first party"
(individual),"second party" (businesspartner), and "third party"
(outsidemediator or state).
15. Fafchampsand Minten 2000.
16. Isa 1995.
17. Ensminger 1994.
18. Shipton 1994.
19. Fukuyama 1995.
20. Gambetta 1993.
21. Platteau 2000.
22. Platteau 2000.
23. Fafchamps 1996.
24. Drijver and Van Zorge 1995, cited in Platteau 2000.
25. Melard, Platteau, and Wotongoka 1998, cited in Platteau 2000.
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26. Another example is the waning influence of caste in determining economicgroupings and transactions in urban India.
It is also less relevant in the upper economic strata of society
than in the poorer groups-particularly because those in the
upper strata have greater access to formal institutions and the
formation of community and relationship across caste lines. It
has been argued that this is especiallyso in larger Indian cities,
where residential groupingscorrespond more to occupation and
incomes, and not to caste (Beteille1997).
27. For instance,when the U.S. labor market tightened during World War II, the Philadelphia rapid transit systemtried to
hire blacks. It was, prevented from doing so, however, by a successfulstrike by the white transit workers(Arrow 1998).
28. Darity and Mason 1998.
29. In the absence of such bridging mechanisms, ethnic diversity may be correlated with undesirable outcomes; for exam
ple, a study of sub-Saharan Africa found that high ethnic fragmentation explaineda significantpart of most of the factors that
slow economicgrowth (Easterlyand Levine 1997).
30. Ba-nerjee,Besley,and Guinnane 1994.
31. Hayami and Kawagoe1993n

Chapter 10
1. Newspapersappeared in Switzerland(1610), the Netherlands (1616), England (1621), France (1631), Italy (1636), and
Poland (1661).
2. Shepherd and Schalke 1995.
3. Galda and Searle 1980.
4. Chaudhury and Hammer 2001; Thomas, Strauss, and
Henriques 1991.
5. Byram, Kaute, and Matenge 1980.
6. Djankov, McLiesh, and others 2001; Stapenhurst 2000.
7. Demsetz and Lehn 1985.
8. Djankov, McLiesh, and others 2001.
9. Coase 1959.
10. This is according to the private station's management.

11. Stapenhurst 2000.
12. Nelson 1999a.
13. Nine members of the 29-member board are appointed
by the federal government, 6 members are appointed by political parties, each of the 9 federal states appoints a member, the
Council of Viewers and Listeners appoints 6 members, and the
employeesappoint 5 representatives.
14. The autonomy of privately owned media can also be
eroded through, for example, restrictivemedia regulationsor financing arrangements.This is discussedin the followingsections.
15. Heo, Uhm, and Chang 2000; Webster 1992.
16. Inter-American PressAssociation Press Laws Database:
www.sipiapa.org
17. Harcourt and Verhulst 1998.
18. Walden 2000.
19. Conversely,an effective libel system can reduce harassment by encouraging resolution of disputes through the courts
rather than through intimidation and crime.
20. Article 19, International Center against Censorship
1993; Walden 2000.
21. Walden 2000.
22. Harcourt and Verhulst 1998.
23. Commissioner of the Council of Baltic Sea States Survey of Media, May 2000.
24. McKinsey & Company 1999.
25. State monopolies are defined as caseswhere the market
share of state-controlledmedia exceeds75 percent.
26. Harcourt 1998.
27. Harcourt and Verhulst 1998.
28. Philippine Center for InvestigativeJournalists and South
East Asian PressAlliance,in Chongkittavorn 2001.
29. Calculated from Banisar2000.
30. World Bank 2001 b.
31. Stapenhurst 2000.
32. Besleyand Burgess2000.
33. Article 19, International Center againstCensorship 1993.
34. Nelson 1999b.
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Introduction to Selected
World Development
Indicators
n this year'sedition, developmentdata are presented
in a reduced set of tables. The World Development
Indicators2001 (WDI) coversthe full range of developmentdata producedby the World Bank.The four
main tables included here retain the layout of earlier
editions of the SelectedWorld Development Indicators, presenting comparativesocioeconomicdata for
more than 130 economiesfor the most recentyear for
which data are availableand, for some indicators, for
an earlieryear.An additional table presentsbasicindicatorsfor 75 economieswith sparsedata or with populationsof lessthan 1.5million.
The indicators presented here are a selection from
more than 800 included in WorldDevelopmentIndicators2001. Published annually, WorldDevelopment
Indicatorsreflectsa comprehensiveview of the development process.Its opening chapter reports on the
record of and the prospects for social and economic
progress in developing countries, measured against
seveninternational developmentgoals.The other five
main sections recognize the contribution of a wide
range of factors: human capital development, environmental sustainability, macroeconomic performance, private sector development, and the global
links that influence the external environment for development. WorldDevelopmentIndicatorsis complemented by a separatelypublishedCD-ROM database
that gives access to over 1,000 data tables and 800
time-seriesindicators for 224 economiesand regions.

Socioeconomic and environmental data presented
here are drawn from severalsources:primary data col-

lection by the World Bank, member country statistical publications, researchinstitutes, and international
organizationssuch as the United Nations and its specialized agencies, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), and the OECD. Although international standards of coverage,definition, and classificationapply
to most statistics reported by countries and international agencies, there are inevitably differences in
timeliness and reliability arising from differencesin
the capabilities and resources devoted to basic data
collectionand compilation. For some topics,competing sourcesof data requirereviewby World Bank staff
to ensure that the most reliabledata availableare presented. In some instances, where availabledata are
deemed too weak to provide reliablemeasuresof levels and trends or do not adequatelyadhere to international standards, the data are not shown.
The data presented are generally consistent with
those in WorldDevelopmentIndicators2001. However, data have been revised and updated wherever
new information has become available. Differences
may also reflect revisions to historical series and
changes in methodology.Thus data of different vintages may be published in different editions of
World Bank publications. Readersare advised not to
compile data series from different publications or
different editions of the same publication. Consistent time-seriesdata are availableon WorldDevelopment Indicators2001 CD-ROM.
All dollar figures are in current U.S. dollars unless otherwise stated. The various methods used to
convert from national currency figures are described
in the Technicalnotes.
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Because the World Bank's primary business is
providing lending and policy advice to its low- and
middle-income members, the issuescoveredin these
tables focus mainly on these economies. Where
available, information on the high-income economies is also provided for comparison. Readers may
wish to refer to national statistical publications and
publications of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the European Union for more information on the highincome economies.
ChangesIn the System of National Accounts

For the first time, this edition of the SelectedWorld
Development Indicators uses terminology in line
with the 1993 System of National Accounts (SNA).
For example, in the 1993 SNA grossnationalincome
replacesgrossnationalproduct.See the technicalnotes
for tables 1 and 3.
Most countries continue to compile their national
accounts according to the 1986 SNA, but more and
more are adopting the 1993 SNA.A few low-income
countries still use concepts from older SNA guidelines, including valuations such as factor cost, in describing major economicaggregates.
Classification
of economies and summary
mneasures
The summary measuresat the bottom of each table
include economies classified by income per capita
and by region. GNI per capita is used to determine
the following income classifications: low-income,
$755 or less in 2000; middle-income, $756 to
$9,265; and high-income, $9,266 and above. A
further division at GNI per capita $2,995 is made
between lower-middle-income and upper-middleincome economies. Seethe table on classificationof
economies at the end of this volume for a list of
economiesin each group (including those with populations of less than 1.5 million).
Summary measuresare either totals (indicated by
t if the aggregatesinclude estimates for missing data
and nonreporting countries, or by an s for simple
sums of the data available), weighted averages (w),
or median values(m) calculated for groupsof economies. Data for the countries excludedfrom the main
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tables (those presented in Table la) have been included in the summary measures, where data are
available, or by assuming that they follow the trend
of reporting countries. This gives a more consistent
aggregatedmeasure by standardizing country coverage for each period shown. Where missing information accounts for a third or more of the overall estimate, however,the group measure is reported as not
available. The section on Statistical methodsin the
Technical notes provides further information on
aggregationmethods. Weights used to construct the
aggregates are listed in the technical notes for each
tbe
table.
From time to time an economy's classificationis
revisedbecauseof changes in the abovecutoff values
or in the economy'smeasuredlevelof GNI per capita.
When such changesoccur, aggregatesbasedon those
classificationsare recalculated for the past period so
that a consistent time seriesis maintained.
Terminology and country coverage
The term countrydoes not imply political independence but may refer to any territory for which authorities report separatesocial or economic statistics.
Data are shown for economies as they were constituted in 1999, and historical data are revised to reflect current political arrangements.Throughout the
tables, exceptionsare noted.
Technical notes
Because data quality and intercountry comparisons
are often problematic, readers are encouraged to
consult the Technicalnotes,the table on Classification of Economies by Income and Region, and the
footnotes to the tables. For more extensive documentation see WorldDevelopmentIndicators2001.
Readersmay find more information on the WDI
2001, and orders can be made online, by phone, or
fax as follows:
For more information and to order online:
http://www.worldbank.org/data/wdi2001/index.htm.
To order by phone or fax: 1-800-645-7247 or
703-661-1580; Fax 703-661-1501.
To order by mail: The World Bank, P.O. Box 960,
Herndon, VA 20172-0960, U.S.A.
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Table 1. Key indicatorsof development
Population

PPP
gross
national
income
(GNI)b

Gross
Under-5 Adult
Carbon
domestic Life mortality illiteracy dioxide
Avg. density
product expectancyrate
rata
emissions
annual peopleper Billions percapita Billions per capita per capita atbirth
Per %ofpeople Millions

Millions %1growth sq.km
2t00 1990-2ttt 2009

Gross
national
income
(GNJla~

of dollars dollars
2000
2t00

sf dollars
2tO0

dollars
200t

% growth
Years
1999-20tt 1999

Albania
3
0.4
124
I S1
t2
3.550
5.9
Algeria
30)
1.9
t3
48.3
1,590
153d
t.t
5 ,0 4 0d
Angola
13
3.2
10
3.1
240
l6d
t,2 3 0d
-0. 8
Argentina
37
t.3
14
275.5
7,440
448
12,090
-1.7
Armenia
4
0.8
136
2.0
520
10
2,570
5.5
Australia
19
1.2
2
394.1
20,530
487,
25,370
3.0
Austria
8
0.5
98
204.2
25,220
213
26,310
3.5
Azerbaijan
8
1.2
93
4.9
610
22
2,760
10.4
Bangladesh
130
1.6
997
49.9
380
213
1,650
3.8
Belarus
tO0
-0.2
48
30.0
2,990
76
7,550
6.3
Belgium
10
0.3
312
252.5
24,630
282
27,500
3.5
Benin
6
2.8
57
2.4
380
6
970
2.2
Bolivia
8
2.4
8
8.3
1,000
20
2,380
0.2
Botsw,ana
2
2.3
3
5.3
3,300
12
7.t90
2.5
Brazil
170
1.4
20
606.8
3,570
1,245
7,320
3.2
Bulgaria
-0.7
74
12.4
1,510
-4-5
5,530
5.5
Burkina Faso
I1
2.4
41
2.6
230
1,020~
3.1
12d
Burundli
7
2.2
265
0.7
110
-1.6
4d
580 d
Cambodia
12
2.7
68
3.1
260
1-7
1,410
1.7
Can,e,oon,
15
2.7
32
8.6
570
24
1,570
1.5
CGanada
31
1.0
3
64711.1 21,050
840
27,330
4.0
Cenrral African Republic
4
2.0
6
1.1
250
l,2 10d
2.4
4d
Chad
8
2.9
6
1.5
200
y1
601
-2.1
Chile
15
1.5
20
69.9
4.600
139
9,110
4.0
China
1,261
1.1
135
1,064.5
840
4,966
3,940
7.3
Hong Kong, China
7
l.8
..
176.4
25,950
17,4
25,660
9.3
Colombia
42
1.5
41
88.0
2,080
249
5,890
1.0
Congo, Dem. Rep.
51
3.2
23
5.0
100
33
682
..
Congo, Rep.
3
2.8
9
1.8
630
2
590
4.8
Cosra Rica
4
2.0
71
14.4
3,960
30
8,250
0.0
COre dIv,oire
16
3.0
50
10.5
660
24
1.520
-4.5
Croatia
4
-0.7
80
20.1
4,510
35
7,780
3.8
Czech Republic
10
-0. 1
133
50.6
4,920
140
13,610
3.2
Denmark
5
0.4
126
171.0
32,020
145
27,120
2.5
Dominlican Republic
9
1.9
177
18.0
2,100
49
5,720
6.5
Ecuador
13
2.1
46
15.3
1,210
37'
2,520
0.4
Egypr, Arab Rep.
64
2.0
64
95.2
1,490
235
3,690
3.2
El Salvador
6
2.1
303
12.5
1,950
28
4,390
0.0
Eritrea
4
2.7
41
0.7
170
4
950
-11.4
Estonia
1
-0.9
34
4.9
3,410
13
9,050
7.0
Ethiopia
64
2.3
64
6.7
100
42
660
2.2
Finland
5
0.4
17
129.0
24,900
127,
24,610
5.4
France
59
0.4
107
1,425.4'
23,670e
1,440
24,470
2.9
Georgia
5
0.0
78
3.2
590
13
2.470
1.8
Germany
82
0.3
235
2,057.6
25,050
2,054
25,010
2.9
Ghana
19
2.6
84
6.8
350
37a
1,940d
1.8
Greece
1I
0.4
82
126.2
11,960
179
16,940
3.8
Guaremala
II
2.6
lOS
19.2
1,690
43
3,770
0.6
Guinea
7
2.5
30
3.3
450
14
1,930
-0.5
Haiti
8
2,1
289
4.0
510
12d
,
d
-0.8
1 50 0
Ho-nduras
6
2.8
58
5.5
850
16
2,390
2.1
Hungary
10
-0.3
109
47.5
4,740
121
12,060
5.7
India
1.016
1.8
342
471.2
460
2,432
2,390
3.9
Indonesia
210
1.7
116
119.9
570
598
2,840
3.1
Iran, Islamic Rep.
64
1.6
39
104.6
1,630
378
5,900
3.5
Ireland
4
0.8
55
87.1
22,960
97
25,470
9.8
Israel
6
2.5
302
99.6
16,310
120
19,320
3.5
Italy
58
0.2
196
1, 154.3
20,010
1,348
23,370
2.8
Jamaica
3
0.9
242
6.4
2,440
9
3,500
0.0
Japan
127
0.3
337,
4,337.3
34,210
3,354
26,460
1.7
Jordan
5
4.3
55
8.2
1,680
20
4,040
0.8
Kazakhstan
15
-0.5
6
17.6
1,190
82
5,490
10.1
Kenva
30
2.4
53
10.7
360
30
1,010
-2.4
Korea, Rep.
47
l.0
479
421.1
8,910
820
17,340
7.8
K-sait
2
-0.7
III
.
.
'
..
K vrgyz Republic
S
1.2
26
1.3
270
13
2,590
3.6
Lao PDR
5
2.6
23
1.5
290
8d
3.3
1 ,5 3 0 d
Lauvia
2
-1.0
39
6.9
2,860
17
6,960
7.2
Lebanon
4
1.7
423
16.2
3,750
20
4,530
-0.8
Lesotho
2
2.2
71
1.2
540
5d
-0. 1
2 ,4 9 0 d
Ltihuania
4
-0. 1
57
10.7
2,900
26
6,960
3.3
Macedonia, FI'R
2
0.7
80
3.S
1,710
10
4,960
4.6
Madagascar
16
2.9
27
4.0
260
13
830
1.6
Mcalav,i
11
2.6
117
1.9
170
7
600
-0.7
Malaysia
23
2.5
71
78.5
3,380
19S _
8,360
6071013
VNete:For data comparability and coverage, see rhe technical notes. Figures in italics are for years other than rhose specified.
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72
71
47
74
74
79
78
71
61
68
78
53
62
39
67
71
45
42
54
51
79
44
49
76
70
80
70
46
48
77
46
73
75
76
71
69
67
70
50
71
42
77
79
73
77
58
78
65
46
53
70
71
63
66
71
76
78
78
75
81
71
65
48
73
77
67
54
70
70
45
72
73
54
39

1,000 19and above
1999
1999
6

.1

39
208
22
18
5
5
2t

33

89

59
1

14
6
145
83
95
40
17
210
176
143
154
6
151
189
12
37
5
28
161
144
14
180
9
5
6
47
35
54
36
105
12
166
5
5
20
5
109
7
52
167
118
46
10
90
52
33
7
8
6
24
4
31
28
118
9
13
38
143
18
32
141
12
17
149
227

..

3
2
..
..
.

..

61
15
24
15
2
77
53
61
25
..

55
59
4
17
7
9
40
21
5
54
2
..
..

17
9
45
22
47
..

63
.,
..

oftonss
1997
1.7
98.7
5.3
t40.6
2.9
319.6
62.6
32.0
24.6
62.3
106.5
t.0
11.3
3.4
307.2
50.3
1.0
0.2
0.5
2.7
496.6
0.2
0.1
60.1I
3,593.5
23.8
71.5
2.3
0.3
5.4
13.3
20.1
125.2
57.7
14.0
21.7
118.3
5.9
19.1
3.8
56.6
349.8

..

4.5

..

851.5
4.8
87.2
8.3
1.1
1.4
4.6
59.6
1,065.4
251.5
296.9

30
3
32
..

51
26
1
44
14
24
..

4
2
14
..

11
..

19
2
IS
..

53
90

14
17
1
.

34
41

37.3
60.4
424.7
11.0
1,204.2
15.7
123.0
7.2
457.4
51.0
6.8
0.4
8.3
17.7
15.1
09
1.2
0.8
137.2
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PPP
Population
Gross
national
gross
national
8
income
(GNl0
incomo
(GNI)b
Avg. density
annual peopleper Billions per capita Billions per capita
Millions%growth sq.kmn ofdollars dollars ofdollars dollars
Mali
Mauritania
Mexico
Moldova
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozanmbique
Ms.anmar
Na'mibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tfailkistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmsenisran
Uganda
Ukraine
Unired Kingdom
Unired Srares
Uruguay
Uzbekisran
Venezudea, RB
vietnam
Yemen, Rep.
Yugoslavia. Fed. Rep.
Zambia
Zimbabwe
World
Low incomse
Middle income
Lower middle income
Upper middle income
Low & middle income
Eair Asia & Pacific
Europe & Cenrral Asia
Latin America & Carib.
Middle East & N. Africa
Soutb Asia
Sub-Saharani Africa
Highi income

2000 1990-2000 2000

2000

2000

2.5

2.6
1.0

240
370

I11
3
98
4
2
29
18
46
2
24
16
4
5
11
127
4
138
3
5
5
26
76

39
10
22
146
9
21
10
5
4
5
2
43

39
19
9
7
16
6
34
61
5
10
65
5
22
50
60
282
3
25
24
79
18
11
10
12
6,054 s
2,459
2,693
2,046
647
5.152
1,853
475
516

296
1,355
659

2.8
1.6
-0.2
1.3
1.8
2.2
1.2
2.5
2.4
0.6
1.1
2.8
3.4
2.8
0.6
2.5
1.7
2.2
.
1.7
2.2
0.1
0.1
-0.
-0.2
2.0
2.7
2.6
2.3
2.8
0.2
-0. 1
2.0
0.2
1.3
0.4
0.7
2.8
1.8
2.8
0.9
2.8
1.6
1.5
2.8
3.0
-0.5
0.4
1.2
0.7
1.8
2.1
1.7
3.9
0.1
2.6
2.2
4
1. w
2.0
1.2
1.1
1.4
1.6
1.2
0.2
1.6
2.2

1.9
2.6
0.7

9
3
51

129
2
64
22
69
2
167
469
14
42
9
139
15
179
38
11
4
20
253
127
109

97
9
345
10
49
70
6.587
112
99
35

79
300
22
182
88
45
38
119
86
62
85
10
I11
86
247
31
19
60
27
241
33
..

498.0
1.4
0.9
33.8
3.7

. h~

..

3.6

5.3
400.3
50.1
2.1
2.0
32.8

151.2
64.6
9.3
3.7
8.0

53.9
78.7
162.2
ltO.7
37.4
241.1
2.0

139.4
4.7
0.6
99.4
20.0
20.0)
129.2
590.1
16.6
2371.5
273.7
16.11
1.1
9,i
121.8
1.4
20.1
201.5
4.0
6.8
34.7
1.463,5
9,645.6
20.3
15.2
104.1
30.7
6.7
.

14
3.0
31
5.8
47 w 30,171.0t
76
1,029.6
40
5,307.7
47
2,327.0
28
2,986.0
52
6,335.6
116
1,963.9
20
955.9
26
1,895.3
27
602.0

283
28
29

5,080
400
390
1,180
210

616.9
313.0
24,828.8

2,050
220
25,140
13,080
420
180
260

33.650
470
3.260
760
1,450
2,100
1,040
4,200
11,060
1,670
1,660
230

6,~900
500
130
24,740
3,700
10,070
3,020
14,960
870
26,780
38,120
990
170
280'
2,010
300
2,090
3.090
840
310
700
24.300
34,260
6,090
610
4,310
390
380
..

300
480

2000
9
4
864
10
4
98

460
480
27,510

percapita

Years

1,000 15andabove ofIons

Per

9%of people

Millions

1999

1999

1999

1997

790

2.1

43

223

60

0.5

54
72
67
67
67
42
60
50
58
78
77
69
46
47
78

142
36
22
73
62
203
120
108

58
9
1
38
52
57
16

109

60

%growth

2.4
5.4
2.3
-0.3
-0.8
2.0

.

6 ,4 4 0 d

33
417
72
1ld
8d
101
l34
270

1,360

169
143
1,168
8

26,170
18,780
2, 100d
7602
790
29,760
1.960
5 ,7 0 0d
2,2802
4 ,4 6 0 '
4,720
4,220
9,030
t6,880)
6,380
8,030
930

223

11,050

14
2
100
59

1,480
460
24,970
11,000
17,390
9,180d
19,180
3,470
23,770
30.350
3.230
1,060
3
6,330
1,430
6,090
7,030
4,040
1,2302
3,710
23,550
34,260
8,880
2,380
5.750
2,030
780

16 d

lIdI
241
121
319

349

35
3932

757
67
211
218
52
7
181
385
7
58
459
20
27 d
184
1,407
9.646
30
59
139
159
14
..

8
31

5,O5Ow 44,506 t
420
1,970
1,140
4,620
1,230
1.060
2.010
3.680
2,040

Gross
Under-5 Adult
Carbon
domestic Life Mortality illiteracy dioxide
product uxpectanicyrate
rate
emissions
1999-2000

8 20d

lid

4,892
15,229
9,374
5,930
20.056
7.631
3.145
3.627
1,527

3.060
1,030
24,781

..
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2000
1,650
8,810
2,240
1,660
3,410

14d

DEVELOPMENT

1.6
3.1
3.8
3.1
1.7
-0.3
0.4
2.4
3.4
1.0
-1.8
-1.5
1.9
2.1
4.1
3.0

1.7
8.8
2.8
..

2.3
1.3
8.1
2.1
4.7
1.4
4.0
4.2
3.9
2.7
-1.1
6.6
2.7
3.5
1.6
3.4
5.7
16.1
2.2
6.7
2.6
4.0
-1.8
2.9
1.2
5.4
3.7

.

750
2.590
7,350 w
1.990
5,650
4,580
9,170
3.890
4,120
6,620
7,030
5,170

1.3
-6.7
2.9 w
3.1
4.8
5.5
3.9
4.2
6.5
6.3
2.3

2,260

3.8
0.5
3.2

1,560
27,450

..

at birth

63
74
58
70
69
69

73
75
69
66
40
72
52
37
78
73

75
48
78

73
79
80
69
69
45
69
49
73
69
66
42
67
77
77
74
70
73
69
56
72
38
40
66

55
69
69
69
64
69
69
70
68
63
47
78

32
85
37

4
126

55

33

w

143
30
45
45
162
17
6
8
17
29
23
42
97
16..
187
118
78 w
116
38
40
35
85
44
26
38
54
99
159
6

35.9
1.2
8.8

19

5
6
43
252
151

25
77
27
48
41
10
6
24
20
203
25
124
283
4
10
6
76
6
19
4
5
30
34
152

3.0
379.7
10.4
7.8

2.2
163.6
31.6
3.2
1.1
83.7

..
..

68.5
98.2

..

8
36
7
10
5
00
8
2
1
34
24
64

8.0
2.5
4.1
30.1
81.7
357.0
53.8

111.3

..

8
..

00
15
2

9
..
..

26
1
25
5
44
30
15
..

34
00
..
..

2
12
8
7
55
23
12
. .

39
15
16
11
25
15
3
12
36
46
39

w

1,444.5
0.5
273.7
3.5
0.5
81.9
38.1
15.5
321.5
257.7
8.1
48.6
42.6
49.9
5.6
2.9
226.8
1.0
18.8
216.0
31.0
1.2
370.5
527.1
5,467.1
5.7
104.8
191.2
45.5
16.7
50.2
2.6
18.8
23,868.2s
2,496.5
10,034.3
6,767.5
3,266.7
12,530.8
5,075.6
3,285.6
1,355.4
1111.8
1,200.5
501.8

..
11,337.4
a. Preliminarv World Bank estimrates calculated using the World Bank Arias method. b. Purchasing power parity; see the Technical Notes. c. Estimated ro be lower middle

903

income (8756 00 52,9951; d.The estimate is based on regression; others are extrapolated from the latest International Comparison P'rogramme benchmark esrimares. e. GNI
and GNI per capita estimates include rhe French Overseas departmenrs of French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, and Rulunion. £ Esrimared to he high income ($9,266
or morel. p. Less then 0.5. h. Estimated ro be low income 18755 or less). i. Data refer to mainland Tanzania only.
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Table2. Povertyand incomedistribution
National
poverty
lines

Population
belowthe
PopulationPovertyPopulationPoverty
Suvy poverty
line(%l
ure
below gapat
below gapat
Survey Survey ~~$1
day
$1day $2a day $2day
Cini Lowest Hightest
year Rural Urban National year
%
%
%
Survey
year index 10% 10%

Economy
Albania..
Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Hong Kong, China
Colombia
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Congo, Rep.
Costa Rica
C6re dIlvoire
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ec~uador
Egypt, Arab Rep.
El Salvador

~

Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Korea, Rep.
Kyrgyz Republic
Lao PDR
Latvia

Percentage
nhareof
income
or
consumption

Intemnational
poverty
line

...

1995

30.3

....

14.7

22.6

.

1993

1995

<2

....

17.6..

.
..

1996

..
.

3.6

7.8

..

39.8
..

79.1

1998

51.4

.

14.3
..

68.1
35.6
22.5

.

.

..

..

1992

31.2

. .

4.6
..

.

.
.

..

63.0
.

.

<2
..

2.3
31.8
0.1

.

15.2
12.5
2.1
<0.5
25.5
.

51.4
61.4
25.4
21.9
85.8

27.8
30.7
9.8
4.2
50.9

..

.
..

..

.

1993

66.6

38.1

84.0

58.4

64.0
20.5
4.6

1996
1998

<2
18.5

<0.5
4.2

18.4
53.7

4.8
21.0

1996

11.0

3.2

28.7

11.6

.

...

.

.

.

.

.
..

..

.

..

.

.

..

..

....

.

.

.

.

1997
1995
1998
1996

6.9
12.3
<2
<2

2.0
2.4
<0.5
<0.5

8.5
16.8
<0.5
<0.5

.

3.2
20.2
3.1
26.0

0.7
5.8
0.3
9.7

16.0
52.3
52.7
54.0

5.0
21.2
13.9
25.3

1995

14.7

6.8

8.9

1998
1995

<2
31.3

<0.5
8.0

5.2
76.4

0.8
32.9

1996

<2

<0.5

<2

<0.5

..

.
.....

..

..

9.9

....

12.1

11.1

.

.

...

34.3

26.7

31.4

..

..

33.7

..

..

66.0
51.0
. .

36.7

.

1998

38.8

....

71.9

.

..

3.4

74.6

16.1

33.8

11.8

.

57.9
40.0

1998

10.0

2.2

.

.

.

57.0
..

30.5

.

.

53.0
8.6
35.0
27.1

1996
1998
1997
1999

40.5
<2
44.2

7.7

..

17.5
<0.5
12.0
1.0
.

..

..

.

..

..

....

.

68.8

7.3
86.2
55.3
..

..

.
..

.

39.0
46.4

64.5
53.0
.

Malawvi
Malaysia

1990-91
1989

30.0
29.3
..

..

1993-94

45.7

t.0
4.5
2.2

1992<,

33.3

3.4

1997,,b

40.4

2.9

46.7
22.8
39.5
26.6
33.8

1994c.d
1 9 9 3 `6

31.5
61.3

2.8
0.7

23.8
47.7

".

57.5
40.3

1.4
2.4

46.9
30.4

57.1

1.1

46.1

1995a.,b
t 9 9 8 c,d
1 9 9 6 c,d
1 9 9 2 c.d
1 9 9 8c,d
1995 a,b
1 9 9 5 a,b
1 9 9 7 'd

45.9
36.7
29.0
25.4
24.7
47.4
43.7
28.9
50.8

1.7
3.1
3.7
4.3
3.6
2.1
2.2
4.4
1.4

34.6
28.8
23.3
22.4
20.5
37.9
33.8
25.0

c.d
1995.vb
I 991 ,d
1 9 9 5c'd
1 9 9 6 c,d

37.6
40.0
25.6
32.7
37.1

3.0
3.0
4.2
2.8
2.3

29.8
33.7
21.6
25.1
27.9

1994,,

30.0

3.3

23.7

1998.,b
1993,,d
1 9 9 8 c,d
1994a,

39.6
32.7
55.8

2.4
3.0
1.6

29.5
25.3
46.0

40.3

2.6

32.0
44.3
20.5
33.5
26.7

53.9
..

77.0

28.5
24.0

34.2

1996

11.7
34.6
42.0
..

51.0
46.1

.

.

.

..

27.8

49.2

.

.

.

..

47.

..

..

.

..

70.
54.0
15.5

.

1997c-,d
199 4

,,b

199 6

1 9 9 8 c,d

3.2

0.7

36.9
1.7
41.4
16.5
.

25.2

6.9

..

1997
1996
1994
1993

<2
1.5
26.5
<2

1997
1998

<0. 5
0.3
9.0
<0.5

7.4
15.3
62.3
<2

26.3
<2

6.3
<0.5

73.2
8.3

29.6
2.0

1993
1996

43.1
<2

20.3
<0.5

65.7
7.8

38.1
2.0

.

.

1.4
3.9
27.5
<0.5
.

..

63.

26.

'c,d

1 9 9 7 c,d

1998

59.0
24.4
37.8
31.7

0.4
4.1
3.5
4.0

1987c.d
1992 c
1 9 9 5c,d
1 9 9 6 ,,b
1993 ,d
1997 a5
19 96 a,
1994~',

35.9
35.5
27.3

2.5
2.8
3.5

27.4
26.9
21.8

36.4

2.9

28.9

24.9
36.4

4.8
3.3

21.7
29.8

.

199

a,
3

1997 .,d
1 9 9 7a,b
1 9 9 8c,d

35.4

2.7

26.3

44.5
31.6

1.8
2.9

34.9
24.3

40.5
37.0
32.4

2.7
3.2
2.9

31.7
30.6
25.9

56.0

0.9

43.4

32.4

3.1

25.6

..

1 9 8 6 .- 8 7 <b

1996.<b

...

89.

.

.

.

.

.

.

53.

Note: For data comparability and coverage, see the technical notes. Figures in italics are for years other than those specified.

39.3

1997<.d
199 8 b
1 9 9 7 .,b
1 9 9 9 ,,b

..

..

1997

199 6

.

.

....
.

..

1993

0.5

59.1
26.4
48.2

1 9 9 8a,b

.

.

.
..

Lesotho
Lithuarnia
Macedonia, FYR..
Madagascar

58.9

19 9 7 c,d

1 9 9 5 -9 6 a,b

....
.

.

Lebanon

1 9 9 7c'd

,.d

1 9 9 5c,d

.

23.3
49.4
<2
<2

1996
1995
1995
1997

1997
1993

35.2
25.4
19.3
27.8
28.6
20.0
20.2

.

20.6
35.0
22.9
48.3

1997
1996
1992

2.3
2.0
4.4
2.8
3.9
5.1
3.7

.

10.9
25.0
22.5
43.1

1992

1 992,,

44.4
35.2
23.1
36.0
33.6
21.7
25.0

1 9 9 6 a,b

.

29.8
47.0
23.3
55.7

1989
1994
1995
1993
1993
1994
1999

26.8

...

.

17.7

.

9.6
77.8
<2

1992
1994
1995-96
1992

1992

2.8

9 87

<0.5
5.9
<0.5

.

....

8.0

.

29.4
33.3
9.0
<2
61.2

....

.

.

1997
1997
1994

36.2
36.1
40.0

21.1
44.4

.

1997

22.0

.

67.0

<2
29.1
<2
..

.1985-86

..

1995-96
1994
1998

11.3

..

..

.

.

40.1
32.4

1995
1996
1998

33.0

13.7

..

..

1997

ab

35.3

19 95

1994c.d

.

..

..

34.0

.
..

.

1995
1995

1.7

.....

...

1990
1997
1984

15.1

.

..

..

.

1995
1995-96
1995

<0.5

..

19 97

a,b

460

22

3.

49.2

1.7

38.4

..

1 9 9 7c,d

SELECTED

National
poverty
lines
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Percentage
share
of
income
or
consumption

International
poverty
line

Population
below
the
poverty
line(o4)

Economy
Mali
Mauritania
Mexico
Motdova
Mo,,golia
Morocco
Mozambique
M s'anmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria

PopulationPovertyPopulationPoverty
below gapat
below gapat
Survey
Survey Si day
$1day $2a day $2day
Gini Lowest Highest
year Rural Urban National year
%
%
%
Survey
year index 10%
10%
1989-90
1988
1,997
19

26.7
331

3.

1998-99

27.2

12.0

..

..

..

..

..
.

.
.

1995-96

.

23.0

.

..

.

.

76.1
66.0
36.4

1991
1997

36.9
64.9

28.0
15.3

1991

28.5

19.7

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

1997
1997
1993

64.7
50.7

40.4
21.5

1994

27.9

Russian Federation
Rwanda

1994
1993

-

..

..

..

1989

76.0

Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Venezuela, RB
Vietnam
Yemen, Rep.

..

1995-96

..

..

53.0

1989
1993
1992

1998_99,b1
1996-97 `~

39.5
39.6

1993
1995

34.9
37.7

14.0
9.7

55.8
82.5

30.4..
37.5

1995

-~9 6a,b

36.7

1994 'd

32.6

2.8

25.1

1998-~'
1995a.b
.996-97alb

60.3
50.5
50.6

0.7
0.8
1.6

48.8
35.4
40.8

1995 'd
1996-974.1
1997,,b
1996"'
1 9 9 8 ',d

25.8
31.2
48.5
50.9
57.7

4.1
4.1
1.2
1.7
0.5

21.8
27.6
35.7
40.5
43.8

-d

46.2
46.2
31.6
35.6
28.2

1.6
2.3
3.2
3.1
3.7

35.4
36.6
24.7
28.4
22.7

48 .7
28.9

1.7
4.2

38.7
24.2

41.3
62.9

2.6
0.5

33.5
43.6

1998

4.d
- a.b
3 9 4
1 990 c,

19.5
28.4
59.3
32.5

5.1
3.9
1.1
2.8

18.2
23.0
45.9
25.2

199541

34.4

99l 2c.d
,,d
1992

25.1)

33.1

3.5
3.7
2.6

28.0
20.1
25.2

23.0
7.1

199344
1998 ',

38.2
41.4

2.8
2.8

30.1
32.4

.

15.0

9.8

49.3

26.3

49.0
36.8
23.8

1996

15.5

5.4

41.4

17.1

.

..

<0.5
<0.5
0.8

<2
<2
27.5

<0.5
<0.5
6.9

30.9
51.2

1998
1983-85

7.1
35.7

1.4
7.7

25.1
84.6

8.7
36.7

1995
1989

26.3
57.0

7.0
39.5

67.8
74.5

28.2
51.8

1992
1998
1993

<2
<2
11.5

<0.5
<0.5
1.8

<2
<2
35.8

<0.5
<0.5
13.4

1995

6.6

1.0

........

..

......

..

51.1
13.1
32.3..
14.1

..

45.4

.

..

...

_3.2

29.8

5

.. d

d

1998.,b
1983-853.1

.

1995 ,b
19894.1

1992

199

c,d

....

19.9
<2

4.8
<0.5

.

1995
1994

<2
2.4

<0.5
0.5

10.0
18.0

2.3
5.0

1995','
19943.1

41.71
41.5

2.3
2.3

31.8
32.3

..

1993

20.9

5.7

59.0

23.3

19984a1
1996'1
1999,b

40.8
37.4
29.0
36.1
40.8

2.6
3.0
3.7
2.6
1.8

31.7
29.8
23.2
27.3
30.5

42.3
33.3
48.8
36.1
33.4

2.1
3.1
1.6
3.6
3.0

32.7
25.2
37.6
29.9
25.9

.

59.7
28.2

.

1993
1998

.....

..

..

..

....

..

..

..

..

....

..

..

..

..

..

..

.

.

..

31.3
50.9
19.1

25.9
18.6

30.9
31.7

...

..

.

-9

19 9 4

1

35.2
31.7

57.2
19.2

15.5

...

...

..

2.6
2.5

...

....

...

1998,b
1994

....

......

25.0

199 6

.197a.b

<2
<2
2.8

..

..

..

1998
1994
1994

..

39.1

..

34.8
59.0

21.5

....

..

85.3
90.8

..

..

40.4
28.4
41.1
30.7
24.5

.

19.5

..

8.9

.

1998

..

.

..

10.2

.

21.8

..

1.8
2.5
1.6
2.2
2.9

.

..

35.0
10.2

68.0

1994 <~50-5
19953.
37.3
1996c
51.9
40.6
19 9 7c,
1995 "
33.2

....

84.7
25.1

..

..

1.3
36.8

6.2
3.2

..

10.3

7.5
78.4

31.0
10.3

..

.

1999-2000
1995

<0.5
12,0

1996
1997

34.0
37.3

..

.

<2
37.9

33.9
34.9

..

21.6

1990-91
1996

61.4
70.2

..

15.5

29.6
13.2
14.0
17.5

1993
1997

..

.

60.5

68.7
34.8
38.4
50.0

.

50.3
63.0
34.1

..

..

1991
1992
1987-89
1990

90.6

9.1
3.5
3.0
.1

.

..

27.0

37.4

...

..

Tajikistan..

Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tunisia
Turkey

..

20.4

..

Slovak Republic
Slovenia
SouthMArica
Spain

72.8
28.6
12.2
11.3
1.9

....

..

Singapore..

Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic..

..

1994
1995
1996
1997
19

.....

42.0

.

Saudi Arabia..

Senegal
Sierra Leone

31.9
52.0
30.4

.

..

19.0
.

..

44.0

57.0
10.1
23.3
363

.

1993
1989-93
1992-93

Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Papua NewCGuinea
Paraguay

2-35
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...

1999

1989
1993

1997
1998

2.9

<2
3.3
18.7

..

0.6

<0.5
0.5
6.5

..

..

15.7

4.5

31.0

6.6
26.5
44.6
..

45.2

..

8.0
..

1.9
7.3
19.0
..

15.0

1991 cd
1997 c
198 9
199 3

c,d
c,d

199731
1998,,b
1998"'

Yugoslavia, Fed. Rep.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Zambia
1993
..
..
86.0
1998
63.7
32.7
87.4
55.4
1998
52.6
Zimbabwe
1990-91
31.0
10.0
25.5
1990-91
360
96
6.
94
1990-91 I ,
56.8
a. Refers to expenditure shares by percentiles of population. h. Ranked by per capita expenditure. c. Refers to income shares by percentiles of population.
capita income.

~,

.

1.1
41.0
1.8
46.9
d. R-anked by per
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Table 3. Economicactivity
Agricultural
Gross
domestic productivity
product
Agr.Valueadded
Household Geoeral
Exteroal
GOP
peregricultural Vlefinal
gov't.
final Gross balance
of
implicit
Avg.
worker
Vleadded as%of GDP
cons.
coos.
capital goods
and deflator
Millioes ananual 1996
dollars AgiutrlIdsr
evcsexpeaditure uxpeoditure
formatioa services Avg.anaual
oddollers %growrituhuraIndstr
Services %ef GOP %sof
GOP %oflGDP %of GOP %growthi
2000 1990-2000
1987-891997-99 2000
2000 2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1990-2000
Albania
Algeria

3,704
53,817

Angola
8,738
Argenrina
285,473
Armenia
1,914
Australia
394,023
Austria
190.957
Azerbaijan
4,904
Bangladesh
47,864
Belarus
35,940
Belgium
231,016
Benin
2,262
Bolivia
8,469
Bonswana
5,285
Brazil
587.553
Bulgaria
12,052
Burkina Faso
2,406
Burundi
689
Cambodia
3,207
Cameroon
8,687
Canada
689.549
Central African Republic
959
Chad
1,408
Chile
70,710
China
1,079,994
Hong Kong, China
163,261
Colombia
82,849
Congo, DIem. Rep.
5.584
Congo, Rep.
2,689
Costa Rica
15,751
CiSte dIlvoire
9,319
Croatia
19,030
Czech Republic
49,510
Denmark
160,780
Dominican Republic
19,894
Ecuador
13,607
Egypt, Arab Rep.
98,333
El Salvador
13,217
Eritrea
600
Esronia
4,969
Ethiopia
6,304
Finland
119.823
France
1,286,252
Georgia
3,048
Germany
1,870,136
Ghana
5,419
Greece
111,955
Guatemala
19,041
Guinea
3,120
Haiti
3,826
Honduras
5,932
Hungary
45,716
India
479,404
Indonesia
153,255
Iran, Islamic Rep.
98,990
Ireland
94,388
Israel
110,332
Italy
1,068,518
Jamaica
6,892
Japan
4,677,099
Jordan
8,340
Kaaakhstan
18,264
Kenya
10,410
Korea, Rep.
457,219
Kuwait
29.674
Kyrgyz Republic
1,304
Lao PDR
1,709
Larvia
7,138
Lebanon
16,584
Lesotho
913
Lithuania
11,232
Macedonia, EYE
3,295
Madagascar
4,020
Malawi
1,692
Malaysia
89,321
Note, For data comparabilirlv and coverage,

3.7
2.1
1.3
4.3
-1.9
4.1
2.0
-5.3
4.8
-1.9
2.0
4.7
4.1
4.7
2.9
-2.1
4.1
-2.6
4.6
1.7
2.9
2.1
2.2
6.8
10.3
4.0
3.0
-5.1
-0.2
5.4
3.5
0.6
0.8
2.4
6.1
1.8
4.6
4.7
3.8
-0.5
4.6
2.8
1.7
5.6
1.5
4.3
2.4
4.1
4.3
-0.6
3.2
1.5
6.0
4.2
3.6
7.3
5.1
1.5
0.2
1.3
5.0
-4.6
2.1
5.7
.

1,124
1,909
243
7,167
..

22,932
20,356

1,934
1,876
126
9,951
5,180
31,432
28,410

.

247
-.
28,767
377
..

708
2,918
3,251
147
189
386
882
23,026
383
171
4,533
222
..

3,698
247
475
3,568
902
..
..

27,379
1,937
1,432
953
1,606
.
..
..

21,944
29,079
. .

547
10,605
1,901
253
510
824
4,968
324
656
2,773

.

292
3,744
48,929
558
1,034
681
4,300
6,007
162
140
406
1,072
34,922
460
220
5,491
316

55
10

28
69

..

3,646
144
36,384
50,171
1,952
28,924
552
12,711
2,099
285
394
1,008
4,860
395
740
3,679

90
46
36

10
8
32

19
26
24

-19
19
8

6
5

70
28

68

71

14

16

-J

29
3
2
21

33
25
29
43

39
72
69
36

99
60
56
77

11
18
20
11

19
25
24
46

-29
-3
0
-34

26

25

49

78

4

23

-5

13
1

42
25

45
73

59
54

20
21

24
21

-3
4

37
1s
4
9
14
31
51

14
34
44
32
24

49
48
52
59
62

82
74
38
64
72

11
16

19
1s

28

20

-6

16
14

23
19

-2
-5

28

40

77

14

28

-18

18

31

93

13

9

--15

51

15
19

35
38

86
71
58
81
95

9
10
19
12
8

15
19
20
14
10

-10
-1
3
-7
-13

65
49
58
70

11
11
10
9

22
38
27
20

44
..

..

..

55
36

20
15

25
49

8
16

34
49

57
34

0

15

85

15

29

56

..

3,454
252
498
4,973
1,104
7,123
5,091
52,809
2,710
1,789
1,222
1,690

17
21
24

..

..

1
2
5
1

.

.

49

41

60

it
28

37
29

53
43

76
65

11
5
11

22
17
19

.

7
2
6

9
2

32
43
21

59
53
76

57
53
50

27
20
26

23
28
20

-7
-2
4

11
11
17
10

32
25
33
30

58
64
50
61

79
62
72
85

8
9
10
11

24
17
24
16

-10
12
-7
-13

17

29

54

718

65

39

6

28

66

58

21

26

52
3
3

1]
28
23

37
68
74

81
51
55

16
21
24

18
20
19

-82
-5
-15
8
3

36

13

52

89

10

18

-17

1

28

71

58

19

22

35
7
23
24

8

56

75

20

72

69

20
38

57
38

86
77

30

20

50

100

18
6
27
17
20

32

51

66

10o
15
6
6
7
13

3
23
16
22
11
35

34

61i

63

10

29

-2

27
47
37

46
36
43

68
67
66

11
7
17

25
18
17

-4
8
1

1
-J6
-7
-8
-5
-18
-14

..

.

.

.

.

49

14

23

14

..

..

..

..

..

59

29

19

-7

3
7
2
3
9
23
5

26

71

60

18

20

28

65

60

18

31

36

62

61

10

26

2

26
30
16
44

72
60
60

..

.

..

72
68
81
56
50

24
17
16
10
27

22
14
12
31
13

-19
0
-9
3
10

38
53

27
22
26

36
25
71

78
81
68

19
5
18

18
25
25

-15
-12
-10

21
38

67

95
122

14
13

21
47

-30
-82

65
74
87

22
19
8

23
21
13

-10
-14
-8

12
7

18
26

-14
12

13,460
947
21,914
1,712
. .

262
6,581
..

23,906
1,229
30,620
1,434
1,414
226
12,252
.

-4.1
..
3,430
6.5
446
558
-3.4
..
2,523
5.9
..
26,946
4.2
550
544
-3.1
..
3,192
-0.3
..
2,141
2.0
194
184
3.8
51
138
7.0
5,495
6,578
see the technical notes. Figures in

4
12
18

9
12
30

32
35
14

51

44
59
53
56

40
19
41
84
12
40
48
54
italics are for years other than those specified.

740.2
5.2

212.5
1.4
2.1
194.2
4.1
354.6
2.0
8.7
8.6

9.7
207.5
103.0

10

4

.

-13
-8

39.0
17.9

2
-10

5.5
12.3
25.0
5.0
1.4
4.5
7.1
7.3
7.1
4.1
19.0
1,423.1
9.2
17.1
7.3
86.2
11.3
2.1
9.4
37.1
8.2
7.4
9.4
53.1
7.0
1.9
1.5
11.6
1.7
27.0
8.8
10.4
5.2
20.6
18.8
19.3
8.2
15.5
26.2
3.6
10.0
3.8
24.5
0.1
3.2
206.3
14.0
5.0
110.2
27.0
45.2
17.6
10.2
75.2
77.1
19.1
33.7
3.9
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Agricultural
Gross
domestic productivity
product
Agr.Valueadded
Household General
Externial GOP
peragricultural
final
gov't.
final Gross balance
of implicit
Avg'
worker
Valueadded
as%of GDP
cons.
cons. capital goods
and deflator
Millions annual 1995
dollaro Agricultural
IndustryServicesexpenditure
expenditure
formationservices Avg.
annual
of dollars %growth %ofGDP %ofGDP %ofGDP %ofG3DP %growth
%______
2000 1990-2000
1987-891997-99 2000
2000 2000
2000
2009
2000
20ff
1990-2000
Mali

2,345
935
574,512

3.8
4.2
3.1

240
392
1,518

280
469
1,758

45
25
4

17

38

79

15

21

-15

29

46

78

15

18

-11

5.9

28

67

71

7

23

-2

18.9

Moldova
1,285
Mongolia
975
Morocco
33,364
Mozambique
3.812
Myanmar
.
Namibia
3,479
Nepal
9,450
Netherlands
364,948
New Zealand
49,983
Nicaragua
2.397
Niger
1,861
Nigeria
41.248
Norway
149,349
Pakistan
61.673
Panama
9,91 1
Papua New Guioea
4,011
Paraguay
7.680
Peru
53,882
Philippines
75,186
Poland
198,839
Portugal
103,871
Rumania
36,692
Russian Federation
291,092
Rwanda
1,762
Saudi Arabia
139,383
Senega
4,372
Sierra Leone
654
Singapore
92,252
Slovak Republic
19,123
Slovenia
18,174
South Africa
125,887
Spain
555.004
Sri Lanka
16,402
Sweden
227,369
Switzerland
240,323
Syrian Arab Republic
16,485
Tajikistan
987
Tanzaniab
9,316
Thailand
121,927
Togo
1,281
Tunisia
19,462
Turkey
199,902
Turktmenistan
4,404
Uganda
6,248
Ukraine
32,171
United K(ingdom
1,413,432
United States
9,882,842
Uruguay
20,195
Uzbekistan
13,517
Venezuela, RB
120,484
Vietnam
31.344
Yemen. Rep.
8.667
Yugoslavia, Fed. Rep.
.
Zambia
2.911
Zimbabwe
7,350
World
31,336,893zt
L.ow income
1,078,946
Middle income
5.490,802
Lower middle income
2,358,673
Upper middle income
3,138,826
Low & middle income
6,567,734
East Asia & Pacific
2,059,259
Europe & Central Asia
960,670
Latin America & Carib. 1.995,118
Middle East & N. Africa 591,584
Souith Asia
620,253
Sub-Saharan Africa
322,212

-9.7
1.0
2.2
6.4

. .

1,277
1,193
1,651
132

25
32
13
.33
60
II
39
3

22
30
33
25
9
28
20
24

53
39
54
41
31
61
41
74

74
63
64
82
90
54

19
18
17
11

-15

120.2

29

22
26
25
33
11
24

-6
-26
-I
-7

3.0
32.5
26.1
9.5

77

9

21

-8

8.3

..

.

.

33
41
39
2
26
7
26
29
8
17
3
4
15
7
46
7
18
43
0
4
4
3
4
21

23
17
33
31
23
17
44
26
38
30
32
27
30
38
20
48
26
27
34
32
38
31
28
27

44
42
28
67
50
76
30
45
55
53
65
69
95
56
34
45
56
30
66
614
58
66
69
52

50
65
87
81
56
48
78
61
66
81
71
67
80

23
15
16
35
14
21
10
15
13
8
8
15
4
19
1Ii
14
13
30
11
19
10
19
21
18
17
9
27
14
12

22
19
38
10
22
24
15
30
18
23
22
20
27
25
19
14
1-4
19
19
8
31
32
28
15
2s
27
17
21
16

5
1
-41
-6
9
6
-4
-6
3
-12
-2
-2
-11
-9
-4
20
-16
12
-6
-16
18
-5
-4
3
-1
-7
6

Mauiritania

Mexico

High income

24,772,147

1.031
1,704
119

..

.

4.1
4.8
2.9
3.0
3.5
2.6
2.4
3.6
3.7
4.1
4.0
2.2
4.7
3.2
4.6
2.6
-0.7
-4.8
-0.2
1.6
3.6
-4.5
7.8
2.1
2.7
2.0
2.4
5.3
1.8
0.7
5.6
-1.7
3.1
4.2
2.6
4.7
3.7
-4.8
7.1
-9.4
2.5
3.4
3.3
-0.5
1.6
7.9
3.5
.

0.5
2.4
2 6
. w
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
7.2
-1.6
3.3
3.0
5.6
2.4
2.4

981
181
31,328
22,073
1,313
204
470
20.164
497
2,235
662
3,090
1,323
1,322
. .

5,140
1,896
..

302
6,191
343
433
25,165
..
..

3,471
..

683
24,506

..

1,417
189
51,594
27.083
1,919
205
641
32,848
626
2,580
808
3,512
1,569
1,342
1,583
7,621
3,228
2,282
234
10,930
307
379
51,241
3,491
30,136
3,910
21,687
746
34,285

..

..

..

..

.

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

19
45
10
41
12
16
27
44
13
1

25
15
40
21
28
25
45
18
40
25

57
40
49
38
59
59
28
38
47
74

..
..

754
435
2.132
1,823
..

287
..

27,636

296
188
916
543
3,047
1,850
1,116
350
1,383
34,730

..

6,505
..

4,489
173
..

.

8,679
997
5.125
236
355

.

161
287
. .w
304

.

212
369
.w
..

..

..

..

..

..

.

..

2,220

..
..

306
369
.

..
..
..

380
..

..

6
33
5
25
17
.

24
11
5w
23
11
15
8
13
15
10
8
1
27
15
.

.

29
24
47
34
40
.

25
14
1
3 w
33
36
43
31
35
46
33
31
38
26
28
..

..

65
43
47
40
42
.

91
75
6
3w
44
54
42
61
52
38
57
61
48
47
57
..

64

71
53
89
39
176
94
40
54
56
64
59
71
51
61
72

.'

.

86
58
85
61
69
62
85
63
66
67
71
7~2

68
70
71

62

4j

-1

..

12
12
Il
14
14
12
10
18
18
14
14
9
8
7
17

17
22
13
28
24
4j6
16
70
18
20
17
18
14
25
19

10
23
15w
11
12
12
13
12
10
13
13
19
11
17

18
2
23w
21
25
27
23
241
31
19
21
21
23
16

16

22

...

91
72
6
2w
69
62
56
65
63
55
63
67
57
70
65

-s

.15.1

-15
8
-10
-3
-7
-20
-12
-1
-2
-2

-2
1
11
-2
-7

7.2

57.7

1.9
1.4
33.2
6.0
29.1
2.4
10.1
2.0
7'.9
12.7,
26.8
8.4
22.8
5.3
98.0
162.0
14.5
1.2
4.6
29.3
1.3
10.6
20.4
9.6
3.9
9.2
2.1
1.4
6.1
I

21.7
4.2
7.0
4.4
76.3
407.5
12.4
271.3
2.9
2.1
31.3
246.6
45.5
15.3
24.9

.

-19
3

51.4
25.8

.

0
1
5
-1
4
6
-2
2
-4
2
1

a. Data on general government final consumption expenditure figures are not available separately; they art included in household final consumption expenditure.
cover mainland Tanzania only.

b. Data
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Trade, aid, and finance
High
Merchandisetrade Manufactured technology
exports
imports
exports
exports
%oftota I
% of
Millions Millions merchandise manufactured
of dollars of dollars
exports
exports
2000
2000
1999
1999
260
975
68
1
19,550
9,200
3
4
8,200
3,400
26,251
25,508
32
8
290
850
63
2
63,872
71,344
29
11
64,907
68,813
83
13
1,7150
1,390
10
5,700
8,480
91
0
7,575
8,960
75
4
184,130b 171,178b
79b
8
350
650
3
0
1,210
1,760
41
2,250
2,380
55M6
58,585
54
13
4,760
6,540
DI]
4
230
700
55
140
590
700
2,050
1,203
277,233 249,118
67
15
210
120
200
350
18,158
18,101
17
4
249,212 225,097
88
17
202,440d 214,200
95d
21
13,345
11,675
31
8
580
400
2,400
930
5,874
6,373
68
3,780
3,1 50
4,390
7,911
76
8
28,980
32,245
88
9
49,215
44,567
66
20
5,700
9,700
8
0
4,872
3,417
9
6
4,700
13,600
37
0
2,933
4,888
50
7

Domestic
Current Net private Foreign
Official
Externaldebt
credit
account
capftal
direct
development
provided
balance
flows
investment assistance8
Total
Present by banking
Millions Millions
Millions
Dollars
Millions value
sector
of dollars ofdollars
ofdollars
per capita of dollars % of GNI %ofGDP
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
Albania
-155
37
41
142
975
18
48.2
Algeria
..
-1,486
7
3
28,015
64
50.3
Angola
-249
2,373
2,471
31
10,871
344
-14.2
Argentina
-12,312
32,296
23,929
2
147,880
56
34.4
Armenia
-307
122
122
55
932
36
11.5
Australia
-23,070
6,363
90.8
Austria
-5,7 7
2,834
Azerbaijan
-1,106
596
510
20
1,036
17
10.3
Bangladesh
-394
198
179
9
17,534
23
34.8
Belarus
-257
394
225
2
1,136
4
19.2
Belgium
11,685
117,2111
Benin
-158
31
31
34
1,686
401
8.4
Bolivia
-556
1,016
1,016
70
6,157
371
63.2
Botswana
517
36
37
38
462
8
-71.9
Bruil
-25,073
22,793
32,659
1
244,673
48
51.6
Bulgaria
-685
1,112
806
32
9 872
78
18.2
BurkinaFaso
-312
10
10
36
1:518
251
15.4
Burundi
-27
0
0
11
1,131
96
34.4
Cambodia
-66
122
126
24
2,262
61
7.3
Cameroo.
-396
-13
40
30
9,443
76
16.7
Canada
-2,273
25,129
89.0
Central AfricanRepublic
-42
13
13
33
913
54
11.5
Chad
-161
14
15
25
1,142
43
12.1
Chile
-80
11,851
9,221
5
37,762
55
74.7
China
15,667
40,632
38,753
2
154,223
14
132.7
Hong Kong,China
10,541
I
140.9
Colombia
-61
3,635
1,109
7
34,538
40
35.8
Congo, Dem. Rep.
583
1
1
3
11,906
244
Congo, Rep.
-252
5
5
49
5,031
301
10.4
Costa Rica
-649
924
669
-3
4,182
30
30.5
Core d'lvoire
38
74
350
29
13,170
117'
25.8
Croatia
-1,522
2,392
1,408
11
9,443
47
45.7
Czech Republic
-1,032
4,837
5,093
31
22,582
43
58.7
Denmark
2,964
11,730
57.4
Dominican Republic
-429
1,404
1,338
23
4,771
28
38.0
Ecuador
955
944
690
12
14,506
76
0.0
Egypt,Arab Rep.
-1,708
1,558
1,065
25
30,404
27
100.6
El Salvador
-242
360
231
30
4,014
31
42.3
Eritrea
-282
0
0
37/
254
19
Estonia
3,160
4,265
69
13
-295
569
305
57
2,879
55
40.0
Ethiopia
450
1,100
-709
78
90
10
5,551
55
63.3
Finland
45,511
33,702
85
24
7,588
4,649
55.8
France
298,127 305,444
81
23
36,579
38,828
Georgia
320
645
-220
86
82
44
1,652
45
21.6
Germany
551,566 500,060
84
17
-19,313
52,232
145.2
Ghana
1,400
2,400
20
14
-766
-16
17
32
6,928
66'
38.7
G,eece
10,609
28,254
50
10
-4,860
984
102.4
Guatemala
2,630
4,750
34
9
-1,026
98
155
26
4,660
24
16.9
Guinea
940
1,200
20
0
-138
63
63
33
3,518
72
8.7
Haiti
170
1,130
84
4
-38
30
30
34
1,190
17
30.9
Honduras
1,450
2,865
32
3
-211
251
230
129
5,333
63
31.5
Hungary
28,090
32,080
85
23
-2,101
4,961
1,950
25
29,042
60
52.1
India
42,358
49,830
76
6
-3,699
1,813
2,169
1
94,393
16
48.2
Indonesia
62,016
33,547
54
10
5,785
-8,416
-2,745
11
150,096
114
66.2
Iran, Islamic Rep.
30,170
14,900
8
1
-1,897
-1,385
85
3
10,357
9
49.3
Ireland
77,102
50,202
85
47
595
19,091
93.8
Israel
31,338
38,130
93
19
-1,881
2,363
148
86.6
Italy
234,613 233,277
89
8
6,304
6,783
92.0
Jamaica
1,350
3,170
70
0
-256
425
524
-9
3,913
61
46.8
Japan
47/9,328 379,514
94
27
106,865
12,308
143.9
Jordm
1,960
4,580
56
2
390
112
158
91
8,947
104
84.8
Kamkhstan
9,140
5,100
25
8
-1711
1,477
1,587
11
5,764
38
14.5
Kenva
1,650
3,200
23
4
11
-51
14
10
6,562
49
48.0
Kora, Rep.
172,620 160,493
91
32
24,47
6,409
9,333
-1
129,784
31
104.1
Kuwait
22,700
7,640
20
1
5,062
72
4
110.3
KyrgyzRepublic
20
-16
1,699
105
12.6
505
565
6
-185
36
55
La. PDR
300
560
90
79
79
58
2,527
100
10.7
Latvia
1,865
3,210
57
4
-647
303
348
40
2,657
37
24.2
Lebanon
714
6,228
-5,626
1,771
250
45
8,441
51
182.3
Lesotho
180
720
-221
168
163
15
686
41
4.0
Lithuania
3,860
5,385
67
12
-1,194
1,148
487
35
3,584
33
14.5
Macedoma,FYR
1,365
2,220
72
2
-109
51
30
135
1,433
37
15.7
Madagascar
260
660
50
3
289
52
58
24
4,409
80
15.2
Malawi
410
610
60
60
41
2,751
76'
7.2
Malaysia
98,237
82,210
80
59
12,606
3,247
1,553
6
45,939
64
143.9
'Taiwan, China
148,370 140,010
95
40
5,861
Note.For data comparabilityand coverage,seethe technicalnotes. Figuresin italicsare for years other than those specified.
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High
Domestic
Merchandise
trade Manufactured
technology CurrentNetprivate Foreign Official
External
deht
credit
exports imports exports
exports account capital direct development
provided
8
%oftotal
%of
balance flows investment
assistance Total Present bybanking
Millions Millions merchandise manafactured Millions Milliono
Millions
Dollars
Millions value
sector
of dollars ofdollaro
exports
exports
of dollaro of dollars of dollars percapita ofdollaro %ofGNI %ofGDP
Mali
Mauritania
Mexico
Moldova
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique

Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands

NewZealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria

2000
510
400
166,415
470
400
7,210
235
1,310
1,350
795
211,731
13,347
625
320
20,100

Norway
58,058
Pakistan
9,132
Panama
800
Papua New Guinea
2,050
Paraguay
852
Peru
6,982
Philippines
40,000
Poland
31,590
Portugal
23,267
Romania
10,365
Russian Federation
105,200
Rwanda
58
Saudi Arabia
84,060
Senegal
1,020
Sierra Leone
12
Singapore
137,953
Slovak Republic
11,870
Slovenia
8,770
South Africa
29,985'
Spain
113,747
Sri Lanka
5,410
Sweden
86,715
Switzerland
80,537
Syrian Arab Republic
4,400
Tajikistan
785
Tanzania
658
Thailand
68,920
Togo
320
Tunisia
5,970
Turkey
27,324
Turkmenistan
2,700
Uganda
380
Ukraine
14,550
United K(ingdom
280,061
United States
782,429
Uruguay
2,375
Uzbekistan
3,010
Venezuela, RB
32,800
Vietnam
14,308
Yemen, Rep.
4,200
Yugoslavia, Fed. Rep.
1,727
Zanbia
780
Zimbabwe
1,600
World
6,350,1050t
Low income
217,569
Middle income
1,529,860
Lower middle income
656,925
Upper middle income
872,934
Low & middle income
1.747,436
EasstAsia & ParlOrc
711,806
Europe & Central Asia
306,73 1
Latin America & Carib.
357,646
Middle East & N. Africa 214.254
South Asia
63,736
Sub-SaharanAfrica
93,246

2000
690
340
182,635
780
440
t0,630
890
2.450
1,470
1,590
196.980
14,065
1,792
450
12,910

69
70

33

1999
-178
140
-14,166
-34
52
-167
-429
-232
204
168
17,576

33

15

-3,596

9
2
1

6

1999
1

1999
7

...

85
27

21
4

....-

49

0

...
...
....
..-

3

13

-587
-174
506

1999
19

..

1999
19
2
11,786
34
30
3
384
216
114
4
43,189...

..

1,410

0

26,780
t2
28
-t t8
374
203
..

-8
382
-8
860

300
15
1,005

1999
33
84
0
24
92
24
7
2
104
15
..

137
18
1

1999
3,183
2,528

166,960
943
891
19,060
6,959
5,999
.

2,970
,.

6,986
1,621
29,358

1999
57'
169

37
73
59
51
28'
..
..

32
..

278'
55'
90

2000
14.7
0.3
26.1
25.3
6.7
93.4
11.2
26.8
48.0
43.5
118.1

3.4
8.9
12.4

33,758
27
17
5,961
..
7,900
...
.
60.4
11,060
84
0
-2,187
53
530
5
34,269
43
49.0
3,406
17
1
-1,376
620
22
5
6,837
78
110.6
1.150
9
..
120
499
297
46
2,695
77
27.0
2,252
15
3
-235
109
72
14
2,514
31
27.5
8,790
21
5
-1,822
3,140
1,969
18
32,284
63
26.2
34.600
41
59
7,910
4,915
573
9
52,022
64
62.9
49,290
77
3
-12,487
10,452
-7,270
25
54,268
33
37.6
37,911
87
5
-9,629
..
1,127
....
..
103.9
13,055
78
4
-1,297
714
1,041
17
9,367
26
13.6
44,200
25
16
20,960
3,780
3.309
12
173,940
72
23.9
215
...2
2
2
45
1,292
36
12.9
32,800
.13
0
412
..
-782
1
..
..
85.7'
1,570
57
13
-308
54
60
58
3.705
53
25.1
150
I
1
15
1,249
136
53.0
134,675
86
61
21,254
..
6,984
0
..
..
89.6
12,785
82
5
-1,155
281
354
59
9,150
44
60.2
10,150
90
4
-782
..
181
16
..
..
47.0
29,695'
55'
8
-553
4,533
1.376
13
24,158
19
76.6
153,516
78
8
-13,761
..
15,541
....
..
108.9
7,205
75
3
-493
109
177
13
9.472
46
37.8
72,646
83
22
5.982
..
59.386
....
..
79.3
82,543
92
22
29.1 19
..
9.944
....
..
178.8
3,800
7
..
201
87
91
15
22,369
138
30.4
710
...
67
10
24
20
889
66
1,540
16
6
-635
171
183
30
7,967
53
11.7
62,040
74
32
12,428
2,471
6,213
17
96,335
79
122.0
490
18
1
-127
30
30
16
1,500
82
22.6
8,740
80
3
-443
739
350
26
11,872
59
73.2
53,983
78
4
-1,364
8,667
783
0
101,796
52
1.8
1,400
..
,.
-571
-54
80
4
2.015
52
30.5
1,650
3
11
-746
221
222
27
4,077
27'
12.1
14,000
....
1,658
371
496
10
14,136
43
23.1
331,661
83
30
-15,981
..
84,476
...
..
136.1
1,258,027
83
35
-331,481
..
275,535
....
..
161.3
3,542
38
2
-605
65
229
7
7,447
37
54.3
2,810
....14
658
113
5
4,573
25
16,250
12
3
3,689
3,130
3,187
2
35,852
37
14.4
15,200
....64
828
1,609
18
23,260
76
35.0
2,200
1
..
769
-150
-150
27
4,610
58
5.3
3,698
.....
0
0
60'
12,94 9 g9
800
.....
151
163
63
5.853
175
78.1
1,700
27
2
..
70
59
21
4.566
77
48.6
6,550,720 t
79 w
21 w
.. s
912,520 s
low
. .
126.9 w
200,257
31
6
2,255
9,750
9
570,711
43.3
1,417,789
66
21
217,184
175,640
9
1,989.925'
69.4
570,941
58
19
73,441
64,842
9
873.475
91.4
846,841
72
23
143,743
110,798
6
1,1 1 6 , 4 5 0h
52.6
1,618,121
64
20
219,440
185,390
10
2,560.636h
65.1
621.336
81
31
51,062
56.041
5
674.693
116.2
311,632'
56'
10
43.164
26,534
23
486,059
23.6
381,551
48
14
111,315
90,335
12
812.763
37.6
137,948
17
1
1,277
1,461
18
206,163
78.5
79,157
79
4
2,172
3,070
3
164,600
46.9
86,396
39
9
10,449
7,949
20
216,359
42.6
High income
4,602,927 4,932,665
82
22
..
727,130
2
..
147.4
a. Regional aggregatesinclude data for economies that are nor specified elsewhere.World and income group totals include aid not sllocated by country or region.
b. Includes Luxembourg. c. Data are from debt sustainabilicy analysis undertaken as part of the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPCI initiative. d. Includes re-exports.
e. Data on total exports and imports refer to South Africa only. Data on export commodiry sharesrefer to che South African Customs Union (Botswana, Lesorho, Nainibia,
South Africa, and Swariland). f Aid to the statesof the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia that is nor otherwise specified is included in regional and income
group aggregates.g. Data are estimates and reflect borrowings by the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia that are nor yet allocated to the successorrepublics.
h. Includes data for Gibraltar nor included in other tables. i. Data include the intratrade of the Baltic statesand the Commonwealth of Independent States.
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Tablela. Key indicators
for other economies
Populationi

PPP
gross
national
income
(GNI)b

Gross
Under-5 Adult
Carbon
domestic Life mortality illiteracy dioxide
Avg. density
product expectancyrate
rate
emissions
annual people
per Millions percapita Millions percopita percapita
atbirth
Per %ofpeopleThousands

Thousands %growth sq.km
2000 1990-2000 2000
Afghanisstan
American Samoa
Andorra
Antigua and Barbuda
Aruba

26,550
65
67
68
101

4.1

Bahamas, The
Babrain
Barbados
Belize
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bosnia and H-erzegovina
Brunei
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Channel Islands
Comoros
Cuba
Cyprus
Djibouti
Dominica
Equatorial Guinea
Faeroe Islands
Fiji
French Polynesia
Gabon
Gambia, The
Greenland
Grenada
Guam
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Iceland
Iraq
Isle of Man
Kiribati
Korea, Dem. Rep.
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Macan, China
Mald6es

302
690
268
255
63
805
3,923
328
441
35
149
558
11,234
766
660
73
454

1.7
3.2
0.4
3.0

Malta
Marshall Islands
Mauritius
Mavotte
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.
Monaco
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
Northern Mariana Islands
Oman
Palau

..
.

0.6
..

..

2.5
-1.3
2.4
2.6
..

0.4
2.6
0.6
1.2
2.4
0.1
2.5

45

810
234
1,237
1,286
56
98
155
1,207
863
281
23,264
75
91
23,620
3.130
5,40
32
438
442
2~~
382
52
1,186
145
118
32
217
213
72
2,395
19

Puerto Rico
3,920
Qatar
585
Samoa
169
San Marinon
27
Son Tmin and Principe
149
Seychelles
81
Solomon Islands
442
Somalia
9,71 1
St. Kitts and Nevis
41
St. Lucia
156
St. Vincent and the Grenadines 115
Sudan
29,677
Suriname
415
Swaziland
1,045
Tonga
100
Trinidad and Tobago
1,301
United Arab Emirates
2,905
Vanuatu
200
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
121
West Bank and Gaza
2,945

1.0
1.7
2.5
3.3
..

0.5
1.4
2.2
0.8
1.0
2.5
..

2.3
1.4
2.5
23
..

1.4

41
325
149
155
532
30
1,000
623
11
1,260
17
77
62
105
135
481
250
102
83
28
97
16
32
44
64
5
129
0
288
281
43
4
3
53
131
124
196
32
3
200..
169

Gross
national
income
(GNI)l

ofdollars
2000

dollars
2000

of dollars
2000

dollars
2000

.

.

..

.

....

9,190
26S_001

4,533
4,909
2,487
751

15,010
7, 640
5/,280
2,540

653
.

9,610

0.8

4,981
7,798
3,558
1,313

..

441
4,930
7,754
587

..

550
1,260
24,630
1,330

1,0889
..

79,974g
2,0639

1.2
..

2.1
..

1.4
2.4
..

3.9
..

1.0
1.9
0.6
..

2.6
1.5
3.2
2.2
-0.2
1.5
0.7
2.1
0.3
3.1
0.4
0.7
4.5
3.0
1.5
3.9

1,153
282

20

..

337
1,872

16,490
12,130
14,7170
5,140
..

3.1
..

2.0
4.6

..

73
73
76
72

....

1,3509
..

25,3209
4,6809

3.5
8.4
1.9

21
12
18
37

4
13
..

7

....

61
73
76
65

18
11
50
....

...
..

9
26

.

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

0.4
1.0
18.3

79..
61
76
78
47
7618
51

-9.0
2.6
-0.4
2.4

73
73
53
53

22
13
133
110

72
78
44
64
79
59

18
10
214
76
5
128

62
2

61

72

..

93

..

213

380
. h

,.

9,086
556
238
516

11,950
840
3,260
1,1,70

..

~

834g
..

. .

345

3,645
5,5019
6,715
2,1099

..

..

3,520

..

5,210
4,770
.

..

4.1
..

221
667
8,736

180
770
31,090

.h

5

..

86

950

..

..

..

.

.

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..........

19,420

44,340

19,892

it
41

15, 607'

9,410
1,971-0
3,800

5.9639

7009
3,4909
28,770

6.7
1.7
2.3

-4.2
.60

45,410

9,940

.a

250

..

..

1,740
14,932
984
388
462
472
4,537
5,454
121
282
66
25,967
5,954
366
81
612

.634

7
..
..

64

77
78
68

3

.

77

5

..
..

..

45

4739
21
..

...

7

797
561
3,430
216
520
183
4,078
231
1,022
2,140
92,339
22
260,532
43,462
8,241
1,473
0

8

1,759

16

1,704

4

6,760
1,801

..

71

23

.

1.2

68

33

..

0.3

76
73

16
12

..

..

73

24

30

18,418

..

6.6

76
75
69

7
19
20

17,054
38,264
132

..

77
198
161
30
103
198
132
3,809
2,135
399
121
22,291
82,488
62
11,553

..

..

.7

3,203

..

15,060

..

4,654

..

21,880

..

6,720
d

d...
.

.

246

.

..

.

.

238

5,0909

.

7655
..

6,660
4.070
2,690
320
1,350
1,290
1,660
4,980
18,060
1,140
.

456
853
5849
..

1,4679
4,8829
..

10,844
52,9249
587
c

1,610

17309
..

11,120
5,470
5,0809
..

3,5509
4,6709

0.8
-.4 3
-16.5
..

3.5
-1272
-0. 1
..

0.6

65
72
71
48
71
73
56
70
46

. .71

8,340
19,4309
2,940

4.9
-1.3

..
..

22
..

.....

...

'

.

..

..

...

290
7,1
630

273
634
309
9,596
.558
1,350
166
6,477
49,205
228

..

8619

..

43
593
278

~

..

1,460

..

4,745

..

5.0

.

2,110

..

18

188
28

-1.4..
7.

.

11,795

170

47
71

6.6

15,730t

.

41
3
3
37

.

6,540
..

8435
3,0169
8,084

86
8
9
177

..

4,500
23,510t
5,430
1,6409
..

640

..

-3.6

19,0809

...

381
2,166
.

1.830
1730
3,180
330

1,4909
.

14,5115

.

1,480
4,064
3,928
422

3,566
102
4,512

..

64

..

1,194
287
584
388
168
16,410
271
12
151

442
53
60
450
155
181
16
15
114
256
295
12
3
61
139
254
35
16
396

75

..

..

..

220

..

.

1.8
6,161
14,200
73509
16,9409
~~~~~
2.6
~~~~
920
~~~~
403
~~~~~~
1,460
~~~~~~~76
1,3485
480c
0.8

1,000 15 andabove of tons
1999
1999
1997
....

.

625
J,65,71

..

Years
1999
46

.
.

.

% growth
1999-2000

..

-9.6

73
75
65
77
72

66
15
26
203

..
..
..

....

19
19
109
34
113
24
20
9
44
12..
26.

..
..

43
..

21
..

6
25
..

a. Preliminary World Bank estimates calcolated using the World Bank Atlas method. b. Purchasing power Parity; see the Technical Notes c. Estimated en be low income
($755 or less). d. Estimated to be upper middle income ($2,996 to $9,265). e. Estimated to be high income (89,266 or more). f. Refers to GDP and GDP per capita.
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Classification
of economies by regionand income, 2001

EastAsia and the Pacific
American Samoa
Cambodia
China
Fiji
Indonesia
Kiribati
Korea,Dem. Rep.
Korea, Rep.
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Marshall Islands
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.
Mongolia
Myanmar
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Thailand
Tonga
Vanuatu
Vietnam

UMC
LIC
LMC
LMC
LIC
LMC
LIC
UMC
LIC
UMC
LMC
LMC
LIC
LIC
UMC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LIC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LIC

Europe and CentralAsia
Albania
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Georgia
Hungary
Isle of Man
Kazakhstan
KyrgyzRepublic
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia, FYR
Moldova
Poland
Romania
Russian Federation
Slovak Republic
Tajikistan
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan
Yugoslavia,Fed. Rep.

LMC
LIC
LIC
LMC
LMC
LMC
UMC
UMC
UMC
LIC
UMC
UMC
LMC
LIC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LIC
UMC
LMC
LMC
UMC
LIC
UMC
LMC
LIC
LIC
LMC

Latin America and the Caribbean
Antigua and Barbuda
UMC
Argentina
UMC
Belize
LMC
Bolivia
LMC
Brazil
UMC
Chile
UMC
Colombia
LMC
Costa Rica
UMC
Cuba
LMC
Dominica
UMC
Dominican Republic
LMC
Ecuador
LMC
El Salvador
LMC
Grenada
UMC
Guatemala
LMC
Guyana
LMC
Haiti
LIC
Honduras
LMC
Jamaica
LMC
Mexico
UMC
Nicaragua
LIC
Panama
UMC
Paraguay
LMC
Peru
LMC
Puerto Rico
UMC
St. Kitts and Nevis
UMC
St. Lucia
UMC
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines
LMC
Suriname
LMC
Trinidad and Tobago
UMC
Uruguay
UMC
Venezuela, RB
UMC
Middle East and North Africa
Algeria
Bahrain
Djibouti
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Iraq
Jordan
Lebanon
Libya
Morocco
Oman
Saudi Arabia
Syrian Arab Republic
Tunisia
West Bank and Gaza
Yemen,Rep.

LMC
UMC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LMC
UMC
UMC
LMC
UMC
UMC
LMC
LMC
LMC
LIC

South Asia
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
India
Maldives
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LMC
LIC
LIC
LMC

Sub-SaharanAfrica
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Congo, Rep.
Cote d'Ivoire
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia, The
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mavotte
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

LIC
LIC
UMC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LMC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LMC
LIC
LIC
UMC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
UMC
UMC
LIC
LMC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
UMC
LIC
LIC
UMC
LIC
LMC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC

High income OECD
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Other high income
Andorra
Aruba
Bahamas,The
Barbados
Bermuda
Brunei
Cayman Islands
Channel Islands
Cyprus
FaeroeIslands
French Polynesia
Greenland
Guam
Hong Kong, China
Israel
Kuwait
Liechtenstein
Macao, China
Malta
Monaco
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
Northern Mariana Islands
Qatar
San Marino
Singapore
Slovenia
Taiwan, China
United Arab Emirates
Virgin Islands (U.S.)

This table classifiesall World Bank member economies,and all other economieswith populations of more than 30,000. Economiesare dividedamong income groupsaccording to 2000 GNI per capita, calculated using the World Bank Atlas method. The groups are: low income (LIC), $755 or less; lowermiddle income (LMC), $756-2,995;
upper middle income (UMC), $2,996-9,265; and high income, $9,266 or more.
Source:World Bank data.
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hesetechnicalnotes discussthe sourcesand methods
usedto compilethe indicatorsincludedin this edition
T
of SelectedWorld DevelopmentIndicators.The notes
followthe order in which the indicatorsappear in the tables.
For the firsttime the SelectedWorld DevelopmentIndicators
usesterminologyin linewiththe 1993Systemof NationalAccounts(SNA).For example,in the 1993SNAgrossnationalincomereplacesgrossnationalprodznct.
See the technicalnotesfor
tablesI and 3 for other examples.
Sources
The data publishedin the SelectedWorld DevelopmentIndicators are taken from WorldDevelopmentIndicators2001.
Where possible,however,revisionsreported since the closing date of that editionhavebeen incorporated.In addition,
newly released estimates of population and gross national in-

come (GNI) percapita for 2000 are includedin table 1.
The World Bankdrawson a varietyof sourcesfor the statistics published in the WorldDevelopmentIndicators.Data
on externaldebt are reported directlyto the World Bank by
developingmember countries through the Debtor Reporting System.Other data are drawn mainly from the United
Nations and its specializedagencies,from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), and from country reports to the
World Bank. Bankstaff estimatesare also used to improve
currentnessor consistency.For most countries,national accounts estimates are obtained from member governments
through World Bankeconomicmissions.In someinstances
these are adjustedby staff to ensure conformitywith internationaldefinitionsand concepts.Most socialdata from national sources are drawn from regular administrativefiles,
specialsurveys,or periodiccensuses.
For more detailednotesabout the data, pleasereferto the

and cross-countryand intertemporal comparisonsinvolve
complextechnicaland conceptualproblemsthat cannot be
unequivocallyresolved.For these reasons,althoughthe data
are drawn from the sourcesthought to be most authoritative, they should be construedonly as indicatingtrends and
characterizingmajor differencesamong economiesrather
than offeringprecisequantitative measuresof thosedifferences.Also,national statisticalagenciestend to revisetheir
historical data, particularly for recent years. Thus, data of
differentvintagesmay be published in different editions of
World Bank publications.Readersare advisednot to compile such data from different editions. Consistent time series are available from the 'WorldDevelopmentIndicators
2001 CD-ROM.
P3t§ a C
i

For easeof reference,the tablesusuallyshowratiosand rates
of growth rather than the simple underlyingvalues.Values
in their originalform are availablefrom the WorldDevelopment Indicators2001 CD-ROM. Unlessotherwisenoted,
growthratesare computedusing the least-squaresregression
method (seeStatisticalmethodsbelow).Becausethis method
takesinto accountall availableobservationsduring a period,
the resultinggrowth ratesreflect generaltrends that are not
undulyinfluencedby exceptionalvalues.To excludethe effects of inflation, constant price economic indicators are
usedin calculatinggrowth rates.Data in italicsare for a year
or period other than that specifiedin the column headingup to two yearsbefore or after for economicindicatorsand
up to threeyearsfor socialindicators,becausethe latter tend
to be collectedless regularlyand change less dramatically
overshort periods.
nstant pr
Pres

World Bank's World DevelopmentIndicators2001.

Data
and
consistency
reliability
Considerableeffort has been made to standardizethe data,
but full comparabilitycannot be assured,and care must be
taken in interpretingthe indicators.Many factorsaffectdata
availability,comparability,and reliability:statisticalsystems
in many developing economies are still weak; statistical
methods, coverage,practices,and definitionsdiffer widely;

An economy'sgrowth is measuredby the increasein value
added produced by the individualsand enterprisesoperating in that economy.Thus, measuringreal growthrequires
estimatesof GDP and its components valued in constant
prices.The World Bank collectsconstant pricenational accounts series in national currencies and recorded in the
country'soriginalbaseyear.To obtain comparableseriesof
constant price data, it rescalesGDP and value added by in243
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dustrial origin to a common reference year, currently 1995.
This process gives rise to a discrepancy between the rescaled
GDP and the sum of the rescaled components. Because allocating the discrepancy would give rise to distortions in the
growth rate, it is left unallocated.

sify economies for analytical purposes and to determine borrowing eligibility.
PPP Gross national income, which is GNI converted
into international dollars using purchasing power parity
(PPP) conversion factors, is included because nominal ex-

Summary measures

change rates do not always reflect international differences
in relative prices. At the PPP rate, one international dollar
has the same purchasing power over domestic GNI that the
U.S. dollar has over U.S. GNI. PPP rates allow a standard
comparison of real price levelsbetween countries, just as conventional price indexes allow comparison of real values over
time. The PPP conversion factors used here are derived from
the most recent round of price surveys conducted by the International Comparison Programme, a joint project of the
World Bank and the regional economic commissions of the
United Nations. This round of surveys, completed in 1996
and covering 118 countries, is based on a 1993 reference
year. Estimates for countries not included in the survey are
derived from statistical models using available data.
PPP GNI per capita is PPP GNI divided by midyear
population.
Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita growth is
based on GDP measured in constant prices. Growth in GDP
is considered a broad measure of the growth of an economy.
GDP in constant prices can be estimated by measuring the
total quantity of goods and services produced in a period,
valuing them at an agreed set of base year prices, and subtracting the cost of intermediate inputs, also in constant
prices. See the section on statistical methods for details of the

The summary measures for regions and income groups, presented at the end of most tables, are calculated by simple addition when they are expressed in levels. Aggregate growth
rates and ratios are usually computed as weighted averages.
The summary measures for social indicators are weighted by
population or subgroups of population, except for infant
mortality, which is weighted by the number of births. See
the notes on specific indicators for more information.
For summary measures that cover many years, calculations are based on a uniform group of economies so that the
composition of the aggregate does not change over time.
Group measures are compiled only if the data available for a
given year account for at least two-thirds of the full group,
as defined for the 1995 benchmark year. As long as this criterion is met, economies for which data are missing are assumed to behave like those that provide estimates. Readers
should keep in mind that the summary measures are estimates of representative aggregates for each topic and that
nothing meaningful can be deduced about behavior at the
country level by working back from group indicators. In addition, the estimation process may result in discrepancies between subgroup and overall totals.
Table 1. Key indicators of development
Population is based on the de facto definition, which counts
all residents, regardless of legal status or citizenship, except
for refugees not permanently settled in the country of asylum, who are generally considered part of the population of
the country of origin.
Average annual population growth rate is the exponential rate of change for the period (see the section on statistical methods below).
Population density is midyear population divided by
land area. Land area is a country's total area excluding areas
under inland bodies of water and coastal waterways. Density
is calculated using the most recently available data on land
area.
Gross national income (GNI-formerly gross national
product or GNP), the broadest measure of national income,
measures total value added from domestic and foreign
sources claimed by residents. GNI comprises gross domestic
product (GDP) plus net receipts of primary income from
foreign sources. Data are converted from national currency
to current U.S. dollars using the World Bank Atlas method.
This involves using a three-year average of exchange rates to
smooth the effects of transitory exchange rate fluctuations.
(See the section on statistical methods below for further discussion of the Atlas method.)
GNI per capita is GNI divided by midyear population.
It is converted into current U.S. dollars by the Atlas method.
The World Bank uses GNI per capita in U.S dollars to clas-

least-squares growth rate.
Life expectancy at birth is the number of years a newborn infant would live if patterns of mortality prevailing at
its birth were to stay the same throughout its life.
Under-5 mortality rate is the probability that a child
born in the indicated year will die before reaching age 5, if
the child is subject to current age specific mortality rates. The
probability is expressed as a rate per 1,000.
Age specific mortality data such as infant and child mortality rates, along with life expectancy at birth, are probably
the best general indicators of a community's current health
status and are often cited as overall measures of a population's welfare or quality of life. The main sources of mortality data are vital registration systems and direct or indirect
estimates based on sample surveys or censuses. Because civil
registers with relatively complete vital registration systems
are fairly uncommon in developing countries, estimates must
be obtained from sample surveys or derived by applying
indirect estimation techniques to registration, census, or
survey data. Indirect estimates rely on estimated actuarial
("life") tables, which may be inappropriate for the population concerned. Because life expectancy at birth is constructed using infant mortality data and model life tables,
similar reliability issues may arise for this indicator. Life expectancy at birth and age specific mortality rates are generally estimates based on the most recently available census or
survey; see the Primary data documentation table in World
Development Indicators2001.
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Adult illiteracy rate is the percentage of persons aged 15
and above who cannot, with understanding, read and write
a short, simple statement about their everyday life. Measuring literacy using such a definition requires census or sample
survey measurements under controlled conditions. In practice, many countries estimate the number of illiterate adults
from self-reported data or from estimates of school completion rates. Because of these differences in method, comparisons across countries-and even over time within countries-should be made with caution.
Carbon dioxide emissions (CO,) measures those emissions stemming from the burning of fossil fuels and the manufacture of cement. These include carbon dioxide produced
during consumption of solid, liquid, and gas fuels and from
gas flaring.
The Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
(CDIAC), sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, calculates annual anthropogenic emissions of CO2 . These calculations are derived from data on fossil fuel consumption,
based on the World Energy Data Set maintained by the
UNSD, and from data on world cement manufacturing,
based on the Cement Manufacturing Data Set maintained
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Each year the CDIAC recalculates the entire time series from 1950 to the present, incorporating its most recent findings and the latest corrections
to its database. Estimates exclude fuels supplied to ships and
aircraft engaged in international transportation because of
the difficulty of apportioning these fuels among the countries benefiting from that transport.

Table2. Povertyand incomedistribution
Survey year is the year in which the underlying data were
collected.
Rural population below the national poverty line is
the percentage of the rural population living below the rural
poverty line determined by national authorities. Urban population below the national poverty line is the percentage
of the urban population living below the urban poverty line
determined by national authorities. Total population below
the national poverty line is the percentage of the total population living below the national poverty line. National estimates are based on population weighted subgroup estimates
from household surveys.
Population below $1 PPP a day and $2 PPP a day are
the percentages of the population living on less than $1.08 a
day and $2.15 a day at 1993 international prices (equivalent
to $1 and $2 in 1985 prices adjusted for purchasing power
parity). Poverty rates are comparable across countries, but as
a result of revisions in PPP exchange rates, they cannot be
compared with poverty rates reported in previous editions
for individual countries.
Poverty gap at $1 PPP a day and Poverty gap at $2
PPP a day is the mean shortfall below the poverty line
(counting the non-poor as having zero shortfall), expressed
as a percentage of the poverty line. This measure reflects the
depth of poverty as well as its incidence.
International comparisons of poverty data entail both
conceptual and practical problems. Different countries have
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different definitions of poverty, and consistent comparisons
between countries can be difficult. Local poverty lines tend
to have higher purchasing power in rich countries, where
more generous standards are used than in poor countries. Is
it reasonable to treat two people with the same standard of
living-in terms of their command over commodities-differently because one happens to live in a better-off country?
Can we hold the real value of the poverty line constant across
countries, just as we do when making comparisons over time?
Poverty measures based on an international poverty line
attempt to do this. The $1 a day standard, measured in 1985
international prices and adjusted to local currency using purchasing power parities (PPPs), was chosen for the World
Bank's World Development Report 1990: Povertybecause it is
typical of the poverty lines in low-income countries. PPP exchange rates, such as those from the Penn World Tables or
the World Bank, are used because they take into account the
local prices of goods and services not traded internationally.
But PPP rates were designed not for making international
poverty comparisons but for comparing aggregates from national accounts. As a result, there is no certainty that an international poverty line measures the same degree of need or
deprivation across countries.
Past editions of the World Development Indicatorsand the
Selected World Development Indicators used PPPs from the
Penn World Tables. Because the Penn World Tables updated to 1993 are not yet available, this year's edition (like
last year's) uses 1993 consumption PPP estimates produced
by the World Bank. The international poverty line, set at
$1 a day in 1985 PPP terms, has been recalculated in 1993
PPP terms at about $1.08 a day. Any revisions in the PPP of
a country to incorporate better price indexes can produce
dramatically different poverty lines in local currency.
Problems also exist in comparing poverty measures within
countries. For example, the cost of living is typically higher
in urban than in rural areas. (Food staples, for example, tend
to be more expensive in urban areas.) So the urban monetary
poverty line should be higher than the rural poverty line. But
it is not always clear that the difference between urban and
rural poverty lines found in practice properly reflects the difference in the cost of living. In some countries the urban
poverty line in common use has a higher real value-meaning that it allows the purchase of more commodities for consumption-than does the rural poverty line. Sometimes the
difference has been so large as to imply that the incidence of
poverty is greater in urban than in rural areas, even though
the reverse is found when adjustments are made only for differences in the cost of living. As with international comparisons, when the real value of the poverty line varies, it is not
clear how meaningful such urban-rural comparisons are.
The problems of making poverty comparisons do not end
there. More issues arise in measuring household living standards. The choice between income and consumption as a
welfare indicator is one issue. Income is generally more difficult to measure accurately, and consumption accords better
with the idea of the standard of living than does income,
which can vary over time even if the standard of living does
not. But consumption data are nor always available, and
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when they are not there is little choice but to use income.
There are still other problems. Household survey questionnaires can differ widely, for example, in the number of distinct categories of consumer goods they identify. Survey
quality varies, and even similar surveys may not be strictly
comparable.
Comparisons across countries at different levels of development also pose a potential problem, because of differences
in the relative importance of consumption of nonmarket
goods. The local market value of all consumption in kind
(including consumption from own production, particularly
important in underdeveloped rural economies) should be included in the measure of total consumption expenditure.
Similarly, the imputed profit from production of nonmarket
goods should be included in income. This is not always
done, though such omissions were a far bigger problem in
surveys before the 1980s. Most survey data now include valuations for consumption or income from own production.
Nonetheless, valuation methods vary. For example, some
surveys use the price in the nearest market, while others use
the average farm gate selling price.
Whenever possible, consumption has been used as the
welfare indicator for deciding who is poor. When only
household income was available, average income has been
adjusted to accord with either a survey-based estimate of
mean consumption (when available) or an estimate based on
consumption data from national accounts. This procedure
adjusts only the mean, however; nothing can be done to correct for the difference in Lorenz (income distribution) curves
between consumption and income.
Empirical Lorenz curves are weighted by household size,
so they are based on percentiles of population, not households. In all cases the measures of poverty have been calculated from primary data sources (tabulations or household
data) rather than existing estimates. Estimation from tabulations requires an interpolation method; the method chosen
was Lorenz curves with flexible functional forms, which have
proved reliable in past work.
Gini index measures the extent to which the distribution
of income (or, in some cases, consumption expenditure)
among individuals or households within an economy deviates from a perfectly equal distribution. A Lorenz curve plots
the cumulative percentages of total income received against
the cumulative number of recipients, starting with the poorest individual or household. The Gini index measures the area
between the Lorenz curve and a hypothetical line of absolute
equality, expressed as a percentage of the maximum area
under the line. Thus a mii index of zero represents perfect
equality, while an index of 100 implies perfect inequality.
Percentage share of income or consumption is the
share that accrues to subgroups of population indicated by
deciles or quintiles.
Inequality in the distribution of income is reflected in the
percentage shares of either income or consumption accruing
to segments of the population ranked by income or consumption levels. The segments ranked lowest by personal income receive the smallest share of total income. The Gini

index provides a convenient summary measure of the degree
of inequality.
Data on personal or household income or consumption
come from nationally representative household surveys. The
data in the table refer to different years between 1985 and
1999. Footnotes to the survey year indicate whether the
rankings are based on per capita income or consumption.
Each distribution is based on percentiles of populationrather than of households-with households ranked by income or expenditure per person.
Where the original data from the household survey were
available, they have been used to directly calculate the income (or consumption) shares by quintile. Otherwise, shares
have been estimated from the best available grouped data.
The distribution indicators have been adjusted for household size, providing a more consistent measure of per capita
income or consumption. No adjustment has been made for
spatial differences in cost of living within countries, because
the data needed for such calculations are generally unavailable.
For further details on the estimation method for low- and
middle-income economies see Ravallion and Chen (1996).
Because the underlying household surveys differ in
method and in the type of data collected, the distribution indicators are not strictly comparable across countries. These
problems are diminishing as survey methods improve and
become more standardized, but achieving strict comparability is still impossible.
Two sources of noncomparability should be noted. First,
the surveys can differ in many respects, including whether
they use income or consumption expenditure as the living
standard indicator. The distribution of income is typically
more unequal than the distribution of consumption. In addition, the definitions of income used usually differ among
surveys. Consumption is usually a better welfare indicator,
particularly in developing countries. Second, households differ in size (number of members) and in the extent of income
sharing among members. And individuals differ in age and
consumption needs. Differences among countries in these
respects may bias comparisons of distribution.
World Bank staff have made an effort to ensure that the
data are as comparable as possible. Whenever possible, consumption has been used rather than income. The income
distribution and Gini indexes for high-income countries are
calculated directly from the Luxembourg Income Study
database using an estimation method consistent with that applied for developing countries.

Gross domestic product is gross value added, at purchasers'
prices, by all resident producers in the economy plus any
taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of
the products. It is calculated without deducting for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion or degradation of
natural resources. Value added is the net output of a sector
after adding up all outputs and subtracting intermediate inputs. The industrial origin of value added is determined by
the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC)
revision 3. The World Bank conventionally uses the U.S.
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dollar and appliesthe averageofficialexchangerate reported
by the InternationalMonetaryFund for the year shown. An
alternative conversion factor is applied if the official exchange rate is judged to divergeby an exceptionallylarge
margin from the rate effectivelyapplied to transactionsin
foreigncurrenciesand tradedproducts.
Grossdomesticproductaverageannualgrowthrateis
calculatedfrom constant priceGDP data in localcurrency.
Agriculturalproductivityrefersto the ratio of agricultural value added, measured in constant 1995 U.S. dollars,
to the number of workersin agriculture.
Valueaddedis the net output of an industryafter adding
up all out-putsand subtractingintermediateinputs. The industrialorigin of value added is determinedby the InternationalStandard IndustrialClassification(ISIC) revision3.
Agriculturevalue added correspondsto ISIC divisions
1-5 and includesforestryand fishing.
Industryvalueaddedcomprisesmining,manufacturing,
construction,electricity,water,and gas (ISICdivisions10-45).
Services value added correspond to ISIC divisions
50-99.
Household final consumption expenditure (private
consumption in previouseditions)is the marketvalue of all
goodsand services,includingdurable products (suchas cars,
washing machines, and home computers), purchased by
households.It excludespurchasesof dwellingsbut includes
imputed rent for owner-occupieddwellings.It alsoincludes
paymentsand fees to governmentsto obtain permitsand licenses.Here, householdconsumption expenditureincludes
the expendituresof nonprofit institutions serving households,evenwhen reportedseparatelyby the country.In practice, householdconsumption expenditure may include any
statisticaldiscrepancyin the use of resourcesrelativeto the
supply of resources.
Generalgovernmentfinal consumption expenditure
(generalgovernmentconsumption in previouseditions)includes all governmentcurrent expendituresfor purchasesof
goodsand services(includingcompensationof employees).
It also includes most expenditureson national defense and
security,but excludesgovernmentmilitaryexpendituresthat
are part of governmentcapital formation.
Grosscapital formation(grossdomesticinvestmentin
previous editions) consists of outlays on additions to the
fixed assetsof the economy plus net changesin the levelof
inventories.Fixedassetsincludeland improvements(fences,
ditches,drains,and so on); plant, machinery,and equipment
purchases;and the constructionof buildings,roads,railways,
and the like, includingcommercialand industrialbuildings,
offices,schools,hospitals,and privatedwellings.Inventories
are stocksof goodsheld by firms to meet temporaryor unexpected fluctuations in production or sales,and "work in
progress."According to the 1993 SNA net acquisitionsof
valuablesare alsoconsideredcapital formation.
External balance of goods and services is exports of
goodsand serviceslessimports of goodsand services.Trade
in goodsand servicescompriseall transactionsbetweenresidents of a country and the rest of the world involving a
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changein ownershipof generalmerchandise,goodssent for
processingand repairs,non-monetarygold, and services.
The GDP implicitdeflatorreflectschangesin pricesfor
allfinaldemand categories,suchas governmentconsumption,
capitalformation,and internationaltrade, aswell as the main
component, private final consumption. It is derivedas the
ratio of current to constant price GDP. The GDP deflator
may also be calculatedexplicitlyas a Paascheprice index in
whichthe weightsare the current periodquantitiesof output.
National accountsindicatorsfor most developingcountries are collectedfrom nationalstatisticalorganizationsand
centralbanks by visitingand residentWorld Bankmissions.
Data for high-incomeeconomiescome from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development data
files.
Table 4. Trade, aid, andfiinance
Merchandiseexports show the f.o.b. value of goods providedto the rest of the worldvalued in U.S. dollars.
Merchandiseimportsshowthe c.i.f.value of goods (the
cost of the goodsincludinginsuranceand freight)purchased
from the rest of the world valued in U.S. dollars. Data on
merchandise trade come from the World Trade Organization ('WTO)in its annual report.
Manufacturedexports comprise the commodities in
Standard Industrial Trade Classification(SITC) sections5
(chemicals),6 (basicmanufactures),7 (machineryand transport equipment),and 8 (miscellaneous
manufacturedgoods),
excludingdivision68.
High technology exports are productswith high R&D
intensiry.They includehigh-technologyproducts such as in
aerospace,computers,pharmaceuticals,
scientificinstruments,
and electricalmachinery.
Current account balance is the sum of net exports of
goodsand services,net income,and net current transfers.
Net privatecapitalflows consistof privatedebt and nondebt flows.Privatedebt flowsincludecommercialbank lending, bonds, and other privatecredits; nondebt privateflows
are foreigndirectinvestmentand portfolioequiryinvestment.
Foreigndirect investmentis net inflowsof investment
to acquirea lastingmanagementinterest (10 percentor more
of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in an economy
other than that of the investor.It is the sum of equity capital, re-investmentof earnings,other long-term capital, and
short-term capital, as shown in the balance of payments.
Data on the current account balance,private capital flows,
and foreigndirectinvestmentare drawnfrom the IMF's Balanceof PaymentsStatisticsYearbook
and InternationalFinancialStatistics.
Official development assistanceor official aid cover
net concessionalflows to developing countries, transition
economiesof EasternEurope and the formerSoviet Union
and to certain advanceddevelopingcountriesand territories
as determined by the DevelopmentAssistanceCommittee
(DAC) of the OECD. The flowsare from members of the
DAC, multilateraldevelopment agencies,and certain Arab
countries.Data on aid are compiledby DAC and published
in its annual statisticalreport, Geographical
Distributionof
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FinancialFlowstoAid Recipients,and in the DACchairman's
annual report, DevelopmentCo-operation.
Total external debt is debt owed to nonresidents repayablein foreigncurrency,goods,or services.It is the sum
of public, publiclyguaranteed,and privatenon-guaranteed
long-term debt, use of IMF credit, and short-term debt.
Short-term debt includesall debt having an original maturity of one year or lessand interest in arrearson long-term

is the least-squaresestimateof b, the averageannual growth
rate, r, is obtained as [exp(b*)-1] and is multiplied by 100
to expressit as a percentage.
The calculatedgrowth rate is an averagerate that is representativeof the availableobservationsover the entire period. It does not necessarilymatch the actualgrowthrate betweenany two periods.

debt.

Exponential growth rate
The growth rate between two points in time for certain demographicdata, notably labor force and population, is calculatedfrom the equation

Presentvalue of debt is the sum of short-term external
debt plus the discountedsum of total debt servicepayments
due on public, publiclyguaranteed,and privatenonguaranteed long-termexternaldebt overthe lifeof existingloans.
The main sourcesof externaldebt informationare reports
to the World Bank through its Debtor Reporting System
from member countries that have receivedWorld Bank
loans.Additionalinformationhas beendrawn from the files
of the World Bank and the IMF. Summarytablesof the external debt of developingcountries are publishedannually
in the World Bank's GlobalDevelopmentFinance.
Domestic credit providedby bankingsector includes
all credit to varioussectorson a grossbasis, with the exception of credit to the central government,which is net. The
banking sectorincludesmonetaryauthorities,depositmoney
banks, and other banking institutions for which data are
available(includinginstitutions that do not accept transferable depositsbut do incur such liabilitiesas timeand savings
deposits). Examples of other banking institutions include
savingsand mortgageloan institutionsand buildingand loan
associations.Data are from the IMF's InternationalFinance
Statitics.

Statistical
methods
This section describesthe calculationof the least-squares
growthrate, the exponential(endpoint)growth rate, and the
World Bank'sAtlasmethodologyfor calculatingthe conversion factorused to estimateGNI and GNI per capitain U.S.
dollars.

Least-squaresgrowth rate
Least-squaresgrowth ratesare used whereverthere is a sufficientlylong time seriesto permit a reliablecalculation.No
growth rate is calculatedif more than half the observations
in a period are missing.
The least-squaresgrowth rate, r, is estimatedby fitting a
linear regressiontrendline to the logarithmicannual values
of the variablein the relevant period. The regressionequation takes the form
In Xt = a +bt,
which is equivalentto the logarithmictransformationof the
compound growthequation,
X, = XO(I + r)t.
In this equation, Xis the variable, t is time, and a = log XO
and b =In (1 + r) are the parametersto be estimated.If b*

r = In (pn/p1 )/n,
where p,, and p1 are the last and first observations in the
period, n is the number of yearsin the period, and In is the
natural logarithm operator. This growth rate is based on
a model of continuous, exponential growth between two
points in time. It does not take into account the intermediate valuesof the series.Note alsothat the exponentialgrowth
rate does not correspond to the annual rate of change measured at a one-yearintervalwhich is givenby (pn-pn1 )lpn .

The Gini index
The Gini indexmeasuresthe extentto whichthe distribution
of income (or, in some cases, consumption expenditure)
amongindividualsor householdswithin an economydeviates
from a perfectlyequal distribution.A Lorenzcurveplots the
cumulativepercentagesof total income receivedagainst the
cumulativenumber of recipients,startingwith the poorestindividualor household.The Gini indexmeasuresthe area between the Lorenzcurve and a hypothetical line of absolute
equality,expressedas a percentageof the maximumareaunder
the line. Thus a Gini indexof zerorepresentsperfectequality,
and an indexof 100percentimpliesperfectinequality.
World Bank Atlas method
In calculatingGNI and GNI per capita in U.S. dollars for
certain operational purposes, the World Bank uses a synthetic exchangerate commonlycalledthe Atlas conversion
factor. The purpose of the Atlas conversionfactor is to reduce the impact of exchangerate fluctuations in the crosscountry comparisonof nationalincomes.
The Atlasconversionfactorfor any yearis the averageof
a country'seffectiveexchangeratewith the G-5 countries(or
alternativeconversionfactor) for that yearand those for the
two precedingyears, after adjusting for differencesin rates
of inflation between the country and the G-5 countries.A
country'seffectiveexchangerate is an averageof its exchange
rateswith a selectionof other countries,usuallyweightedby
the country's tradewith those countries.The G-5 (Group of
Five) countries are France, Germany, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.A country's inflation rate
is measured by its GNI deflator. The inflation rate for the
G-5 countries is measured by changesin the SDR deflator.
(Specialdrawingrights,or SDRs,are the InternationalMonetary Fund's (IMF) unit of account.) The SDR deflator is

SELECTED

calculatedas a weightedaverageof the G-5 countries' GDP
deflatorsin SDR terms.The weightsare determinedby the
amount of eachcurrencyincludedin one SDR unit. Weights
varyovertime becausethe currencycompositionof the SDR
and the relative exchange rates for each currency both
change.The SDR deflator is calculatedin SDR terms first
and then convertedto U.S. dollars using the SDR-to-dollar
Atlasconversionfactor.
This three-yearaveragingsmoothsannual fluctuationsin
prices and exchangerates for each country. The Atlas conversionfactoris then appliedto a country'sGNI. The resulting GNI in U.S. dollarsis dividedby the country's midyear
population for the latestof the three yearsto deriveits GNI
per capita. When official exchangerates are deemed to be
unreliableor unrepresentativeduring a period, an alternative
estimateof the exchangerate is used in the Atlasformula (see
below).
The followingformulasdescribethe computationof the
Atlasconversionfactorfor yeart:
Pt
et*=- e,-2
3.1 (Pt-2

Pt

P$
S$

Pt-2

ss
SS

-

Pt-i

e
+e1

Pt-I

and for calculatingGNP percapitain U.S.dollarsfor yeart:
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Y-$= (Y /N,)I et*
where e,*is the Atlas conversionfactor (nationalcurrencyto
the U.S. dollar) for year t, e,is the averageannual exchange
rate (nationalcurrencyto the U.S. dollar) for yeart, P, is the
GNI deflatorfor year t, pr S is the SDR deflatorin U.S. dollar terms for year t, Y$ is the Atlas GNI in U.S. dollars in
year t, Y is current GNI (localcurrency)for year t, and Nr is
the midyearpopulationfor year t.

Alternative conversionfactors
The World Bank systematicallyassessesthe appropriateness
of officialexchangerates as conversionfactors.An alternativeconversionfactor is usedwhen the officialexchangerate
is judged to divergeby an exceptionallylarge margin from
the rate effectivelyapplied to domestic transactionsof foreign currenciesand traded products.This is the casefor only
a small number of countries (seethe Primarydatadocumentationtable in WorldDevelopmentIndicators2001).Alternativeconversionfactorsare used in the Atlasmethod and elsewhere in the SelectedWorld Development Indicators as
single-year conversion factors.
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This

report is aboutbuildinginstitutionsthat supportmarketswhichpromotegrowthand
reducepoverty.It analyzesthe myriadof institutions-formal and informal,publicand
private-that peoplebuild and use to undertakeactivitiesthat maximizereturns and to
managerisk in markets.Theseinstitutionsrangefrom unwrittencustomsand traditionsto
complexlegalcodesthat regulateinternationalcommerceon the cuttingedgeof technology.
Some
developingcountrieshavebeenableto harnesssuch market-supportinginstitutionsto improve
the welfareof their people,but othershavenot yet achievedthe same degreeof success.Drawing
on a wealthof researchand experiencefrom insideand outsidethe WorldBank,this 24th edition
of the WorldDevelopmentReportmovestowarda deeperunderstandingof market-supportinginstitutionsand a betterappreciationof howpeoplecan build suchinstitutions.
BuildingInstitutionsforMarketstakes a two-stepapproachto institutionaldevelopment.First,
it contendsthat what is criticalis focusingon the functionsthat market-supportinginstitutions
provideand howtheyprovideit rather than on particularstructures.Lookingat institutionsin
terms of the functionsthey providerather than in terms of their structureshelpsidentifyinstitutionalgaps.Allmarket-supportinginstitutionsaffectboth efficiencyand distributionby doing
threemain things:
* Channelinginformationaboutmarket participantsand goods
* Definingand enforcingpropertyrights and contracts
* Increasingor decreasingthe levelof competitionin markets.
Second,after identifyingthe institutionalgap,the nextstep is to build the neededinstitution.
Thereport goesbeyondthe recognitionthat onesizedoes not fit allto developan understanding
of howto think about designingeffectiveinstitutionsin a particularcontext.Thereare four main
lessonson buildingeffectiveinstitutions.Thefirsttwo are mostlyabout supplyinginstitutions,
whilethe secondtwoare mostlyaboutfirstcreatingthe demandforsuchinstitutions:
* Designthem to complementwhat exists-other supportinginstitutions,human capabilities,
and availabletechnologies
* Innovateto identifyinstitutionsthat work-and dropthose that do not
* Connectcommunitiesof marketplayersthroughopeninformationflowsand open trade
* Promotecompetitionamongjurisdictions,firms,and individuals.
BuildingInstitutionsforMarketsalsoincludesSelectedWorldDevelopmentIndicators,an essential
referenceon recenttrendsin development.
Altogether,the reportoffersvaluableinsightsand vital
guidanceforpolicymakers,researchers,and anyonewith an interestin development.
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